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INTRODUCTION

Educational systems emanate from the way the builder of

the system views the learner. The actual behaviors of each

teacher in each classroom stem directly from her/his assump-

tions about what learners are like and how learning occurs-

-assumptions that one makes based on an overall view of what

kind of being the human animal is.

Educational learning theories are applications of psy-

chological theories. Each theory advocates a different

kind of treatment for the facilitation of learning in people.

The roots of psychological theories in turn, stem from basic

philosophical views of the human animal that are traceable

back to the original thinkers about the condition of and

makeup of the human animal.

It is possible to place most of these positions rough-

ly on a continuum that would stretch from a belief that the

human animal is a perfect bud that will blossom into a per-

fect being if left alone to grow uninjured and unimpeded by

the vissicitudes of the environment, to a belief on the

other end of the continuum, that everything an adult human

was, is, or ever will be, is determined by the kinds of in-

teractions that person has with his environment.

BEST COP/ AVAILABLE
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Obviously, there are few philosophers, psychologists, or

learning theorists whose beliefs would put them on the ex-

tremes of either end of this imaginary continuum. Neverthe-

less, it is possible to break the continuum roughly into

three different sections and to place different theorists

into one of the three without doing too much injustice to

most.

This set of readings is based on that assumption.

The three sections that follow each contain theorists and

practitioners that in our judgment belong for the most part

to that segment of the theoretical continuum.

It is our belief that many problems in the schools may

oot emanate from questionable starting views of the learner.

We have assembled these readings in order to give the student

at least a superficial view of each of the positions. It is

the hope that this superficial view will stimulate a closer

examination of the leader's own philosophical viewpoint and

that this will lead to a greater understanding of self and

of actions directed toward learners.

We have titled the two ends cf the continuum Nativism --

which stresses the innate capacities of the learner -- and

Environmentalism -- which stresses the part played by envi-

ronmental factor. in learning. The middle segment of the
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continuum has been titled Interactionism.

Brief synopses covering each of the three sections

and introductions to some of the theorists and practitioners

whose works are contained herein follow, as a guide to the

structure of the rest of the book.

I. Nativism

A nativist orientation to school learning expresses

the view that there are structures innate to the individ-

ual which precede experience and which allow us to adapt

to reality. Nativists would accept the view that a

variety of behaviors (e.g., language competency, percep-

tual capabilities, intellectual processes) are under the

control of genetic components.

A. Arnold Gesell

Gesell, who is a medical doctor, has posited a series

of stages of development that humans pass through. He

posits that the stages alternate with a stage manifesting

behavioral equilibrium following a stage manifesting be-

havioral disequilibrium followed by a stage manifesting

behavioral equilibrium and so on. For example, he posits

that a 4 year old will tend to be vigorous and expansive

in his actions, whereas a 4-1/2 year old will tend to be

troubled, seemingly neurotic and introspective and a 5
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year old will tend to be smooth, consolidated, and

balanced in his behavior.

Understandably, Gesell views IQ as an important

variable. Ir his contention that there are seven

stages of development marked by certain age intervals,

there is allowed r ik,r certain age deviations but

the sequence is compile! with by all youngsters. To

discipline a youngster, he suggests that teachers be

aware of the behaviors that characterize the stage of

development of the child and discipline the child accord

ingly. For example, to discipline a 4 year old, one may

want to use tricks, number., or whisper commands as well

as suggest new ways of doing things and incorporating

imaginary companions in activities of the child. Gesellian

theory is based on mahy diild observations and is quite

useful as a guide to handling children.

B. Gestalt psychology

Gestalt psychology, which refers to the psychology

of perceptual and cognitive wholes, developed in Germany

at the early decades of the 20th century. Gestaltists

included men such as Max Wertheimer, Christian von

Ehrenfels, Edgar K.Ibin, Wolf!;ang Kohler, and Kurt Koifka.

They, in genvral, contenJod thot there were cognitive and
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and perceptual relationships and unities such as melody,

figure and ground, phi phenomenon, and insight that can-

not be meaningfully decomposed into their respective

elements. In other words, whereas associationists and

environmentalists tend to hold that a behavioral whole

is the sum of its parts, gestaltists contend that a

behavioral whole is more than the sum of its parts and

often different also. They felt that wholes would have

to be understood before parts can be understood. They

posited principles such as the principle of proximity

according to which things close together tend to be

grouped together and the principle of closure accord-

ing to which incomplete figures tend to be viewed as

completed figures and they accepted concepts such as

insight, consciousness, and introspection.

Kohler contended that insight is crucial in re-

solving problems as it relates to the seeing of rela-

tions unseen before. Wertheimer contends that for pro-

ductive thinking children and adolescents should have

practice in de:,isntating different figure and ground

pairs, in developing alternative mental sets or ways

of looking at thing,, and in structured problems that

make available aholes or Gestalten that aid in making

9



solutions. Rule-learning can be viewed as a topic for

Gestaltists. Through processes such as insight can be

triggered by the environment, they relate to innate

structures according to the Gestaltists.

C. Noam Chomsky

The tenets of Chomsky's position are adequately

discussed in his Review of Skinner's Verbal Behavior

and further discussed in K. MacCorquodale's reply in

the Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior,

1970, 13, 83-99. Two aspects of his thought that may

be pointed out are 1) that there are linguistic complexes

such as grammar that should not be viewed as mere sums of

consituent elements and 2) that there is a system of lin-

guistic transformations (deep-structure grammar) that each

person is born with that allows each person to learn any

language and say a myriad of meaningful sentences in any

language learned. For educatio:t, one could recommend

that the teacher of language teach for phrase structure

and surface structure transformations and give opportun-

ities to the youngster to generate sentences with similar

or dissimilar mvanin gs -- i.e., opportunities to actual-

ize latent deep-structure transformations. Teachers of

Lingual-A- would have to learn the language of transforma-
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tional linguistics to richly use Chomsky's ideas in the

schools.

D. Arthur Jensen

Articles by Arthur Jensen and Sir Cyril Burt provide

a reasonable introduction to the nativist orientation to

intelligence. The Bart article on intelligence measure-

ment gives an alternative view. Nativists such as Jensen

and Burt hold that the genetic, makeup of an individual

has a much greater determining influence on intelligence

of a person than the environment.

In fact, from an examination of correlations for

sets of pairs of youngsters with differing environmental

and genetic relationships, it was determined that about

80% of the variation in IQ scores can be attributed to

heredity, 12% of the variance in IQ scores can be attrib-

uted to environmental influences between families, and

8% of the IQ score variance can be attributed to within

family environmental influences.

It is important to note that their statistical

analysis is quite accurate but their starting tenets

are questionable. Do IQ test items favor middle-class

white youngsters? Is the language in IQ tests biased?

Do IQ texts really test for intellectual processes?

11



These questions are still being debated.

Nativists tend to view IQ test performance as a

predictive measure for future scholastic success and a

selection measure that aids in the classification of

youngsters. IQ is viewed as basically a genetic given

and education is viewed as having no effect on IQ. Thus

IQ tests are not used to any rich extent, as diagnostic

and prescriptive measures. In general, youngsters with

high IQs should enter academic programs that require

usage of cognitive and abstract thinking skills and

youngsters with low IQs should have school experiences

that allow them to employ associative and psycho-motor

skills that can be habituated. Given that the belief the

IQ can be substantially changed is held, nativists con-

tend that a child's school experiences should be compat-

ible with his IQ.

II. Environmentalism

This view is that the learner is a product primar-

ily of environmental factors. Innate tendencies and

structures are doemphasized in importance. The learner

is primarily a reactive organism, learning by responding

to environmental stimuli.
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Environmentalists use the language of stimulus and

response to describe human behavior. They are concerned

primarily about overt behavior witnessable by two or more

people. Rich use of statistics and graphs is made as

linear variables are often examined. Functional rela-

tionships among variables are sought and parsimony in

explanation is a goal. An additive reductionism is

followed as human behavior is conceived to be reducible

to stimuli and responses (the atoms in psychology to an

environmentalist) and complex behaviors are conceived to

be chains of stimuli and responses.

A. B. F. Skinner

To Skinner the behavior of an individual is primar-

ily under the control of stimuli. As opposed to Pavlov

who was interested in elicited behaviors terms respon-

dents, Skinner is interested in emitted behaviors termed

operants. Operant conditioning relates to the study of

conditions under which a response enter under the control

of reinforcing stimuli.

The key dependent variable to be examined is the

strength of an operant - defined in terms of rate of

operant occurrence. If an operant is followed by a re-

inforcing stimulus, then the strength of the operant

13



increases. Extinction relates to the diminuation of a re-

sponse through nonreinforcement. A positive reinforcer is

any stimulus which increases operant strength. A negative

reinforcer is any stimulus when removed that increases

operant strength. Definitions of other important operant

conditioning terms may be obtained from any text on oper-

ant conditioning.

A few comments on reinforcement schedules are appro-

priate. The smaller the interval used (within limits) in

a fixed interval schedule, the larger the total number of

operants will tend to be. Variable ratio schedules relate

to operant development highly resistant to extinction. Also,

punishment is best used to inhibit an operant occurring when

administered intermittently. In employing operant methods

in the schools, one may follow the following steps: 1) de-

cide on some goal behaviors (or terminal behaviors) for

student; 2) determine a viable reinforcer to be used for

the student; 3) assess the behaviors of the student related

to the goal; 4) plan a sequence of behavioral steps leading

from the initial behaviors of the student and the goal behav-

iors; 5) decide on a reinforcement schedule; 6) proceed to

interact with the student. Rich use of games with tokens and

ood as sicoudary and primary reinforcers would be compatible

14



with Skinner's method. Behavior modification techniques are

quite useful in animal training and many human learning sit-

uations where unique behavioral sequences can be posited.

The intent of the study of learning to Skinner is to

determine those stimuli and environmental agents that de-

termine human behavior and to obtain data showing orderly

changes characteristic of the learning process. Skinner

feels that we do not know enough about learning to for-

mulate a theory of learning.

There are substantial ethical problems associated with

the Skinnerian approach. The primary one is that who de-

cides on what goal behaviors will be used for a given human

and on what basis is the decision made. Skinner does not

accept such notions as insight, self-actualization, becoming,

self-determination, innate capacity to imitate, etc. There

is reinforcement and the innate tendency of humans to have

their behavior shaped thruugh reinforcement; everything else

follows with respect to human behavior development.

B. Educational technology

Environmentalists would encourage the use of tilms.

radio, television, and other information-dissemination de-

vicLs to faLllitate .chool learning. Programmed instruction

and coputer-ba,vd instruction (C.A.1.) are other methods of

15



educational technology.

In learning a skill, there are usually a cognitive

phase followed by a fixation phase followed by an automation

phase. Overpractice and training in subroutines or parts

of a task facilitate skill learning. Probably the careful

description of a task is more important than the employment

of psychological principles in teaching a task.

To enhance learning with the use of films, one should:

1) increase the redundancy of the film content, 2) allow for

audience participation in the film, and 3) provide attention

directive devices. To enhance learning with programmed in-

struction, one should: 1) begin where the subject is, 2)

hint at answers and use small steps in the programmed text,

3) allow for over-learning of responses, and 4) consider

carefully organization of knowledge. In some learning cases,

branched programming which is similar to an irrlgular read-

ing of a book is preferable to linear programning in which

a linear sequence of behavioral steps is posited. For teach-

ing machines of Skinner's design, a subject writes a response

to a question cited and a response is reinforced when it

matches the actual answer of the question cited on the

machine.

Youngsters do learn with programmed instruction. The

t..'
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programmed method is best adapted to complex but structured

materials with thL chain property. Often superior students

do better with programmed instruction but complain more. A

wider range of rewards needs to be formulated as well as

needs of students to be satisfied with programmed instruc-

tion. Inconclusive and conflicting evidence has been pro-

vided as to whether 1) the ordered sequences of steps are

essential, 2) short steps are to be preferred to larger be-

havioral steps, 3) free response is the ideal response type,

4) learner should set his own pace, 5) immediate knowledge

of results maximally facilitates learning. To Skinner,

programmed instruction is like individual tutoring in that

1) it allows one to begin where the subject is, 2) the

subject learns at his own rate, and 3) false answers are

always corrected.

C. Benjamin Bloom

Much of Bloom's views are articulated in works such as

"Learning for Mastery". To Bloom, school learning must be

successful and rewarding in order for learning to occur

through life. If certain environmental factors are manipu-

lated, then 95% of any clesS should get A's and should

manifest criterion behaviors. The variables that Bloom

attends to include one that is not very mutable, aptitude,
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and four that are: 1) quality of instruction, 2) ability

of the student to understand instruction, 3) perseverance

or the time the learner is willing to spend on learning,

and 4) time allowed for learning. Bloom favors rich use of

1) diagnostic testing procedures, 2) formative evaluation

devices, and 3) small discussion groups to facilitate mastery

learning. Mastery for students should be a goal for educa-

tors as it relates to better self-concept, mental health,

and positive affect for a subject.

D. Robert Gagne

Gagne posits seven types of learning to be considered

by educators: 1) signal learning which relates to the

Pavlovian link in which a general diffuse response is tied

to a signal; 2) S-R learning in which a precise response is

related to a discriminated stimulus; 3) chaining or sequen-

cing of S-R bonds; 4) verbal association or chains of words;

5) multiple discrimination which involves relating different

respoases to different stimuli; 6) concept learning in which

a response is related to a variety of stimuli; and 7) princi-

ple learning which involves chaining of concepts.

Gagne has also encouraged the use of task analysis and

learning hierarchies in learning situations. To designate

learning hierarchies, one must determine the array of sub-
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I

ordinate skills for the task in question. To validate

a hypothesized hierarchy, one may use Guttman scaling

procedures to examine response patterns. In most cases,

more than one learning hierarchy could be determined for

a given goal task.

E. Additional Comments on Environmentalism

In environmentalism, terms such as consciousness, mind,

and mental are dismissed. Techniques from animal psychology

have been found helpful in describing human behavior. Innate

capacities, native intelligence, etc. are usually also dis-

missed as viable concepts.

Objective methods and scientific techniques are empha-

sized. Reductionism in which simple entities and S-R bonds

as atoms is the prevalent view. Simplification is another

key characteristic to environmentalism.

IQ tests are in general not of much use to environ-

mentalists. However, intelligence tests which provide

specific information on student performance with respect

to given problems is of use as they allow for diagnostic

and prescriptive purposes of tests.

III. Interactionism

Interactionism is an approach to school learning

which is distinct from Nativism and Environmentalism in

19



a

that the influence of both maturational factors znd environ-

mental processes on mental development is recognized as

occurring in an interactive manner. For example, some

environmental processes are posited to have an effect on

the mental development of an individual only when the person

has reached a certain level of maturation.

Interactionists tend to posit an invariant sequence

of mental processes and to emphasize either the learning

of cognitive structures that lead to levels of cognitive

growth. Development which is regulated by certain genetic

clocks and environmental forces is richly considered.

Biology, ligic, and mathematics are fields that feed into

this general approach.

A. Jean Piaget

Jew, Piaget is a noted Swiss scholar renowned for his

work in child and developmental cognitive psychology. His

backgroand includes zoology and philosophy. As Freud formu-

lated ,isychoanalysis as a science of neuroses, Piaget for-

mulat d genetic epistemology as a science which inquires as

to w'at are the relationships between the histories of var-

iou concepts in time and the development of corresponding

coALLKs in a person. From thi3 perspective it was deter-

filned that the historical sequence of certain geometry con-

20



cepts (parallelism, perspective, inside-outside) is the

opposite of the developmental appearance s:quence for those

same concepts (inside-outside, perspective, parallelism).

Piaget is prpbably most noted for his theory of cogni-

tive development which posits an invariant sequence of

cognitive stages. From partly on examination of why young-

sters committed certain errors in taking IQ tests, Piaget

formulated his theory which is rich with biological concepts.

The two prime concepts are adaptation and organization.

Adaptation refers to the state of balance between an indivi-

dual and his environment. Adaptation involves assimilation

which relates to the process of the individual to take in

the world and accommodation which relates to the process in

which some cognitive mechanism becomes altered so that it is

better able to incorporate some situation. Assimilation

occurs with the 1130 of schemata (e.g., grasping) which are

mechanisms to take in stimuli. Schewata are posited to

form systLens according to 'the organization principle. The

principle of equilibration indicates that the human organism

tends Co devcloy hi'ac.r and higher levels of cognitive func-

tioning and cotniitive equilibria. A cognitive equilibrium

relote;, to a suc:ful lewl of adaptation. Equilibria

have thie propftti,2,z: 1) fivld of application - the range
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of stimuli handled by the cognitive processes available;

2) stability - the richness of paths and solutions that a

given cognitive s!stem can provide; 3) mobility - the spatio-

temporal distance between the organism and stimuli that he

can handle. To Piaget higher forms of equilibria are effec-

ted wi:h three factors: 1) maturation; 2) social milieu

language, culture, etc.; 3) physical environment and problems

subjects are exposed to.

One way of viewing Piaget's system is that there are

three main stages of cognitive development: 1) the stage

in which children think in terms of overt actions such as

grasping and which incorporates the sensorimotor level of

development; 2) the stage of concrete operations in which

children can perfor.n operations such as classification and

seriation on objects; 3) the stage of formal operations in

which adolescents can perform operations such as theorizing

on concrete on concrete operations. Each succeeding stage

is marked %), a richer and broader equilibrium than the pre-

vious stage. The last states are of great concern to elemen-

tary and seconOiry school teachers.

The concrete stage is between ages 5 and 12 approxi-

mately and the formal stage is between the age of 13 and

. death. The on :et of forTal thought warns adolescence.
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There is no difference to Piaget between the adolescent

stage of thou6it and the adult stage of thought.

In the concrete stage operations which are internal-

izable, reversible acts that form systems begin to develop.

Also conservation behavior develops. To each concept one

can posit a concept of conservation. For example, for weight

one can examine whether an individual has the concept of

conservation of weight by taking an object and changing it

in vartous ways but not in terms of its weight and asking

the subject if it weighs the same as before. If the subject

indicates that the weight has not changed (thus conserved)

he has that conservation concept. Concrete reasoners develop

conservation of concepts such as mass, weight, area, etc.

Formal reasoners develop conservation of concepts which

are functions of a variety of variables such as volume.

Formal thought is marked by the following: 1) hypothetico-

deductive rea,,oninA; 2) combinatorial reasoning - capability

to generate all the possible combinations in a situation;

3) ability to make theories; 4) ability to think in probabil-

istic terms; 5) ability to understand propertionalities and

analogies; 6) vitw that the realm of the real is a subset of

all thdt is possible. It is recommentled to employ tat-Its in

schools that activate the higheo.,rognitive prOcvs3eS avail-
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able to a youngster. Thus in high school and college, it is

reasonable to expect formal operations to be manifested.

With respect to motivation, Piaget believes in intrinsic

motivation in terms of functional assimilation which refers

to the innate tendency of the organism to utilize his cogni-

tive processes - especi.11y his highest developed ones. To

J. Mc. V. Hunt there should be a match between the cognitive

demands of a school task and the cognitive capabilities of a

student to effect school learning. However, in cases where

students are well set in a thought stage, new and challenging

stimuli and problems may become very attractive.

B. Jerome Bruner

Jerome Bruner is a cognitive psychologist who has con-

tended that all fields of knowledge have underlying knowledge

structures .nd that any discipline structure can be taught Lo

any person in some way; He shares many Piagetian ideas such

as 1) acre z.hould be con.idered a readines., for learning for

many thing.. to be learned; 2) students must play with mater-

ials before they can understand certain concepts - play and

intuition being ilTortant cognitive activities; 3) under-

stanling of concept-. with the use of concrete materials

proct.le, sy7:,olio abstract onticrttandinL.. Bruner holds that

thort is a sequ.a..e of ways in htr in represent the world:
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1) enactive representation - marked by rise of actions;

2) ikonic representation - marked by use of images;

3) symbolic representation - marked by use of symbols. Each

successive representational level is marked by more inde-

pendence of responses from the nature of the stimuli. Stu-

dents should gain practice in manifesting these forms of

representation in school learning situations.

C. Other Comments on Interactionism

Some interactionists such as Zoltan Dienes hold that

abstraction should precede generalization; abstraction

refers to learning of a given concept or rule-system in a

variety of contexts and generalizability refers to the

learning of a more complicated concept of rule-system than

one before but in a similar context. Interactionists would

contend that teachers can teach for a given subject matter

but also teach for a variety of thinking skills such as classi-

fication and theorizing.

To interactionists such as Piagct intelligence is adapt-

ability so that one person is core intelligent than anoth(r

second p,.ison. To a.s,ss intelligence from a Piagetian stance

person if tic is wore adaptible or equivalently has more cogni-

tive proctsse, to resolve a wider range of problems than the
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one may use Piagetian tasks such as the Equilibrium in the

Balance task. To Piaget the intelligence of a child can

change quite a bit with a positive environmental press and

maturation. More on intelligence from an interactionist

stance can be gained from the article entitled "Issues in

the measurement of intelligence" by William M. Bart.

William M. Bart
Martin R. Wong

June, 1974
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IDEAS AND THEIR ORIGIN

John Locke

Idea is the Object. of Thinking. Every man being con-

scious to himself that he thinks, and that which his mind

is applied about whilst thinking being the ideas that are

there, it is past doubt that men have in their minds

several ideas, such as are those expressed by the words,

"whiteness, hardness, sweetness, thinking, motion, man,

elephant, army, drunkenness," and others. It is in the

first place then to be enquired, How he comes by them? I

know it is a received doctrine, that men have native ideas

and original characters stamped upon their minds in their

very first being. This opinion I have at large examined

already; and, I suppose, what I have said in the foregoing

Book will be -Lich more easily admitted, when I have shown

whence the understanding m,ty get all the ideas it has, and

by what ways and degrees they may coma into the mind; for

which I shall appeal to every one's own observation and

experience.

AN ESSAY CONCERNING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING, ablidged and edited by A. S. Pi ingle
Pattison (Clarendon Press. Oxford) 1924, pp. 42.91.
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All Ideas Cove From Sensation or Reflef_:tion. Let us

then suppose the mind to be, as wo say, white paper, void

of all charactcrs, without any ideas; how comz:s it to be

furnished? Uhelwe comes it by that vast store, which the

busy and bonadltss fancy of man has painted on it with an

almo,t endlc:. variety? Whence has it all the matelials of

reason and knowledge? To this I answer, in one word, from

Experience; in that all our knowledge is founded, and from

that it ultimately derives itself. Our observation, employed

either about external sensible objects, or about the internal

operations of our minds, perceived and reflected on by our-

selves, is that which supplies our understandings with all the

materials of thinking. These two are the fountains of know-

ledge, from whence all the ideas we have, or can naturally

have, do spring.

The Objects of Sensation One Source of Ideas. First,

our senses, conversant about particular sensible objects, do

convey into the mind several distinct perceptions of things,

according to those various ways wherein those objects do af-

fect them; and thus we come by those ideas we have of yellow,

white, heat, cold, soft, hard, bitter, sweet, and all those

which we call sensible qualities; which when I say the senses

convey into the mind, I mean, they from external objects con-
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vey into the mind what produces there those perceptions. This

great source of most of the ideas we have depending wholly

upon our senses, and derived by them to the understanding, I

call, Sensation.

The Operations of Our Minds the Other Source of Them.

Secondly, the other foutain, from which experience furnisheth

the understanding with ideas, is the perception of the oper-

ations of our own minds within us, as it is employed about

the ideas it has got; which operations, when the soul comes

to reflect on and consider, do furnish the understanding

with another set of ideas which could not be had from things

without: and such are perception, thinking, doubting, be-

lieving, reasoning, knowing, willing, and all the different

actings of our own minds; which we being conscious of, and

observing in ourselves, do from these receive into our under-

standing as distinct ideas, as we do from bodies affecting

our senses. This source of ideas every man has wholly in

himself: and though it be not sense, as having nothing to do

with external objects, yet it is very like it, and might

properly enough be called internal sense. But as I call the

other Sensation, so I call this Reflection, the ideas it af-

fords being such only as the mind gets by reflecting on its

own operations within itself. By Reflection, then, in the

,
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following part of this discourse, I would be understood to

mean that notice which the mind takes of its own operations,

and the manner of them, by reason whereof there come to be

ideas of these operations in the understanding. These two,

I say, viz., external material things as the objects of

Sensation, and the operations of our own minds within as

the objects of Reflection, are, to me, the only originals

from whence all our ideas take their beginnings. The term

operations here, I sue in a large sense, as comprehending

not barely the actions of the mind about its ideas, but

some sort of passions arising sometimes from them, such as

is the satisfaction or uneasiness arising from any thought.

All Our Ideas Are of the One or the Other of These.

The understanding seems to me not to have the least glim-

mering of any ideas which it doth not receive from one of

these two. External objects furnish the mind with the ideas

of sensible qualities, which are all those different per-

ceptions they produce in us; and the mind furnishes the under-

standing with ideas of its own operations. These, when we

have taken a full survey of them, and their several modes,

corbinations, and relations, we shall find to contain all

our whole stock of ideas; and that we have nothing in our

minds which did not come in one of these two ways. Let any
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one examine his own thoughts, and thoroughly search into

his understanding, and then let him tell me, whether all the

original ideas he has there, are any other than of the objects

of his reflection; and how great a mass of knowledge soever

he imagines to be lodged there, he will, upon taking a

strict view, see that he has not any idea in his mind

but what one of these two have imprinted, though perhaps

with infinite variety compounded and enlarged by the under-

standing, as we shall see hereafter.

Observable in Children. He that attentively considers

the E,tate of a child at his first coming into the world, will

have little reason to think him stored with plenty of ideas

that are to be the matter of his future knowledge. It is by

degrees he comes to be furnished with them: and though the

ideas of obvious and familiar qualities imprint themselves

before the memory begins to keep a register of time and order,

yet it is often so late before some unusual qualities come

in the way, that there are few men that cannot recollect the

beginning of their acquaintance with them: and if iL were

worth while, no doubt a child might be so ordered as to have

but a very few even of the ordinary ideas till he were grown

up to a man. But all that are born into the world being sur-

rounded with bodies that perpetually and diversely affect them,
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variety of ideas, whether care be taken about it or no, are

imprinted on the minds of children. Light and colours are

busy and at hand everywhere when the eyc is but open; sounds

and some tangible qualities fail not to solicit their proper

senses, and force an entrance to the mind; but yet I think it

will be granted easily, that if a child were kept in a place

where he never saw any other but black and white till he were

a man; he would have no more ideas of scarlet or green, than

he that from his childhood never tasted an oyster or a pine-

apple has of those particular relishes.

Men are Differently Furnished with These According to the

Different Objects they Ccnverse with. Mer then come to be

furnished with fewer or more simple ideas from without, accor-

ding as the objects they converse with afford greater or less

variety; and from the operations of their minds within, accor-

ding as they more or less reflect on them. For, though he

tl contemplates the operations of his mind cannot but have

plain and clear ideas of them; yet, unless he turn his thoughts

that way, and considers them attentively, he will no more

have clear and distinct ideas of all the operations of his mind,

and all that may he observed therein, than he will have all the

particular idea. of any landscape, or of the parts and motions

of a clock, who hill not turn his eyes to it, and with atten-

e:
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tion 'iced all the parts of it. The picture or clock may be

so placed, that they may come in his way every day; but yet

he will have but a confused idea of all the parts they are

made u1 of, till he applies himself with attention to consider

them each in particular.

* * * * * * *

And thus I have given a short and, I think, true history of

the first beginninas of human knowledge; whence the mind has

its first objects, and by what steps it makes it progress to

the laying in and storing up those ideas out of which is to

be framed all the knowledge it is capable of; wherein I must

appeal to experience and observation whether I an in the right.

This is the only way that I can discover whereby the ideas of

things are brought into the understanding. If other men have

either innate ideas or infused principles, they have reason

to enjoy them; and if they are sure of it, it is impossible

for others to deny them the privilege that they have ....hove

their neighbours. I can speak but of what I find in myself.
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B. F. Skinner

THE FREE AND
HAPPY STUDENT
The natural, logical oakum of the struggle for personal freedom in
education is that the leadicr should improve his control of the student
rather than abandon it. The free school is no school at all.

His name is Emile. Ile was burn in the middie of
the eighteenth century in the lust flush tit the
nialetn wilt-an fur pasonal freedom. His faille'
was 1eanJacyues Rousseau, but he has had many
foster patents, aiming them Pestalow, I suebel, and
Isluntessuit, down to A S. Neill and han lllieh. Ile
is an Meal studuit, t ull tit goodwill toward his
teachers and his peers, he needs no discipline. Ile
studies because he is naturally coitus. He learns
things because they interest Nun.

Unfortunately, he is iniagulaty He was quite
exphatly su with RUll.).,VJU, who put his own
childien in an orphanage and pleiti led to say how
he would icah his fiaiunal hero, but the modern
veinal if the (tut and happy )(tidal( to be found in
books by Paul ("ovarian. John Hutt, Jonathan
Kozo!, or Charles Silberman is also imaginary.
Occasionally a real example seems to turn up. There
are teachers who would be successful in dealing with
people anywhere as statesmen, therapists, bust'.
nessmcn, or friends - and there ate students who
scarcely need to be taught, and together they
sometimes seem to bring Lrritie to rte. And un-
furtunarcly they do so just often uicugh to sustain
the old dream. But Inuit is a will o. the wisp, who
has led many teachers into a conception of their
role which could prove disastrous.

The student who has been ,aught as if' he were
Linde is, however, airtioit too Nuilully teat. It has
taken a lung time fur him to make Ir... appearance.
Children were first made free and happy in kinder

PHI DELTA KAPPAN, 1973. Vol. 55,99. 1346.

garten, where there seemed to be no danger in
freedom, and for a long time they wete found
',Ahem else, hecausc the rigid discipline of the
grade schools blocked progress. But eventually they
broke through moult; from kindergarten into
grade school, taking over grade after grade, moving
into secondary school and on nuts college and, very
recently, into grachr_te school. Step by step they
have insisted upon then rights, justifying their
demands with the slogans that philosophers of
education have suppicd. If sitting in rows restricts
personal freedom, unscrew the seats. If order can be
maintained only through coercion, let chaos rep.
If one cannot be malty free while worrying about
examinations and wades, down with examinations
and grades! The whole Establishment Is now awash
with free and happy students.

Dropping Out of School, Dropping Out of Life

If they are what Rousseau's Emile would really
have been like, we must confess to some disappoint-
ment. The Emile we know doesn't work very hard.
"Cunusay" is evidently a moderate sort thing.
thud work is frowned upon because it Implies a
"work ethic," which has something to du with
discipline.

The Emile we know doesn't learn very much. His
"interests" are evidently of hinited scope. Subjects
that du not appeal S. him he calls Jtelevant. (We
should not be surprised at this, since Rousseau's
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Emile, like the boys in Summerhdl, never got past
the stage of knowledgeable craftsman.) lie may
defend himself by questioning the value of know!
edge. Knowledge is always in flux, so why bother to
acquire any particular stage of it? It will be enough
to rcinam curious and interested, In any case the life
of feeling and emotion is to be preferred to the life
of intellect, let us be governed by the heart rather
than the head.

The Emile we know doesn't think very clearly.
lie has had little or no chance to learn to think
lugh.diy or scientifically and is easily taken in by
the mystical and the superstitious. Reason is irrele-
vant to feeling and emotion.

And, alas, the Linde we know doesn't scent
particularly happy. Ile direst' t like his education
any more than his predcccssurs liked theirs. Indeed,
he seems to like it less, lie is much more inclined to
play truant (big cities have given up enforcing
truancy laws), and lic drops out as soon as he legally
can, or a little sooner. If lie goes to college, lie
probably takes a year off at some time in his
four-year program. And after that his dissatisfaction
takes die form of antitriellcetualon. and a refusal
to support education.

Are there offsetting advantages? Is the free and
happy student less aggressive, kinder. more loving?
Certainly not toward the schools and teachers that
have set him free, as increasing vandalism and
personal attacks on n..h.lmis lu >how. Not is he
pariseulaily well disposed towaid his preis. Ile
seems perfectly at home m a Wl lild of unprecedent-
ed domestic violence.

Is perhaps inurc creative" Tiachtional practices
were said In suppress individuality, what kind of
individuality has now emerged? I ice and happy
students me ceilaitily chi reran from the students of
a gen-la:run ago, but they are not very different
front each other. Their own culture is a severely
regimented one, and their creative works in art,
music, and literature - are confuted to prinutive
and clone:11A maielials. They have very little o be
creative with, fur they have never taken the trouble
to explore the fields in which they are now to be
front.runners.

Is the free and happy student at least inure
effective as a ...riven" Is he a owe( person? The
evidence is not vety reassuring. /laving dropped out
of school, he is likely to chop out of hfc tut). It
would be unfair to let the hippie culture represent
young people today, but it does serve to clarify an
extreme, The members of that culture do not accept
responsibility tot their owr. lives, they sponge on
the contributions of those who have out yet been
made rice and happy who have gone to medical
school and become doeiors, of who have become
the fanners who raise the food of the woikers who
produce the goods they consume.

These are no doubt overstatements. Things ate
not that bad. mai is education to be blamed for all
the trouble. Nevertheless, there Is a trend In a
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well-defined direction, and it is particularly clear in
education, Our failure to create a tiuly free and
happy student is symplonlatic of a more general
problem.

The Illusion of Freedom

What we may call the struggle for freedom in the
Western world can be analyzed as a struggle to
escape from or avoid punitive or coercive treatment.
It is characteristic of the human species to act in
such a way as to reduce or terminate irritating,
painful. or dangerous stimuli, and the struggle for
freedom has been directed toward those who would
control others with stimuli of that sort. Education
has had a lung and shameful part in the history of
that struggle. The I.gy titian% Greeks, and Romans
all whipped their students. Mcdicral sculpture
showed the carpenter with his hammer and the
schoolmaster with the tool of his trade too, apd it
was the cane or rod. We are not yet in the clear.
Corporal punishment is still used in many schools,
and dote arc calls for its return where it has been
abandoned,

A system in is%iell students study primarily to
avoid the eunscquenees of nut studying is neither
humane nor very productive. Its by-products in-
clude truancy. vandalism, and apathy. Any effort to
eliminate punishment In education is certainly
commendable. We ourselves act to escape from
aversive control, and our students should escape
from it too. They should study because they want
to, because they like to, because they alc interested
in what they are doing, The nustake a classical
mistake um the litetatuse of freedom is to suppose
that they will du so as soon as we stop punishing
them. Students ate not literally free when they have
been treed front then teachers. They then simply
come wider the control of other eunditions, and w
must look at those eunditions and their effects if we
are to improve teaching.

Those who have attacked the "servility" of
students, as Montessori called it, have often put

11..1.;., the possibility that young people w,ll
learn what they need to know front the "werld of
things," which includes the world of people who are
not tcaelicrs. Montessori saw possibly useful be-
havior being suppressed by s,nuolioom
Could it not be salvaged? And could the environ-
ment of the schoolroom not be changed so that
other useful behavior would occur? Coul4 the
teacher not simply guide the student's natural
development? Or could Ile not accelerate it by
teasing out behavior which would occur naturally
bu. not so quickly If he did not help? In other
words, could we not bring the real world into the
classroom, as John Dewey put It, or destroy the
classroom and turn the student over to the real
world, as Ivan flitch has recommended? All these



possibilities can be presented in an attractive light,
but they neglect two vid.I points.

I. No one Icarus very much from the real world
without help The only evidence we have of what
can be learned horn a nonsocial world has been
supplied by those wild boys said to have been raised
without contact with other members of their own
species. Much more eau be lear,.c.1 without formal
Instruction in a social world, but . tit without a good
deal of teaching, even so Pornul education has
made a tremendous difference in the extent of the
skills and knowledge which can be acquired by a
person in a single lifetime

2. A much inure lint utant principle is that the
real world teaches only what Is relevant to the
present. it makes no explicit preparation for the
future Those who would rinfutute teaching have
contended that no preparation is needed, that the
student will follow a natural line of
and move into the future tn the manna! course of
events. We should be content, as Carl Roger. has put
It, to trust

. the insatiable curiosity which dnves the
adolescent boy to absorb everything he can
see or hear or read about gasoline engines in
order to improve the efficiency and speed of
ins "hot rid " I am talking about the student
who says, "I aal discovennt, drawing in from
the outside. and making that which is drawn
in a real part of me." I am talking aoout my
learning in which the experience of the learner
progresses along the line. nu, that'. nut
what I want", "Wait' Tins is closer to what
I'm interested in, what I n,ed "Al., here it
is! Now 1111 grasping and ceinprehending what
I need and what I want to know!"

.s lecumniending a lotal,v11111V1Ment to the
present moment, or at rust to an mmiediate future.

Formal Education as Preparation for the Future

But it has alway, been the task ci Ermal
education to set behavior whir" would , ,ve
useful or enjoyable later in the siudent's life.
Punitive methods had at least the merit of providing
current reasons for karning ih.rigs that would be
rewarding in the future We object to the punitive
reasons, but we should not forget their function in
making the future important

It is not enough to give the student advice to
explain that he will have a future, and that to enjoy
himself and be more niccessful in it, he must
acquire certain skitls and knowledge now. Mere
advice is ineffective because It Is nct supported by
current rewards The positive consequences that
generate a useful behavioral repertoire need not be
any more explicitly relevant to the future than were
the punitive consequences of the past. The student
needs current reasons, positive or negati' c, but only
die educational policy maker who supplies them

need take the future into account. It follows that
many instructional arrangements seem "contrtved,"
but there is nothing wrong with that. It is the
teacher's function to contnve conditions under
which students learn. Their relevance to a future
usefulness need not be obvious.

It is a difficult assignment. fhe' conditions the
teacher arranges must be powerful enough to
compete with those under which the student tends
to behave in distracting ways. In what has come to
be called "contingency management in the class
room," tokens arc sometimes used as rewards or
uniforms. They become reinforcing when they are
oxi.hangud for uniforms that are already effective.
There is no "natural" relation between what is
learned and what is received. The token is simply a
reinforcer that can be made clearly contingent upon
behavior. To straighten out a wholly disrupted
classroom, something as ubvious as a token economy
may be needed, but less conspicuous contutgen'
des as in a creditpoint system, perhaps, or
possibly in the long run merely expressions of
approval on the part of teacher or peer may take
over

The teacher can often make the change from
punishment to positive reinforcement in a stnr
prisingly simple way by responding ro the stet
dent's success rather than his failures. Teachers have
too often supposed that their role is to point out
what students are doing wrong, but pointing to
what they are doing right will often make an
enormous difference in the atmosphere of a class
room and in the efficiency of instruction. Pro-
grammed materials are helpful in bringing about
these changes, because they increase the frequency
with which the student enjoys the satisfaction of
being right, and they supply a valuable intrinsic
reward in providing a clear indication of prugress. A
good program makes a step in the direction of
competence almost ss conspicuous as a token.

Programmed instruction is perhaps most success
ful in attacking punitive methods by allowing the
student to move at his own pace. The slow student
is released from the punishment which inevitably
follows when he is forced to move on to matenal
for which he is not ready, and the fast student
escapes the boredom of being forced to go too slow.
These principles have recently been extended to
college education, with dramatic results, in the
Keller system of personalized instruction.'

Th. Responsibility of Sitting Eduational Policy

There is little doubt that a student can be given
nonpunitive reasons for acquiring behavior that will
bee mne useful or otherwise reinforcing at some later
date. He can be prepared fur the future. But what rs
that future? Who is to say whal the student should
learn? Those who have sponsored the free and
happy student have argued that is the student
himself who should say. His Cnto. Interests should
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be the source of an effective educational policy.
Certainly they will reflect his Idiosyncrasies, and
that is good, but how much can he know about the
world in which he will eventually play a pat' The
things he "naturally" curious about are of current
and often temporary interest. How man) things
must he possess besides his "hot red" to provide the
insatiable curiosity relevant to, say, a course In
physics?

It must be admitted that the Iodic' is riot
always in a better positios, Again and again educa-
tion 11,15 gone out of Jate as teachers have continued
to teach subjects which wcie no longer relevant at
any tune in the student's life Teachers often teach
simply what they know (Mach ul what is taught in
private schools is determined by what the available
teachers can teach.) Teachers mut to teach what
they can teach easily. Their curtent interests, like
those of students, may not be a tellable guide,

Nevertheless. in recognaing die mistakes that
have been made in the past in spectfy mg what
students are ICI learn, we J. trot absolve ourselves
(tom the fesponsibility of selling educational
policy We should say, we should be willuig to say,
what we believe students will need to know, taking
the inJivislual student rutu...uurat wherever puss'.
ble, but making out bet picdu,truir with
respect to st.Jents in gellclaL Value JUdS,MentS ul
this lull Ali not as bald to make as is often argued,
Suppu,c we onJettake to iiepaie the student to
produce hi, lure of the guudsbe will ,ulimm.e and
the services he will use, to get on well with lus
fellows, and to enjoy his life, In doing so are we
imposing our values On Untle011e else? No. we are
merely choosing a set of specifications which, so far
as we can tell, will at sonic tune in the future prove
valuable to the student and his culture, Who is any
more likely to be right?

The natural. logical outcome of the struggle for
personal freedom in education is that the teacher
should improve hts control of the student rather
than abandon it. The free school is no school at all.

Its philosophy signalizes the abdication of the
leacher. The teacher who understands his assign.
merit and is familiar with the behastotal processes
needed to fulfill it can have students who not only
feel free and happy while they arc being taught but
who will continue to led ficc and happy when then
formal education comes to an cud, They wilt tlo sir
because they will be successtul in diem work (having
acquired useful productive repertoires), because
they will get on well with their fellows (having
learned to understand themselves and others), be.
cause they will enjoy what they do (having acquired
the necessary knowledge and skills), and because
they will from time to tune make an occasional
creative coniiibution toward an even more effective
and enjoyable way of life. Possibly the most
impurtant consequence is that the teacher will then
feel free and happy too.

We must choose today between Cassandran and
Utopian prognostications. Are we to work to avoid
disaster or to achieve a bettet world? Again, it is a
question of punishment or reward. Must we act
because we arc frightened, or are there positive
masons for changing our cultural practices? The
Issue goes fat beyond education, but it is ono with
respect to which education has much to offer. To
escape from or avoid disaster, people are likely to
turn to the punitive measures of a police state. To
work lot a bettet world, they may turn instead to
the positive methods of education. When it finds its
most effective methods, education will be almost
uniquely relevant to the task of setting up and
maintaining a better way of life.

I. Cad R. Roots, Freedom to Lean (Co4untbut, 0.:
Merrill, 1969).
2 PS 1 Nrwsterrer. October. 1972 {published by Depatl
mull of Mythology. Georgetown thuscrut yd. 0. Saxton's.
cif.).
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The technology of teaching

By B. P. SKINNER

REFERENCES

More than 60 years ago, in his Talks to leachers ton.pAyclioludy, William J41,11103 (1899)

said. 'You make a great, a very great mistake, if y ou think that psychology, being
the science of the mind's laws, is something fi um 14 hill you tan deduce definite
programs and schemes and methods of instruction for ;aiimediate .,elioulrenn use.
Psychology is a science, and teaching is an art, and sciences never gun-fate arts
directly out of themselves. An intermediary inventive mind must make the
applitation, by using its originality.' In the years which followed, educational
psy ehology and the experimental psychology of learning did little to prove him
wrong. As late as 1062, an American critic, Jacques Barzun (1962), asserted that
Ja.nes's book still contained 'nearly all that anyone need know of educational
method'.

Speaking for the psychology of his time James was probably light, but Barium
was clearly wrong. A special branch of psychology, the so dated expel init. iital
analysis of behaviour, has produced if nut an art at least a tt cl*nology of teathing
from which one can indeed 'deduce programs and M sties and nu thuds of in
structiun'. The public is aware of this technology through two of its prochie Ls,
teaching machines and programmed instruction. Their rise has been meteoric.
Within a single decade hundreds of instructional to ugrawrucs hate been published,
many different kinds of teaching machines have been offered for sale, and sueie ties
fur programmed instruct-ion hav c been founded iu a do/AA i count* its. Viifor tuiiately, ,
much of the technology has lost contact with its basic science.

Teaching niaehines are widely misunderstood. It is off._ supposed that they are
simply tluvii es whieh mechanise functions once set vcd by lit/1116M* teachers. Testing
is an example. The teacher must, discover what the student has learned and can do
so with the help of machines, the storing of multiple _hoiee tests by machine is now
common. Nearly 40 years ago Sidney Presscy (1926) pointed out that a student
learned something when told whether his answers are right or wrong amid that a
zellacunng machine could therefore teach. Plessey assumed that the student had
studied a subject before coining to the testing machine, but wine modern versions
also present the material on which the student is tet) be tested. They thus imitate,
and could presumably replace, the teacher. But holding a student re spoiriible for
assigned material is not teaching, even though it is a huge part of modern 8(11001

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY, 1965, Vol. 162, pp. 427443.
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nod ii t ,a aeti. c. It is simply a w ay of inducing the studcnt to learn' about
being taught.

S.nc SO.% Aril tt at hi machines serve another conspicuous function of the
t, r they are di signed prinat,i13 to attract and hold attention. The television

t ( u i, I ornim d for its by peotic you( rs. A machine has recently been advertised
a Lit h holds the stud( nt's Lad Lt tw ten earphones and his fat o a few incites from
a brightly lit test, It is intended that he Mill read a few lines, then listen to his
1( orded vuite as he ii ads than over again' all in the name of 'concentration.'
Mat hives also has t the t lit rgy and patience needed for simple exercise) or drill.
Many language laboratories take the student over the same material again and
train, as only a dedicated iris ate tutor could do, on some theory of 'automaticity:

These are all functions which should never have been served by teachers in the
first place, and mechanizing them is small gain.

The programming of instruction has also been widely misunderstood. The first
1,p vaninu 4 elm rging from an expt rilnental analysis of behaviour were copied only

...opt Adel asp ( ts. Edo atieual theorists could assimilate the principles
they appeared to c mplify t3 earlier philoss;phies. Programmed instruction, for
example, has heel' ( idled Socratic. The archetypal pattern is the famous scene in
the Nino in which So( ratt s takes the slave boy thcough Pythagoras's theorem on
doubling the square. It is one of the great hands in the history of education.
Socrates asks the boy a long series of leading questions and, although the boy makes
no rehouse which has not been (artfully prepared, insists that he has told him
nothing. In any (rise the boy has learned nothing, he could not have gone threnigh
the proof by himself aft& wards, and Sot rates says as much later in the dialogue.
Even if the boy bad emit Hinted something to the proof by way of a modest original
discovery, it would still be wrong to argue that his behaviour in doing so under
''4o. rates's careful Lothian( e resembled Pythagoras's original unguided aehieverolent,

Other supposed 1463t iples of programming base been found in the writings of
anenins in the scs cut( enth century for example, that the student should not be

a -ked to take a qtep he annot take and in the nark of the American psychologist,
E I.. Thorndike, w ho more than SO 3 ears ago pointed to the value of making sure
that the stud( nt understood one page of a text before moving ou to the next. A
good programme does h ad the student step by step, each step is within his range,
and he usually underlailds it below moving on, but programming is much more
than this 11'hat it is, and how it is related to teaching machines, can be made clear
only by returning to tilt exp.:Ionian' analysis of behaviour which gave rise to the
movement.

111 impirtant pits eq. in human la has iuur is attributed, none too accurately, to
' less. aril and punishment "fhorialike described it in his Law of Effect. It is now
commonly referred to as 'operant conditi .ning'not to be confused with the
conditioned reflexes of Pavlov. The essentials may be seen in a typical experimental
at rangement Figure 1. plate 50, shows a hungry rat in an experimental space
which contains a food dispenser. A horizontal bar at the end of a lever projects
fumn one wall Depression of the lever operates a switch. When the switch is
connected with the food dispenser, any behaviour on the part of the rat which

ry
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depresses the lever is, as we bay,' reinforced with food.' The appai at tet niakt
the appearance of food contingent upon the oet ',Hence of an al bitiary bit Of
behaviour. Under such circumstances the probability that a response to the It i er
Will occur again is increased (Skinner 1938).

The basic vontingency between an act and it. euusctlaune., Lax bet II
over a fairly wide range of species. Pigeons has t, bet a re info' t e d for pt t king at
transillinnieated disks (figure 2 plate 51), monkeys fie °pc' at ing toggle sw it hes
which were first designed for that moie advanced pinnate. man, and so on.
Reinforeers w hick have been studied int lade vt ater, sexual t vitae t, the oppoi t unit
to act aggressively, and Kith human subjects. approval of one 's ft flow lot a fuel
the universal generalized reinforcer, money.

The relation between a response and its t onse qut nit :,/1111)10, alit! the

change in probability of the respc:Isc is not surprising. It inky tut to fiat spin at t hat.
rzseareh of this sort is simply pros ing the obvious. A t rit it has nit idly said that
King Solomon must have known all about upelant /1,11:4( lit 1144t

rewards and punishment. In the same sense his archers most hav It et, tv11 all about

Hooke's Law because they used bows and arrows. What-is k t hiatdogiutily
in operant conditioning is our increasing knowledge of tie subtle
and complex properties of behaviour which may be Lett e d to :eit in and t oinplex
features of the tuittiligenues of reinforcement which pi ev ail in the

We may arrange matters, for example, so that the iat w ill receive food only when
it depresses the lever with a given force. Weaker responses then disappear, and
exceptionally forceful responses begin to occur and Lan be selected thiough further
differential reinforcement. Reiliforeement may also be made coetiliguit upon the
presence of stimuli. depression of the 1ev er operates Cu food iLspe 1i-A I fid I A.6111 plC,

only when a tone of a given pitch is sounding. As a result the rat Is 111101 HMI(
likely to respond when a tone of that pitch is sounding. Rcspoust may also
reinforced only intermittently. Some common belie doles of auuft,at meet art the
subject of probability theory. Gambling devices often prov idt. for the re
went of varying numbers of responses in an unlit edietable sequence. Comparable
scheJules are programmed in the laboratory by ititerpu,ing touiltets between the
opt:minium and the reinfureing device. The extensive literature on selledult.s of
reinforcement (see, for example, Fenster & Skinner 1957) also covers ilik11111W lit
reinforcement arranged by clocks and speedometers.

A Inure complex experimental space contains two operanda -two levers to be
pressed, for example, or two disks to be peeked. fitnne of the resulting outing, !Kies
are the subject of deeisiuremaking theory. Responses may also be chained t.o . titer,
so that responding in one way produces the opportunity to respond in another.
A still more complex experimental space contains two organiLms with their re-
spective operanda and with interlocking selled tiles of re infort c int nt. Game theory
is concerned with contingencies of this sort. The study of operant behaviour, how

ever, goes beyond an analysis of possible contingencies to the behaviour generated.
The application of operant conditioning to education is simple and direct.

Teaching is the arrangement of contingencies of reinforcement end, r w hick students
learn. They learn without teaching in their natural env iroment4, but to at bees
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an imago speual t ontingelleies %e hit h expedite learning, hastening the appearance of
be ha.% tour whit!! %%mild otherwise be acquired slowly or making sure of the ap-
pearance of behaviour which might otherwise never occur.

A teathing machine is simply any device which arranges contingencies of re
Went( !bent. There art as many different kinds of machines as there are different
kinds of colitingt fates. In this serve the apparatuses developed for the experimental
aiialysts of Lelia% iour acre the first teaching machines. They remain much more
komplex anti subtle than the devi.t.st.urrently available in education -a state of
affairs to be regretted by any one who is concerned with making education as
efree tree as possible. Both the basic analysis and its technological applications
It quire instl unit Iota) aid. Early expel intenters manipulated stimuli and reinforcers
and recorded responses by hand, but eurrent research without the help of extensive
apparatus is unthinkable. The teacher needs similar instrumental support, for it is
inipessible to at range many of the eontingencies of reinforcement expedite
leaf ning a it bout it. Mt glade apparatus has not eliminated the researcher, and
teaching machines vs ill nut t lint-iliac the teacher. But both teacher and researcher
!mist have such equipment if they are to work effectively.

Programmed instrue Gen also made its first appearance in the laboratory in the
fin in of programmed evaltingt mite of icinforeenit nt. The almost miraculous power
to change behae tour %%hit It fictitientl) cincrges is perhaps the most conspicuous
t (Attribution to date of an experimental analysis of behaviour. There are at least
four difreretit kinds of programming. One is concerned w ith generating new and
komplex patterns or 'topographies' of behaviour. It is in the nature of operant
tonditioning that a response c,uu be reinforced until it has occurred. For
experimental row pu. t s a response is chosen w hid' presents no problem (a rat is
likely to press a sensitive lever a Rhin a short time), but we could easily specify
responses a hit 11 ut v cr lit a tlt lit this way. Can they then never be reinforced?

prue;i anailing of a fait topeglaphy of response is sometimes demonstrated
ut the elassitann iu the folloa ing way. A hungry pigeon is plated in an enclosed
,pate re it is A i:.1111" to the t lass. A food dispenser can be operated with a

itt h ht hi 1 the eh 1/101Ist rat or. The pigeon has learned to eat from the food
dila tear a It hour la ing tiet ul bed by its operat ion, but it has not been conditioned
ut any other a ay . The Blass is asked to specify a response which is not part of thq
t tit ent wit( ttiiit of the pigeon. Suppuse, for example, it is decided that the
pigeon. is to pate a figure eight. The demonstrator cannot simply wait for this

pen -t to of t tit and tilt n re infolt e it. Instead he reinforces auy current response
e hit Witt t ti flit final pattern possibly simply turning the head or
taking. ,t,ttp In, say . k%%t title %tam. The it inforced response will quickly be
ne pe att toot t all ac t ate it al Meg take plate wider these eircuinst antes), and
I t tam ... tot tit is then I% ALIA Id until a wort, !narked movement in the same direction

made_ E% clitually old,. 01111/1( te turn is reinforced, Similar responses in a
rely. !seise ti tic. twit art- t lit it strengthened, the dockee ise inve ement snag ing

partial e xt int t toil.' When a to& pitte t etinterelock ise movement ha., thus been
shaped., the thalat,t tutu is it instated, and eventually the pigeon makes both

;inn, to site anti is it iiifuit.t el. The aim& pattern is then quickly repeated.
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The process of 'shaping' a response of this (oniplexity should take 'Jo more
than five or ten minutes. The demonstrator's only contact with the pigeon is by
way of the handsu itch, w faith pern(its him to (tau wine the exact moment of
operation of the food dispenser. By selecting responses to be reinfuleed he im-
provises a programme of contingeneies, at each stage of whit!, a response is
reinforced which( makes it possible to move on to a niore demanding stage. The
contingent its gradually aninuat h tilose tt hit h gent late the final spc t (fit d a espouse.

'-
Flt/LKe 3. Cline(' Awning the tnnulnr of holm, per lit during ((ht glass( en

worn, plotted ctnnulitti%t13, . The final slope as Atbutat ttu he hours pt,r eta}.

This method of shaping a topography of response has been use d by Wolf, flees
& Risley (1964) to solve a difficult behaviour problem. A buy tins burn blind with
cataracts. &Sure be was of an age at which an opt lation was feasible, he had
begun to display severe temper tantrums, and Act the opetation he remained
unmanageable. It was impossible to get him to wear the glasses tv ithout which he
w cold soon be onic permanently blind. His Lent' inns included set ious self de:4rue
five behaviour, and he wits admitted to a hospital with a diagnosis of 'child
schizophrenia.' Two principles of opt taut conditioning wet(' applied. The temper
tantrums ere t xtinguished by making sure that they were fleets followed by

n fin k t ealscque nces. Aprogratr uneofc uutiug (laitsofreitfuttemeuttasthen
designed to shape the desired behaviour of %%titling glasses. It was nett scary to
allow the add to go hungry so that food could be used as an effective reinforcer.
Empty glasses fames were placed about the loom and any response whack made
euritact with them was reinfut ced with food. Re info' ectnent was then made
contingent on plan% u; the flames, carry lug them about, and so on, in a pro
grummet sequence. Sum: difficulty was eileounteted in shaping the response of
patting the frames on the fate in the proper position. When this was t vtntually
achieved, the prescription lenses were put in the frames. Wolf a/ publish a
(mutative curve (figure 3) ((bowing the tiumbei of hours pc r day the t re

tt urn. The final dope represents essentially all the child's waking litmus.
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Opt rant t'. !inapt-, Hut fast applied to pay. hale subjects in the pioneering
work of Lindsley (196o). Awn and others have programmed contingent :es of

infore. wt ut to solve, certain management problems in institutions for the pay-
Antic (Aylleal & Azrin 1963). The techniques are not designed to cure psychoses
but to gt aerate tiouble fie e bt l,av lour. In one experiment a a hole ward was plated
e, an e.umniiie Lwis. ratie its acre reinforced with tokens w when they behaved in
ways w ht, h made fur r management, and in turn paid for services reeeived,
sae h as meals or t onsaltations w ith psy ehiatrists. Such an economic system, like
any t (Jimmie system in the a odd at large, represents a special set of terminal
e outing( neit h in neither system guarantee appropriate behaviour. The

ilitinge ies must be made effective by appropriate programmes.
A ,..'id kind of lane:lamming is used to alter te inpural or intensive properties

of bt hav inur. uy duff'. it lit 'dance ing only the more vigorous instances in
whit!. a pig. pe les a di- k and by ad v am ing the minimum requirement very
slowly , a pigeon be intim( d to peek so energetically that the base of its beak
bet unit a inflamed. If one we re to begin with this terminal contingency, the be-
hai our would net er.dev dup. TUre is Nothing new about the necessary program-
ming. An at lilt tie tuath may train a high jumper simply by moving the bar higher
by small in. rem( tits, t ath se, Wm; permitting some successful jumps to occur. But
wan> int( wive an] itnpolal euntingeneies such as those seen in the arts, crafts,
and music are very subtle and must be carefully analysed if they are to be
properly programmed.

Arad r kind of proiananing is concerned with bringing behaviour under the
enntrol of stimuli. We twatd th temine a rat's sensitivity to tones of different
pit, he reiufor. ;be., It Iptillt 11 hen Ont kale is sounding and extinguishing
all re - ponse S Illatit 11111 a other tones arc sounding. We may wish to avoid extitvtion,
Loa. ter, the ntganism is to quire the diserimination %valued making any 'errors:
An effective Jame dure has bet n analysed by Terrace (1963). Suppose we are to
condition a iiige on to pt, k a red disk but not a green. If a c simply reinforce it for
pe. king the re d disk, it 11 ill almost certainly peek the green as well and these

Illaq l,t extinguished. Terrace begins with disks which are as different as
po noble. One is illuminate el by a red light, but the other is dark. Although re-
infnre e el fur Ill t king the red disk, the pigeon is not likely to peek the dark disk, at

ast durilik:, a pe rind of a fc w comb,. When the disk again bet:nines red, a response
is Mina diately made. It is pn,sible to extend the length of time the disk remains
dark. Eve ntt,ally the pigeon pt eks the red disk instantly, but does not peck the
dark disk no matt. r how long it remains dark. The important point is that it has
never pecked the dark disk at any time.

A faint but :1 light is the n added to the dark disk. Ov era period of time the green
light Lt e tams ',right& r and t v t r,tually isasbright as the red. Thepigeon!..4w responds
instantly to the re d disk but not to the green and has never respundal to the green.

A me old and more di& ult dist 1 imination can then be taught without errors by
transfeiring (Athol from the led and glum disks. Let us say that the pigeon is to
rt s;....a 1 to a abate v t r ti. al bar pruje t ted un a black disk but not to a horizontal.
The, pate n. are first . ape 'imposed upon red and green backgrounds, and the
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pigeon is reinforced w hen it responds to red ertical but not to green-horizontal.
The intensity of the colour is then slowly reduced. Et cid mill.% the pigeon lesponds
to the black and white vertical bar, does not respond to the black and %%lute
horizontal bar, and has never dune so. The result could pc iliaps be at hie% ed inure
rapidly by permitting errors to occur and extinguishing them, but other issues may
need to be taken into account. When extinction is used. the pi con slams powerful
emotional responses to the wrong stimulus, when the 'ft-nate tek Iiiiikpie is used It
remains quite indifferent. It is, so to speak ,'not afraid of making a mistake'. The
difference is relevant to education, u here the anxiety generated by cut cent Methods
constitutes a serious problem. Them arc those kk bo would defend a ck itain amount
of anxiety as a good thing, but %%e may still envy the of iasiunally happy man who
readily responds w hen the occasion is appropri-te but is ut In rkk ise butte emotionally
and intellectually disengaged. The impultant point is that t tee outnigen-
cies controlling the behaviour of both anxious and ikullanxitu:. :littit lit:, Mt* the
same; the difference is to be traced to the prow amine by a of kk lot h ttec terminal
behaviour has been reached. .

The discriminative capacities of lower organisms have been ink estigatekt kk ith

rutthuds kt hit h require very skilful programming. Blutigh (19)6), fin example, has
developed a ter linique in which a pigeon maintains a. spot of light at an latensity
at which it t an just be seen. By using a range of monochromatic lights he has
show n that the spec tral st lisitiv ity of the pigeon is k el y t lose to t hat of man. Se% cral
other teehnikples are as ailable which make it possible to use low er urgitiliMils as
sensitive psyehophy sit al observers. They are mailable, !muck er. only to those
who understand the principles of programming.

Some current work by Murray Sidman pito idts a kli alma ie example of program-
ming a subtle diserimination in a micro( eplialie idiot. At the matt of the eNpo t-
ment Sidman's subject (figure 4, plate 51) was 40 yuitr:, old. Ile was said to have
a mental age of about 18 months. lie %%as partially toilet tiini ti and tlrtsst d
himself with help. To judge from the brain of his sister. 'Kok available for post-
mortem study, his brain is probably about one third the normal size. Sidman
investigated his ability to diseliniinate circular tennis plujecteil (HI tiatisltitunt
vertical panels. Small pieces of ellokulate were used as leinfurt t is. At rust any
pit ...mire against a single huge Net flux' panel (figure 5A) °relict( ki the dent Min II
iltopped a bit of thoeulat into a cup within reach. Tliutigh Atm k lat i t ly pour
motor k.o ordination, the subject evcutually cxek Med the 1(41MR:di rather tit !nate
'espouse. The panel was then aubdivivded into a three by tine( sit of sinalk-r
panels (to be seen in figure 4, plate 51, and represented Nclitmiatit iip,titc
the central rand nut being used in It follows. The subject %%as fast teiliculked
w hen lie pressed any of the eight remaining panels. A single panel vi as tin n lit
at random, a circle being pi °jet tek] on It (figure SC). The stihjt t hal iik d to picas
the lighted panel. Flat ellipses were then inujek Led un the other panels at a low
illumination (figure 5D). In substkinutt setting', the Ilipsks, now ',tightly illumi-
nates], prog,ressiv ely approached circles (figure 5 E to C). Eat It stage kk as maintained
until t he subject had formed the necessary disoiiiiination, all comet lespoi,ses
being icinful cell kt ith t hueolate. Ev entually the subject could slit t t ssfully lest
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a s is le from an array approximately like that shown in figure :$H. Using
similar shaping tctiniiipies Sidman and his associates have conditioned the subject
to pit It up and use a pencil appropriately, tracing letters faintly projected on a
sheet of paper.
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Fit tree. 5. pot, tl ttath subtle form thst.nuar.ation. Roinforeomcnt was

tolitinh, lit on. (A) a it sptatta mut tog a large panel, (B) a response moving any on© of
hint s Ili r la 1, tenth the t Act ptiort of the et nt re panel), (C) a response moving only
the tau. pant I tan ttha h a t arch a, prop.t.teti, (D) as before except that flat ellipses appear
fontb on on oda r t It., (E,F,O) a rthponso to the panel bearing a circle, apptaring
ua raotkit, at,,,,, (111),:it h the bilUrtAa axis of vtlial is progress'. ely long-6(w%;
(i!) n to tha volt! ha allot; a cirt.le among ellipses closely approxintattng Lades.

Ti., haat, tual at Lomplishnit nts of this micros ephalio idiot in the forty-first
t ar of his life haLL tat maid all those of his first 40 years. They were possible only

oust he has lit ed a ft a hours of tat h t, cek of that year in a well programmed
environment. No eery flame bttkous (he has already lived longer than
most lit opli of his kind), and it is ii possible to say that he might have achieved
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if he had been subject to a similar prow/mime fium birth, but he has contributed
to our knowledge by demonstrating the power of a method of instaue tiun which
could scarcely be tested un a less promising lase. (The bright fut tiles belong to th
normal and exceptional cL'dren a hu a ill be fen tunati aweigh co live in env iron-
wilts which have been designed to maximize their det lupin rit, and of abuse
potential achievements eve have now scarcely any coin ept:on.)

A fourth kind of prow animing has to dv with maintainilig be hav lour under
infrequent reinfuace went. A pigeon cc ill tuntintie to respond ec en though only one
response in every loindied, say, is reinforced, but it will not du so unless the
contingeneies have been prugiammed. A flesh pigeon is no Inure likely tehia ele a
disk a hundred times than to pace a figure t ight. The be hav lour is built up by
reinforcing every response, then every other response, then every fifth it sponse,
and so on, waiting at each stage until the behaviour is itasunably stable. Under
careful programming pigeons have continued to respond alien only every ten-
thousandth response has been re inforeed, and this is nut the limit. An
observer might say that the pigeon ie 'greatly interested in his a ork i alustrions',
'remarkably tolerant to fl ustration 'flee fm on, discouragement', 'de die ated to
his task and so on. These expressions ale eunineonly applie d to st udents alto have
had the benefit of similar programming, at-Lich:Ina] or arranged.

'rho effective se he duhng of reinforcement is an mipurtant element in edit( ational
design. Suppose we wish to teach a student to read 'good books' ,books which,
almost by definition, do not re infurce the re Adis sentcnce by sentence or even
paragraph by paragraph bat only a hen possibly hundreds of pages have pillared
him for a convincing or moving diaiouiment. The student must be expose d to a
programme of materials which build up a tendency to read in the absence of
reinforeement. Such programmes are seldom e onstrue tad de libelately and seldom
arise by at side nt, and It is therefore nut burp ising that fea students even in good
univ ersities learn to read books of this sort and t ontinue to do so fur the lest of
their lives. In their pride, tiehouls are likely to aerange just the wrung conditions.
they are likely to maintain so-called 'standards' under %%hal books are forced
upon students before they have had adequate preparation.

Other objectives in Leine ation need similar paogrammimg. The &die Aid scientist
ho sulks for years in spite of repo ated failures is often halt d upon as a happy

ate 'dent, but he may well be the product of a happy if accidental history of
reinforcement. A programme in which exciting results acre first common but
became less and less frequent, could generate the capacity to tuntinue iar the
ab'senee of reinforcement for lung periods of time. Sue h prow amines should anise
naturally as ocieutista turn to more and more difficult meas. Fel haps not many
effective programmes are to be expected for this reason, and they are only lardy,
designed by teachers of science. This may explain why then: are so ft a dedicated
strentista. Maintaining a high level of activity is one of the more important
achievements of programming. Repeatedly, in its lung history, education has
resorted to aversive control to keep its students at work. A propel understanding
of the scheduling of reinfuree !pent may lead at long last to a be tter solution of
this problem.

MI
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Let its look at tlere 110tt ipdeb of programming at wurk in one or two traditional
edit, taiunal aasignmt fits. Instrut tiun in handwriting will serve as one example.
To is.cy that a child is to learn 'butt to w rite' tells us 'very little. The so- called signs
of 'knowing huvi to write ide a inure useful set of behavioural specifications.
Tilt child is to form It ttcrs and a urns w hick arc legible and grateful according to
taste lie is to do this flit. in copying a model, then in writing to dictatiun (or
selr dit tation as he spells out words le a uuld otherwise speak), and eventually
in it riting as a separate 'Juni. mai form of verbal behaviour. A commun method is
to 0.sk the child to copy lettt rs ur auras and to approve or otherwise reinforce his
ap orox imations to good upy. Mole and more exact copies are demanded as the
bawl improves, in a crude sort of prugramming. The method is ineffective largely
he,-ause the reinforcements are too long deferred. The parent or teacher comments
upon or corrects the child's work long after it has been performed.

A possible solution is to teach the child to discriminate, between good and bad
tin before he starts to it rite. Acceptable helms lour :should then generate im-

ir mliate, automatic self reinfort ement. This is seldum done. Another possibility is
et make reinfortenient immt diately contingent upon successful responses. One
leethod now being tested is to treat paper chemically so that the pen the child uses
a :hes in dark Llue when a response is currect and yellow when it is incorrect. The
dark blue line is made automatically reinforcing through generous commendation.
Under such contingencies the proper ,xecution of a letter can be programmed; at
first the child makes a e it ry small cuntributiun in completing a letter, but through
progressive stages he approaches the point at Mach he composes the letter as a
whole, the chemical response of the paper differentially reinforcing good form
throughout The model to be copied is then made progressively less important by
separating it in both time and space from the child's work. Eventually words are
a mitten to dictation, It ttcr by letter, hi spelling dictated words, and in describing
pictures The same kind of diffcicittial rchifurtement can be used to teach good
fit' m, proper Alai ing. and su on. Thee hill is eventually forming letters skilfully
under continuous automatic reinforcement. The method is directed as much
toward moth at ien as toss and goud ft,' in. Esc!' quite y oung children remain busily
at work for long periods of time a it hunt coercion or threat, showing few signs of
fatigue, nervousness, Or other forms of escape.

ks a second example a e may consider the acquisition of a simple form of verbal
behaviour A behavioural specification is here likely to be especially strongly
ie,ited It is mu' It mutt in line is it h traditional educational policy to say that the
st tulent is to knoa fat ts, multi stand principles, be able to put ideas into words,
ex10t meanings. or t onnounit ate idol 'nation.' In Verbal behaviour (Skinner
1957) I tried to show buss the Lelia% iour exhibited in such activities could be
fornmlated without ref& nine to idt as, meanings, ur infurmation, and many of the
printiples furrently ust dim programming . erbal knot% ledge have been draw n from'
that analysis. The fit Id is t uo large to he adequately cot ered here, but ta o exampleg*
may suggest the direction of t he approach.

What happen-1 a hen a student memorizes a poem? Let us say that he begins by
reach' the poem from a text. His Lelia% kilr is at that time under the control of
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the text, and it is to be accounted for by exainining the pt./USN tin ()ugh Sk hich he
has !canted to read. When he cvt litually speaks the pot in in tht As( lac of a text,
the tame form of terbal behaviour has tome tintkr the t cattail of other stimuli.
He may begin to recite whin asked to du so- he is the n under euntrul (San extt rnal
verbal stimulus but, 88 he continues to let He, his lallatiutir urine!, malts the
control of stimuli he himself is generating (not necessarily in a crude %. 01 1 by w01d
cliai.,ing of 1.rpoil:,,es). In the prut css of 'memorizing' the plain, etintrol passes
from one kind of stimulus to another.

caduceus

FIGURE 6

A classroom do inolistrat ion of the tritlisft r of control hum text to Jell' generated
stimuli illustrates the pro( t ss. A short poen, is lactic( tcd on a st rt en or w ritten
on a chalkboard. A few ulna It ttl 1s t omitted. The class reads the poem
in chorus. A bettilid blide is then pi oj ttcd iii tthith alai It ttc is art missing (or
letters erased from the elialkboard). The class t unit! nut hate rt ad the poem
correctly if this form had bet n presented first, but la tellthl of it, retc It Iiihtviy it, is
able to do so. (Some members undoubtedly rectit e help from others in the pro. css
of choral reading.) In a third setting still other h-ttt Is art omitted, and after a
belies of five or six settings the text has t umplt tcly disapptart.d. The t lass is
net ertlicless able to 'read' the poem. Control has passed mainly to self generated
stimuli.

As tututher example, t onsider what a student kilns when he consults an illu-
strated du tiunary. .kftc r looking at a labelled pit turc, as in figure 6, we say that
lie knots ewmethiug he did nut know before. This is another of those a agile
expressions 'n hit Ii },ate dune So tint It harm to edit( itiolt. The 'signs or ...t inptums
of such knowledge' are of two torte. Shown the picture iii figure 6 without the
text the student can say 'eadttecus' (we say that he now kii.nts what the object
pictured in the figure is called) or, shown the word cad lat u.s, he tan now (lest ribe
or reconstruct the picture (we say that he now knows what the word caduceus

means). But what has actually happened?
The basic process is similar to that of train& n ing dist rimii ttivt t °tarol in the

Terrace expenment. To begin with, the student tan nspoild to the picture in
vanot)s ways. ho can describe it without naming it, he t an find a pit tune in
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an array, hr k an draw a fair Copy, and so un. lie can also speak the name by
rk n,In,g flit print, d tail. When lit first looks at the picture and reads the word, hit

I Lai ik -tom:a, is primarily under the control of the text, but it must eventually
oat lulled by the pa t ure. As in tiatisftrring the control exerted Ity red and green

to t ICI, al and horicontal lines, we can change the eontrol ellk t idly by making the
tt xt gradually lk impot taut, cut cring part of it, removing some of tilt letters, or
foggiiig it u Atli a teansliuk iit mask. As the picture acquires control the stadent can
speak the mum with lk.,s and less help flown the text. Eventually, when the picture
k xcrts enough k ()tarok he 'knows tLe name of the pictured object.' The normal
st talk lit an kart' the name of one object so quickly that the ' anishing' technique
may not be law ded, but it is a highly effective procedure in learning the names oft.
huge numb( r of .1,-,,,,t8.Tht guodntudeutlearns how to snake prugmtsi v o rceluctious
iu tlik cif( t Gk. iik N.', of a tt xt by hittisclf. he may glance at the text out of the corner
of his eye, um over it bit by bit, and so on. In this way he improvises his own
program:1m in making the ttxt Its.s and lees important tta the picture acquires
control of the verbal response.

In teak-lung the studk tit the meaning of the %turd caducetur` coo could slowly
olyware the pit ture, asking the student to respond to the name by completing a
&au int; or (Like iption or by finding a matching picture in an array. Eventually
in ansucr tt. the pa stun What is a caduceus? he describes the objet, makes a exude
sketk h, or points to the pit tort of a caduceus. The skilful student uses techniques
of this sort in studying unprogrammed material.

'Ictiouilig %%hat a k ado, tus la' ur 'knowing the meaning of the word eadumus'
is probably murk than tesponding in these ways to picture ur text. In other words,
tlik rt art other 'sighs of knowledge.' That is one teason why the concept of know-

dg, is so Iliad( +tate. But kith r rk lc% alit bt hat lour must be taught, if at all, in
substantially the same way.

cx.unpltsdustauttjustite tA/ the many hundreds of effective programmed
11014 aillal1/11 01 to the t.k luaiyut 3 %% h many of them use so effectively, but they
must saffue its a basis fot discussing a feu gialeral issues. An effective technology
of tkak Ling, derived nut from philosophical principles but from a realistic analysis
of human la ha% lour, has much to k (attribute, but as its nature has come to be
clearly seen, strong opposition has arisen.

A (41111k/11 tl.jtttiou is that most of the early work responsible for the bask
fianiulatikai of h hat ;our was dont on AU tailed lower animals. It has been argued
that the pro, k tin, AIL tliLsk fort applopriate only to animals and that to use them

dukation is to tit at tht :dkidelit like an animal. Su far as I know, no one argues
that la aiise oliik thing is tr ue of a pigs on, it is therefore true of a man. There are
k u,n itiou: ,hat it Ilk I:3 Ili tic topographies of the licha:iours of man and pigeon and
in the kinds of k tit ;tonna !dal t v t tuts Vt hit h are relet ant to that behaviour
diffk WilIt if anatomy and physiology were adequate to the ta.,k, we could
pi obably k taiipark with difft runts ts in the mediating substrata but the bask
pt t. ,t., iu bt hat 1011r, iu III.1Its1 tissue, show helpful similarities. Relatively

tagtiliisnis hat k many ad% antag,es in early stages of research, but they
;uapo,t tio oli that test arch. Complex pi Ul esses ate met and dealt NS ith as the
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analysis proceeds. Experiments on pigeons may not throw mut h light on the
'nature' of man, but they are extraordinarily helpful in enabling US to analyse
man's environment more effectively, IVIiat is turmoil to pigeon and man is a
world in which certain contineneies of reinfoleement ',m.p.h. The schedule of
reinforcement which makes a pigeon a pathological gambler is to be found at race
track and roulette tabk, where it has a comparable effect.

Another objection is to the use of twitched ewitingeneies of reinforcement. In
daily life one does no wear glasses hi order to get fvud ur point to uncle. m order to
receive chocolate. Such reinforters are not ant urally t untingent on the behitv lour
and there may seem to be something synthetic, SOU ;utss, or even fraudulent about
them. The attack on contrived contingencies of icinforeement may be traced to
Rousseau and his amazing book, Emile. Rousseau wanted to .1.041 the punitive
systems of his day. Convinced as he was that eh ilimiCion col Nits, he ua, also
afraid of all soda! reinforcers. His plan was to make the student deptlident upon
things rather than people. John Dewey restated the principle by t leal
life experiences in the schoolroom. In American education it IS a ummunly.argped
that child Must be taught nothing until he can leap natural Z,enefits II um know mg
it. He is not to learn to write until he an take NIttibfitaiun in writing his name in
his books, or notes to his friends. Producing a purple lather than a yellutt line is
irrelevant to handwriting. Unfortunately, the teacher t% ho tontines himself to
natural reinforters is often int Meth e, partit ularly because only certain subjects
can be taught through their Ilse, and he eventually falls bail upon SUMO form of
punishment. But the 'sire t untrul is the must shameful of irrelevancies. it is only
in school that one parses a Latin sentence to avoid the cane.

The objection to wadi, ed n ilifurtt rs arises from a 'Ili:rndt rst.tilding of the
nature of teaching. The teacher expr.dites learning by /malign% vet ial t unt in-
gLr, ies of reinforcement, which may not resemble the. tontingenties under tchieli
the behaviour is c% entually useful. Parents teach a baby to talk by reinfurtirog its
first efforts with approval and affection, but these arc nut natural euuseyuwttCS of
speech. The baby learns to say mama, dada, spoon, ur oup months before he ever
calls to his father or mother or identifies them to a passing stranger or asks fur a
spoon or t up or reports their presciwe to someone %vim cannot Sec them. The
untriv ed rcinfontmcut blspi3 the topography of %cilial behaviour lung before

that behaviour can produce its normal consequenees in a verbal eumintinity. In
the came way a ehild reinforced fur the proper formation of lattis by a chemical
rLaction is prepared to write 1,,14; Wore the 'sutural tun:A:plumes of effective

riting take over. It was nee, ssary to use a 'spurious' reinforcer to get the buy
to wear glasses, but unoe the beha.iour had been shaped and 11111intailluti fur a
period of time, the natural reinforcers which follow from impre..ed vision eould
take uv er. The real issue is V.111,the r the teacher prLpart3 the student :or tilt- IlatIll al
reinfurLers which are to rtp:uee the :witched rtinfulLers used in tuttlaing. The
behaviour which is expedited in the teaching pruLess would be tosoliss it it %%LEI, riot
to be effective in the world at large in the absuiLe of instrtrctioial torttingcncies.

Another UbjeltiOn to effective programmed 1113tIltalUll lb that it dues nut teach
Lertain important at tiv ities. When required to It ant wiprod.r.timut d mutt rid fur an
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unlit Iola% examinat tht stud( lit learnt, huw to study, how to clear up puzzling
matters, how to work under puzzle ment, and so on. These may be as important as
the subject matter its( If. The sonic argument (mild have been raised with respeet
to it 111011. ri l'Xib rillielital analysis of hurtling when contrabted with early studies
of that 'auk( ss. Almost all earl) invest ;gators of learning constructed what n e now
401 t. i nimal tooting( to a, of ieinfureenient to w hich an organism was immediately

subjk ted. Thus, a rat a as put into a maze, a cat was put into a puLzle box, and 60
on. The urb.uusnl plISZAM,Cli little if any behaviour appropriate to such a 'problk m*,
but some rspooses wt re n mita. et!, and tiler a period of time an acceptable

for nutlike might be rk iti lied. The pro( educe was called 'trial and error.'
A plograninie oft out lint 111 It 3 of it iliftati.MCilt mild have brought the organism
to thk same tk rmilial la !fox man, a nil( Ii murk. rapiilly and efficiently and without
trial arid error, hot in ilkiiiig so it have been said to deprive the organism of
the opportunity to barn how to try, how to explore Indeed, how to solve
problems.

The t (hit atur tt Ito asaigns mates lal to be studied fur an imp( tiding test presents
tin stud( lit with Ali oppnirtunity to learn w examine thu material in a special way
wlatll fa. ;Matta recall, to work industriously at something which is not eurrently
rt Mita( Mg, and su on. It is true that a programme designed simply to impart
Ikliowledge of a subjek I. matter ilia-s nut du any of this. It dues not because it is not
ilk biglied to du so. Programmilig unfitrtakes to reach one goal at a tune. Efficient
a ay:, of study Mg and thinking al( separate goals. A (i tide parallel is offered by the
arrk lit art; lit in fik our of the itne or related aversive practices on the ground

that they build harm tcr , they teitch a buy to take punishment and to accept
It ,possibility fur his ((induct. These are worthwhile goals, but they should not
rii arily be taught at the -.awe time as, say, Latin grammar or mathematics.
Roil .4 au aiggt stet1 a, rk lk %alit form of programming through which a child could
la taught to submit to a k (rsik Annul, without alarm or panic. Ile pointed out
that a Lab) ill (pit d into k bath will probably Le frightened and cry, but that
if one IA gins With hater at laid:, te niperat tire and tools it one degree per day, the
baby w k. litu,tlly not la disturbed by (old water. The programme must be
k ask fully followed. (In fur the new ience, Rousseau exclaimed
1'..k a tli( mania ter '..) Similai piogrammes tan teach a tolerance for painful

stimuli, Lilt a Loy for all( iik.ss, forgetfulness, or bad spelling is an unlikely
t xamplk . It wily iik etII. 1/11ilth, kk hat the eighteenth century Lolled 'bottom'
as it only io asionally (urinates idleness, forgk t fulness, or bad spelling.

It impoitant to tiai at( fill obsel at iun, exploration, and inquiry, but they
int out a, II talylit tiiig a .t talk lit to mate' ill as hit I he must obscr e and

(IT( tly ka stiff( r t hi k mist que la es. Better methods are ak ailable. There
art two ways to teat L at man to look before leaping. lie may be severely punished
lik la It a ttttt t or In may be positively minion ed (pusslbly'spuri-

ously ') fur looking bi fort li.kiiing. Ile may learn to look in both eases, but when
simply poi.; Ltd for aping without looking la must diseuker fur himself the art
of fill 01,4 i kation, and lie i. out likely to 'auk nom the exiik tient c of others.
Whi n lie i. rk ;Lila( ed fur looking, a suitable progranune will transmit earlier
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discoveries in the art of °libel % at:on. (Int id( ntally , the audio% isual de% ices men-
tioned earlier which undertake to attract attention du not teach tarcful observa-
tion. On the contrary, they are much inure likely to deprive tht student of the
opportunity to learn Judi skills than effeetive programming of ,,ubjtcL niatturs.)

Learning how to study is itriutlia. example. When a teat her sin.ply tests students
on assigned material, few ever leitin to study well, and inaoi su er learn at all.
One may read for the momentary t feet and forget n t h a., one has read almost
immediately, tau obsiously reads in a %cry different way for retention. As %se
Int% e seen, many of the prat tit ts of the good student, rtsa itil.le those of the prozrion-
mer. The student tau in a sense programme mate rial its he goes, relit tubing t% hat lie
has learned, giant ing at a text only as needed, and so on. These practices tan be
separately programmed as an important part of the student's ttlitt Miura and t an
be rout It more effectisely taught than by punishing the stink itt for reading without
remembering.

It would bo plt.tsant to be able to s.c., that punishing the student fur not thinking
is also not the only way to teach tliiiik;1,g. Some telt %ant Luba% lours lime been
analysed and can the refute be explicitly prok,laninied. Algontluurc ntctlods of
problt ni soh, ing are examples. Simply healing the student through a solution in
the traditional way is one kind of progianiming. Requiring him to sole a series
of probit nut of graded tEtrit tilty is another. More t Wet tise programmes can
tertainly be prepared. Unfortunately, they would only emphasize the rather
met Lone al nature of algorithinie ptoblem solving. Real thinking seems to be
something else. It is sometimes said to be a matter of 'lleutistics.' But reit-sant
practices can be formulated as tee liniques of solving the prolacin of solving
problems. Once a Iteuristit tle % ice: or praetite is formulated and prognt lllll led, it
Atuillut be distinguished in any important way four algtnitlintie jiruhhtw soling.

will-of-the-wisp of creative thinking Rill leads us on.
Human behaviour often assumes riot t I forms, some of whiter are valuable. The

teaching of truly creative bt Int% our is, itescrtheltss, a tuntratlittion in terms.
Original discovery is seldom if et er guaranteed in tilt t ltiounr. In Poly a's little
book, //ow to solve it (Polya, 1945), a few boys in a t lass est ritually writ e at the
formula for the diagonal of a parallelopiped. It is possible that the teat her did not

them the fo la, but it is unlikely that the course they followed under his
gulden. e resembled that of the original disco% ter. Efforts to teach ereati% ic,y have
sat art ed the teat ping of siihjet t matter. Tin teacher steers a th-lit ate Louise
bt tact it two get itt ft. ant on tht one hand that lit may not teat Ii and on the other
that, he may tell the student mum thing. Until tc know more about ative
thinking, we may need to confine ourselves to making sure that the stialent is in
full po-tsession of the contributions of earlier thinkers, that lie has Lt.A. II alailitlaritly
rend-tat ed for tart ful observation and inquiry, that ht Lis the hill flat And industry
generated by a fortunate history of successes.

It Les been said that all eduuttiun is what sur%i%ca when a man has foigotten
all lie has been taught. Cet tam!), few students tumid pass the ir final examinations
c% en a year ur two after leaving sthoul or the unit entity. What has bet n !tallied of
'nu manent value must therefore nut be the facts anti !dint iples to%,red by
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Aannitationt, but tertain other kinds of behaviour often ascribed to special
altilities. Far from ot Ott ting these kinds of behaviour, careful programming
rt tt a6 the need to 4:101 them as explicit educational objectives. Fur example,
tat) programmts pre paled pith the help of the Committee on Programmed
in:strut tion at Harvard a progcanane in trystallography constructed by Bruce
Chalmers and James C. Holland and a programme in neuruanatumy by Murray
and Bit hard Sidman ,both rt teal the important e of special skills in three-dimen-
sittnal thinking. As nit Asia t d by a% ailable tests, these skills vary enormously c; en
among scientists who plt."411liably make, special use of them. They can be taught
with st itarate pro& amines or as part of crystallography or neuoanatomy when
specifically retognized ae, relevant skills. It is possible that edutation trill even-
tually t yin entrate on those forms of behaviour which 'survive alien all one has
le t t lied has been forgotten.'

The argutnt itt that cif( t tit e kat hing is inimital to thinking, whether creative
or not, raises a final point. We fear effective teaching, as we fear all effective
!mans of t hanging human bdiitt kiln% r at Cr not only t uftWAfit D. frightens;
and absolute putter frightens absolutely. We take another -a al very long
look at educational polity when we toilecit e of teaching which really works.
It has been said that tcaehing mat Lines and programmed instruction will mean
regime ntation (it is sums times added that regimentation is the goal of those who
proptett math im thuds), but in principle nothing could be more regimented than
edthation as it nun stands. St hool and state maim ;ties draw up syllabuses speci-
fy ing v; hat -t udt nts art to It arny car by y ear. Cuiv ersities insistupon requirements'
whit h arc i sumabb to bt met by all students apply ing for admission. e:xamina-
flew: are 'standard.' Ccrtifitates, diplomas, and honours testify to the ,zompletion
of spt Hied ;cork. We do nut worry about all this because we know that students
never learn what they are it tiaired to It are, but some other safeguard must be
found when education is effective.

It ould wt II be that an c fft t tiv e tetlinolop,) of totehing %ill be unwisely used.
It could (It stroy initiative and tttativity, it t otthl make men all alike (and not
net e,,,trily in la ing t qually t xt C II. rot), it t uppi C113 the beneficial effect of
at cidents upon the de lupin lit of the individual and upon the evolution of a
culture. On the other hand, it welt maximize the genetic endua ment of each
student, it could make him as skilful, tompetent, and informed as possible, it
could build the greatest di%C nay of interests, it could lead him to make the
greatest pt- -isle wittrilattion to the Sur% ival and development of his culture.

of tit. tat future.Ii. s bt fore us will not 6 determined by the mere availability
oft fleet ive hist! tit t ion. The use to a hit It a tet Imology of teaching is to be put will
(It pt lid upon (Ala r matters. Wet alma ,t%uid the decisions %%hid% now face us by
putting a =top to the st it ittifit study of human behaviour or by refusing to make
use of the tet lmology whit In inev itably flows from such a science.

The c xjai font ntal analy sins of ht ha% iota is a ; iguruus 3 ming SeiCllee which will
inevitably find prattital appli.ations. Important extensions have already been
male in sus h fields as psy ehopharniatulogy and psythotnerapy. Its bearing on
em tnomit s. go, t MM. nt, late, ,trod t It n religion are beginning to attract attention.
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It is thus concerned with government in the broadest possible :arse. In the
government of the future the techniques ANC associate with education are must
likely to prevail. That is why it is so important that this young science has bt gun
by taking its most effective technological step in the development of a technology
of teaching.

Preparation of this lecture has been supptu tea by Crant .11H-21,775-01 of
the National Institute of 31em,a1 Health of the U.S. Public Health Service, and by
the Human Ecology Fund.
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TREATMENT OF NONREADING IN A CULTURALLY
DEPRIVED JUVENILE DELINQUENT: AN

APPLICATION OF REINFORCEMENT PRINCIPLES

ARTHUR W. STAATS

WILLIAM H. BUTTERFIELD

A 14-year-old, Mexican-American delinquent boy, who had a long history of
school failure and misbehatior and second-grade reading achievement, was
given 40 hours of reading training which extended over a 43; month period.
Science Research Associates reading materials were adapted for use in con-
junction with a token system of reinforcement. During the training, S's atten-
tion and participation were maintained in good strength by the rcinforcers,
he made many reading responses and learned and retained 430 new words,
his reading achievement increased to the 4.3-grade level, he passed all his
courses for the first time, and his misbehaviors in school decreased to zero.

Staats (1964c, Staats & Staats, 1963) has previously discussed behavior
problems and their treatment in turns of learning principles. In dumg so it

Staats' address. Department of Educational Psychology, University of Wis-
consin, Madison.

1 The present methods of reading training were formulated, and the present
paper written, by the first author as part of a long-term project applying learning
principles and procedures to the experimental study of language-learning and
reading. The methods were applied by the second author in his position as an
officer of the Maricopa County Juvenile Probation Department. The second author
also collected and tabulated the data and aided in its graphic presentation. Ap-
preciation is expressed to Chief Probation Officer John H. Walker for lending
cooperation in the conduct of the study. In addition, Mary J. Butterfield made
important contributions in the preparation of the reading nuknals used in the
study, Brenda Shields typed the materials, and Janet Munir typed the present
manuscript.
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was indicated that problem behaviors can arise in part (1) because behav-
ior that is necessary for adjustment in our such ty is absent from the individ-
ual's repertoire, (2) because behaviors considered undesirable by the society
are present in the individual's repertoire, or (3) because the individual's mo-
tivational (reinforcement) system was inappropriate in some respect.

Although a complete account is not relevant here, several points perti-
nent to the above conceptions will be made in introducing the present study.
The notion that many behavior problems consist of deficits in behavior is
important in the study of child development. Behaviorally speaking, a child is
considered to be a problem when he does not acquire behaviors as other
children do. It is conceivable that a deficit in behavior could arise because
the child simply cannot acquire the behavior involved, even though the con-
ditions of learning have been entirely adequate.

It would be expected, however, that behavioral deficits would also arise
in cases where the conditions of learning have been defective. Learning con-
ditions can be defective in different ways. For example, the child may never
have received training in the behavior he must later exhibit. Or the training
may be poor, even though the "trainers," parents or teachers, and so on,
have the best intentions.

In addition, however, a child may be exposed to learning conditions that
are appropriate for most children but, due to the particular child's past his-
tory of learning, are not appropriate for him. It is especially in these cases
that people are most likcly to conclude erroneously that since other children
learn in the same circumstances, the child's deficit must be because of
some personal defect. For example, in cases where the training is long term,
adequate reinforcement must be available to maintain the attentional and
work behaviors necessary for learning. As Staats has indicated (1964c, Staats
& Staats, 1963, Staats, Staats, Schutz, & Wolf, 1962), the reinforcers pre-
sent in the traditional schoolroom are inadequate for many children. Their
attentional behaviors are not maintained, and they do not learn. Thus,
a deficit in an individual's behavioral repertoire may arise although he has
been presented with the "same" training circumstances from which other
children profit. Learning does not take place because the child's previous
experience has not provided, in this example, the necessary reinforcer (mo-
tivational) system to maintain good "learning" behaviors. It would seen, that
in such a circumstance the assumption that the child has a personal defect
would be unwarranted and ineffective.

Ilov.ever, after a few years of school attendance where the conditions of
learning are not appropriate for the child, he will not have acquired the be-
havioral repertoires acquired by more fortunate members of the classwhose
previous experiences have established an adequate motivational system.
Then, lack of skilled behavior is likely to be treated aversively. That is,
in the present case, the child with a reading deficit (or other evidence of un-
derachievement) is likely to be gibed at and teased when he is still young
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and ignored, avoided, and looked down upon when he is older. Although
the individuals doing this may nut intend to be aversive, such actions consti-
tute the presentation of ay ersiv e stmwli. Furthermore, this presentation of
aversive stimuli by other "successful" children, and perhaps by a teacher,
would be expected to result in further learning, but learning of an unde-
sirable nature. These successful children, teachers, academic materials, and
the total school situation can in this way become learned negative rein-
forcers, which may be translated (see Staats, 1964b) to say the child ac-
quires negative attitudes toward school.

At this point, the child is likely to begin to "escape" the school situa-
tion in various ways (daydreaming, pour attendance, and so on) and to be-
have aversively in turn to the school and its inhabitants (vandalism, fighting,
baiting teachers and students, and the like). Thus, a deficit in behavior, re-
sulting from an inappropriate motivational system, can lead to the fur-
ther development of inappropriate remforcers and inappropriate behaviors.

The foregoing is by no means intended as a complete analysis of de-
linquency, dropouts, and the like. However, it does indicate some of the
problems of learning that may occur in school. In addition, it dues suggest
that an analysis in terms of laboratory- established learning principles, when
applied to problems such as in classroom learning of the above type, can
yield new research and applied hypotheses. It was with this general strategy
that the study of reading acquisition employing learning principles and rein-
forcement procedures were commenced (Staats, 1964a, Staats et al., 1962,
Staats, Finley, Minkc, & Wolf, 1964a, Staats, Milike, Finley, Wolf, & Brooks,
1964b). The present study is a leplication and an extension of these vari-
ous findings to the development of a program fur training nonreaders to read.
The progran which adapts standard reading material~, is based upon the
principle of the reinforcer system employed in the previous studies with
the younger children, thus testing the principles of reinforcement in the con-
text of remedial reading training, as well as the feasibility of using the type
of reinforcement system with a new type of S. As such, the study has implica-
tions for the study of nunreading children of pre-adolescent, adolescent, and
young adult ages. In the present case, S was also a culturally deprived de-
linquent childand the study thus involves additional information and im-
plications for the special problems associated with edrica_Ani In this popula-
tion of children.

METHODS

Subject

The S was as a 11- year -and 3-month-old boy' of Mexican-American ances-
try. He was the fifth child in a family of 11 children and the mother and fa-
ther. The parental techniques for controlling their cluldren's behavior con-
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sisted of physical and verbal abuse. Both parents described their own child-
hood conditions as primitive. The father was taken out of school after com-
pleting the fifth grade to help with his father's work. Each of S's four older
brothers had been referred to the juvenile court for misbehavior. The par-
ents appeared to be at loss as to how to provide effective control for family
members.

The S had a history of various miscreant behaviors, having been referred
to the juvenile department nine times for such things as running away, bur-
glary, incorrigibility, and truancy. During the course of the Study S was again
referred on a complaint (with three other boys) of malicious mischief for
shooting light bulbs and windows in a school building with a BB gun. He as-
sociated with a group of boys who had been in marked difficulty with
the law. The S smoked, and on occasion he drank excessively.

The study commenced when S was residing with his family. However,
after the complaint on malicious mischief S was sent to a juvenile detention
home During his stay there he was allowed to attend school in the daytime.
The study was finally concluded when S was committed to an industrial
school for juvenile-delinquent boys. This occurred because S baited the at-
tendants at the detention home and caused disturbances which, although not
serious, were very unpleasant and disruptive.

On the Wechsler Bellevue Form I, given when S was 13-10, he received
Verbal and Performance IQ's of 77 and 106, respectively, for a Full Scale
IQ of 90 The examiner concluded that S was probably within the normal
range for this test. On the basis of this test and HTP Projective Drawings,
S was characterized as having a poor attention span and poorly integrated
thought processes and as lacking intellectual ambitiousness. He was also
described as seeking satisfaction in fantasy and as having good conventional
judgment.

The S had continually received failing grades in all subjects in school.
He was described as having "been incorrigible since he came here in the
second grade He has no respect for teachers, steals and lies habitually and
uses extremely foul language." The S had been promoted throughout his
school career simply to move him on or to "get rid of him." He was disliked
by the teachers and administrators in grade school because of his trouble-
some behavior and was described by the principal as mentally retarded even
though one of the tests taken there indicateda score within the normal range.
Another test taken there gave him an IQ of 75. During the study S was
attending a local high school and taking classes for low-k ...I students.

Reinforcer System

In previous studies (Staats, in press, Staats et al., 1964a; 1964b), a
reinforcer system uas demonstrated that was capable of maintaming atten-
tion and work beha% lois for long-term experimental studies. This system
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worked well with preschool children of ages 2 to 6 and with educable and
trainable retardates of ages 8 to 11. The principle of the sy stem was based
upon token reinforcers. The tokens were presented contingent upon correct
responses and could be exchanged for items the child could keep. In the
previous studies toys of various values could be obtained when a sufficient
number of tokens had been accrued in visible containers.

This system was adapted for use with the adolescent S of the present
study. In the adaptation there were three types of token, distinguished by
color. The tokens were of different value in terms of the items for which the
tokens could be exchanged. A blue token was valued at of one cent. A
white token was valued at of a cent. A red token was worth 3: of a cent.

The child's acquisition of tokens was plotted so that visual evidence of
the reinforcers was available. The tokens could be used to purchase a variety
of items. These items, chosen by the subject, could range in value from pen-
nies to whatever the subject wished to work for. Records were kept of the
tokens earned by S and of the manner in which the tokens were used.

Reading Materials

The reading material used was taken from the Science Research As-
sociates (SRA) reading-kit materials. The SRA kits consist of stories de-
veloped for and grouped into grade le% els. Each story includes a series of
questions which can be used to assess the reader's comprehension of the
story. The reading training program was adapted from the SRA materials as
follows:

Vocabulary words.A running list was made of the new words that
appeared in the series of stories. The list finally included each different word
that appeared in the stories that were presented. From this list, the new vo-
cabulary for each story was selected, and each word was typed on a separate
3 x 5 card.

Oral reading materials.Each paragraph in the SRA storks was typed
on a 5 x 8 Lard. Each story could thus be presented to S paragraph by par
agraph.

Silent-reading and comprehensive-question materials.Each SRA
story, with its comprehensis e questions, was typed on an 8N x 13 sheet
of white paper.

Procedure

Vocabulary presentation.The procedure for each story in the series
cuninienied %%Ali the presentation of the new words introduced in that story.
The words were presorted ml%idually on the (-aids, and S was asked tu pro -
uuuuvc A Lurrca respulise to a %suld-stimulu. Lard was reilifurLed
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with a midvalue token. After a correct response to a word, the card was
dropped from the group of cards yet to be presented. The S was instructed
to indicate words that he did not know the meaning of, and this information.
was provided in such cases.

When an incorrect response to a word stimulus occurred, or when S
gave no response, E gay e the correct response. The S then repeated the
word while looking at the stimulus word. However, the word card involved
was returned to the group of cards still to be presented. A card was not
dropped from the group until it was read correctly without prompting. After
an error on a word stimulus, only a low-value token was given on the next
trial when the word was read correctly without prompting. The vocabu-
lary presentation phase of the training was continued until each word was
read correctly without prompting.

Oral reading.Upon completion of the vocabulary materials, each
paragraph was it .lividually presented to S in the order in which the para-
graph occurred in the story. When correct reading responses were made to
each in the paragraph, a high-value token was given upon completion
of the paragraph. When a paragraph contained errors, S was corrected, and
he repeated the word correctly while looking at the word. The paragraph
was put aside, and when the other paragraphs had been completed, the
paragraph containing errors was again presented. The paragraph was re-
peated until it was done correctly in its entiretyat which time a midvalue
token was presented. When all paragraphs in a story had been completed
correctly, the next phase of the training was begun.

Silt.nt reading and comprchunsitx qustions.Following the oral read-
ing S ryas given the sheet containing the story and questions. He was in-
structed to read the story silently and to answer the questions beneath the
story lk was also instructed that it was important to read to understand the
story so that he could answer the questions.

Reinforcement was given on a variable interval schedule for attentive
behavior during the silent-reading phase. That is, as long as S appropriately
scanned the material he was given a low-value reinforcer an average of
every 15 seconds. The exact time for reinforcement was determined by a
t..51e of rinaluni numbers varying from I to 30 seconds. Whenever he did any-
thing else than peruse the material, no reinforcement was given. The next
interval was then timed from the moment S returned to the silent reading,
with the stipulation that no remforcement be given sooner than 5 seconds
after S returned to the reading. If the interval was less than 5 seconds, a
token was not given until the next interval had also occurred. Timing was
done by a continuously running stopwatch. The S was also given an extra
midvalue token at the end of the silently read story on those occasions where
he read without moving his lips.

Upon completion of the story, S wrote his answers to the questions
typed below the story and gave his answers to E. For each correct answer,
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S received a high value token. For an answer with a spelling error, S was
reinforced with a midvalue token when he had corrected the answer. For
incorrect answers S had to reread the appropriate p..ragraph, correct his
answer, and he then received a midvalue token.

Vocabulary review. Some of the vocabulary words presented to S in
the first phase of training were words he already could read. Many others,
however, were words that the procedure was set up to teach. The oral-
reading-phase performance indicated the level of S's retention of the words
he had learnedand also provided further training trials on the words not
already learned. A further assessment of S's retention of the words that he
did not know in the vocabulary training was made after each 20 stories of
the SRA materials had been read. This test of individually presented words,
for each story, was started. about 3 days after completion of the 20 stories
and constituted fairly long-term retention.

This test was also used as a review for S, and further training on the
words was given. This was first done by reinforcing S with a low-value token
for every word he read correctly. However, S's attention was not well main-
tained by this reinforcement, and the procedure was changed to provide a
midvalue token for correctly read words. When S could not read a word, or
missed one, he was prompted and had to correctly repeat the name of the
word while looking at the word. This word card was then put aside and
presented later, at which time S was reinforced with a low-value token if he
read it correctly. If not, the procedure was repeated until a correct un-
prompted trial occurred.

Achievement tests.Prior to the commencement of the training, S was
tested to assess his reading performance, and during the period of experi-
mental training he was given two additional reading- achievement tests. The
first one given was the Developmental Reading Test. (At this time the S's
vision and hearing were also tested and found to be normal.) After 45 train-
ing sessions another reading test was given S, this time the California Read-
ing Test, Form BB, for grades 1, 2, 3, and L-4. Twenty-five sessions later,
just before the termination of the study, S was given the California Reading
Test, Form BB, for grades 4, 5, and 6. The S's performance on the three
reading tests constituted one of the measures of his progress. The tests were
given at the Arizona State University Reading Center.

Training sessions.The training sessions would ordinarily last for 1
hour or less, although a few sessions were as short as 30 minutes or as long
as 2 hours. Not all of this time was spent in reading, however. A good deal
of time was spent in arranging the materials, recording S's performance,
keeping count of the reinforcers, plotting the reinforcers accrued, and so on.
The time spent actually reading was tabulated. During the 4i -month
experimental period, 70 training sessions were conducted, with an average
of about 35 minutes spent per session for a total of 40 hours of reading
training.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

During the period of training S made many reading responses. Figure
1 shows the number of single-word reading responses S made as a function
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Fic 1 Number of single-word reading responses as a function of the time
in experimental reading training.

of the hours of time spent in training. An estimate of the number of single-
word reading responses w as obtained from tabulating each presentation of
a woul card, the number of words in the stories, and the reading-compre-
hension questions at the end of each story, as well as the words presented to
S in the later single word retention test. Actually, the number of words in the
stories was an estimate obtained float the mean number of words in two out
of each five stories. Thus, rather than giving the true absolute number of
reading responses made, the figure gives an estimate. However, the most
important asi ect of the figure is to indicate the rate of this single-word read-
ing-response measure as a function of time in experimental training. As can
be seen, as the training progressed S covered the reading material at a
slightly more .apid rate, as is shown by the slight positive acceleration in
the curve The importance of this result is to indicate that the child's be-
has for of attending to the task and making the appropriate reading re-
sponses did not diminish throughout the period of training. Thus, the re-
inforcement system employed was capable of maintaining the behavior for a
long period of time. During this time the attentional and cooperative be-
has iois instigated re,ulted in many, many, learning trialsa sine qua non
for the acquisition of achievement in any skill.
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Before reading each story S was presented with individual cards for all
the words included in that story which had not been presented in a prey ions
story. When these words were presented, S would read a certain proportion
correctly on first presentation, the other words being missed on the first
presentation. The urics missed were considered to be new words for S, words
that he had not previously learned. These words were separately tabulated.
The cumulative number of these new words as a function of every 5 SRA
stories read is shown by the top curve of Figure 2. (The data for the first 10
stories are not presented since they were not available for all three curves.)
As this curve indicates, 761 new words were presented to S during the
training.

Thus, S missed 761 words when they were first presented to him. How-
ever, he was given training trials on these words, and then he then read
them again in the oral reading of the paragraph. The number of these words
that he missed in this oral-reading phase is plotted in the bottom curve of
Figure 2. This curve then indicates th; number of errors made on the second
reading test of the words that had been previously learned. Thus, only 176
words out of the 761 (about 23 per cent) were missed in the oral-reading
phaseshowing retention for 585 words. The results indicate that the cri-
terion of one correct unprompted reading trial in the original vocabulary-
learning ph.ot, produced considerable learning when the words were read in
context.

The middle curve in Figure 2 ins oh es a measure of long-term retention
of the words that bad been learned. This measure was obtained by testing
S on the words, presented singly, that had been learned in the preceding 20
stories. This test was given 10 to 15 days after the training occurred. The
training thus included the prey ions single-word presentations of the words,
as well as those same words read orally and silently. In addition, however,
S had also learned a considerable number of other words by the tune of this
test. As the middle curve shows, when tested 10-15 days later, S read 430
of the 761 words correctly, or, cons ersely, 331 words (about 43 per cent)
were missed. Thus, the procedures produced retention when the words
were latt r presented out of context after a considerable intervening period.

The results appearing in Figure 2 indicate that the child covered a con-
siderable amount of reading material, that lie learned to read a number of
new words when presented individually or in context, and that he retained
a good proportion of what he had learned. The results also indicate that the
child improved during the training in his retention. That is, his rate of get-
ting new words in the first-presentation phase continues at a high rate
throughout the study. (This supports the results shown in Fig. 1 indicating
that the child's behavior did not weaken during the training.) However, his
"rate" of missing the new words on the sewed and third presentations de-
creased, that is, lie retained more of the words he had learned. Thus, tabu-
lation indicated that for the first 35 stories only about 33 per cent of the



words learned were retained 10-15 days later, whereas S's subsequent re-
tention increased to about 55 per cent. It should be noted that this improve
ment occurred even though the difficulty of the words (as shown in Fig. 2
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for the 150 SRA stories.

by the numbers in parentheses) became progre.,sively greater during the
training, moving from the 1.2 grade level of difficulty to the 2.6-grade level.

These results receive support from the data presented in Figure 3. As
already indicated, on the first presentation of the vocabulary of a story, some
words were missed oat of the total presentedand S was then presented
with training on these words. Figure 3 shows the number of the words
presented and missed in ratio to the total number presented, as this ratio is
related to the number and difficulty of the stories presented. A smaller ratio
indicates that S missed fewer of the total vocabulary words when they were
presented for the first time. As can be seen in Figure 3, as the child read
more stories in his .,awing (even though they become more difficult), he
missed fewer and fewer words that were presented to him. It should be
stressed that he was thus improving in the.extent to which he correctly re-
sponded to new words on prst presentation. This :improvement appeared to
be correlated with other observations that indicated that S was also begin-
ning to learn to sound out words as a function of the training. For example,
he remaikd when in the judge's office that he thought a sign said "informa-
tion," because he could read the "in" and the "for" and the "mation." In ad-
dition, S reported number of times that the training was helping him in
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school, that reading was getting easier for him in school, that he liked the
reading training better as he went along, and so on. It would. be expected
(as will be supported b; rata) that as the reading training improved
his reading in school, the things he learned in school would also improve his
performance in the reading training. It is this effect that may also be re-
flected in his increasing ability to read the new words prc,ented to him.

In addition to this direct evidence of the child's progress in reading
training, and the foregoing indirect evidence that the reading training was
having general effects upon the child's behavior, the study was formulated
to obtain other sources of information concerning the child's progress. One
means of cluing this was to give the child reading-achievement tests before
begir.oirig the reading training as well as during the training. The results of
these tests are shown in Figure 4. The first point on the curve is a measure-
ment obtained by use of the Developmental Reading Test giving a total
score of reading achievement showing that S was performing at the grade-
2 level. After 45 reading-trail ng sessions, S's performance on the California
Reading Test showed a gain to the 3.8-grade level. By the end of the train-
ing, after 25 more training sessions, S had advanced to the 4.3-grade level
on the California Reading Test.

Another indication of the general effect of the reading training came
from the child's performance in school, both in school achievement and de-
portment. The period of reading training coincided with a school term. The
boy received passing grades in all subjects. A C in physical education, a D
in general shop, a D in English, and a Diu mathematics. It should be em-
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phasized that these grades represent the first courses that this child had ever
passed, and thus his finest academic performance.

Furthermore, S began to behave better while in school. The boy had al-
ways been a behavior problem in school, and this continued into the period
during which S received reading training. As Figure 5 shows, during the
first month of the training S eummitted 10 misbehaviors that resulted in the
receipt of demerits. The behaviors were as follows. disturbance in class
(2 times), disobedience in class (five times), loitering (2 times), and
tardiness. In the second month he was given demerits for scuffling on the
school grounds and also for creating a disturbance. In the third month he
was given demerits for cutting a math class and for profantiy in class. As the
figure shows, however, no misbehaviors occured in the fourth month or in
the half month after this until the conclusion of the school term.

The S requested that the tokens be exchanged for items that he wanted
in sessions 12, 17, 25, 31, 35, 43, 49, 55, and in the last session he was given
the value of the remaining tokens in cash. Items included were a pair of
"beatle" shoes, hair pomade, a phonograph record, an ice cream sundae, a
ticket to a sch:r.1 function, money for his brother who was going to reform
school, and so on. Further information regarding the reinforcement system
is given in Figure 6. The vertical axis of the graph represents the ratio of the
number of tokens obtained by S relative to the number of single-word read-
ing responses which he emitted. Lesser ratios thus indicate more reading
responses per reinforcer. This ratio was plotted as a function of the progress
S made in the training program, as given by the number of SRA stories he
had completed As the training progressed S gradually made an increasingly
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greater number of reading responses per reinforcer. This effect was not ac-
complished by changing the rules by which the reinforcers were admin-
istered. The effect, which was planned in the training program, resulted
from the fact that the SRA stories became longer as the grade level was
raised. Since, for example, paragraph reading was reinforced by the para-
graph, the longer the paragraph, the greater the number of reading re-
sponses that had to be emitted before reinforcement was obtained. At the
end of training, thus, S was getting about half as much reinforcement per
response a: at the beginning of training. It should also be indicated that
the stories were more difficult as the training progressed, so the effort in-
volved in reading was increasingalthough reinforcement fur the reading
was decreasing.

During the 43i months of training, which invoked 40 hours of reading
training and the emission of an est:mated 64,307 single-word reading re-
sponses, S received $20.31.

DISCUSSION

In this section the %Arms aspects of the reading-training procedures
will first be discussed. Then the implications of the results and andl)sis will
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be outlined both for further studies of remedial reading training as well as
for a learning conception of certain aspects of cultural deprivation and de-
linquency.

The method of reading training used in the present study was derived
from previous study (Staats, 1964a, in press, Staats et al., 1962) with pre-
school children in which words were first presented singly, then in sentences,
and finally in short stories. The present study indicated that SRA materials
can be adapted for a similar type of presentation in conjunction with the
type of reinforcer system preciously developed (Staats et al., 1964a;
1964b). From the SRA materials it was possible to present single-word
training trials and oral-reading training and to develop a silent-reading
training procedure, all involving reinforcement.

V'hen the training of reading, at least in part, is considered as operant
discrimination learning, the learning task consists of having S emit the
correct speech response while looking at the verbal stimulusthis process
being followed by reinforcement. This basic procedure was elaborated in
the present study to include two levels of reinforcement. An unprompted
reading response on the fist trial was reinforced more heavily than one that
had been previously missed. This procedure appeared to produce learning
that was retained very well when the child later read the words orally in a
paragraph, with considerable retention also occurring when the child was
tested on the individual words 10-15 days later.

It may seem incongruous at first to attempt to reinforce silent reading,
since this behavior is not obserc able. Howe% er, it should be remembered
that the subject actually has two types of behavior in the silent-reading act.
He looks at the verbal stimulithat is, attendsand he makes "reading"
verbal responses to the verbal stimuli. While the reading responses cannot
be monitored when they are covert, the attending behavior can be. Of
course, there is a danger involved in einforcing the behavior of just looking
at something. Perhaps the child will do nothing else. If he is heavily- rein-
forced for sitting and looking at a page, and the actual reading responses
are effortful, he may not emit the reading responses. The present procedure
was set up to eliminate this possibility by using a double contingency. The
child was reinforced for simple attention, but the reinforcement was low in
value. The opportunity for a greater amount of .,,enforcement came during
the answering of the questions. Thus, although simple attention was rein-
forced lightly, attention and reading responses were reinforced much more
heavily. In this way it was possible to use reinforcement ir. a procedure de-
signed to maintain reading for "understanding," in addition to simple "word-
naming." (These results could be generalized to other types of learning.)
Furthermore, this procedure procided an opportunity to train the subject to
read silently' Although he had a tendency to make coca] or hp responses
while reading. it was possible to strengthen reading without these other re-
sponses through differentially reinforcing the correct silent reading.
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Thus, it may be concluded that the reading program increased the
child's reading socabulary as shown by the arious measures of retention used
in the studs, the tests of .ending achievement, as well as the child's improved
sc 'tool performance and his erbal description of improved attitude toward
and performance in reading in school. There were also suggestions that the
child was acquiring a "unit-reading repertoire," that is, the general ability to
sound out words through making the correct response to single letters and
syllables Thus, for example, the child made errors on fewer and fewer of the
new words presented as the training progressed, even though the words
were of greater difficulty. In addition, he retained a greater proportion of the
words he learned as he went on. Further research of the present type must
be conducted to test the possibilities for using a more phonic system of re-
medial reading training with the present type of subject.

A final point should be made concerning the training procedures used
in the present study. The procedures are very specific and relatively simple.
Thus, it was not necessary to have a person highly trained in education to
administer the training. In the present case the trainer-experimenter was a
probation officer. It might also be suggested that anyone with a high-school
education and the ability to rcad could base administered the training. This
has implications for the practical application of the present methods, since
one of the questions that arises in this context concerns the economy of the
procedures. Although the procedures as described invoked a one- trainer-
to -one- student ratio, as many remedial teaching procedures do, in the pres-
ent case the simplicity- of the procedures suggests the possibility that savings
may be effected because the trainer need not be so highly trained. Thus,
the procedures could be widely applied or adapted by various professionals,
for example, social workers, prison officials, remedial teachers, tutors, and so
on In an even more economical application, helpers of professionals could
be used to actually administer the procedures, for example, selected de-
linquents (or prisoners) could administer the procedures to other delin-
quents. Thus, the procedures could be utilized in various situations, such as
settlement house?, homes for juvenile delinquents, prison training programs,
parts of adult education, and so on. All that is needed is a suitable system of
reinforcers to back up the tokens. These conclusions are supported by
another study by A. W. Staats now being prepared for publication in which
analogous methods developed for work with preschool children were ap-
plied by a graduate student who was untrained in teaching; the results sug-
gest possibilities for economic innovations in education generally.

In the same context, it may be worthwhile pointing out that the results
indicated that the child advanced as many yc irs in reading achievement, as
measured by the tests. during the experimental training as he had in his
presiocif school history. A comparison of the relatie costsin the present
case, about 70 hours of time of a person uot necessarily teamed in teaching
and S20.3I for the reinforcers ver.stis SJi y ears of trained teachers time,
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albeit in a group situationsuggests that the procedure introduced in the
present study may nut be uneconomical, even without improvements in the
method. And, as will be further described, the child's failure in school may
in many cases be considered as a contributor to the delinquency
which also carries a high cost to society. The present results, in suggesting
that the training procedures may also effect general improvements in be-
havior, including misbehaviors in school, thus have further implications con-
cerning the economy of the procedures.

The present study, among other things, tests the feasibility of using the
type of reinforcing system, previously applied successfully to younger chil-
dren, to the study of learning in older childrenin this case a 14- year -old
juvenile delinquent. The reinforcer system worked very well with the pres-
ent S, maintaining his attention and working behaviors in good strength for
a long period of time. And there was el, cry reason to expect that the study
could have been continued for a much longer period, probably as long as it
would have taken to train the child to read normally.

It should be noted that although the amount of reinforcement given
decreases durnig the training, as shown in Figure 6, the reading behavior is
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Fic. 6.Ratio of the number of tokens received divided by the number of
reading rtvonses made as a function of the number of SRA stories read.

maintained in good strength throughout the study, as shown in Figures 1
and 2, thus, less and less reinforcement is needed to maintain the behavior
even though the material increases in difficulty. As already described, this
occurred because a progressively greater number of reading responses was
necessary per reinforcer. This is analogous to gradualh raising the ratio of
responses to the reinforcers as considered in terms of ratio schedules of rc-
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inforcement. Staats has suggested that this type of gradual increase must
occur to produce good work behaviors in humans (Staats & Staats, 1963).

This result in the present study is in part an answer ,to the question
whether the use of extrinsic reinforcers in training will produce a child who
is dependent upon these reinforcers. It is not possible to discuss this topic
fully now. However, it may be said that the extrinsic reinforcement can be
gradually decreased until, as was happening with the present child, reading
becomes reinforcing itself, or other sources of reinforcement maintain the
behavior.

A word should be said concerning the relevance of reinforcement vari-
ables in the treatment of nonleaming in culturally deprived children. Typi-
cally, as in the present case, such children do not, as a result of their home
experiences, acquire "reinforcer systems" appropriate for maintaining learn-
ing in the traditional classroom. Rosen (1956) has shown that, in the present
terminology, lower-class children do not have experiences that make school
achievement and learning itself positively reinforcing. This deficit, among
others that affect the reinforcer system, can be expected to lead to poor
school learning and other behavioral deficits. In such cases, there are in-
creased opportunities for other poor social attitudes and undesirable be-
haviors to develop, as suggested in the introduction and exemplified in the
present case.

The present study suggests that these conditions can be reversed
through the application of learning principles and reinforcement variables
to the task of repairing the child's behav anal-achievement deficit. There
were indications that this treatment resulted in improvement in the rein-
forcement alue of (attitudes toward) school fur this child and consequently
in the decrease in incidence of misbehaviors in school. The results thus sug-
gest that under appropriate conditions the deficit in behavior stemming from
the child's inadequate reinforcing system may be, least in part, repaired by
a properly administered, effective reinforcement system, resulting in a de-
crease in undesirable behaviors.

A comment should be made about the possibility of a Hawthorne ef-
fect, that is, that the social reinforcement, by the E and possible extraexperi-
mental reinforcement contributed to the results in the present study. It
would be expected that such reinforcers could contribute to the overall ef-
fectand in the present case the expenditure for the material reinforcers
was small. In general, it can be expected that individuals will vary in the
extent to which social reinforcers will be effective. For example, in pre-
school children social reinforcement is ineffective for long-term training
(Staats, 1964c, Staats et al., 1962), and the same would be expected for
many individuals with behavior problems. Oidiriarily, it might be expected
that the weaker other soutices of reinforcement are for the individual, the
stronger must be the reinfoieer system of the treatment procedure.- -

In conclusion, the present study helps support and replicate the previ-
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uus findings and extends the general procedures and principles to the study
of an adolescent child who is culturally deprived and is also a juvenile de-
linquent. The vailuus sources of data used suggest that the present proce-
dures and prnicaples arc appheable to this population also. Based upon these
suggestions, further studies will be conducted on culturally deprived chil-
dren, delinquent and nundehnquent, as well as studies of other types of non-
achieving or underachieving readers.

It should also be indicated that the present study indicates the possi-
bility for developing procedures for the objective application and test of
laboratory-denved learning principles within the context of an actual prob-
lem of behavior. As previously indicated (Staats, 1964a), verification of
learning prinuples in the context of a problem of human behavior consti-
tutes one way to further the generality of the principles themselves. It may
thus be suggested that such studies have two types of implication. they
have implications for people interested in dealing with the problems of hu-
man behavior, as well as for those interested in the extension and verification
of the basic science.
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PRODUCTION AND ELIMINATION OF DISRUPTIVE
CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR BY SYSTEMATICALLY

VARYING TEACHER'S BEHAVIOR'

DON R. THOMAS, WESLEY C. BECKER, AND MARIANNE ARMSTRONG

The effects of ttuhet bl11.1%10r$ un the classroom behaviors of children were investigated by
sjsuinatnally vai)ing applusing tplAISC, 511111(1, ll,111.11.IS, etc.) and disapproving (verbal repri-
mands, pli)sical restraint, etc) classes of teacher behasiur. hfeastucs were taken on both
leather and (had behavior. Each day a sample of 10 children was observed. The subject
pool was a class of 28 well behaved children in a !Malik pionary public school class. The
mulls dimulisiiried that appiovilig tcacher It SpOlISCS Kived a positive reinforcing function
in IllAltAtaming appiupriate classroom behasiors. Disruptive behaviors increased each nme
approving teacher behavior WAS withdiawn. When the teacher's disapproving behasiors
were tripled. increases appeared most markedly in the gross motor and noise making cate-
gories of disruptive behavior. The findings emphasise again the lmportant role of the teacher
in producing, maintaining. and eliminating disruptive as well as pro social classroom
behavior.

Teachers are sometimes unaware of the ef-
fects of their actions on the behavior of their
students. Many teachers assume that if a
child performs dim (+Live acts in the class-
room then the l.hild must have a problem sa
home, or at the very least, must not have
reached a stage of stiffieient maturity to func-
tion adequately in the school situation. How
ever, .in MLIC./SIfig body of evidenee indicates
that many of the behaviors which teachers
find disruptive are actually within their con-
trol. A teittlict LW muddy and Luntiol the be-
hatior of het students by coatiolling het own
reSponse5.

Coticiii6ent use of social teinlumernent has
been shown to control such motor behaviors
as standing, and running Bijou and
Baer, 1963), talking and crying (Kerr, Meyer-
son, and Michael, 1965. Hart, Allen, Buell,
Hauls, and Wolf, 1961), arid classroom con-
duct (Becker, Madsen, Ai null, and Thomas,
1967, Zimmerman .ind limmeiman, 1962).

'The authors wish to thank Urbana School District
::116 and the principal of Thomas Paine School, ML
Ruhatil Sturgeon, for their cooperation. The observ.
ers (Loretta Nielson, Barbara Goldberg. Marilyn Cold
bug, and Darlene tientarskn deserve thanks for then
wuuuuuuus work. rt search was supported. in
part. 1)) National 1115t( - d child Health and Hu
man Deschipment Giant 111) 00881 05 Reprints may
be obtained from Wesley C Bccier, Bureau of Edu
moral Research, Umscrsit) of Illinois, Urbana. IIIr

111113 61801,

Becker et al. (1967) worked in public
schools with teachers who had problem chil-
dren in their classes. Behaviors exhibited by
the students were observed and the fre-
quency of these behaviors was estimated for
each child. Each teacher was taught to use
praise, smiles, etc. to reinforce good behavior.
The rate of appropriate classroom behaviors
increased in most cases as soon as teacher ap-
proval and reeugnition were made contingent
on such behavior.

The p.esent study evolved from prior re-
search showing the importance of social rein-
forcement, and Becker's work, which suggests
that specific procedures, or definable classes
of teacher behaviors can be used by the
teacher to increase appropriate classroom be-
haviors. In order to provide more convincing
data on the role of different teacher be-
haviors. the present study was designed to
pioduce and remove problem behavior in stu-
dents by systematically varying teacher be-
haviors in an initially well-behaved class.

METHOD
Subjects

Students. A class of 28 elementary students
at the middle primary level was selected. Ac-
cording to the teacher her class was "a good
class, wish an above-average distribution of
ability and no 'bad' kids." Most of the chil-
dren were from upper-middle- and middle-

JOURNAL OF APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS, 1968, Vol. 1, pp 3545.
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income range fatnilies. Ages at the beginning
of the study ranged from 6 yr, 11 mouths to
7 yr, II mouths, I Q range (group test) was
from 99 to 134.

Teacher The teacher, age 23, obtained her
student teaching experience with a class of
"maladjusted" children. In addition, she had
1 yr experience with a class of "slow learners".
Preliminary observations indicated that she
rarely attended in an approving mariner to
children who behaved inappropriately, and
rarely reprimanded children who were per
forming their assigned tasks She volunteered
to participate in the study because of its po
tential contribution to teacher training in the
future.

Observation Procedures
The basic data fur the study consisted of

the relative fvequeuey of uteurrcrict, of classes
of child behaviors in relation to classes of
teacher behaviors utilizing rating schedules to
be described One to three observers were
placed in the classroom each morning front
approximately 9.15 to 10.00 a.m. while the
students were eurnpfeting reading and read
ing workbook assignments. To insure obtain-
ing a daily sample of both child and teaelier
behaviors during this 45 min work period, a
20 min observation time was decided on for
both child and teacher Gbservatiuns. Thus,
even if only uric observer was present, the rel-
evant infutulin:on could be obtained. This
time restriction limited the nwnbcr of chit
dren who could be observed each day. Ten
children were selected fur observation each
morning by drawing numbers from a hat.
During Baseline, and the first No Praise eon
dition a no replacement procedure was used
so that all children had to be observed before
a child's number Louie! be drawn a second
time At the start of Baseline_ this restriction
was removed Through the use of a num
bored seating ehart, the observers recorded
the behaviors of seleeted children in the order
in which they were chosen. Five extra num
bers Were drawn each day to provide observa-
tion targets in case moue ur molt of the first 10
subjeets drawn were riot available fur ubscr va
tion. Target children were obser vet! for 2 min
each. Each minute was divided into six 10-sec
intervals Observers %etc trained to record
classes of behavior which occurred in a given
interval. Recordings were made during the

first five intervals of each minute. During
the sixth 10 see Interval the observers made
notes, checked for synehrunization, and/or
prepared to switch to a new child. Thus, the
daily child observation sample consisted of
ten 10-sec observation Intervals on each of 10
children.

Teacher behaviors were recorded on a simi
lar schedule, the only difference being that
for teacher behaviors each occurrence of a
response in a specified class was recorded (fre
(It my measure), whereas for child behaviors
a given class of behavior could be rated only
once in a 10-sec interval. This difference in
procedure was necessitated by the greater dif
ficulty in separating child behaviors into dis-
crete response units. Observers used a clip.
board, stopwatch, and a recording sheet
which had spaces for 100 observation inter
vats, guides for computing reliability, and a
place for comments.

Undergraduate university students were
hired and trained to collect the data. Each ob-
server memorized the definitions of classes of
child and teacher behaviors. Prebaseline
training in recording of behavior was car-
ried out in the experimental classroom to al-
low the children to become accustomed to
the presence of the observers. The children
were already well adapted to the classroom
before observer training was started. Observ
ers were instructed to avoid all interactiohs
with the students and teacher while in the
class or on the school grounds. At the sehed.
tiled time they would enter the class, walk di.
redly to chairs provided for them, it down,
and begin the observations. A hand signal
was used to insure synthrunization of observa-
tion times. Initially two observers were
scheduled to observe on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, and two on Tuesday and Thurs.
day. When a systematic difference developed
between the two sets of observers, one of the
Tuesday-Thursday obser vas was placed on a
three-clay-a-week schedule to tie the two sets
of observations together with reliability
cheeks Thus, on some days there were as
many as three observers in the classroom. The
number tit observers in the classroom varied
from one to three. Mae to illness or the need
to obtain observations in other classroom,
there were times when only one observer was
available. Observers were not informed of
changes in experimental conditions.
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Classes of Teacher Behaviors: The
Independent Variable

The behaviors emitted by the teacher were
defined as belonging to three general classes:
(1) Disapproving Behavior, (2) Approving Be-
havior, and (3) Instructional Behavior. Disap-
proving and Approving Behaviors were rated
only wl.en they immediately followed dis-
criminable child behaviors falling into inap-
propriate or appropriate classes (see below).2
Listings were made of the teacher behaviors
that could occur within each class.

The general class of Disa?proving Behav-
..rs included Physical Contact, Verbal, and

Facial subclasses. The subclasses of Physical
behaviors included forcibly holding a child,
walking, hitting, panking, shaking, slap-
ping, or pushing a child intu pusitiun. The
Verbal subclass of DI5.11/1/1 UV trig Behaviors
included yelling. scolding, raising voice, be-
littling, or making fun of the child, and
threats. Threats included if then" state-
ments of loss of privilege or punishment at
some future time. Fur example, the teacher
might say to the class, "If you don't remain
quiet, you will have to stay in from recess."
The Facial subclass of Disapproving Behav-
iors included frowning, grimacing, side-to-
side head shaking, gesturing, etc.

The general class of Approving Behaviors
also included Physical Contact, Verbal, and
Facial subclasses. Approving Physical Con-
tacts included embracing, kissing, patting,
holding hand ur arm of child, or holding the
child in the teacher's lap. Approving Verbal
c/1111111C1ItS 1111.111(kd sr.uununs of affection,
approval, or praise. Approving Facial re-
sponse was rated whenever the teacher smiled,
winked, or nodded at one or more of the chil-
dren.

The general (las. of Instructional Behavior
'radited any response from teacher to chil-
dren which itisuised gavaug instructions, in-
fuittiat-iun, ut ititilsattog correct tesputiseS.

In addition to recording the above classes
of reacher behavior, note was taken of those

'As it turned out. approval following inappropriate
behavior °stoned only three tones and disapproval
fallowing appi.iniate N11441101 did not occur. Also.
this teacher did not make non response contingent ap
proval or disapproval comments. 'Thus, we were deal-
ing essentially watt, two response contingent classes of
teacher behavior.
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dines when the teacher terminated social in
teraction by turning out lights and saying
nothing, turning her back on the class and
waiting for silence, or hopping talking and
waiting for quiet.

As noted earlier, the observers recorded
every teacher response falling in a giyen class.
Thus, the measures of teacher behaviors are
frequency counts.

Child Behaviors: The Dependent Variable
The classes of child behaviors were devel-

oped by categorization of behaviors occurring
with some frequency in the repertoire of prob-
lem children (Becker et al., 1967). It was as-
sumed that certain behaviors, because of their
common topography, could be grouped to-
gether. Five gasses of Disruptive Behavior
(Gross Motor, Noise Making, Orienting, 'Ver-
balizations, and Aggression) and one class of
Appropriate Behavior (Relevant) were de-
fined. Behaviors not specifically defined were
rated in a separate category (Other Task).
Disruptive Behaviors were essentially behav-
iors apparently incompatible with good class-
roorn learning conditions.

Included in the category of behaviors la-
beled as Gross Motor activities were, getting
out of seat, standing up, walking around, run-
ning, hopping, skipping, jumping, rocking
chair, moving chair, sitting with chair in aisle,
kneeling in chair, arm flailing, and rocking
body without moving chair.

The category of Noise Making was rated
with the stipulation that the observers must
hear the noise as well as see the noise making
action, and included tapping feet, clapping,
rattling papers, tearing papers, throwing
books or other objects onto desks, slamming
desk top, tapping objects on desk, kicking
desk or chair, and scooting desk or chair.

The Verbalization category was rated only
when the observer could hear the response.
Lip movements alone were not rated. Carry-
ing on conversations with other children, call-
ing out teacher's na:ie to get her attention,
crying, streaming, singing, whistling, laugh-
ing, and coughing were included in the cate-
gory.

The Orienting class of behaviors required
that the child be seated. Turning of head or
head and body toward another person, show-
ing objects to another child, and looking at
another child were med. Looking behaviors
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of less than I sec duration were not rated ex
cept for any turn of more than 90 degrees
from the desk When an Orienting response
overlapped two r.r 'rig intervals, arid (mild
not be rated in the first interval, because it
began too late in the interval to meet the,4-
sec criterion, it was rated in the second in
terval.

Aggression was defined as hitting, pushing,
shoving, pinching, slapping, striking with ob
jeets, puking with objects, grabbing objects or
work belonging to another, knocking neigh
bors property off desk, destroying another's
property, throwing objects. No judgments of
intent were made.

Appropriate behaviors were labeled Re le
vant and were made more easily identifiable
by restricting the observations to a period in
the morning when all of the children were
preparing leading ,rtid workbook assignments.
Specific Relevant Behaviors were looking at
the teacher when she was speaking to the era
tire class ur to the child being observed, an
swetiug questions of the teacher, raising hand
and waiting for teacher to respond, writing
answers to workbook questions, looking at
pages of text in which reading was assigned.
It was required that the entire 10 set. inter val
be filled with on task belt tvior before the Rd
evant rating was made.

When a child being observed per ;tamed a
response not defined by one of the categories
of Disruptive Behaviors or by Relevant Be
havior, a rating of Other Task was made. The
Other Task rating was ilitonipatibk with
Relevant, but could be accorded in the saute
interval as any or all of the categories of Dis
ruptive Behavior.

When rating the children, the observers
were instructed to record cad] class of behav-
iors which appealed in an interval regardless
of how many other classes had already been
recorded in that interval. All five categories
of Disruptive Behaviors and the Other Task
category were compatible with each other.
Relevant Behavior was incompatible with the
other categories. No category of behavie was
rated more than once in an interval. If a
child was conversing with his neighbor, and
he made two verbal responses in one interval,
this class of behaviors was recorded only
once. Thus, each child behavior measure was
a record of intervals in which the response
occurred, rather than a count of the number

a

of discrete responses as in the recording of
teacher's behavior.

The overall level of Disruptive Behaviors
was defined as the percentage of IIIIICIV.IIS in
which one ur more Disruptive Behaviors Oc-
curred.

Reliability
Two types of reliability were calculated.

Reliability I reflects simply the degree to
which two observers obtained the same score
for each category of behavior during a 20-min
observation period. The smaller score is di-
vided by the larger. Reliability I most ap-
propriately applies to the data as reported in
Fig. I, since these are averages for an observa-
tion period. Random errors tend to cancel
each other out when a score is based on a
series of observations and a reliability mea-
sure should reflect the gain in accuracy ob-
tained by averaging. For training purposes,
and for greater confidence in the accuracy of
the observation procedure, a second type of
reliability was also calculated (Reliability II).
Reliability II required that the same behav-
ior category be recorded in the same interval
by each observer to define an agreement. Re-
liability II was calculated by dividing the
number ot agreements by the number of
agreements plus disagreements.

During the pre-baseline observer training,
reliability checks were required for every ob-
servation. Before baseline observations were
started, consistent rehabilities (Type II)
above 80% were required. Reliability I data
based on a weighted average of the reliabili-
ties of the child-behavior codes are reported
in Fig. I, as are the average reliabilities by
conditions for teacher behaviors. Comparable
Reliabiluy 7I data averaged 82.6% for child
behaviors and 83.2% for teacher behaviors.
Relialal.ties far individual categories are well
repreoned 'oy these averages.

Sequence of Conditions
The first phase of the study (Baseline!) con

sisted of measuring both teacher and child
behaviors. No attempt was made to manipu
late teacher behavior.

The second phase (No Approval!) was de-
fined by the absence of Approval Behaviors.
The teacher discontinued the use of prise
statements and used only contingent Disap-
proving Behaviors to control the children.
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These phases were then repeated (Baselines,
No Approval2). At the beginning of No Ap-
proval2 and throughout the rest of the study,
the teacher carried a small "supermarket"
adding machine with her to count the fre-
quency of Disapproval Behaviors so that she
could better monitor her behavior.

The fifth phase of the study, Frequent Dis-
approval. involved increasing the level of
Disapproving Behaviors to appiuximately
three times that given during Baseline, while
continuing to withhold Approving Behaviors,

Phase 6 returned to the lower level of Dis-
approval (No Npproval3) and Phase 7 again
plumed to the baseline conditions (Base-
line3).

The teacher was instructed to maintain
experimental conditions throughout the day,
not just during the observation period. Dur-
ing the periods when praise was withheld be.
ginning with No Approval2, checks of the
daily counts of Disapproving Responses ob-
tained by the teacher with her counter cor-
responded closely to those which would have
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been predicted by extrapolation from.the ob-
servation periods.

RESULTS

The relationships of greatest interest are
the effects of presence and absence of Ap-
proval Behaviors un Relevant Behaviors and
the effects of levels of Disapproval Behaviors
on Disruptive Behaviors. Because of a system-
atic rater bias which entered IMO the data
for Other Task Behavior (discussed later),
and therefore also affected Relevant Behav-
iors incompatible with Other Task, greater.
emphasis is given to the analysis of Disruptive
Behaviors in presenting the results.

Average Level of Disruptive Behavior
In Baseline, Disruptive Behaviors occurred

in an average of 8.7% of the intervals ob.
served. When Approving Behaviors were dis-
continued kNo Approval)), Disruptive Be.
havior increased to an average of 25.5% (Fig.
1). Approving Behaviors were again provided
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(Basehne2) and Disruptive Behaviot chopped
to an average of 12.9%. In order to show
more conclusively that the changes in Div,
ruptive Behavior were related to the changes
in teacher behavior, Apposing Behaviors
were again discontinued (No ApprovAlo and
the level of Disruptive Behaviors subdued
near the same level as in No Approval, con-
dition (average 19.4%). When the Disapprov-
ing Behaviors (critical comments) were trip
led (Frequent Disapproval), while Approving
Behaviors were still withheld, Disruptive Be-
havior incre.ised to an average of 31.2% with
high points car above any observed before.
The behavior stabilized, however, near the
level at which the two previous No Appi oval
phases had stabilized. When the rate of dis-
approval was lowered (No Applovl,), no
great reduction in Disruptive Behavior oc-
curred. The average level of Disruptive Be-
haviors over No Approvals, trcqucnt Dna',
proval, and No Approval3 was 25.9%. At the
end of No Approval3, Approval was again
added to the low level of Disapproving Be-
haviors, and Disruptive Behavior dropped to
an average of 13.2%, with the trend indicat-
ing a level far below this average.3

Analysis of Classes of Behavior
Discontinuation of approving behaviors. In

reviewing the changes in the individual cate-
gories of behavior through the first two with-

'A eonservaine statistical analysis was performed (F
test) to compare those three conditions where apponal
responses were available with those two c. lllll
where approval responses were withdraw For this
'CU the Frequent Diuppsoeal and N, Apprileal,.,
conditions were collapsed into one 0...Maurer In order

drawals of Applusing Behavior, the majority
of the increase in Disruptive Behaviors could
be attributed to changes in Verbalization and
Orienting categories (Table 1) The mean of
Verbalization in No Approval, was 22 6%
due to one extremely high observation on the
second day of the condition, however, these
behaviors stabilized between 9% and 17%
(Fig. 2). Orienting showed a slight decrease
across No Approval, (Fig. 2) The second time
Approval was discontinued, Orienting in-
creased across the condition while Verbaliza
tion remained relatively stable except for two
high observations. Cross Motor behaviors
followed the same pattern as Orienting and
Verbalization through No Approval (1 and
2), increasing eat h time Approving Behavior
was din ontinued and decreasing when Ap
proving Behaviors were present (Fig 2)

Noise Making arid Aggression followed a
pattern through No Approval, and 2 which
was distinctly different from the other cate-
gories of disruptive behavior Both of these
categories of behavior were already occur
ring at a low frequency in the Baseline con-
dition (Fable I), but they occurred even less
often when only Disapproving Behavior was
given.

Increase of disapproving behaviors. In the
Frequent Disapproval condition, Noise Mak-
ing, Cross Motor, and Orienting all increased
(Table 1). Verbalizations showed a decline

to insure independence of observations. the average
values within each condition were used. thus providing
four degrees of freedom Significant differences were
found for Relevant Behavior (p <001). Noise Making
(p <005), Gross Motor (p <0.025), and for she over-
all level of hisitiptive Behavior (p <0.01)

Table I
Average Percei,:ages for Simian Behavior Clasws for Each Experimental Phase

No Frequent No
Barelinr, Approval, Disapproval Approval, Baseline,Behavior

Claw, Baseline,
No

Approval,

Disruptive
Behaviors' 8.7 25.5

Gross Motor 2.7 6.7

Nor. 0.9 0.1

Ve'balization 4.6 22 6

Orienting 1.4 65
A.e.rrltion 025 0.01

Other risk 7.0 10.4

Relevant 84.1 653

12.9
20
0.7
7.7
4.1

0,2
5.9

33.9

19.4 31.2 26.8 13.2

4.8 12.3 10.4 2.4

009 4.1 4.4 0.9

9.6 7.9 6.0 3.9

7.1 115 10.2 7.6

0.01 0.04 004 0.1

10.7 5.9 4.2 12

72.1 64.3 69.4 856

The addition of percennages for she five classes of Disruptive Behaviors will usually lead to a sum higher
than thac reported as percentage of Ihsruptive Zehavioss, since the latter does not deflect the occurrence of

more than one subclass of Disruptive Behaviors in a given 10-sec interval.
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Fig 2 Analysts of specific lathatqur classes by condition. Data points represent 2-min samples on 10 children
each thy. See notes under Fig. 1.

over this condition and continued t..y decline
through the rest of the study.

Changing from a high level of Disapprov-
ing Behaviors to a lower level did not mark-
edly change the fiegocricy of the vatic/us cate-
gories of Disruptive Behavior, relative to their
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terminal level under the Frequent Disap-
proval condition.

When Approving Behaviors were again
used by the teacher (Baselines), the frequency
of Gross Motor, Noise Making, and Orienting
behaviors decreased noticeably (Fig. 2). V.



balicatinii continued to sl the steady de-
crease in frequeniy which had staitcd in the
Frequent Disappiosal s !won In Baseline,
Aggression again occurred, but rarely. All
Distuptrvc Behas iv' s exccin Ott g
dtupped to the level of the al Mistime
(or below) during the final Baseline.

Relevant behavior. Afifilupt htle behaves u* s
were initially high in the classic) trig, 2).
Behaviors such as tict g nut of scat to move
to a reading group or to check a completed
workbook ass% Lid weie rated uu the Gross
:quoit category. 1 he resitincmcnts for such
behas tots, however, remained constant
through all euriditions so changes in the level
of Relesatit Behavior s be JUI IblItCd
to changes in classroom requirements. Rele-
vant Hellas tor decreased caulk time Appiiiving
Beliasiur was ducuuunutd and at a cased each
time the 51.prosal was reinstattd. Relcsant
lic hasn't was at a slightly higlicr Ictel during
the filial Baseline than dining the initial
Baseline.

Other task: Behavior not specifically de.
fined. As indicated earlier, a syst,nm.uit rater
difference was encountered early the study
in rating Other Task belias nits. In Fig. 2
this bias can be seen by contrasting data col
heated on Days 2, 4, 6, 8. and 10 front one set
of obser sets with that collected on Days 1, 3,
5, 7, and 9 by anothcr .set of olisci vets. What.
an attempt was made to auttctt this bias by
interlocking reliability checks, it as apparent
that the bias continued to some extcrit
throughout the study. Simi. Witt Task is by
definition incompatible with Relevant Be
havioi, Relevant Behavior shows the same
bias. By looking at Disruptive Behasiot, de-
fined so as to exclude Other Task. behasiols,
the systematic bias was largely eliminated
from the data presented in Fig. 1.

Teacher Behaviors
The bchastor of the teacher retnai. _d un

der good control throughout the study. Av.
erages by conditions for Approving and Dis-
approving Behaviors are given in the upper
part of Fig. I. As the conditions were changed,
little difficulty was found in withholding
beliasiots in the Approving category. Suitt
difficulty was repined by the teacher in regu
lacing the frequency of Disapprosing Bchas
tors while withholding Approving Behaviors,
but a partial solution to this problem was

f 1. The teacher found that by carrying a
small harid,cotisitcl (nu:wooled earlier) she
could mote accurately fudge the frequency of
her 016%41 comments. In the Frequent Dis
appioval Phase there were days when the chit
dim were nut emitting enough Distuptive
Behaviors fur critical comments to be appro
!Anne at the progianuncd frequency. Rathet
than make allapplUpl iate Lot lllll tuts, the rate
of Disapproving eoninients was adjusted to
the frequency of the Disruptive 11thasiurs.
%Viten enough Disruptive Behaviors were
available, Disapplusing Behaviors were dis
limbed at a 111.1X111111111 WIC of one pct minute
throughout the day, thus, many of the rc
spouses of the children were ref/11111.111(10J

very quickly.
Germ al frequency of instructional corn

Inuits tLd nut change appicciably across con
tlit1U115. Ilusvevct, the teat het did increase
the frequency with which she would say in
a at:Whit tone whether responses were or
rect or incorrect in the phases where Approval
was not given.

The behaviors characterized as Terminat-
ing Social Interaction ()Lemma only twice
during the study and were, thetefune, nut sub
jut to further analysis.

Substitute teachers. Obsei bations taken on
the days when a substitute te.nater was in
charge of the classroom appear an foul tundi.
tions of the study. The frequency of Disrup-
tive Ilchasiors increased in the presence of a
terripurary teacher as long as the regular
teacher was to either Baseline or No Apptuv-
mg Behaviut phases. Wham the Disapproving
Behavior was being dispuised at a high rate,
however, the level of Disruptive Behavans
decreased in the presence of a tempo:my
teacher (Fig. 1).

Day 26. The data for this clay were taken
while the teacher was out of the room. Since
the experimental conditions were not opera.
tine, this point should have been omitted al-
together.

DISCUSSION

The results indicate that sonic aspects of
the behaviors included in the categuty of
Approving Behasims were reinforcing fur
task appropriate behaviors. The frequency of
Relevant Behaviors was high whenevet Ap-
proving Bchasiors followed Relevant child
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Bella v and &ex cased wheats Appruvilig
were discontinued.

In each change of cunditians that involved
discontinuation of Approving Beh.t1iurs,
'hue .1111Cotled a telt.thle Ilaii$4.1v11 effect (ub
sex vatiun Days II and 27). This effect may be
an example of the typical inclease in rate
found when a positive leinfincer is lemuved.
In support of this explanation, the teachet re
putted, "When I stop praising the children,
and make only negative comments, they be
have very nicely for three or loin hours. How
ever, by the middle of tic: aft noun the whole
classtoom is ehaotic." Si,,ce ubseltations were
taken kltillng .1 study in the mu=ning,
the periods of gout! 1..havior show up in the
data each time a eundition was changed. A
similar low deviant behavior point occurred
at the transition to Frequent Disapproving
Behaviors (day 37), but it is not deafly ex-
',Mined. "The children seemed stunned.'

Reviewing the individual classes if Dist up-
tive Behaviors blings out (Attain 111C11.tlitteS
lid ,!I(fcleuua amung the classes. Dining the
fits& tilt/Amnions of Baseline with discontinu-
ation of Apia oving Behaviuts, Gloss Mown,
(Wanting. and Verbalisation Behaviors in
creased with discontinuation of Approval,
while Noise Making and Aggressive Behav
lots It:mania, at the ii already low frequency.
The ;net eases are interpreted as suggesting
that sonic lel...411e. its the chows
may be Itinfinced 1.1r in-ex attention in whet
ill v it in ill enta I t ti11111.11KCS

du wig!) ippluving (cachet responses to in-
witipatible behaviors is iv 4101 a wit. Fox ex
ample, Oliculieg behaviors, such as looking
mound the touch of out the window may be
icilifoiced by acting other children playing,
by obsel slug a custodian (leaning up the
schoulyald, ur by seeing any of n ::::: aims
events which have no lati-Aulish..1. to the class
loom. Obsirvational (siderite for this inlet
Vat. was deafest in the Facquent Disappluval
phase (below). It is also possible to attribute
the itieleases in Disruptive Itehavisns dining
No Approval' to the increase in use of Dis
approval. However, the data for No Ap-
'nova!, where DIsapplul11 was held to the
Baseline level, wc. Id aigac that the effect was
piiiiiatily &elated to the witlidiawal of ap-
proval.

Iiicl k a slug Di nq.pl us lug Behav huts to a high
level inucloied foul days where Dist tiptive

Behaviuts %etc above 40%. Several individual
eateginics of behavior also showed marked
changes. The ncxe.tse in Gloss Motor Beliav-
icns was telatcd inexcase in interactions
with whet students. Dining the Frequent Das-
apploval condition, two or three clulchen
would make altanate trips to check their
winkliuuks at a table provided fin that pur-
pose. Only one child was peltnitted at the ta-
ble at a time. Dining Baseline and
'noval phases, it was gage to see a child make
mule than one nip to the table, in the Fre-
quent Disapploval phase, some of the chil-
dren would check their papers several times.
Others lesiumiled by pushing their papers
off of their desks and then getting up to
get them. Thexe was a noticeable "palling off"
with two ur mule children exhibiting the
same behaviors.

Another consequence of the Frequent Dis-
approval phase was a flunked incxeasc in the
noise level in the loom. A majority of the
noises duintg this pet it'd wele cleated by chib
then scouting their desks and chairs. Ont oh-
sex vex lc:putted, "I waited for a few minutes
alto the legidal ubselvation ',mud was over
and wonted the noises. Dining one 40-sec
petioil, I counted 17 sepalate chair scraping
noises. They came in bursts of two or three
at a time. Ir looked as though the kids were
trying to nritate the teacher." The noises in
"beasts of two or three" seemed similar to
the "palling off" of chilillen noted with the
Gloss Motor behaviors, and sucngthens an-
hypothesis that leinfiniement from peers is
unc of the elements which accounts for the
increase in Distiquivc Behaviins dining this
tune. Peel attention cannot be the only ele-
ment affecting the behavior of the children,
huvvevel, because the Verbalization category
of behaviors showed a constant decrease
thlougliuut the Flequent Disappluval condi-
tion. the inhibition of Verbalization could
he due to knit-flexing emotional responses be-
ing elicited by the high level of exilieal com
ments by the teacher. Mute probable, how-
ever, is that the children simi talked more
quietly to avoid being caught ci the teacher.
Obsel vets' reports indicate that a substantial
uuaubcu of velbalizations would have been re-
corded during the Frequent Disappluving Be-
haviors condition if there had been no re-
quitement that the responses be heard by the
ubselvers. The clialthen could be seen to turn
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their heads, and Hp movements could be seen
frequently, but the vetbalizations could not
be heard.

Work by Lovaas, Freit %, Kinder, Ruben
stein, Schaeffer, and Simmons (1961) suggests
that for sonic children any adult attention
may be reinforcing Some of the present find
;ngs under the Disapproval conditions could
also be interpreted as indicating that teacher
behavior of the Disappruv ir.6 variety was posi
tively reinforcing. The level of Disruptive Be-
haviors during each of the conditions when
only Disapproving and Instructional atten
Lions were available does appear to vary wah
the level of Disapproving Behaviors dispensed
by the teacher Unfortunately, the illness-
caused ab'ences and Easter break make the
results less clear than hoped. It should be
apparent that the effect of Frequent Disap
proval on the behavior of the children is not
subject to a sirup!, interpretation. Sonic
criticized behaviors decreased, sonic increased,
and several possible controlling stimuli could
have been operating with contradictory ef-
fects on behavior It is obviously difficult in
a field experimental study of this complexity
to maintain control of all the possibly rele-
vant variables at once.

Another limitation of the present design
should be noted. Because of :4 shortage of ob
servation time under the desired classroom
conditio, a sample of 10 children was ob-
served daily A procedure which ;ncluded all
children each day would have provided a

stronger basis for analysis of effects on indi
viduals A rough analy.is of individuals with
the present data confirms, however, that an
average of 76% of the students made changes
in the same direction as the group changes.
From Baseline, to No Approval, 81% of the
students showed increases in Disruptive Be-
havior When Approving Behavior became
available, 75% of the students improved
within two weeks. Discontinuing Approving
Behavior a second time resulted in 78% of
the students being more disruptive, while the
final addition of Approving Behavior showed
an increase in appropriate behavior for 71%
of the children Acro.> condition changes,
5% of the children showed no change on the
average, and 19% showed change (usually
r4inor) in an opposite direction. Procedures
which permitted specifications of which chil-
dren were praised or criticized for which be-

haviulb, would he needed to clarify fully inch.
vidual effects. It is quite possible that the
children who changed opposite to the group
trend were being responded to differently. Of
course, there are many ways one can specu
late here. In an as yet unpublished study we
have shown that praising some children but
not whets leads to changes in the behavior
only for thc children who are praised. Results
of this sent emphasize the importance of look-
ing at individual contingencies.

Brief mention should be made of thc possi-
ble ethical considerations involved in produc-
ing disruptive behaviors. One needs to weigh
the potential gains in knowledge against the
short-term or long-term deleterious effects on
the children or teacher. On the basis of prior
research and the return to baseline after the
first No Approving Behaviors condition, the
teacher and the experimenters were confi-
dent that appropriate behaviors could be
readily reinstated at any time it was felt
necessary. It may also be reassuring to know
that this accelerated middle primary class did
achieve well academically during the year.
The children completed all second and third
grade work and were all performing on a
fourth grade level by the end of the year.

IMPLICATIONS
This further demonstratio t of the im-

portance of specific teacher behaviors in in-
fluencing classroom behavior has a double
implication. First, the teacher who uses her
Approving Behaviors as immediate conse-
quences for good behavior should find that
the frequency and duration of appropriate
behaviors increase in her classroom (at least
for most children). On the other hand, the
teacher who cuddles the miscreant, tries pleas-
antly to get a child to stop behaving disrup
tively, talks with a child so that he "under-
stands" what he was doing wrong, or who
pieasantl; suggests an alternative activity to a
child who has been performing inappropri-
ately, is likely to find an increase in the very
behaviors she had hoped to reduce. This view
of the functional importance of teacher's be-
havior in creating, maintaining, or reducing
classroom behavior problems contrasts sharply
with that generated by psychodynamic models
of problem behaviors and what to do about
them. Work of this sort also suggests a need
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to re-csaluate the popular cliche about the
importance of the interaction of the "per-
sonality** of _the teacher with that of the child
in looking at 111)31007n management prose
durcs.

suggestive evidence that peer rein-
forcement (among other stimuli) takes over
when $.14;a1 reinfors.tment is not presided by
teacher is given support by the recent v.otk. of
Wahlcr (1967). Wahlcr has shown how pre-
school children can systematically control the
bchasior of their peer: by differential use of
social reitifoicement. The mote geodesy impli
cation for the teacher is this: unless an effort
is made to support desirable classroom be-
haviors with appropriate consequences. the
childtcn-s behasiot will be controlled by oth-
ers in ways likely to interfere with the teach-
er's object is cs.

Finally. the possibility that critical com-
ments may actually function to increase Anne
behaviors upon which they are contingent
cannot be overlooked. A recent study (Mad-
sen, Becker, Thomas. Koser, and Plager,
1967). gives clear es idence that some fours of
clausal comment do function to sitengthen
behastor. The more often a teacher told first
graders to **sit down ", the tore often they
stood up. Only praising sitting seemed to in-
crease sitting behavior.
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Today, more than ever before, there
is acute concern about the mental
health of children. Traditionally, we
have modeled intervention efforts
after the clinical concept of treatment.
Dissatisfaction with the limitations of
psychotherapeutic intervention (Levitt.
1957) together with the professional
manpower shortage in the mental
health field has led, however, to sug-
gestions. e.g., Redl (1962). that we
need new modes of treatment, closer
to. real-life situations, if vie are to
tackle children's problems more
eftectively.

When psychodynamic models were
the preferred method of treatment.
teachers were accorded at best a
second-string status on the clinical
team helping emotionally handi-
capped children. The increasing pop-
ularity of behavior therapy and oilier
approaches based on learning theory
now o"ars teachers opportunities for
an integral role in the quest for better
mental health for children. Indeed, it
might well be the mental health spe-
cialist who will now assume the sup-
portive role (Gallagher & Chalfant.
1966) in the "treatment" of children.

In the application of learning theory
principles to the modification of de-
viant behavior, the emphasis is on the
changing of behavior with little alien-
Lon devoted to the etiology of the be-
havior. Why should teachers focus
primarily on the behavior rathn: than
on its causes% There arc several
reasons:

1. First, teachers by virtue of their
orientation are not trained to probe
the causes of behavior that even men-
tal hygiene specialists often consider
obscure and uncertain. Hence, is it

really helpful to ask the teach::: io
understand the causes underlying
children's disturbed behavior?
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2. Teachers in any case are rarely
in a position wherein they can directly
manipulate the causes so (is to mod-
ify their influence on the child's class-
room adjustment. For example, it the
problem lies in the parent-child rela-
tions or in a brain lesion, there are
few if any constructive intervention
techniques that the teacher can em-
ploy Yet the child's troublesome be-
havior persists and must be handled
as effectively as possible when it oc-
curs in the classroom.

3. Even in such occasional cases
where the causes can be identified
and manipulated directly, the mal-
adaptive behaviors may persist. Thus.
despite the discovery and correction
of the contribti;:ng rote of poor vision
and faulty child-rearing practices in
a reading disability case, a pupil may
continue to experience difficulty with
his reading until attention is specif-
ically devoted to his reading behav-
ior and unless he can experience suc-
cess in this specific area. his mental
health will continue to be impaired.

4 Behaviors or symptoms or habits
may in their own right be incapacitating
and disturbing, and current persisting
symptoms may themselves be pro-
ducing emotional disturbance (Franks,
1965) above and beyond the core dis-
turbance from which the child is suf-
fering And, as research indicates
(White & tiaras. 1961), it is difficult to
disontangle educational and emotion-
al maladjustments in the school-age
child (Gallagher F Chalfant. 19661.

5 There is little substantial evi-
dencl to indicate that if the teacher
assist.; the child in modif,ing his be-
h.,vicr or symptoms. other undesir-
able bch mors will inevitably take
their place in the manner of symptom
substitution (Grossberg. 1964).

6 Finally, and most importantly, as

<ilready implii.d. the teacher most
Commonly hat, no resort other than
to deal ivith the pupil s behavior as it
appears in the here and now. As
Lewis (1965) attests:

It we cannot a.pire to reconshuction of
personality Mat ,till have lung range ben-
eficial elfrcts. v.: can modify disturbing
behavior in specific ways in present social
contexts. This mote modest aspiration
may not on!, be more realistic but it may
be all that is remared of the child-helping
proles:axis in a society that is relatively
open and provi&s a variety of opportunity
systems in wti ch a child can reconcile his
personal needs with society's expecta-
tions of him.

Having argued that the teacher
should be piimarily concerned with
behavior per se rather than with its
causes, let us turn to techniques
emanating from learning theory which
have relevance to the modification
of deviant behavior in the classroom
(see Glossary of Terms on the next
page). Although the techniques to be
presented are discussed separately
for the sake of clarity, it should be
recognized that more than one of
them may be operating at any given
time in real-life attempts to modify
behavior. Moreover, common to all
of these techniques is the use of
systematic environmental contingen-

cies to alter the object s responsive-
ness to stimuli' (Krasner & Ullman,
1965).

THE TECHNIQUES
Extinction. There is a crowing body

of research demonstrating that simple
withdrawal of reinforcers can reduce
o, eliminate such troublesome be-
havior as excessive talking, tantrum
behavior and academic errors (War-
ren, 1965; Williams. 1959; Zimmerman
8 Zimmerman, 1962). Extinction is not
a'ways, however, the most economic
and effective means of producing be-
havioral change (13andura & Walters,
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1963) Certain cautions should be
recognized:

1. Spontaneous remission The re-
turn of undesirable behaviormay
occur following the extinction tri..is.
thus necessitating additional extinc-
tion sessions.

2 When behavior is maintained on
a partial reinforcement schedule, re-
moval of the reinforcers may actually
produ:e an increase :n the frequency
and intensity of the deviant responses.
Moreover, it is sometirms extremely
difficult not to reinforce maladaptive
behaviors in a samol setting. since
circumstances may be beyond the
teacher's control The agg:-es_ive
youngster who kicks :he teacher or
a cldssm-..te car.i:ot help but be rein-
force,: by the look of pa;n on the
victim's face. The needed coopera-
tion of sla ,mat s in the application
of extinction procedures may also be
cf.fficalt to secure. so that by neces-
sity tic deviant bets ivior is established
on a partial reiiiiorcesncnt schedule.

3. General ob..t.ii,ation suggests
th.' certain b hay, . do not diminish
and di.,appear simply because: rein-
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forcers are withdlawri, and sometimes
!cache's cannot or wilt not wait long
enough to permit the completion of
the extinction process. These lirnita-
lions are particularly acute in situ-
ations in which emotional contagion
is a distinct possibility. Behaviors
seriously injurious to the self would
also seemingly not lend themselves
well to this technique. In brief, this
met of behavior change has
proven to be of value with acting-out
as well as inhibited youngsters. Yet,
its limitations suggest that other
methods of behaviorc: modification
are at times more economical and
effective (see also Ausubel, 1957,

Bandura, 1965).

Positive Reinforcement. Operant
conditioning techniques constitute one
of the main tools of bcrhavior modifi-
cation. In this technique. emphasis is
placed on the response made by the
individual, and only minimal attention
is given to the stimuli eliciting the
response. Essentuilly, the teacher
presents a revvoid vhr.never the child
emits the desired response. While
teachers have beer. cognizant of the
vdiue of positively re'nforcing goon"
behavior, there is ample evidence to
suggest that even good' teachers
not uncommonly reinforce undesir-
able behavior. One of the merits of
the positive reinfoicemt -nt technique
stems from its applicability to anti-
social youngsters as well as to with-
drawn children (Bandura & Walters,
1963).

There has been a dearth of psycho-
therapeutic approa...h,5 designed for
the conduct problem child, despite
such pupils typically being the most
disruptive of clasaoorn procedures.
The application of positive reinforce-
ment principles to seriously aggres-
sive children involves the manipula-



tion of three variables. the sciiedules
of reinforcement, thi. interval factor
and the type of reward. With respect
to the 'concept of reinforcement
schedules, a distinction must be en-
forced between the acquisition and
the maintenance of behavior. For the
former, continuous or fuil schedule
reinforcement or reward after each
appearance of the desired behavior
is most uffective, whereas for the
latter, partial or intermittent reinforce-
ment is most oconomical and effec-
tive. The interval variable merely
re`ers to the passage of time between
he production of a response and the
presentation of the reNard or rein-
force,. The delay factor should usu-
ally be quite short initially. because
acting-out children typically have dif-
ficulty in postponing gratification.
Step by step, the interval can be
lengthened as the child acquires
more adequate behavioral controls.

The rewards for such pupils, at the
start. may have to be tangible or phys-
ical in nature but should always be
paired with verbal social reinforcers,
e.g.. "You handled yourself well in
that situation today" (Quay, 1963).
Gradually. the reinforcers can L
shifted away from the concrete into
language and other symbeic forms
of reward until the child eel respond
satisfactorily to them. In deciding
upon the most suitable reinforcers.
consideration should be given to such
factors as the child's developmental
level aad somecultural background.

The neen enresolved questien with
the tieeieigee of positive reinforce-
ment center.. aroerid the question of
how to freike tne child initiate the
response in the lust place ,o that he
can be rewarded (Franks, 1965). The
te.cheique seeial modeling may well
provle at 104_4 1 partial an -e.ver to
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this problem (Baer. Ferster,
1961. Hewett, 1664. Stock., I')60, Wolf.
Risley & Mues. 196.1).

Modeling. Modeling is based on
the premise that a child will imitate
the behavior of others. Modeling is
important in that children commonly
acquire soci it skills through imita-
tion of and identification with exam-
ples of socially approved behaviors
presented by suitable models. School
teachers thus have a unique opportu-
nity to influence the behavior of entire
groups of children. Floi.vever, this tech-
nique has been typically overlooked
in the management or modification of
deviant behavior in schools. Modeling
p.ocedures may represent a more ef-
fective means than positive reinforce-
ment of establishing new response
patterns in children fBandura. 1965).
Moreover, a behavior pattern, once
acquired through i natation, is often
maintained without deliberate exter-
nal reinforeement, because human
beings leant to reinforce themselves
for behaving in certain ways Teacher
training institutions have long re og-
nized the importance of mor Ming
procedure:, in the training of future
teachers and, accodingly, attempt to
provide adequate models in the form
of critic teachers. However, attention
should now be devoted to the teach-
er s use of modeling procedures in
influencing the behavior cf the pupils.

There are three effects of exposure
to models: the modeling effect. the
inhibitory or disinhibitory ettecl, and
the eliciting effect (Ban Jura. 1965).
Through the modeling effect children
come to acquire responses that were
not previously a part of their behavior.
As noted earlier, modeling proce-
dories may be considerably more
uconornical in establishing new re-
spense than tits meinod of operant



conditioning based on positive rein-
forcement, especially when a combi-
nation of verbalizing models and
demonstration procedures are used.
The strengthening or weakening of
inhibitory responses already existing
in the observer (the inhibitory or clis-
inhibitory attest) can also be accom-
plished through modeling procedures.
Children, for example, who see a
model punished or rewarded for ag-
gressive behavior tend to decrease
or increase their aggressive behavior
accordingly. The eliciting or response
facilitation effect refers to the teach-
er's eliciting responses that precisely
or approximately match those exhib-
ited by the model. Thus, observation
of the teacher's response provides
discriminative clues that trigger simi-
lar responses already in the pupil's
behavior repertoire. This eliciting ef-
fect is distinguished from the model-
ing and the disinh.bitiag effects in
that the imitated behavior is neither
new nor previously punished.

The probability that a child will imi-
tate a model is a function of several
variables. Modeling is partly de-
pendent upon the reinforcing conse-
quences of the model's behavior.
Thus, if a model is rewarded for his
socially approved behavior. the like-
lihood that the observe will behave
in a socially approved manner is in-
creased. Other factors include the
process of attending .;,o the model s
behavior, e.g., pr :raining in ob-
servaion, and variou:. environmental

e g., the complexity or the
stimuli (Baldwin, 1961, r;andurd,
1962b, Bandara & Mutsu,. 1961, Ban-
dura & Kupers, 12E4, Bandora, Ross
& Ross, 1963).

Punishment. Aversive conditioning
Of punishment is an intervention tech-
nique which has been used primarily
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to discourage unecsiroble behavior.
This technique consists in the pre-
sentation of either physit-ally of psy-
chologically painful stimuli or the
withdrawal of pleasant stimuli when
un,:esirable behavior occurs. The
use of punishment as a technique for
behavioral modif/cation has been
contraindicated fur the following rea-
sons:

1. Punishment does not eliminate
the response, it merely slows down
the rate at which the troublesome be-
haviors are emitted.

2. This technique serves notice to
stop certain negative behaviors, it
does not indicate what behaviors are
appropriate in the situation.

3. Aggressive behaviors on the
teacher's part may provide an unde-
sirable model for the pupil.

4. The emotional side effects of
punishment, such as fear, tenseness
and withdrawal are maladaptive.

5. Punishment serves as a source
of fiushation which is apt to elicit
additional mali:daptive behav

Some psychologists, who are cur-
rently reconsidering the concept of
punishment, contend that it can have
a beneficial effect if applied to spe-
cific responses rather than to general
hehavior (Marshall, 1965).

Teachers, whateve- their motiva-
tions, use verbal reprimands and
other forms of conection in their ap-
proach to classroom management,
and the judicious use of punishment
as an intervention technique is most
likely necessary in that it is impossi-
ble to guide behavior effectively with
positive reinforcement and extinction
alone. As Ausubel (1s57) asserts. It
is impossible for children to learn
what is not approved and tolerated
simply by generalizing in reverse
from the approval they receive for the



behav;or that is acceptable." Thus,
punishment of specific responses
can have an informative and bene-
ficial effect. A particular positive
value that may accrue from the use
of punishment is that undesirable be-
haviola are held in abeyance, thus
permitting the teaching of desirable
modes of behavior through such in-
tervention techniques as social imi-
tation or positive reinforcement. Al-
though punishment techniques have
been tr.ed primarily with acting-out
pupils. they have also been found to
be of valu.; in certain cases of with-
drawn behavior (Bandura. 19EZa.
Church, 1963. Lovaas. 1965. Meyer &
Offenbach, 1332, Flea 1965. Sears,
Maccoby & Levin, 1957. Solomon.
1964).

Discrimination Learning. Children
sometimes engage in m,iladaptive be-
liavior becaasu they have transferred
behaviors ac.ceptable in one sztting to
a second setting where these behav-
iors are considered inappropriate and
maladaptive. Thus. for exainple, the
child who is overly dependent upon
his motner may behave in a very de-
peri4eiit way toward his leather. Such
ca.,es of inappropriate generallation
can sometimes be reniediated through
the use of discrunination learning.
Essentially this process consists of
labeling given behaviors as appro-
priate within a specific environmental
context. The teacher in the above
case, for exa-nole. may inform the
child in a nunpunitive way that she is
not his mother but teacher and
that as such she titiill require him to
become more b:If-reliant. Tins label-
in.; by the teacher makes the child
mcre aware of both inappropriate
and appropirate behaviors. Inn:rust-
inoly. children do not alv.ays have to
be able to express such discrimina
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tions verbally in order to achieve "in-
sight" into their behavior. It is rather
required, to insure effective results,
that appropriate responses be re-
warded and undesirable responses
discouraged. Discrimination learning
thus may be of service in conjunction
with most other techniques in man-
aging conduct and personality prob-
lems in the classroom (Ayllon &
Michael, 1959. Barlett & Lindsley,
1U62. Brackbill & 0 tiara, 1058, Penny
& Lupton, 1961, Stevenson. Weir &
Zigler. 1959).

Desensitization. Densensitization as
an intervention technique has been
used principally with the fearful and
phobic child. Thrt basic cbjective is
to have the chi) achieve a relaxed
response in the presence of what
were previously anxiety-producing
stimuli. To accomplish this relaxed
response, the subject is encouraged
to perfc.m approximations of previ-
ously punished acts wdhin non-pun-
ishing or actually rewarding situations.
Or through gradual exposure to the
feared object or situation, a subject
may become able to perform a for-
merly feared act or approach the
feared object in a relaxed manner
(Buatler, 1962, Garvey & Hegrenes,
1966. Jersild & Holmes. 1935, Lazarus,
1960: Wolpe. 1956).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
As evidenced by our discussion of

the limitations of each technique, we
do not envision management tech
niques emanating front learning the-
ory as a panacea, but these interven-
tion techniques do have certain
potential advantages:

1. The fruitfulness of these tech-
niques in modifying human behavior
ha:. bean demonstrated in laboratory
settings as well as in natural settings.



2. They are consistent with the
teacher's role whereby she must re-
flect cultural expectations and set
standards for her pupas' academic
and social behavior.

3, Benavioral approaches offer spe-
cific and practical techniques for use
in day-to-day classroom problems.
While teachers already use some or
all of these techniques, they fre-
quently do so intuitively or inconsist-
ently thereby reducing their efficacy.

4 These techniques enable the
teacher to strive toward more real-
istic and obtainable goals relative to
their pupils' mental health.

5. One of the most impoitant attri-
butes of thess. techniques is the fact
that they can be taught to teachers.
While tnere are few if any teacher
training institutions cu-rently offer-
ing didactic and practice training in
such techniques, one can envision
the time when teachers will acquire
such skilts through 1.:.boratory courses
taken :n conjunction with their formal
course work or through in-service
meetings and workshops.
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A TOKEN REINFORCEMENT PROGRAM IN A
PUBLIC SCHOOL: A RZPLICATION AND

SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS1

K. D. O'LEARY. W. C. BECKEie, M. B. EVANS, AND R. A. SAUDARGAS

A base rate of doorpost behavior was &named tot seven children in a second.grade clam of
21 ehildren Rules. Ulnae l Structure. and Praising Appropisate Behavior while Ignoong
Disruptive Behavior were mtroduced seneessively, none of these procedures cons,stently re.
awed disruptive behavior. However, a combination of Rules, Educational structure, and
Praise and Ignoring nearly eliminated disruptive behavior of one child. When the Token
Reinforcement Program was introduced, the frequency of disruptive behavior declined in
foe of the six remaining children. R ithdrawal of the Luken Reinforcement Program increased
disruptor. behavior in these foe children, and reinstatement of the Token Reinforcement
Program reduced eldruptiee behavior in four of these foe. Follow.up data Indicated that the
teacher was at& to to_onster control from the token and backup reanforcers to the reinforcers
existing within the educational setting, SW II as stars and occasional mews of candy. Improve-
ments in academe( achievement during the year may have been related to the Token Pro.
gram. and attuuLuce leiooiS appeared to be enhaneed during the Token phases. The Token
Program was utilized 01111) m the afternoon, and the data did not tudcate any generalization
of appropriate behavior from the afternoon to the morning.

Praise and other social stiniali (connected
with the teacher's behak tor base licen estate
lished as elfectise controllers of children s be
thikiur (,Allen, Dart, Buell, IlarrisInd Wolf,
1961, Becket, Madsen, Arnold, and Thomas,
1967. Brown and Elliot, 1965, Hall, Lund, and
Jackson, 1968, Harris, Johnston, Kelley, and
Wulf, 1961, Harris, Wolf, and 11.1er, 1961,
Suitt, Burton, and Yarrow. 1967,Lunnienuau
and Zimmerman, 1962). When the teacher's
use of praise and social censure is not diet
tisc, tokc ii icinfoictinerit pow-this ale often
mustdui iii «nitrulling children kliirnbratier,
Wolf, Kidder, and 'I agile, 1965; Kuypers.
Becker, and O'Leary, 1968, O'Leary and
Becker, 1967. Quay, %Vet-1.s. McQueen, and
Sprague, 1966. Wolf, Giles, and Ilall, 19681.

I he token reinforcement program utilized
by ()Tear, and Becker (1967) in a thiid-grade
adjustment (lass drainatitallk reduced disrup
Inc be ha jut. In toilet to inatentitte tltc pen-
vilitiity of reducing the dui opus e beim% ior of
the children. O'Leary and Becker used sev-
eral major s ariables simultaneously The first
objccusc of the loitSt. iii vital), was to analyse
the St:palate elfetis 1)1 sonic of the sariables
utilized in the former study. Mote specifically,
the aini was to examine the separate elfec is of
Claw (ion) Rules, Ethic atioicd Suueture,

I cachet Praise, and a Token Reinforcement
Program on children's disruptive behavior.
Rides consisted of a list of appropriate be-
tok fors that were reviewed daily. Educational
Strut tine was the organization of an academic
program Into specified 30-min lessons such as
spelling and arithmetic. The second objective
was to assess whether a Token Reinforcement
Program used only in the afternoon had any

'Portions of this paper were presented to the Amer-
ican Psychological Association, September, 1968, San
1141ItIni. California. This research was supported
primarily by Research Grant 11D 008F1 05 to Wesley C.
Becker from the National Institute of Health and
nee..elarily by a Biomedical Science Grant 31.8200 to
K. !thud 0 Leary from the State University of New
I (irk at Stony Brook.1 he authors are grateful to NAM)
Brown, Connie Dockterman, Pearl Dorfmann, Jeanne
Rapped, Margery 1,cwy, Stanley Madsen, and Darlene
Lientaiski who were the major observers in this study.
Appreciation for supixnt of this study is expressed to
DI Lowell Johnson, !bourn of inslrucuoo, Urbana

Selicsols, and to Sir Richard Sturgeon, denten
tart' velum' principal. The greatest thanks goes to Sirs.
Linda Alsberg, the teacher who executed the Token
I..einforcenient Program and tolerated the presence of
obscievis both morning and afternoon for eight months.
Ilcr pa, IOC 41111 self iontrol during the Praise and
Withdra cal Phases of the program were especially ap.
pieclated Reprints may tic obtained from R. Daniel
0 Leary. Dept of Psychology, State University of New
Yuck at ,.,ony Brook, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790.
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effect on the children's behasior in the morn-
ing Thirds. the present study sought to ex
amine the extent to which the elfeets of the
Token Reinforcement Program persisted
when the Token Program was ilisionitintictl.

NtrruoD
Subjects

Sesen members of a seeont1grade class of
21 children from lower middle class homes
seised At the beginning of the school year,
the class had a mean age of 7 yr. 5 hs, a
mean IQ score of 95 (range 80 to 115) on the
California Test of Mental Maturity, and a
mean grade lesel of 15 on the California
1chievement Test. The class was sery !tete«,

geneous with regard to social behaviors. At
cording to the teacher, three of the children
were quite well behased but at least eight ex-
hibited a great deal of undesirable behasien.
The teacher, Mrs. A., had a master's degree in
counseling but Lid only student teaching ex
perienee She was ins ited to participate in .t
research project insole ing her crass and re
celled four graduate erulits for participating
in the project.

Observation

Children. Mrs. A. selected sev en children
for obsers aim). .111 StsC11 children were ob
seised in the afternoon and four of the sesen
(SI, S2. SI. and S6) were also obsersed in tilt
morning. Morning obsersatiuns were made by
.t regular obscr ser and a reliability (Ileac!
from 9 10 to 11.30 Leery Monday, Wednesday,
anul nitlay. Afternoon obsers atI1111) wi t e trade
by two regular ohs« «Is and a reliability
checker frinn 1230 to 2.30 esti, NIonday,
Wednesday, and Friday. Obsers mums were
made by undergraduate students who were in
stroeted tic sir to t ilk to the children ur to
makt any differ e:itial responses iu them iii
01ilt.1 to 111111111111t the effect of the obsu sets
on the 11111(11-Ln s lithos mi. Be fort Bast Puler('
1laitai wcic tullcctttl, the undergraduates welt
trained to observe the thildren met a thtree-
wec period 111 thL d 1.11s100111, and .111t1111011-

Laing lithos an s of the dluttheu tlircettil
tilt ()kers«, were (lutist]) clii lllll ated be
fore the Base Period.

Lath t hild was obsersed for 20 min cash
11.11, The obsencrs ...hut the (1111tIlt11 in a
random indef. Obscrs.ntous MAL matt uu

.t `20 -sec obserse, 10-sec record basis, he , the
obsusu would watch the child for 20 see and
then take 10 set to reeord the disruptive be-
has 1011 willt11 had tneurred during that 20.
sec per mil. 1 he eateguries of bettor, un selected
for observation were identical to those used
by O'Leaiy and Becker (1967). Briefly, cite
seven general categories of disruptive behay.
ior were as follows: (I) motor behaviors: wan -
de arotiml the room, (2) aggressive be.
humors. bitting, kicking, striking another
elidil with an object, (3) thsturbrrig another's
proper 1). grabbing another's book, tearing up
another's paper, (I) disruptive noise. clapping,
stamping feet, (5) turning ar ound, turning to
the person behind ur looking to the rear of
the room when Mrs. A. was m the front of
the class, (6) vs ibalszation. talking to others
when not per lllll led by teacher, blurting out
answers, traine.i.dling, and (7) Jr/appropriate
tasks. doing aralinieue during the spelling
lesson.

The present study was .t systematic replica-
tion of O'Leary anti Becker (1967). To facill.
tats comparison of the two studies, the de-
pendent measure reported is the percentage
of intervals in which one or more disruptive
behaviors was recorded. Percentages rather
than frequencies were used because the length
of the obsers awns %wiled due to unavoidable
toictimstances such .us assemblies and snow
storms. Nonetheless, must observations lasted
the full 20 111111, .11111 no 0111C11.1(1011 lasting less
than 15 nun was included.

/cat hr r. In order to elnIllan: the degree to
which the teatlict followed the experimental
instruerions, Mrs. A. was obsersed by two
undergraduates fin 90 rum 1/11 Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons. Teacher helms ior was
nut obsersed on ,,Monday, Wednesday, and
hiday when the children were obsersed be-
tome Mrs. A, unklerstandably did not wish
to base as 111.1111 .11 fist (Arse« ers in the town
at one time. furthermore, because Mrs. A. was
$1,111th ildt teluttant to 11.1%e three regular ob-
scistis and one 10 two graduate students in
the room at most times, she was informed of
the need fin this obseleational intrusion and
Om mei harms thetcof. Thtsexplauauou made
it impossible to assess the mother's heir.« tor
without bet knowledge, but it was felt that
deception about teat her utnerration could
hal c been harmful both to this ruled onii
future poi« is to the sehoul. Nonetheless, Ire.
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Tient tcathei obscrsations 1.1) tist, gtatlitatc
stations uslu. sseic ofun in the noon the it
tat %seek enstued mint. uniftomits of het be
;la% Mt thioughout tilt. nick. nit giatIttatc
students fic.quendy trait nth Jan 1, to alcit
lit: to an) cicsiatmos how cxpoinuntal
insuot toms, and ethially oniontant, u, acia
lotus lot applopitat.- bch.tstut. Obseis a
thins 01 the tcathci's b.has Ito 'MAC 111d11. uu
a':0s;1. ubsei%c, 10 set tel11111 1/.011. t ate
gums of teat het nut scItt Ica lot obsei
%Atm «tie as follows:

I. Comments riling responses.

.1 .14 adc Oat Inst).441i011 -Not% 111

du "Pin is t.1 rhing in
soul desk", "Sound out the %sot ds:'

B &gm/ not, as lion "I'd like you to
sat "pleas(' and 'thank )011., "Let
me sec .1 quiet hand-. '1.ct's sit up."

II, Comments lo//owing responses,

A l'raise -Good", Fine", ''You're
light", I like the way I base your
attention."

B, Cruz( -Don't du that ", "Be
quiet". "Sit in sour seat!"

C /'hoot, "If sou'ic not putt by the
time I t omit duce ","If you
don't get to look you %sill stay alto
school", "Do you %sant to %la) in
this group:"

tl.1111(1') 1/1AISC, it {tit ism, And (hi( alb to
tscic tliffsiciittatul hum

phase. criticism. and ducats to the lass as
a %sloth ho (sample, "Johnny, be toilet!"
was clillocntiated front "Class, be quiet! ".
l'hus. Light dithicnt classcs of :LORI be
basin Iscic t mottled two k la11C1 ( 0111111CiltS

jouctling I( 111/111(1 Anti 11s ils,cs f011Ot% tug
esponses,

Prot edit pt.

I lit. co.:1It phase s of the studs sscrc as fol
B.t,t !knot!, (24 (.IANNI Rules,

(3) I clutational Stint (Me, 11) 1s7.ii,iug .1p
piopriate Beliasior and !gining Disruptise
Bhas tot, (i) okens and Back -lap Rein fort e

k(A, Piaisiiig A.ploopliatt Ifthasito and
Igioning Disitiptost Behas on (11 itlithassalb
(7) I okens and Back-tip Reinforcement, and
(s) olloss tip 1 !nice piocedures, Educational
Strut:w and both of the Token Reinfotce-

u*aayera.

niun Phases, :set e Untainted for a 2hr period
dining the aftcinoon. 1 he iemaintler of the
putt:Imes (sine uI elicit for the entire clay.
I he tight pitnethires were in effect fur all 21

chilthen. 1 he fast four eundluons Ism insti
mica ail tist, tatici of hypothesized increasing
0.11ct us tilt-S%. lot example. it was thought that
R.ilts would hose less effect on the children s
',chasm: than the use of Plaise. In addition,
it ssas thought that the combination of Rules
and Ptaise %souk! base less effect than the
Tokens and Back-up Reinforcers.

Base Period. After the initial threeweek
obserser tiaining period, the children were
obscased on eight days user a sixweek Base

nod k./ estilliate the fuetplency o disruptive
pupil behasioi under usual (lass onl conch.

The teacher was handle the
hilthen in is hatesel way Nil:7:Y. t appropriate.

Dining the Base Period, Mrs. A. Instructed all
the elichlren in subjects like science and arith.
ineti«o took several students to small read-
ing pumps in the back of the room while the
it st of the t lass engaged in independent work
at then seats. Neither the particular type of
actisit) not the dutation was the same each
day. Sims and vat ions [mills of peer pressure
%%tie spotatlically used as classroom control
techniques, but they usually had little effect
and «ill diuuuuuueul until experimentally
I el liti od tit ed during the Follow -up Phase.

C/octrown Rules. There were seven observa-
tions (user a three -week period during the
sit toul phase of 'lit, study. 1 he foilossmg rules
to iiisti (It ,I0111 sac plied on the blackboard
by the teat !lei. We sit in tour seats, we raise
our hands to talk, we do not talk out of turn;
tsc Isctp ton desks cleat, we fate the front
of the itmiii, we (sill work soy hard, sve do
mit t.ilk in dm hall, 41, ,10 not run, awl, we
tau tout disturb leading gitolps.. Mrs. A. was
asked to ieview the rules at least one every
morning and afternoon, and frequent (mery:is
dons and discussions with Mrs. A. guaranteed
that this was dune on Most Ma ast011s, The

L111101/111 all to toes again consisted of teatling
wool" auid independent seat work.

lul of the 18 Offers Mums during the Base Period
. 1 bum's( molts slam!' on those
Isis, Jud dolupti%, lit hams 0111 thust dens was sapid

tolith It ss than oil (1.1)s %hell mtntes woe not s110011
111boogh mosies %ere seldom used Act Rase Period,

hot subseolent obsenations whim RIM ICS 00
11171 l'11 %cit. dmittlated.
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It/rod/rotor/ .Strio tear It ha, 111111 +Litl
that .1 gum dell 1,l Oa %tit t 1:%$ 111 token 1(111

t 1111 111 pltN1.1111% 111.11 lit .1 'Wit tut lilt
sll Wits! 1 egill1t 11 tit 111t inowant and

11.11 hintlitat 01 Iclufultc nit Ill ttiiiilligt.inic%
Stint lb( 1 At 141.i0. in (Lt .I1

,nr,littl to lit toot! atiling 3t1 tit 10101 loll
III% dial tilt leaf lief tIllet ltd, N11%. A 1%.1,

asked to ictilgoinitt 1111 lrtugi.uu iiilo f
10 111111 $C1111fill to (III .1101110010 ill 111,(1 nit

Iltile t lass pattitipated. 1.g., spelling, ttatl
ilig. m1(111111 tit, mitt xlustt. Thu+, the !nil Itim
of tilt Mut at lona! Sti lat (ult. Ilia V.. It a% RAO

%RI tat (tut p,
1 tutititiottl to II'. t% tht Itdt, tttltc a day

timing this phase and all sot teetling
Inning this plan( tilt It mit fits taint %atitrii,
of r .1 tit owek pet toil

i'boo anti In addition to Radts and
I.Jut.itaulal Strut tint. Nits. .1. 0.1, asked to
waist apptoosatt Inhat itn and to loot(
tlisttiptitt Imhavioi as ninth as pustiblt Iut
xansph. sht ttas asked to iotrit t !lathe's

tditi .11.1 nut ial,e (hut haiitlt, lit bait airotti
mg Tit 1111/n1 p1mi,1 t Ililtiltli %slit;

(hell 11.111111 beitne speaking In midi
asked het 11%I. of

ilig this 1111.1%( 111111 %%ell fill 111,

tt ill ".% k Mil.
1.1,10 it _1. Classiouni Roles, Ialutattonal

Soot wit, and ham Ig nig amanita
III ethic. ^I lit otptittnuttt told tilt thiltlitti
that tl...y %%mild itt tilt. points of tautly;, 111111
WM:, 111111 ilfil IMAM, -Flit points Muth tilt
thllthtll rtt nod till diet( four ot t astute,
iatigttl hum I to Ill, alit! lilt t !lathe %%sit

tohl that till in ttotiltl tent., t lilt txttlia
to %Omit follottttl the tides vlatttl till
tin blatkboattl irs Mis. .1. 1111m postiblt.
thtst points it Ott fad tilt (plaint 01 dlt
dolt's( ti 1 frit iit 11/.11 lllll tin .Ll+' t11t11111lfle

Mkt tilt sit t Mat II .uuht11uit 01 %la
tog 1111 thiltIttil , Enka% tot

influtint (lit hating, In dl aftti
111,11 11 II .t till',' itas Ant tit, In tett itttl um
points I ht points tit tokttit plattd
small booklt 11 1111 R at 11 hild k ht point,
%%tit t hatigtablt Ito hat k tIli I ',Hata( tol%

tollit11. t1011,,

11111+. mid no II ot ko. tatignig 111 %Alit Ituut
4 (0 I lit tatiett of pint Limit tt
Ilk, l% that at Itatt tin( 1,l till mint %%twit! In
.1 it intuit cl 101 cat 11 t hilt! -1 lit Vila% %Mt
1111 dnpl.11 1111% .1101110011. lilt 0,01111

asked tat It thdd it, sell% t 'Ile lout he %tidied
10 t.tttl 611011 the lolling !Rllout %Lille&

Inning do 1111(1.11 :out tilts, the :1111tliett
tttIt thg11,11. fin 'nuts Jost ant.: tilt t Iottith
taunt; at appioxititat(-1 2.30 l'heteaftet, all
'nuts 11111' distidnited at the end of the (la).
lot tht Inn st hind thy% till chilibtal could
itt (it( pt ices each day. I here %%el( .11n.t)% trio
Itot 1, tif 1)01111g lilt first 10 11.1)s. a
thIld had to irtt tic .it hat( .!5 points to ie-
(Int .1 2 to 5c 'nue (1e% el one 'nue) tit 35
p ttttt it to itttitt .1 10c 'nue (It tel 'nut,.
Ito (lit twxt sot tit's, points %tele ateutuuLtttd
fin tut, tilt), and violtaiagul at the vtitl of the
+(tont! day. 111ae11 timid:en sated then pinta-
lot mu dos, .t (had had to it t tate 55 points
to it tliti .t 10{ Witt. 01 .0 points to It:tette .1
20c pull. Then, a sixday period ()mitred in
%%loth points nett att tt ttttt kited Ito doe( days
and txthangttl at tin end of the thud day.
Inning 110% pcuod, .1 dillt1 had u, it (cite 85
points to It .1111 a 2O Win to 105 ptiliti%
itt (nt .t 30s plot. 11'heiie%ti tilt Lowe, %%at.
thou t 11 It litititi.,licti all then
prim, 1)tiiiitg I Atli I. (bete %ten 13 olisei-
tations over a fit e week pelt, ,1

ot the fit eek, the expel atnentet It
ptatttl tin tostiottions to the (lass .at

Ingtinstog of each Ate:noon session. Iloth the
txpeittneinti and Mts. .1. tated flit thilthom
tails (la) Ito OK fast Heck 111 tntlet t0 11.1111
Mt, .1. him to fait chtitheti. Tht expert
lilt lilt t ,at lit tilt hat k 111 the 118,111 am, atitictl
Ito foiling% to 1\11,. .1. lit .1 oiticirtit
lit: Att.' (Atli lam% IA I Ititl, MIS. A. utilised
Loth tatings nt milting at .1 fatal tating ithith
slit put in tilt the Ali IROOkich al lilt Uhl
of t at It It %son pet hid. "I In Int ihod of aittt nig
at .1 1111111licl III 1.1Rin14 it, IRV plat ea in the
that!, booklt t 11.1% to In bast tl till 1111 t hilt) s
altlnoltliltlu III Inhat ltd. 111.(1 is. if a (hail
,hott tl daily mem lit could It
It po .1 :ming trf airiritootilatt 1) 5 to 7 that
lit t triad totiall) calm at Ita,t .1 I. 'all win,
Mat ked 'moos( Int him% tot t pt mud

s of Itlatittl) good 1811.1%:oi
hai I 1.11111g% fit,iir 8 to 10. Ratings
I to 5 mit gilt fl %Ilan .1 t 1111t1 N.IS 11111 lit
Mid dill not c%Idunc .1115 daily lnlpIuvcIntIll

+(11 11 1.11111) ss 111 101 St's 1111m11

t lilt 'W1011.111 till lilt pats 111 till teat fit.t,
it t, it lati tit c.v., to smirk-int lit. anti .1 %till

aim of tht out!. %a+ to .t,,t-+s tht
RRIkt II 1111(Ill tuuhl lit it'll/101ft Illt ti Iiy tint



teacher in a ckils of aserage size .%fter the first
week. the teacher ad red the Token
Program herself. and the r 'Teri:Hemet nas
ac r present when the children were being
inserted It the .....pecIint eta 1,3,1 been
rut during tine Token Phases but mot during
111thdranal..nr% elicits the token Program
would hate been %out lcelt lo the cxperi
'neuter", presence.

11 ithdimea. To dc at, that the token
and back-up reintoreers and not other colt.
41(11 .11, the changes that ordinaril% occur dm-
lug the sehool %ear, accounted for the ob
seised reduct llll in disruptis beim% ion. the
lken and backup [cantor( ens carte withdr,ntn
%luring, this phase 1 here were WWII others&
non, user A lit I: week period I.Vlien the prizes
and the booklets were remosed from the room,
Mrs V. told the children that she still hoped
that the% would behase as well as the} had
during he-Tokn Period and emphasized lion
Papp% she was null their net ern Mil:rot:Anent.
Rule,. Film.' al !immure. and Praise and
Ignoring remained in c Het t.

Token 11 NVIien the tokens and back.up
reinforcer, were reinstate::. the children
tallied A prin. on the first dal if tbe% reit:keit
21 to 1i points For the next f class there
was A one (IA% dela% between token and back-
up reinforcement. the remainder of the Tok( n
Reinstatement Period lionised a two -day de
lit 01. rend )(cement The prize and pain sss
trot teats identical to that during coke!' 1.

Dining this phase, ihere were foe °Int:nations
er t no-week period.
offore- up The token and backup rein

forcers Here again nithdrann in order to see
the Appt01111.1te IMAM% lig (Mild be main-

tained under mal classroom li
nous In ii, the I, Mill llllllll use of
Praise. Rules, and Educational Structure. it
oats suggsteil that Mrs initiate the roe of
.1 ststemati% slat stStt111 Clithilt n 1 Wahl 1 e-
t OW Crum OW' it. three SLII for good In !holm
taut dining the morning and out( doling
du alit MOM! lit Addition, the .1111111(11 re
% Rol (Ana stars for butter licliasioi
the morning lc stroom ak and lot displa% ing
appe Trial: In hit tot Will touring the mom
It o 11 and 12 In c cora stairs %seri
viten to the best In h,t.ut ion of luiihun Tire
11111%1u:I %mint% d .ht it oars at the c ml of the

In m Mut I stirs, shot Frit oil!
4%1 stir Chit tsas 1/1.111.11 on a permanent

nail chart. If a child [creased 7 to 9 stars. he
recessed a green star that nas plated on the
(halt. The boys gold stars and the gob gold
star, were tutrited each d.o, and rack member
of the group with the greater number of gold
stars at the end of the (seek rerened a piece
of candy. In adcluni, any child who reit:nal
ut entire week of gold stars remised a piece
of sands. All chi:the: began the day without
stars so that. %vim the exception of the stars
placed on the nail chart, eser,one entered the
program at the same level.

Such a roc:Nino- teas a form of a token
reinforcement program. but there were tril-
l:Amain proredural differences betneen the
experimental phases designated I oken and
ollow -up. The back-up reinforcers used dur-
ing the Token Phases were more expensive
than the two pieces of cam!, a child could
earn each neck. during the Follow-up Phase.
In addition. four daily ratings oestirreil at
half-1 inters:11s in the afternoons during
the Token Plrasies but not during Follow-up,
On the other hand. stars, peer pressure, and
.t tent small ant ,nt of candy were used in
the Follow -up Phase. As mentioned previously.
both stars and peer pressure had been used
sporadicalb in the Rase Period with little
effect. Nlost importantly, it was felt that the
piocellures used in the Follow -up Phase could
be implemented by any teacher. During this
phase there were six observations titer a four-
ek period.

Reflabiblv Di Observations
hhc nels.ibilitie, of child obsersations were

calculated ammling to the following proce-
durc. an agreement was scored if both ob.

%us recorded one or more disruptive be-
hat tors within the same 20 -set niteival: a
disagreement nas scored if one observer re-
corded a disrupine lich.olor and the other
.ibscr%er recorded none. File teliabilio of the
lin Jon t. of 1111%1111pin e 'What sot %tit alitthlted
rum eAdi thild eAtil day by (lit 111111g the mam-
bo of intersals in %shrill their uas agreement
th it one or more del raptor beliat nirs occurred
bs tlic total numbel of agreements plus de..
agreements. An agreement na, voted if both
obsel Icy, recorded the same helm% lor unfurl
the same 20-sec interval. .\ disagreement was
scored if Ill °Inert er retooled the helm% ior
and the other did not. The of a
paimular class of teacher bhatior on any
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one day was takulated by dnichug the total
number of agreements for that class of behae
fors by the total number of agreements plus
disagreements for that class of beitaeiors. Re-
liabilities were calculated differently for child
behaviors and teacher behaviors because tli
fercnt types of dependent measures were uti'
had fen chilihen and the mullet, and it seas
telt that reliability measures 51 111 be it
ported an the spettlle dependent measuies

icair, one reliability check h.Uf Made dint
iii aw_ Stier 11U(111 011 cv, thild storing the
B.15: Pet and one that' had three.' The
average reliability of the measure of distillate&
Who:or during the An:moons of the Base
Period for will ..f the 'teen thildren ranged
from bti to 100',. !fit tollou mg figures rep
resent the nanmei of reliability dunks and
the average of those reliability thecks aftet
die Base Period through the first Token
Period Li oath child. SI. 6. 56' ,,. S2. 7. 91' ,,.
53. 6. 9P SI. 6. 93v,.. S5. 6. S6. 6.

P 57. t). 9;`,. Became of the repealed high
reliabditics, reliabrIlis checks iserc discon-
tinued es-lien the token and back -up reinhaters
were reinstated, u e., no reliability checks sere
made dining of after the WIIItclraseal Phase.

Adequate g rellabilmes litre not oh-
tamed tf the Rules Phase of the stock. The
toliowtag figures represent the n iiiii bet of it-
liabilip. cheeks and the reerage of those all
abtlite checks during the Rules Phase. SI. 3.
934,,. S2. 4. titir,. SI. 3. 91",, 56. 3. 88'
:Morning reliability theeks after the Rules
Phase were made apploximatele etc,: tines
°loosmon, (approximately see en oteasunrs)
through the first token Pernxl. Aeelage r
hat/time, oh the kusi eliddren dining du
Rules, Lam attoial Stinetnic, Praise and 1g
nore. and I kne I Phan:, ranged from 92
to 99";,.

Eleeen reliabilits checks for the %arum,
classes of teacher behavior before the Praise
and Ignore Phase isas nurculcued yielded
-iscrai:re releabalmes as ((dimes. academic no
stritetton. 75.,,: social insane non. 77' ,,. praise
to intheiduals. 774,: praise to the class. 9 I4,,.
t sittrisni to mein Uthi.1I5, 73' ,,. erntelsin to tlic

'Before 10 of the 18 nbscrsaunn days tinting the Base
Penal weft- eliminated because mocks %etc shown on
those glass. at least duce tchalnlity checks had been
made (Wong ahf Ammon on each child,

class, 72' Z.. threats to intik lanais, 83T0. and
threats to the class. 83T.

RESULTS

Child Behavior
Figures I and 2 present morning and after

110"11 dat.I, 50111( of the %ariabilit) leithin ton
tilnuir, can be seen. Figure 3 presents data of
individual children as well as an average of
'waif children across afternoon conditions.
An analysis of eariante leas performed on the
peat:maws of tombmed disruptive behaeior,
aee: aged is thin the eight after' experi
nit.ntal tontlit- . for the seeen subjects (See
Fig. 3). -1'h, analysis of eariame for repeated
measures (Winer, 1952, p. 111) indicated dif
Emotes . g the eight experimeatal con
diti iiii s -,-- 7.5. df = 7. 42, p <0.001). On
the othti hand. the percentages of bined
chsruptiee behavior of the four children ob
seised in the morning, averaged within

. ehd not change during Rules, &luta
al Snueturt, Praise and Ignore. or Token

1 1.0, dl I, 12). Differences among Jr
ter liti llll s %%ere assessed by 1-tests.

Significant and nonsignificant differences arc
grouped individually in Table 1.4

It ',mid be emphasind that comparisons
between Foliose up and Praise and Ignore arc

me. gful than tompariums between
Foliose up and Base. Rules, or Educational
Strut tore. Praise and Follou-up were similar
plotechnes botli included Rules, Educational
Slim tine. and Praise and Ignore. The Base
Period did nut hit ImIc any of these. Further-
more. after Rules and Educational Structure
hell initiated, Mrs. A. stated that she required

math: lllll e.uk fr the children than
during Base Pci,tal. A statistical analysis of
the group dam suggests that a token rein.
tort einem Nog am cart reduce disroptiee be
lawn and that .1 token reinforcement ro-
wans tan be repined with a variant of a
token ptomain uitl an increase in distup
rice beh,teiui. llouceer, a more detailed anal
ysis of the data for Milk iihtal children indi
cawd that the Token Reinforcement Program
was more effective for some children than
otIons.
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The ilitroduit" of Rules, Educational
Structure, and Praise and Ignore did nut
have an consistent effects on behavior (see
Fig 3 i'laising Appropriate Behavior and
Igniniag Disruptive Behavior deserve special
mention. Ala gh Mrs. A. used criticism oc-
...humans during the P.talA arid Ignore Phase,
she generally d riot optise behavior and
used praise frequently. Initially. a uumber of
children responded well to Mrs. A.'s praise,
but two buys kS2 and SI) who had been dis-
ruptive all )car became progressively more
unruly during the Praise and Ignore Phase.
Other children appeared to observe these buys
being disruptive. with little or no aversive
comet'MA Ites, and soon became disruptive
themselves. Relay races and hiding ler a
table tontlibuted to the pandenton[UM Sc'.
CI children were so disruptive that the aca-
demic pursuits of the rest of the class became
impossible. The situation became nuoluable,
and the Praise and Ignore Phase had to be
disiontinued ninth earlier than had been
planned.
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The disruptive behavior of Si was reduced
to a very low level of 15% by a combination
of Rules, Educational Structure. and Praise
and Ignore. In the previous token program
(O'Leary and Becker, 1967), in which a nun.-
bet of variables including rules, praise, edu-
iaiwnial structure, and a token program were
simultaneously introduced, chstiaptive behav-
ior during the token period was reduced to
.t level of 10';,. Thus, the present Token Re-
inforcement Program probably would not be
expected further to 'educe dis.uptire behav-
ior in this child.

During token I, there was a marked reduc-
tion ( 18;(,) in the disruptive behavior of
five cluidrcii (SI. S2, S3, 54, and S6) and a
reduction of 3% in 55. Withdrawal of the
Token Program increased disruptive behavior
from a% to 45% in these six children. Rem-
statement of the Token Program led to a de-
tease in five of these six children (SI, S2, S3,

SI, S5). The disruptive behavior of five chil-
dren (Si, 54, S5, and S6) ranged front 8%
to 39% lower during the Follow-up than dur.
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lite conditions. Base. Rules. Educational SillIliUlt.. Plaisc and Ignore. Tokcn I. lAithdrawal, Token II,
Follow-up.

mg the Praise and Ignore Phase of the study.
Since on no utcaston did the Follow-up puce
lures precede Token I and,or Token II, this
study did nut demonstrate that Token I
andtur Token II were necessary conditions
for the success of the Fullow.up procedures.

In summary, Token I and Token II were
definitely asmrciated with a reduction of dis-
ruptive behavior, and the Follow-tip proce-
dure was effective with three of the six chil-
dren kSI. S2. and S4) who had more than 15;0
disruptive behavior during the Praise and

Ignore Phase (57 had l5^,;) disruptive behacioi
during the Praisc and Ignore Phasc). Z oken I
and Token II were associated with marked
..reductions of disruptive behavior of S3, but
the frequency of disruptive behavior during
the Follow up was not substantially lower
th.in during the Praise and Ignore Phase. De
finitice conclusions concerning the effects of
the Token Program cannot be c'-awn for S5
and S6, although some reduction of disruptive
behavior was associated with either Token I
and Token II for both of these children. In

Table

Significara Non Significant

Tokcn I vs. Withdrawal t =3.3 Rules vs. Educational Structure = 0.8
Tokcn II vs. Withdrawal =2.9 Educational Structure vs. Praise t= 1.0
Token 1 vs. Praise t =3.4 Base Vs. Withdrawal t = 12
Token H vs. Praise t =3.0. Tokcn I vs. Follow-up 1=1.1
Base vs. Follow-up t=3.2 Tokcn II vs. Follow-up t=1,5
Praise vs. Follow-up t =3.3"
Withdrawal vs. Follow-up t =32

p<0.02.dj=6
*p < 0.05, 4=6
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aildnion. the disnquise behasior of S5 and
n s 81,, and 20% less respectisels during

Follow.up than during the Praise and Ignore
Phase.

Tra( her Behavior

On ans one (la, the percentage of each of
the eight classes of teacher behasior was cal-
culated bs Ms Wing the number of internals

who h a particular class of helms ior oc-
curred hs the total number of intersals oh
sensed on that clay. Percentages rather than
frequencies were used because of slight saria.
Lions from the usual 90-min time base.

The percentages of different classes of
teacher behavior were aseraged within two
major conditions. (1) data before Praise and
Ignore Phase, and (2) data in the Praise and
Ignore and succeeding Phases The data in
Fig 4 show that in the Praise and Ignore
Phase. Mrs \ increased use of praise to in
dividual children from 12% to 31% and de-
creased use of criticism to individuals from
22", to 10% Mrs A also increased use of
praise to the class front 1% to 7% and de-

onsed criticism directed to the class from
11",, to 3^. Because the frequency of threats
'.as quite low, threats to individuals and
ducats to the class were combined in one mea
sure Using this combined measure, Mrs. A.'s
use of threats decreased from 5% to There
were no differences in Mrs. A.'s use of aca-
demic or social instruction. Consequently, the
changes in the children's disruptive behavior
can probably be attributed to contingencies
and not to Mrs. A.'s use of cues concerning
the desired behaviors,

DISCUSSION

Although a Token Reinforcement Program
was a significant variable m reducing disrup-
tise behavior ia the present study, the results
are less dramatic than those obtained by
O'Leary and Becker, (1967). A number of
factors probably contributed to the differ.
eine in effectiveness of the programs. The
average of disruptive behavior during the
Base Period in the 1967 study was 76%; in
the present study it was 53%. The gradual in.
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disiduals and to the class during the eight conditions:
Base. Rules. Educational Structuie. Praise and Ignore.
Token I. wnhdlawal, I Liken II. lollow-up.

LI-eduction of the sailous phases of the pro
gram was probably less elle( its c than a simul-
taneous introduction of all the procedures, as
in the Fes IOUS snub,. In the (millet study. the
children mimed more frequent ',dings. 11l
ratings were made each day at the nitroduc-
tuns of the 1.5-hr token program, and they
were gradually reduced to three ratings per
day. In the present study, the ',haiku' rc-
Len Cil four ratings per day timing a
period. In the 1967 study, the class could (min
points for pupsides by being quiet while the
teacher placed ratings in the children's book-
lets: in the present study, group points were
not incorporated into the general reinfince-
ment program. In the 1967 study, die teaihei
attended a weekly psychology seminar tshe.e
teachers thscussed vaunts applications of
learning Futilities to classroom management.
An esprit de corps was geneiated from that
seminar that probably increased the masher's
commitment to change the clulthen's MIAs-

ior. Although Mts. A. received graduate cred-
its for her extensise participation in the proj-
ect, she did not :tend semmat in claJsroom
management. A bee of children in the
present study had an abundance of toys at
home and tt was difficult to obtain inexpen

e Fires which would serve as reinfoz cers;
in the earlier study, selection of reinforcers
was not a difficult problem. since the children
were from disadvantaged homes.

Re/aied Gains
A«zdemu. The 11 children for whom there

were both pre- and post-measures on the
California Achievement Test (including SI.

S5, 56, and 57) gained an avenge of I 5
yr from October to June. The mean CAT
score in October was 1.5 while the man score
in June was 3.0. Althoagh them was no
matched control group, such gains are greaten
than those usually obtained (Tiegs and Clark,
I963). While such gains are promising, con-
dusins about the effects of a token system
on academic performance must await a more
systematic analysis.

Attendance. Comparisons of the attendance
records of the seven children during the ob-
servational days of the token and non-token
phases yielded the following results: the aver-
age attendance percentage during the ,15 ob
serration days of Base, Rules, Educational
Structure, Praise and 'pole, and Withdrawal
was 86r,,. The aselage attendance percentage
doling the 20 obseisation days of Token I
and Token II was 98`;;;. the as erage attend
.111.0 percentage during the 26 observation
days of Token I, Token II, and Follow-up (a
%attain of a token program) was 99f,"0. These
attendance records are %cry encouraging, but
bitausc of the usual seasonal variations in at
tendanie and the small sample of children,
more definitise es idence is needed before con-
clusions about the effects of a tokin program
on attendance can be made.

Cost of Thogunn
The cost of the reinforcers in the present

study t%.1.. approximately 5125.00. It is esti-
mated that 3 hr of consulting time per week
would be essential to operate a token rein-

cmcnt program effectiscly for one class
in a publit school. The cost of such a program
and tilt amount of consulting time seem re!
atively small when compared to the hours
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psychologists spend in therapy- with children,
often without producing significant behay.
ioral (flanges (Les itt, l963). Furthettuote,
es nlem ed m the present study, control of
behavior may be shifted from reinfoicers, such
as toys, to reinforcer, existing within the nat-
ural educational setting, such .n stal+ and peer
prestige.

Generalization

During the morning, the majority of the
children were engaged in independent seat
work, ishile lour or ftse children were in a
reading group utak the teachet in the back
of the room Although there were rules and
frequent instructions during the morning.
there isas «Anhui cumin lot appropriate
behasior, since Mts. A. felt that it %sonic! be
chnuptne to the rest of the class to interrupt
reading groups to praise diddle') ti ho %sere
doing inch.pencicin nook at their seats. Ay lion
cud 'Sinn (1961) found that instructions ulth
out reinhmement had little effect on the be-
has tor of mental patients Similarly, Rules
kinvtrilt tit nisi 55 it hoot it.ilifutcuncitt did not
inffnicint the behasicn of the children in this
study.

Mrs 'S was instructed to praise appmpriate
behasior and ignore disruptise behasior in
the morning %1 en aN the aftcrillAni. Hon-
es er, Mn. ,X.s criteria of appropriate helms-
ior in the intoning differed bon) her criteria
in the abet noon For example, in the morning
she often ains+ered cluestiote, then a thild
faded to raise his hand before speaking, in
the afternoon. on the other hand, she rnerally
ignored a child unless he raised his hand, In
circler to achrie "generaluation- of applopti
ate bthastor it( a Token Program such .is this
one, the teacher's response to disruptive be
has ior must remain constant throughout the
day The percentage of disruptise behasior
via+ «Amid during the uiorning of the first
few days of Token I, but the children result].
ably learned to discriminate that their appro-
priate behasior was reinforced only in the
afternocm The differences in the chddrect's
behasior between the morning and the after-
noon help to stress the point that "generalua-
don" is no magical process, but lather a be
havioral change which must be engineered
like any other change,
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Educational Technology:
New Myths and Old Realities*

ANTHONY OIiTTINGER
SEMA MARKS

Afany claims have bi.en made ,bunt the potential valnc of modern technological
C4114:flu:II and tctivnyucs foi the iniprovenicnt of education. In this article
the authors evaluate some of these claims in depth. First, they examine
the assertion that technology will promote "individualization of instruction,"
contiosting louad (taints with a inoivaki reality. They then outline some sources
of icsistame that will make it difficult to introduce new educatio,ial technology
into the schools. The authuo case by referring to two examples of
cducatnonal technot'u,y. the frat.1 town (Mass.) Language Laboratory and the
Stanford-Bientwood C.A.I. Laboratory. They each the conclusion that the
shoitqange claims niad.; for educational technology me unfounded.

Many ',col& bs.11,Nt, that tedinolog) rcNolutionize cduLation. A. Republic
Steel advertisement tells us:

Noini.d.ly a single tumaluucr will gist indi%iklual ithtructiott to scores of swainsin a
dorm subjccts .tt tht saint, -I Ia. contputt.r wall .y probably rcAulutionizc teach
nigand leatning- tttbitt a decade. It is already happcling in its early stages.

Contputc.actl niNutiction can plactmally (and plcastuably) allow each student to Icarn

Adalitt.s, ti Ifit 1 4111,41S fauns 111, fottliwtrung book Alan, Computer, Thai by Octtingcr and
Matt, nonh an, sand) iot do. book .wd alu itspotho. I)) SilpinS .410 1/4..1.4.1 wt it Lompik tt.ki mitt('
flit .nr putsuf Olt 11,tmod °gum tut Technology Stud Sotioy,

HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW, 1968, Vol. 38, pp. 697 717.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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more, faster, but always at his own eau_ hulhithialized insuuction, the ultimate dream
of effective education, is well within the range of possibility.'

We are also told that through its capacity to intik idualize instru Lion, the com-
puter will reduce discipline problems, eliminate the need fur eompensatory
education, solse the dropout t rubles, and free the teacher from administrative
tasks And all this is alumni the corner. Or is it? R. Louis Bright, associate com-
missioner for the U. S. Office of Education's Bureau of Research, has been
quoted as saying that "computers will be lead) fur massise use in the t lassiooms
of American elementary and sceondary schools 'in three to four years.' "2

Our conclusions, howeser, Act a study of the impact of technology on
etlutation under the Harsard;IBM Plogram on Technology and Society, are
somewhat less enthusiastic.

Consider, fur example, the claim cited abuse, that technology will usher in
"inclividualizcd instruction, the ultimate dream of effective education." The
sustained differences between persistent glorification of individuality as a goal
of education and as a desired quality of pedagogical technique, and the equally
persistent autocracy and tcginicutation of the elastruum deserses examination.
It turns out, as one might !lase expected, that the meaning of "individualized
instruction" is in fact c.:ceedingly fuzz) and or little value as anything but a flag.
This, however, is not apparent in uutch of the literature on the upcoming "tech-
nologit al toultitiun" where the term is used with great abandon and little
dcfinition. Moreover, esen if we iseie to assume a limited notion of individualized
insuuetion, Elicit: would still remain set) serious plublems of implementation.

.1 full thscaptiun of these problems would need to touch upon every aspect
of the school and its ens iremment. Short of that, how es cr, one may appreciate
some of the difficulties of "indisidualiiation" by looking at the mote general
problem of technulo8ical innuyatiun iu the schools. The reasons for the discrep-
ancy between ultimate promise anti immediate possibility beecnne apparent
thtuuglt cumpamtive examination of the properties of a system receptive to
technological innosation and the properties of school systems.

"Individualized Instruction"
ps)%liulugists tw, uffieially agree that there are intik ichial differences in

learning capacities. Them ohs ioi,ly is also increasing consciousness that con-

Scientific American, CCXVI (September, 1967), 13.
Lnottnutta Ruh. Sun Cut Cumputcr." I astangton Morator, November 27, 1967, p. 78.

1c5
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tempotaty education dots not set 11.111) the needs and inlet ests of all groups
in our society. Comm cduttional talk is thus all foi inch\ idualized instruction.
But what does "individualization" mean?

A case Lin he 'mule lot defining it .ts something like posonalizing or cus-
tomizing, namely taking a massinoduted object and stamping it with gold ini-
tials or chrome on fins to give the illusion of inch\ ithial tadming. This
is the sense in whith cantent expetinonal compute, plograins greet you with
"Good morning. Johnny" by filling in the blank in "Good morning, " with
the name you had to gice to idtutify yourself to the machine in the first place.
This is more genteel than "Do nut fold, spindle, of mutilate.," ''Hey you!" or
"Good to sec you, 367 ,1 15096." It is, howecer, just as superficial, even when
randomly selected variations heighten the effect of spontaneity.

A loftier interpt ctation postulants that inclic:Juali/ing means gicing full scope
to idiosyncrasy, to the fiectiont to plastic ss hates ei subject suits one's fancy in a
manner entirely of one's own choosing.

To current practitionos, indisidualitation mans much less than pure itlio-
synctasy but usually mot, than goltlot initials. Plecisely what it means is rather
in doubt:

During the past decade, the tetin ittsti ttetiun" has become a ssatdusord
kith educational (ulna rs. nu) recent y, .0 books of educational organizations have had
this tern' as title . . Oddly, both sultan' s %%tit %%ritual as though cselyunt. knows \slim
indisiLlualization situ, tiCalie: of distil offers .t orlang definition of the term. In
point of fact, theta is gi eat cunt usion.3

In spite or bet ause of its obstnc meaning, insulation is held
tip as a panacea lot the ills of etiotation. Speaking on the 11'1 (Individually
Prescribed Instruction) Ploject at the Oakkaf School, Bright explains why
tette' al officials ate so enthusiastic about it:

-Young,tus of all ability h %els %%Ldd kat it more. And they ssould enjoy school far
mote, iii us reducing discipline p olden.

--- There ssould b, tk) need for cutniclisatury education for deprised children, on
which the cslei.d gosernment tuw is spending $1 billion of its $1 billion annual
education budget.

actin tic atlit Moan,' d lour us lion," in U.S, Congrt,s, Senate, Committee on Labor and
I'ubli, 11't i fart , Suhutmuu.tt, On 1 dilution, \'outs and It arldng fat'e's Conceintng the Admints
tuition of Program+ )ider Tilt( Ill of Pubic( Law 89.1o, the Llententaly and 5(con-
daly Fdr.,ation .1,1 of 1,1,8 a. Ana ndt.1 1.1 Pnblu Lacy N9.750 (Via,Inngton: U.S. Got esnment
Pinning Oita( , Chapter 7. Section It, p. 178. This itpurt is hereafter cited as Notes and
It'orhIng Pa /tees.
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The dropout problem would largely be licked.
Teachers would cease being unit. dispensets of infutination .nil would be free to
tutor students indisidually and eticoulage )0tingsters to think and to express
themselves.

Parents could take children out of school fit %mations any time dining the year
without disrupting their learning process.4

The IN people themselves (lest libe their ism k in a much more modest and
scholarly fashion:

The project's cocteein fur the ineliiidualization of iamb of progiessiun should not be taken
..s a judgment that this review:tits ma attack cm the must impultatit aspect of incite ithial
differences. It repiescnts a ileeision to make a utile, inicsisiie study of a school program
which concentrates Ott ads one aspeet. Other aspects tut!. as differences Its interests and
in other pelsonal totalities may be equally unpin tam ut ese 11 inure important, but this
project. at least fen the present. will euneun itself hugely with the differentiation of
ratcs.6

Units all and his co swam thus dearly recognize that progression at one's own
rate is only one facet of any reasonable «meept of indisiditalinel instruction.
It this case., the Itt61 eptLsettlation, atise 11..n utlets equate the part and the
whole for public exposure and consumption.

The extent to which a studzin may doiate from a given course, in either
content or style is also limited. The IN progtant specifics a sequence of be-
has iotally defined objectives for cat Is subaica in the subjects inv olved.

Lida objectitc shouhl tell exactly what a pupil should he able to do to exhibit his mastery
of the gisen content and skill ...

Objectises should be groupie! in meaningful streams of content ...
Within each stteam of al La the tAkjellIe CS should, to the extent possible, be sequenced

its such an under that each one will timid 01I those 111.11 paceede it and, to turn, be a pre-
icipiisite to those that follow. The goal here is to let the ubjeetises constitute a "scale- of
abilities

Intl tidu.tlly Plesetibed Instruction lesson matetials must be geared exactly to the in-
structional objectives.6

Teaching Plan Excites Experts." Boston Globe, October 5. 1067, p. 42.
C. NI. linItall 0.41). ritidalig Ediatlibmicd Obit. 1 lams, at vest of the Regional commis.ion on

Edw.atiunaI Cousdination and that. 1.4..uning 111.u-tall and Di clupwcnt Um,' (Pittsburgh, Pa..
C"ussentq of Pittebingli Press, 1964).1).4.

R),tailli for 'Rini Sellouts. 1,1,14,4,14.X) Preursbed Imi,otont tUnilatLil manuscript, Pinta-
delplita, Pa), pp. 3-4.
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1f. .t, o out of all foniputeli"..1 s)stems of indkidualized" instruction now
visilik pititut)pc, a, eetll as of many Lithos based on CNI,111:11, definitions of

.111111%11 (BO 5). lilt 111tt lit 1% to imam t students in such a man-
net that .111 )edl aflite se a final It ye I of competent) which meets (or surpasses)
tilt a. M t of afeepialilt pet (umlaute eiitcria. %skit ..iliation only
in styli. spud. m It% of athissement, the objettist tannot he the cultic ation
of itlio,)litia,). it I,. huhu, what .111 industlial elks:neer might call mass pro
thittion to maim. siKttiltations )ettlt ligiti qualit) tunnel. Each pupil. is free to
go mole or less rapidly e,actly %diet e he is told to go.

Sunman !AA %Ai biltit tltetefult tt 111IS to IllaSk the Lilt that the techniques now
being di.% eloped ma) Late gicat %Atte in training to ter) natiem and specific
"behafloial filltelises but do out addle .S flit MS( hes to tilt man) broader but
just as haul. probleilis of et.7.t.tation. Training to minimal eonipetcliec in %sell-
defilud %LIM is %el) impoitant in a satiety of militaty, industrial, and school

It 1, not. litmect r. the %%holt of t% hat tilt, 0111(.1601ml process should be.

Let us assume hit the mouton that an effective efatiefilfun 11.1, bum designed
%%hill dot, in fats pro, 'ale fin the type and ranges of learner en-

compassed b) the si haul. NVIrat about implementing it?
Alli.8% lug staii.k lit, to 1,11 at (licit os,a rates treates certain problems OCI1 when

all students ale date ittl tow aid tlit saint presoilied naliciee goals. In a con-
iiiii sS, nt,t i.uktI ell110111ii, ilt, 1111 t Wain MO'. onssaid attording

to than teatimes, to poet f.. Latii eliild spends a difletent amount of time with
each of thirtit Ill 111,41 IA tiollal It suOltt %. The task of matehing time. instt cittors.
fat aims, and student, ahead) requiics mimic effort amt expense in pieent eduea
tional ut,uttnwm It is still mute dlihuilt %%hen scheduling is on .1 "tontintious
progress" bask.

P.ttlith Slipin% of the Bic llMOutl St1101.11 'WS found that %%lien students ate
git 1. 11 the uppoittinit) to piltgle1S \S "the rate at uhich the brightest chil-
tht atlealitt lila) lie Ike to ltn tirrit, fastel than that of the slowest children."1
Althot,g1t he litt.,ait with a group of students "%cry homogeneous in initial
measures of ability" (l()., hinge from. 122 to 16), with a mean of 137.5), after a
year and a half the spread was "almost two years."8

' Prussic lit Uses of Cotnputcls '..intific American, CCM' (Scpton
her. 106).218.

'Trunk Stilsik% et"( troluif rioginoi ou Lfeniesitat) School Alathernatit3The Second Year,
lcclootal Ripoil no. 8u tSwifosil. CAL. Institute lot iSlathtinatical Studs hi the Social Sci
clues, 1965). p. 11.
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A computer simulation done by the System Dec elopment Corpotation points
out that two schools in different puts of the cumin), which had independently
experimented with a continuous inivess plan fo four years "iodepenilently
decided to place their slowest students back in a lockstep group plan."9

One reason why the lockstep system has pesisted fen so long may be that it
mininthes the teaehes information plocessing hwbleuts. SIMICIIIS progress in
unison: they are git en identical assignments ,Uld they take tests simultaneously.
In the continuous pi ogiess plan school, on the other kind, at any one time
each stodent may be working at a point in the ctrieulum different from
every other.

Thus, each student's stat.'s must be tracked inch% idually. To complicate the
matter still further, the 'acre's must he kept in "real-time," ;.e., at any time,
not just weekly or by mankind pc' iods, the student's status as a learner must be
available to the decision maker, be it computer ur human guidance counselor.
.1r, cacti% e munitcing do ice and etaluation scheme must be built in, because -
othctt ise it would be impn,sible to know when to schedule a student for, say,
exri a help. Exuapolation from the Sl)C simulation suggests that "with a popu-
lation of ouo students, dune %stmt..: be from 3o or ..to changes between courses
and about 300 mastery tests daily."

.1 lthough classloo selieduling by computer is adt wised as a fait accompli,
this is true only in the lather iestrie ted sense of assigning students to conven-
tional classroom Stoups and insuring that the number of groups matches the
numbei of dibble teachers, and that these groups and teachers fit into availa-
ble classiooms. The whole operation typically takes place once a term. This,
how etch, is a far cry from keeping thick of individual students week by week,
day by day, hour by hour, or minute by minute, and matching them in turn with
resources theruselt es parceled out in smaller packages than teachers per semester
or looms per semestel. Keeping an atetitate real-time list of teachers, rooms, and
media is a major incentory control problem, of a type at the edge of the state
of the computer art.

Thus, we remain at quite some distance from implementing truly individual -

ied instru.tion in the classroom and begin to become aware of the difficulties of
integrating technology into the schools on a large scale.

John F Cog.v.,11, naly,4 of bastruaiond Spurns (Santa Monica. Calif.. Spttnn Doclopment
Corp Tit. 1 031..iol,'oo, 190), p. 83.

so %bid., p. 42.
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Systems and Schools

Computers are nut nutiv the great Mills idualizers of instruction .kild may liner
even be useful in du, schools unless these schools arc drastically reorganized
and applupri.ktel) Lunt( tu iefolin. The disilepancy between ultimate
promise and innia,liare possibility beeunks apparent in a comparatise examina-
tion of the properties of school systems and the piuperties of other social S}SICIUS
that have proved to be receptive to innovation.

It is ditfutilt tu ionipiLlkend the buiindalies of the so called "sellout system."
One uf the must s'ilking females uf the cilueational netwin 1, is the complexity of
multifal ions linka;,is between LalUilis dements uf sueiety .kint the sellout system.

A change in the sslioul hours affs.ets nut only pupils and school personnel but
ever) child's inutile'. You introduce the -new math" and shake up esery parent
in tow n. gimping insitcs federal (unit decisions prohibiting it. If part
of the high school bull's down, it may be cheaper for lutal taxpayers to build a new
one be-cause the state eunitibilies tow.ad Lusts of nets constitution but not of
ilioLation. .1n expLiiment with new curricula raises the specter of low per-
fointanee on cullcge !maids. .1111, must obsiously, the people who make up
every (Alto institution frunk the family tu the Presidciley are products of the
school.

Clamed the eumpli xity of the system, it buomes obsious that any change in
the siboul, which alters ur even thiLatelis tu alter established linkages between
the school and whir segment of sui jet) will meet at best with the delays
inhennt in explaining any change tu those affected by it and at worst with
stony I csi,buice. Wheneser oue of the scgnicnts of society with which schools
interact sees it in its IlitiliNt to ['less for change in the schools, then the schools,
if anxious tu adept the change, must in turn still make their peace with other
linked segments of suck t), if the (hang seems undesirable to the schools them-
seises but the picssures ale strong. the schools arc likely to adopt esasive tactics
which suggest the form of change without cummitilient to its substance.

There is, in fait, witleSplc.k1 ('iti(al opinion that this indeed is what happens.
We read, for instance, that:

Boston oilier Wu', to tall. inliuation. lionisation has become fashionable and

Profitable. fLibr.dgoseliiimilt will pa) for almost anything billed as new or experi-
mental. In the past two ycais own. than mu lull lollars !lase gone to programs as-
sociated with edut.utou fur klisadailt.tgetl yonth.- Around the urban schools are 'nag-
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nifirent ncekl ices of special programs, head starts, pilot schools, enrichment classes, but
the body of education arid the results produted remain almost unchanged. In Boston,
said] has enough trial programs and experiments to fill .1 book, the life of the aserage
child in the ascrage el...mourn is sircually unalfteled. The teachers, the 'currioduill, the
school con llll ittee are the same. The books are the same. The attitudes are the same.11

;sit to a plat Shall call Small City plus Wed an example of this phenom-
enon Oscrhead projectors were introduectl iz(to a bz and new high si hoot to meet
the eniugcney created because blackboards had not been delis ered before the
opening of school. School officials pre/sided enough us erhead projectors to have
appn/X.1.-aata.ly one for Cit.') two IdasstU011b. These remained even after the black-
bo ads tame, but older teachers t%10./ had eumplained all Jung that the) needed
a pi! )t.S. raelhe to use these gatIg.:ts, promptly abandoned their use. Although we
wet e told that the younger teat hers had been enthusiastic about the new devices,
we saw no evidence of anyone using them in any classroom.

Not all Etilures to intewate new hat tIssore into the educational system result
from the inti.utsigcnce of teachers, as the follow ing observation suggests:

The shop seemed well equipped standard wood-working hand tools and also
with an impressis e aria) of power tools. including three lathes, a planer, a joiner, a
sander, rid a drill press. had we been walking through on .1 more superficial tour, we
would has, remained deeply impressed, but when the shop teacher caught our glance
toward the equipment, he quids!) volunteered the information that die tools had been
standing there for a year and a half and were unconnected to any power source. He also
pointed ta a stack of cleetrital tabling eunduits on top of one of tile cabinets, which he
said repast iited some $Soo worth of cleecrical equipment necessary to connect his power
tools, but had lain in its resting place for au equally impressise number of months. With
sonic bitteniess, he attributed this sad state of affairs to the fact that the entire school
system has only four electricians who. at Christmas time. damn well had to go and get
the mayor's Cluistmas tree lit up. lie also told us that the work benches, which were new,
had been on order fur ten years. The machine tools, he said, had been ordered a long
Cul( ago mid appeal-tit at a time when he had gisen up hope, but this manna was un
accompanied by the juice necessary to wash it down.12

Unfortunaiely there is .t radio large step to take between the act of recog-
ni/ing that lac( Jose the schools ate tied to many apron strings they find it hard
to change and thc acquisition of sufficient knowledge about the strings, what

"Parr &brag. Village Schou! Dauntawn. Politics and EducationA 1103,011 Report (Boston:
Bc3(011 Press. 101;7), p. I 17.

"Anthony C. Otttingtr, "Visit to a Small City" (Unpublished memorandum, 1967), pp. 20.21.
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they ale made of, how they ale intereonneeted, who pulls them, how much they
can stretch, etc., to provide first, ttaderstanding, and second, rational control
aral direction tiikciud agreed upon and will defined goals. This particulat aspect
of die school systc in dues not augur well for the introduction of technology. If
we compare the organizational structure of the schools with the structure of or-
ganititions whielt haw suceessfully integrated aehaneed technology into their
funetioning, it 'uceunies Libelous that the educational system is far more com-
plex than anything we Wee hitherto tackled air defense systems, moon shots,
and air, tail, or euniniumeation rictuul ks notwithstandingand that, in addition,
we nave far less knowledge of its component parts.

The system relicts is amenable to the introduction of technology is characterized
by (1) enough itidepcmh nee nom the other systems related to it for interactions
with these systems to be saiisfac ten ily aceounted for or ignored, (2) well-deceloped
and RIi.thlc r h and elestgii tools, and (3) most impor Lint, goals which are both
well known: and specifiable.

School S)StC1115, tan lilt. other hand, are closely tied to society. Research findings
on significant cdileational issue, arc fragmented and cunt' adictory, and we hate
already noted the eliffieulty of de fining as obvious a goal as indi%idualization.

It sometimes appeals that existing American politleal and social systems hate built-in
defenses against being tie.ite(t as s)steis, lot purpose of analysis or problem solting.
Socially and politit ally, ice Lace substantial dcecritralization and localization in ow de
CI51011 making structure different than the hicraichical structure in the defense
establishmentV3

There is nothing in education remotely approximating the Secretary of De-
fense of the Joint Chiefs of Stall. Rather, there are 27,000 local autonomous
school districts and corresponding school boards.

*I he schools are tact r centralized in the sense that unit ersalistic practices, the standard-
ized currieuItilii, and the euncluet Of pit/warns of sehoul cannmunity relationships from
the auu.tl offiet and huaid test& ul ohs i011; 1111r1ClIIIII.5 in adapting to the different prob
lcms of tarying hoods ... 1i Chicago, the :owl area supetilitcndent is to "run
his (mil distriet, hut colitiol ocet budget, staffing, and so on is still lift (lost most ri. The
schools art altos onlci Lcntialitt..1 in the sense that It is ltarICIIII for decisions made at the
top of the oigan14..iitiii to become opt-rationalized luster in the organization.14

John S. t t al., nciciiic Spurns Resources in ,tic Civil Sector, prepared for the U.S.
Anus C.tbarto DA,11111.11111.111, Ai? (l1.1shingtull. U.S. GtAcniment Printing Officc, 1967),
p. 65.

'Mold ',liner, Public I. diaanion and Soual Ut.lfare in thc Metropolis,' Working 69
(Chicago. 0 met for Social Oirnizational Studies, p. 42.
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It is difficult, for example, to find an appropriate audience the schools much

less to find a source of funds and still less a boss to satisfy:

This problem of identifying and determining huh most effectitcly to adthess each audi
crier is much more sesere in the Litt! sector than it is in the military ens honment. The
hierarchical and authoritarian structure', as ht II as the often classified nature of military
systuns mtraets, precludes ninth public debate and minimizes the immix' and variety

of audiences for the report. Yet, almost all civil systems work must be responsite to many
sets of requirements and many audiencesa problem which constitutes much of the so-
called communications gap between defense systems people and civil scrsants.15

In contrast to the military ens iruntnent, where decisions often depend on ob-
scure knowledge and security regulations further narrow the scope of debate on
a gis en proposal, schools are a familiar experience for Cs CI') 011e and consequently
nearly eseryune has an ()pinion about them. Clearly, at least the school board
must be cons weed of the %Aue of going ahead with an introsation; in Boston,
for instance, one would base to deal with Mrs. flicks. ,%ppealing at a meeting
in Dorchester -she declared ;bat Mete will be no redistricting, that the state sug-
gestions were 'made by a computer which didn't take into consideration the emo-

tions of the c -16 ibis kind of battier is impersious alike to the crew-cut
ex-merchant of death and the bearded academic zealot.

Es en if the decision to tnnus ate were handed down from the school board, the
task of integrating and adopting the new tcdaiolugies would be left in the hands
of the teachers.

if there is one dung the teat lit r, particularly the f male teacher, is not, it is an engineer.
Indeed. it is difficult to think of two world views (indict apart than those symbolized by
the Golden Rule on [Ile one 'mild and the slide rule on the other. The one calls to mind
adjectives such as romantic, harm, tender minded, flake, the other calls to mind adjec-
uses such as realistic, cold, toughwwded, ctficiu,t. One is essentially feminine, the other
masculine. These two lists of adjectites undoubtedly exaggerate the real differences to be
found between these two groups, but they do gist, us pause when he consider the likeli-
hood of increasing the dialogue bettscui the tend& t minded teachers and the tough-
minded technielans. To say that they do not speak the same language is a gross understate-
ment.17

"Gilmore, et at., Defense Systems, pp. 53.54.
" St !nag, Village School Downtown, p. 17.G.
" Philip 11. Jackson, "1 he 1 caLlwr and the Machine. Observations on the Impact of Educational

I Lcnnology, prepared lur the Cu:minute for Economic Deselopmeat, September, 5966, p. 7.
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In addition, ,f classroom teachers are only mildly hut:tested in particular tech-
niques it is unlikely that those techniques will enjoy rapid and widespread
use." These Ibsen ations ate consistcnt with om own concerning resistance to
the use of overhead plojectois cited earlier.

If, indeed, it makes sense to introduce ads anted technology into the classroom
and we will assume this pine') for the sake of the poem argumentthen massive
education and le education, by in smi(e training or (luting sabbaticals, will be
necessai y to produce a bleed of teachers ssho can feel at home with technical
devices Yet no siable mechanisms has e yet been developed for the retraining of
teachers As Davies says succinctly, "in set% ice teachei training is the slum of
American education."'" But es en if dim were people in the schools who could
deal with the new technology, it is the children who matter in the last analysis.

Equipment to date does not meet the demands of the school. Although the
manufactin els would like to convey the impression that all one need do to install
a compu'..:r system is "plug it in," implementing the "new technology" is a
nontrivial task even in Fundy established compute, installation. A recent edi-
torial in Datnnzalion colorfully desuibes the results of listening "to the siren
song of the salesman":

Those moans, groans, sobs and whimpers you hear from the big corner oflice clown the
hall from the beautiful, clean, glass enclosed shrine they call the madune loom are
coming not from children but grown men, pink(' veterans of the MI) wars, pioneering
heroes who are trying to make their large stale thitilgeneration systems work.

The ploblems and the agonies has e to be lived with to be believed ...
Remember, this is 1967 Thin! generationsNille. The people were talking about have

been through the conversion snarl berme. They are experienced and knowledgeable.
What in the hell is going on here, anywayM

Reliability is a problem with even the most modest of devices, as anyone will
testify who has had a piece of chalk bleak in his hand or who has cursed a skip-
ping ball point pen The schools are not accustomed to dealing with anything
less reliable or flexible than the blackboard.

The blackboard is literally at the teacher's fiagertips. He can write on it, draw on it,
immediately erase what he has written, or preserve it fur days. He can scrawl key words

1bid p. 8.
30 Don Das ies, "Teacher Education," in Notes and Working Papers, Chapter 15, Section

PP. 295.301.
v,"fil)P's Wailing Wall," Daiatnation, XIII (July, 1967), 21,
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on it. produce a &tailed diagram, or write out a series of c4.say tiuestions. He can use the
board himself, or ask his students to use it. 1k eau place material on it in advance, or
the it to capture the flectitig and ephemeral thoughts (merging from a discussion. Given
this flexibility, it is no wonder that the chalk scuidged sleeve has become the trademark
of the teacher.=

Perhaps the best example of equipment in common use that must meet the
same standards of reliability and cheapness as Cd ttut tion equipment is ,the
telephone. This instrument is so widespread that it must lend itself to operation
by practically anyone, under the most varied env iununcutal conditions, and it is
frequently subject to vandalism. Just how major ate es c n the must innocent looking
engineering improvements necessary to achieve this degree of reliability may be
illustrated by the example of the telephone dial, which has been in continuous
development for well over twenty-five years.

A new dial has been lloig ted with slightly less noisy gears than the dial now
in existence. It is to be somewhat more reliable and longer used than its
predecessor and somewhat less disturbing as a contributor to room noise. This
"minor" change is the product of a year and a half spent by three design engi-
neers and an expenditure of about two million dollars for retooling the manu-
facturing plant! The difference between a laboratory prototype and a reliable
instrument amenable to wide distribution mulct severe conditions of use must
therefore be meastited in large multiples of such human and dollar costs.

Current experience with teletype terminals for computers suggests that tomor-
row's logs may well include entries about chewing gum in the type mechanism.
Those with graphic terminals arc learning that a deposit of eat wax interferes
with the operation of light pens. Since the grass always looks greener on the
other side of the fence, we may look with confidence toward the early develop-
ment by biumulecular genetic engineers of carless and therefore waxless pupil
systems.

Our general conclusion is that the observed combination of institutional
rigidity with infant technology will preclude really significant progress in the
next decade if significant progress is interpreted, in accord with contemporary
literature, as widespread and meaningful adoption, integration, and me of tech-
nological devices within the schools. Irr addition, this discussion should suggest
the enormous difficulties that will have to be overcome if educational technology
is to be introduced in any decade in the twentieth century.

2, Jackson, "The Teacher and the Machine," pp. 3.4.
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Two Examples

To illusttate concretely sonic of the general arguments madc up to this point, we
would like to examine two specific insuwes of the use of technology in educa-
tion- a language labor. tot) cut-lend> updating in the Watertown, Massachu-
setts, Public Schools, anti the Sta lifuid Brentwood Computer Assisted Instruction
Project.

The Language Laboratory

The choice of the language 'Amatory as an example deserves some explana-
tion It is a good example of .t bianc h of educational technology whose adoption
is sufficiently recent for the sound of dt timbeats and promises still to reverberate,
while, at the same time, enough language labulatolies are now in enough
schools for a realistic assessment to be possible.

Since it, too, has been touted as leading to inch% idualizat ion, we should be aware
of the possibilities for pe, s sion. The Raytheon brochure ads ertising their "Ran-
dom Ace ess Teaching Equipment" states:

RATE stems ale tailor II to the indisiclUA student's pi ogi ess, as each position permits the
instructor to gauge die 1.1 ogle ss of all students On all iucbsidu.tl basis. Therefoie, the en-
tire class is not limited the leatning eapacit) of the slowest members, thus permitting
fast progress through any gisen area of instincuon when possible.

A trip out to Watertown High School, where the system is operative, pro-
duced the following set of Language Laboratory Procedures:

Watertown I figh School Language Laboratory Procedures
t. The equipment ill tlic !Amami) is nut like ordinary tape recorders. The principles

insolscd arc quite diffuciit Please do not ask unnecessary questions about Its operation.
2.

3 No books, pencils, pens, papos, pocketbooks arc to be taken to the booths. People
assigned to the first low will lease then belongings on the bookcase at the left front of
the loom WO( I the windows. Those assigned to rows B through E will leave their ma-
terials in the bookcase under the blaaboatil at the opposite side of the room. Take only
yourself to the booth.

4. You will stand quietly behind the chair at your booth until the teacher asks you to
sit. Then sit in as close to the desk as possible.

5. No one is an itubsidual its the labosatoty. Do nothing and touch nothing until in-
structions arc given by the teacher. Then listen carefully and follow directions exactly.

Italics added.
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6, If you find anything out of order in you' booth, report it to your teacher immedi-
ately. This is coy expensive cttuipmttu. You must take pude an it by gising it the best
of care.

Good luck to yout

Perhaps the statement that "no one is an individual in the laboratory" is an
erstatement. We learned, fut example, that the tabulator) contains student

booths, each equipped vs it . tape huldei. The system pros ides the option to
submit up to fise independent inputs to the student,. *We were told, however,
that this capacity is rasel) used. There is difficulty, noted by the students as well
as by the teachers, in pieking, materials that ate relevant to what goes on in the
elassruo. The problem of multimedia intestation, relies ted in such time-worn
complaints as that the reading in the textbook has nothing to du with the lec-
tures, will not be automatically ametiotatcxl by the intt mists tion of mute elaborate
technology. The point is simple. if it Is bald to pick one set of tapes, it is still
harder to pia fise and to monitor the progress of students proceeding un five
different tracks.

We ate told by Robert Lucke, senior vice president of McGraw -Hill that the
"language labs !lase taken us et the shill and left the teacher to do the things
she's trained to do The children, of Louise, base gained enormously because
nuts they can be exposed to the language as it ought to be spoken, and they can
ptac&icc their own speech without the embattassment of doing it in front of the
whole class. It's like singing in the shower."22

Howe:set, the fact remains that one teattact can give each of thirty students
at most one and a third to two minutes of attention a rotty to sixty minute
period. Consequently, private schools tend to design thcit language labutatories
for fifteen rather than thirty students. A he common notion that the intt oduc-
tiva of technology necessarily changes education funs a labor intensive to a capi-
tal intensive activity is therefore not borne out in this case.

Neither has the lahot atm) eliminated the ptoble of student motivation.
One language coordinator confided to me. "The language laboratory is a mag-
nifisaat ens it unment fur daydicaming. Kids who are used to having Mating
transistor asho, mound them every waking moment have ttained themselves
to %note any thing coming tutu their ears, and thetefute heal very little of what
comes out of the eat phones they wear in the language lab."

Rubcrt w. Loth, "tataicanonal reelinelop," talk prepared fur delivery at a Convention of
the Chicago Educational Publishers Association, November 16, 1966, p. 8.
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The difficulties lying in the path of realizing individualization ale not gran-
diose, but ratite, are the ace unittlatie,1 of a mytiad of aline& frustrations and
inadequacies which, hi the aggiegate, create a problem whose complexity lies
far beyond that of any system design problem with which modern technology
has successfully grappled to date.

Hard design lessons must he learned to ploduce equipment that will stand
up under the kind of use that appears to be normal in schools. The phe-
nomenon is not restricted necessarily to secondary schools or to schools which
are in an are.t %shoe the attilitolitint must be padlocked to maintain security.
One problem, for example, is that students will pull wires out of head sets!
While it is standard on many appliant es designed fun home, industrial, or mili-
tary use to SUIT]) control knobs that ate held on a shaft by a spring and therefote
pull off with a leasonable amount of knee, this a clement irritation if not
necessarily to satidalisindoer at least to absent- minded, but nonetheless destruc-
tive fiddling.

The opelating problems .ere !nought home by a casual look at the teacher's
log. It shows the following sprinkling of entries:

Not working at all, not audio azure, tape caruidge doesn't play, no hook for lizadset;
button missing, zooid not heat tape, blue ink Illalks on tape drise, seratdies on tape
drise; some spots of missing paint on desk; blue ink mark on desk.

Thus the likelihood that Watwoun will be affected substantially by such new
technology within the next decade is CNceedingly for the problems of engi-
nal it.g the transition ft um laholatot y to mass production base only barely begun
10 be faced, the ctonoinies of scale necessary to bring Lusts within reason can be
11.1111cd only thlough massisC production .end standardization, teaching mate, lais
to be used with such systems exist only in bits and pieces, and the people capable
of foi wattling the state of this art ate woefully few. Morecnei, no one has yet
fated the sche,htling probiei ns entailed by (let this limited auuount of individual-
ization. As the: (Aid/Awe of the. Systems Dc elopment Corporation studies and
the litent..00d expel inient points out, the late of spread of even an initial-
ly uniform gimp of students is enormous. As a consequence, just as Water-
town has been unable to take advantage men of the icstiicted amount of
flexibility lnushied by its langtiame laboratory equipment, so it is highly probable
that Vatertown or any other school in the next decade will be unable to take
advantage ecii of the pacing flexibility of computers %%idiom the kind of major
administratise I-00106On that SLUM (um Itiskely blot ked by (Aim factors in so
short a time span.
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Sinn! ord-Brennuood

And yet %se arc told on .1 visit to the Stanfutd-Ilientssuori CAI Project in Palo
Alto. California that "The Stanford Bientuuod Compute' Aided Iitstil116011 Lab.
oratory is the first to be an integral part of a public school", however, we
then learn that the computerized classiut..11 at Brentwood is in .1 acparalc win -
tluwleaa un the wounds Col the BrelltWULti School. This building was
erected %stilt federal funds and is dedicated eittitely to the puipuses of the ex-
periment. It includes a set of offices, a conventional madam: loom where the
principal winpuncitts of the computer are housed, and a elassruum %salt carrels
hulcling the individual soinputei teaching terminals. Theme is also, immediately
adjacent to the eunquitelized classroom, a conventional classioum with low
tables and chairs and a blackboard.

The public explanation of the project is given in the form of a series of
questions and answers, such as the following:

Q: How does the laboratory fit in the organization of the school?
A. 1 he school scuds cliddic it to the Libman,' y at regular periods each day. The dill-

&co st.ty fit .t half hour to study either icadiug ur tnathcmatics and at the dose of the
petiod return tut Oita OtII at10)115. For the first year, there will be eight 11.111hour
periods per day.

Q. %Via the classroom Raclicrs go with their children to the CAI laboratory?
A. Thc laboratory eau hatidlc only 16 childici. at one time, so the classroom teacher

orilutarily stays in lit r loom, to hurt. atilt the children who COIIIL to the laboratuty dur-
ing another peuud. 1 he Libulatury is always upen to the tcaclicts, and they ftcquctaly
come to observe.

Being "an integral part of a public sehuol" therefore 11161M having a care-
fully insulated facility on the Sallie grounds as the school. The lobotomy essen-
tially gitaiantets that the children who ate delivered to it will be kept theme for
a full kill hour, come what may. Thus, the temaindet of the stItuul is carefully
insulated Itoin possible schedule dist uption e6cets. The insulation is provided,
among odic' tae cutientional CLISSIUU111 .Illjalalt to the euniputelized
elassiuuni. when the machine is down, the eliildien are taken into that room
and taught ut amused to curisentiunal ways, tuna the guaranteed time period is
up. It is thelefure risky to gencrolize ft out this experimental set up to ..rbitrary
school env it onitients.

That the situation is aitifieial in other ways is revealed by the following
questions and answers:



Qi Who operates the laboratory?
A: The ialunanny is operated by tlic Institute. There arc specially waited teachers

and computer technicians on duty at all times during school hours.
Q: Who supers ices the children while they arc in the labotatory?
A The Institutc's stall 'mimics expel iLlio d. certified dementaty school teachers whose

main job is to supers i. the children and help them use the system.
Q. Do the (cachets who will be in the Iabcoatoty need special naming?
A- TIw labotatoty (cachet% must kuuss chic curticulum material thoroughly and must

also be twined to operate the CAI system.
Q- I low long has you been descloping curriculum mato ials for this project?
A: The Brentwood CAI Project began in Jun:. .96j. Ilosscser, personnel of the

stitute base been insuls «I in des eloping hat milk matuials for younger children for over
oa yea's.

Suppe,. who sold) is ovate of the problems wised in these questions and
answer\ nevertheless states that "the truly les olittion.ity function of computers
in education .. lies in the nos el area of computer- assisted instruction." He
admits, however, that "This role of the computer is scarcely implem-uted as yet." I
agree with both staicinents, although with some roc/N.16On about the lust, lie fur-
ther predicts that "assuming the continuation of the present pace of technological
development, it cannot fail to have profound effects in the near future."23
Without mote &talk d spedhcation of the nature of these effects, such a statement
is indisputable Whether the effects will be significant to education is very much
open to question.

Ihentssood experiment itself is wisely limited to what Suppes calls "drill
and practice," It cannot be °vet emphasiied that major problems of integration
and training arise (nut with this selaticely simple and elementary kind of com-
puter use.

The Brentwood system, as it cut lend) stands, can store only a limited segment
of the mathematic, and reading program at one time. Hence a new pupil cannot
cute, a group which has been working on the reading program for a year and
begin from the beginning that pan of the Louise would base been remoscd to
provide room for later lessons. Of course, a past lesson can be reintroduced for
this !trident if the operator has been notified in adsance. Given the current
conditions of computer operating systems, such jugglings arc not necessarily
trivial. In the Ltme, scaling up to Suppes' "millions of school children" will
lead to familiar difficulties.

"Suppts, "The Uus of Computers; p. 207.
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Similarly, if the achievement spleas1 of students using the leading program at
any MIL Cam UM, tut, gitat, it hottid %Cr) likely be impossible for anyone to use
the aniline:us espienee. (Mee again inslividualitation tuns nicans at most pro.
seeding at one's tittatill) synshronued individual pate thiough either the ct -
rently available te.teling mats Ii.ds 01 the cumin!) availabk atitlimetic materials.

LA to Iwo, postulate that, In older to achieve economies i.t the immediat., fu.
tore, a huge Letitia! installation is provided to salve man) sellouts. If the central
equipment operates in the ante intisk as the litentwood expeliment, then every
child III ever) school can have at ctss to .1 paltit Ohl illStirtICtioll.11 sequence at
those, ,g1151 those, touts slue the sespislice is scheduled for presentation.
I ins, of soul se, is precisely is lucre left the I'atet tow it language laboratory.

It may he desuctl that .t who 11.0 missed a session be able to return to
senituttie where he kit uhf whciletet the limos Au subject matter is next maila-
ble on the compute:1. The scheduling problems are (Anions, and the whole
situation is t, insuissent not only of the lanstiagc labotatot) and its embellish-
ments. but of the effort to piss% isle classroom instruction slit t7.1et ision from a
«luta! studio 01 a central source of video tapes.

In all fastness, the computer system does hate one impos taut advantage
ow/ central audio or television systems. 'With the latter, the progression of a
given progiam is inemnable, by and huge, and the student who has missed a

!lute of .t Utensil lessen' is out of step tsith his class for the test, of the session.

o the extent that the inslit 'ulna! paring and branching features of the drill
and prattles; systems are sticcesdt,11) Icaliied, this particular limitation need not
apply within a sangle scssion with a program designed for as homogeneous a
group of students as computer memory limitations dictate.

Nevertheless, we must examine the consequences of providing drill and Israe-

lite in tariety of subjects simultaneously. After all, we hat e heard earlier a
confident piedietion that -someday a single computer will gita inditishial in
sum (Ion to stoics of students -its a do /ell subjects at the same time." The al-
ternative of (tying to present a Boren subjects in sequence, one at a time,
!eating no oppoittinit) fen repeats, implies precisely the present mode of lock-

step scheduling.
Faris to preside computer system with these limited capabilities to a large

number of school sl,stenis, Burster, seems entimly unrealistic in the light of the
esumateel costs involved. Costs estimates for student use of a computer terminal

range from $1..tu to $7.00 per hour. The lower estimate seems to be based on a
number of timealistie premises and the hatter seems closer to the truth. But even
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ti.it) pa sludrni hot.: looms 1.cge when one lealires that a typical school system
like 'Watertown spends only $1.uo fir )cut OH books fur each student. The bulk
of its school budget (sliblicly CACI 8o per cent) goes fur Naiades. Of course, it is
the claim of some that tcchnoloo tan dplice thc brilican teacher, tlicrtby cut-
ting this expense and pc limps (mein); mune) w pa) thc computer bill. Es en if
the technologist Lolls ilItcti flit union that this was a wise course, it is
unlikely that he could make du with lesser teachers, Neither thc Watertown
language labolatoly nor the Brentwood Plojcct has rescilkd 111 .111) manpower
reduction.

The Longer Range

It is copious that, in an chi cshirc the great and oink 'liable 'towel of science
and technology in certain !calms is sec li) sonic with t cstasy and b) mhos %skit
horror, we should be stink thrtni,;li old-fiishitintd tgliotwicc. What holds
back in ogress in ethit Aim, and in other types of sot ial inobk ins is not that the
scientific. nit thud has failed us, but ratlitr that it has su fal it sealccl %cry little of
systematic. %Au: in attaining the goals of ethic alio', es (Ai if coic could asinine sonic
measure of agreement on their definition.

We ad &alit% with ploblcins of an order of tumid( \it) for which available
mathetaati,41 and analytical tools lcast. us (tutu. toilitcpated. Votse )ct, flit
elemcntaty building, blocks arlaytal in _rch nio lllll mood omplcxit) are them
seises mystoics. Coilumpoial) psychology tan tell us essentially nothing .flout
the details of intli1itloal !taming lionesses. Curate olpotal) soLial and political
scit:ntc can tell lis esscuti.rlly nothing; about the tlynamiL intitc-scs that conic to
play in the nansition hour one form of social cii;oliimoull to anuclicr. Static,
descriptke accounts almond, but the dynamics of social at it lac is still in Woo.

Attempting to design .111 Ct1111 M1011.11 01 .111) otbct sot 1.11 S)Slt,111 ssith out oll-
lt1111)01 alt ifiL apparatus is huhu like giting Lot L111,3 an impel-IA giant
to 1114kt. the bowl, slat tint.; with his atomic theor). we arc two thousand
years of thirty )cars al,cad of ma-stilt es makes little dilfurrice, and we cannot pre-
dict with an) degree of tenability how much time it %sill take for physical, bio
logical, and social science to progress far enough,

We should not, therefore, persist in a naive illusion that si.ience has an-
swers which education can exploit if only it will utganiic itself preperl) and do
the right incantations. II.t%ing owned lip to this, out choice of actions is rela-
tively simple, at least in outline.
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We may, on the one hand, choose to continue playing the game with the
trappings but without the substance of science. Consciously taken, this cynical
approach has, as indicated throughout the essay, considerable short-term politi-
-.al 'aloe. Its longer range implications, howeer, arc admirably spelled out by
Brewster Denny:

Perhaps the greatest &lige' which science puscs for democracy as far as the processes of
got eminent are concerned is Stit.1111S111a cult of faith in the mechani,dic superiority
of the seiclitinc method, in the trappings of science, in the mystery and the mystique of
science. 1 Ins is profane pertersion of sciencecheap, anti intellectual, and denies the
ter) Lisle eremite faith on which science is founded. Perteision it may be, but man's
patlicuc desire to put diddsion and rcsponsibdity in a mechanism, or a process, or a
machine may at last hate found in the period of big government and big science method-
ologies and technologies tit decisiou making winch will take man off the hook for good 2c

If, on the other hand, rte are prepared to admit that we are playing in ig-
norance, this icalication need hold no special tenor. This, after all, has been the
condition of mankind for millenia. HOISLNer, this admission urges strongly against
any form of strung COOldinatiNe planning and prescription on substantive matters.
Based on deep Ignorance, such planning has a much higher probability of being
disastrous than of leading to correct or useful solutions.

floweter tta,teful in appearance, it seems best to encourage as much diversity
as possible', as many different paths, as many different outlooks, as many dif-
ferent experiments, as many different initiatites as we can afford once the
demands of education hate been balanced against those of other needs of our
society. We should, in short, plan fur the encouragement of diversity, at least in
technique.

It scents total to encourage greater freedom of choice in a situation which, how-
eter diterse in appearance because of the 27,000 school districts, has in fact
a dreary monotony. Vesting all educational authority in the federal government
makes no sense whatetci under the !Acceding arguments, but letting our schools
continue as local monopolies perpetuates on the !owl !etch a crime we would
not tolerate and do not tolerate nationally.

There may be other alternatites for protitling a kind of large-scale evolu-
tionary effect with enough units at stake to create a fair probability that lots of
different paths will be taken, and that illuminating cunnotersy will rage. In

[grassier C. Denney, Sucncc and Democracy. Politics as Usual in the Nuclear Age?" talk
prepatcd fur dchtuy at the inaugural meeting of the Sigma Xi Cub, Richland, Wash., October 12,
1967, PP. 14'15.
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other words we are groping for a definition of a reasonable setting for educational
expeiimentation, but we think it iital to shy away from prescriptions of either
goal or technique.

We should have a chance to fiddle around with both goals and techniques, and
we should give people enough freedom and options so they need not feel like un-
willing victims of any particular olietintoit. We should pursue independence,
diversity, professional competence, and integrity, we should encourage following
through on longitudinal studies and critical «imprisons, tipping R & D on higher
education from present a pitiful 0.2 per cent, and so on.

Critical comments on all the foregoing are cordially imited. As you can see we
are quite unable to make any wise, ringing. and optimistic proposal fot the future.
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COMPUTERIZED INSTRUCTION AND THE LEARNING PROCESS'

RICIIARD C. ATKINSON

it-cent years there has been a tremendous
number of articles and news ieleases dealing
with computer assisted instruction, or as it

has been abbreviated, CAI. One might conjecture
that this proliferation is an indicant of rapid
progress in the field. Unfortunately, I doubt that
it is. A few of the reports about CAI are based
on substantial experience and research, but the
majority are vague speculations and conjectures
with little if any data ur real exptaitnee to back
them up. I du nut want to denigrate the role of
speculation and conjecture in a newly developing
area like CAI. However, of late it seems to have
produced little inure than a repetition of ideas
that were eceiting in the 1950s but, in the absence
of new !Lurch, are simply well worn cliches in
the late 1960s.

these remarks should not be misinteipieted.
Important and significant research on CAI is being
carried on in many laboratories around the country,
but eertainl; not as much as one is led to believe
by the attendant publicity. The problem for
someone hying to evaluate developments in the

field is to distinguish between those reports that
are based on fact arid those that are disguised
forms of science fiction. In nay paper, I shall try
to stay very close, to data and actual experience
My claims will be less grand than many that have
been made fur CAI, but they will be based on a
substantial research effort.

In 1964 Patrick Suppes and I initiated a project
under a grant from the Office of Education to
develop and implement a CAI program in initial
reading and mathematics. Because of our par
titular research interests, Suppes has taken re-

sponsibility for the mathematics curriculum and I
have been responsible for the initial lead'ng pro-
gram. At the beginning of the project, tau major
hurdles had to be ovvreuilie. There was no lesson
material in either mathviitaties ur reading suitable

Invited Adim Ploented at the meeting of the Division
of Fducational Psychology, American Psychological As-
sociation, W.ohingtori, D C., September 1967.

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST, 1968, Vol 23, pp, 225 239

for CAI, and an integrated CAI system had not
yet been designed and produced by a single manu-
facturer. The development of the curricula and
the development of the system have been carried
out as a parallel effort over the last 3 years with
each having a decided influence on the other.

Today I would like to report on the progress of
the reading program with particular reference to
the past school year when for the first time a
suable group of students received a major portion
of their daily reading instruction under computer
control. The first year's operation must be con-
sidered essentially as an extended debugging of
both the computer system and the curriculum ma-
terials. Nevertheless, some interesting comments
can be made on the basis of this experience regard-
ing both the feasibility of CAI and the impact of
such instruction on the overall learning process.

Before describing the Stanford Project, a few
neral remarks may help place it in per-

spective. Three levels of CAI can be defined.
Discrimination between levels is based not on
hardware considerations, but principally on the
complexity and sophistication of the student-
system interaction. An advanced student-system
interaction may be achieved with a simple teletype
teinlinal, and the must primitive rateraction may
require some highly sophisticated computer pro-
gramming and elaborate student terminal devices.

At the simplest interactional level are those sys-
tems that present a fixed, linear sequence of prob-
lems. Student errors may be corrected in a variety
of ways, but no real-time decisions are made for
modifying the flow of instructional material as a
function of the student's response history. Such

systems have been termed "drill-and-practice"
systems and at Stanford University are exemplified
by a series of fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade pro-
grams in arithmetic and language arts that are
designed to supplement classroom instruction.
These particular programs are being used in several
different areas of California and also in Kentucky
and Mississippi, all under control of one central
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computer located at Stanford University. Cur-
rently as many as 2,000 student arc being run per
day; it requires little fs tagMation to see how such
a system could be ex Indial to cover the entire
country. Unfortunately, I do not have time to
discuss these drill - and - practice programs in this
paper, but there are several recent reports describ
ing the research (Fishman, Keller, & Atkinson,
1968; Supper, 1966; Suppers, )ermau, & Green,
1966).

At the other extreme of our scale characterizing
student-system interactions are "dialogue" pro.
grams. Such prey/ants are under investigation at
several universities and industrial concerns, but
to date progress has been extremely limited. The
goal of the dialogue approach is to provide the
richest possible student- system interaction where
the student is free to construct natural-language
responses, ask questions in an unrestricted mode,
and in general exercise almost complete control
over the sequence of learning events.

"Tutorial" programs lie between the above ex-
tremes of student-system interaction. Tutorial
prugaains have the capability for real-time decision
making and instructional branching contingent on
a single response or on some subset of the student's
response history. Such program-. allow students to
follow separate and diverse paths through the cur-
riculum based on their particular performance
records. The probability is high in a tutorial pro-
gram that no two students coda encounter exactly
the -stria sequence of lesaon materials. floutscr,
student respuass, are gleatly reatikted shay they
must be chosen frutiva ptescrititil set of responses,
or cunsti titled m .ouch a mariner that a relatively
simple text analy,.is will be sufficient for their
evaluation. The CAI Reading Program a tutinial
in nature, and it is this level of studentonteraction
that will be discussed today.

Tim STANFORD CAI Sysrest

The Stanford Tutorial System tva, developed
under a contract between the Enneraity and the
IBM Curpoiation. Subsequent developments by
IBM of the basic system hate led to what has
been designated the IBM MA, Instructional Sys-
tem which should sour, be commei-ialiy available.
The bask system consists of a central process
computer with aceonipanyint, disc stoiage units,
proctor stations, and an lint/phase to 16 student
terminals. The central process computer acts as

MAGNETIC
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CONTROL
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CRT ADAPTER
AND IADEO

BUFFER
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PRINTER
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TWO

PROCTOR
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16 STLOENT
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System configuration for Stanford CAI System.

an intermediary between each student and his
particular course material which is stored in one of
the disc storage units. A student terminal con
sists of a picture projector, a cathode ray tube
(CRT), a light pen, a modified typewriter key
board, and an audio system which can play pre
recorded messages (see Figure I).

The CRT is essentially a television screen on
which alpha numeric characters and a limited
set of graphics (i.e., simple line drawings) can
be generated under computer control. The film
projector is a rear view projection device which
permits us to display still pictures in black and
white or color. Each film strip is stored in a self-
thieading cartridge and contains over 1,000 images
which may be accessed very quickly under com-
puter control. The student receives audio mes-
sages via a high-speed device capable of selecting
any number of messages varying in length from a
few seconds to over IS minutes. The audio mes-
sages are stored in tape cartridges which contain
approximately 2 hours of messages and, like the
film cartridge, may be changed very quickly. To
gain the student's attention, an arrow can be placed
at any point on the CRT and moved in synchroniza-
tion with an audio message to emphasize given
wolfs or phrases, much like the "bouncing ball"
in a singing cartoon.
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The major resimuse device used in the reading
program is the light pen, which is simply a light-
sensitive probe. \Shen the hght pen is placed on
the l R r, coordinates of the imsdion touched are
sensed y a response mid iet 'Jaded by the computer.
RC:1)411,CJ may also be toured into the system
through the typcwider keyboard. Iluwever, unly
limited use has been made of thi_ revulise mode
in the leading program. This is WA lu iiiminiize
the value uf keyboard 1,1,cm:es, but rather to
admit that we have nut as yet addit:sed our-
selves to the ptoblein of teaching first glade chil-
dren to handle a typewriter keyboard.

The CAI System controls the flow of infulina
bon and the input of student rt Twists accuiding
to the iii-muctional logic built lulu the Lul I I\ OlUllt
itiatratals, fhe stqutlile uf toms is rum,1i)

The t kolbellitr assembles the ociassary

Lutuoatuls for .1 bo.tli iietructional sequence hum
a disc stmage unit, The command- involve direc-
tions to the 11.1AI:deal device to display a given
mxiutrice of symbols un the CRT, to present a
particular image un the film prujeLtur, and to
play a specific audio message. After the ap
plupluite visual and alliditury materials have been
pit- toted, a "rtady" signal Militates to the stu-
dent that a it puii:e is expected. Once a re:punse
has 'men entered, it is evaluated and, un the basis
of this evaluation and the student's past history,
the compute: makes a decision as to what ma-
terials will subsequently be presented. The time-
sharing nature of the y stem allows us to handle
16 students simultaneously and to cycle through
these evaluative steps so rapidly that from a stu-
dent's viewpoint It appears that he is getting
immediate aittlition from the computer whenever
he inputs a response,

Toe CM READING CURRICULUM

The fltaility offered by this computer system
is of value only if the curriculum material: make
sense both in terms of the logical organization of
the subject matter and the psychology of the
leaning processes imolved. Time doe: not permit
a detailed discussion of the rationale behind the cur-
riculum that we have developed I.et me simply
say that our approach to initial reading can be
c harm. tt ilzed as applied Ps) cholinguistics. IIy-
pothoes .ibuut the reading woos:. .mil the nature
of learning to read have been (cumulated un the
basis of linguistic information. observations of

language use, and an analysts of the function of
the written code. These hypotheses have been
tested in a series of pilot studies structured to
simulate actual teaching situations. On the basis
of these exiximiental findings, the hypotheses

have been modified, retested, and ultimately in-

wipwalyd the curriculum as principles dic-
tating the format and flow of the instructional
sequence. Of course, this statement is somewhat
of .in latalizatiun, since very little curriculum ma-
terial can be said to have been the perfect end
product of rigorous empirical evaluation. We

would claim, however, that the fundamental tenets
uf the Stanford reading progiain have been (cumu-
lated and modified un the basis of considerable
timmital evidence. It scans inubable that these
will be bather modified as more data accumulate.

The introduction of new words bum one Iced of
the curriculum to the next Is dictated by a number
of principle. (Rodgers, 1967). These principles
are ,specifici in terms of a basic unit that we have
called the vocalic center group (VCG). The VCG
m English is defined as a vowel nucleus with zero
to three preceding and zero to four following

consonants. The sequencing of new vocabulary is
determined by the length of the VCG units, and the
regularity of the orthographic and phonological cor-
respondences. Typical of the principles are the
following:

1. VCG sets containing single consonant elements
are introduced before those containing consonant
clusters (lap and rap before trap).

2. VCG sets containing initial consonant clusters
are introduced before those containing final con-
sonant clusters (stop before post).

3. VCG sets containing check (short) vowels are
introduced before those containing letter name

(long) vowels (met and e at before meat or mate).
4. Single VCG sequences are introduced before

multiple VCG sequences (mat before matter, gut
before stutter).

More detailed rules are required to determine the
order fur introducing specific vowels and consonants
within a VCG pattern, and for introducing specific
VCG patterns in polysyllabic words. These rules

frequently Nat stntrd a compromise between

linguistic factors, pattern luoduttivity, item fre-
quency, and tr.tual "usefulness," in that o der of
significance.
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The instructional materials are dixided into
eight levels each composed of about 32 lessons
The lessons are designed so that the average
student will complete one in approximately 30
minutes, but this can vary greatly with the fas:
student finishing much sooner and the slow stu-
dent sometimes taking 2 hours or more if he hits
most of the remedial material Within a lesson,
the tarious instructional tasks can be divided into
three broad areas (a) decoding skills, (b) coin-
prehension skills, (c) games and other motiva-
tional devices Decoding skills involve such tasks
as letter and letter-string identification, word list
learning, phonic drills, and related types of ac-
tivities Comprehension involves such tasks as
having the computer read to the child or having
the child himself read sentences, paragraphs, or
complete stories about which he is then asked a
series of questions, The questions deal with the
direct recall of facts, generalizations about main
ideas in the story, and inferential questions which
require the child to relate information presented
in the story to his own experience. Finally, many
different types of games are sequenced into the
lessons primarily to encourage continued atten-
tion to the materials The games arc similar to
those played in the classroom and are structured
to evaluate the developing reading skills of the
child

Matrix construction To illustrate the instruc-
tional materials focusing on decoding skills let me

For a detailed account of the curriculum materials
Sec Wilson and Atkinson (1967) and Rodgers (1967).
See also Atkinson and Haman (19oo) and Hansen and
Rodgers (t965).

e."

describe a task that we have called matrix "con-
struction " This task provides practice in learning
to associate orthographically similar sequences with
appropriate rhyme and alliteration patterns, Rhym-
ing patterns are presented in the columns of the
matrix, and alliteration patterns are presented in
the rows of the matrix as indicated in Figure 4.

The matrix is constructed one cell at a time. The
initial consonant of a CVC word is termed the
initial unit, and the vowel and the final consonant
are termed the final unit. The intersection of an
initial unit row and a final unit column determines
the entry in any cell,

The problem format for the construction of each
cell is divided into four parts: Parts A and D are
standard instructional sections and Parts B and C
are remedial sections The flow diagram in Figure
2 indicates that remedial Parts B and C are
branches from Part A and may be presented in-
dependently or in combination.

To see how this goes, let us consider the example
illustrated in Figure 3. The student first sees on
the CRT the empty cell with its associated initial
and final units and an array of response choices.
He hears the audio message indicated by response
request 1 (RR 1) in Part A of Figure 3. If the
student makes the correct response (CA) (i.e.,
touches ran with his light pen), he proceeds to Part
D where he sees the word written in the cell and
receives one additional practice trial.

In the initial presentation in Part A, the array
of multiple choice responses is designed to identify
three possible types of errors:

1 The initial unit is correct, but the final unit
is not,

2 The final unit is correct, but the initial unit
is not.

3 Neither the initial unit nor the final unit is cor-
rectly identified.

If, in Part A, the student responds with Jan he is
branched to remedial Part B where attention is
focused on the initial unit of the cell. If a correct
response is made in Part B, the student is returned
to Part A for a second attempt. If an incorrect
response (WA) is made in Part B, an arrow is dis-
played on the CRT to indicate the correct response,
which the student is then asked to touch.

If, in Part A, the student responds with rat, he is
branched to remedial Part C where additional
instruction is given on the final unit of the cell.
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FIG 3 First cell of the matrix construction task.

pickedure in Part C is similar to Part B.
IluNe.er, it should be noted that in the remedial
lii,iludun the initial letter is never 1.timounced
(Part B), whereas the final unit is abiays pro
trounced (Part C). If, in Part A, the student
responds with bat, then he has made an error on
both the initial and final unit and is blanched
through both Part B and Part C.

When the student returns to Part A after com-
pleting a remedial section, a Lui tea response lull
advance him to Part D as indicated. If a wrung
answer response is made on the setund pass, an
arrow is placed beside the correct tespunse area
and held their until a collect response is made.
If the neat relionse is still an error, a message is
Ant to the pioctor and the sequence is repeated
from the beginning.

11 hen inlent has made a collect response on
Parts A and D, he is adcained to the neat word
cell of the matrix nhich has a problem format and
sequence identical to that Just described, The in-
dividual building is continued block by block
until the matrix is complete. The upper left hand
panel of Figure 4 indicates the CRT display for
adding the next cell in one ecample. The wild in
which row and column cells me added is
random.

When the matrix t> complete, the entries are re-

ordered and a criterion test is given over all cell
unties. Ile lest invuhts displaying the full matrix
voth complete cell entries as indicated in the lower
left hand panel of Figure 4. Randurnized requests

are made to the student to identify cell entries.
Since the first pass through the full matrix is

viewed as a criterion test, no reinforcement is
given. Errors are categorized as initial, final, and
other, if the percentage of total errors on the cri-
terion test exceeds a predetermined value, then
remedial eceruses arc plovided of the type shuwn
in the two right hand panels of Figure 4. If all
the errors are recorded in une category (Initial or
final), only the remedial material appropriate to
that category is presented. If the errors are dis-
tributed over both categulies, then both types of
remedial material are presented. After working
through une or both of the remedial sections, the
student is branched back for a second pass through
the i.literiun matrix. The second pass is a teaching
teal as opposed to the initial test cycle, the student
proceeds with the standard col rection and optimiza-
tion routines.

An analyst of pet huh:tame on the matrix task
is still incomplete, but some preliniiiony results are
.nailable. On the i. dial pass (Part A) our stu-
dents were correct about 45% of the time; however,
when an error did occur, 21% of the time it in-

BEST COPI AVAILABLE
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volved on:y the final unit, 53% of the time only the
initial unit, and 26% of the time both initial and
final units The pattern of performances changed
markedly on the first pass through the criterion
test. Here the subject was correct about 65%
of the time; when an error occurred, 32% of the
time it involved only the final unit, 33% of the
titne only the initial unit, and 35% of the time
both units, Thus performance showed a significant
improvement from Pau A to the criterion test,
equally Important, Initial errors were more than
twice as frequent as final errors in Part A, but
were virtually equal on the criterion test.

The matrix exercise is a good example of the
material used in the curriculum to teaching decod-
ing skills, We now consider two examples ("form
class" and "inquiries") of tasks that are designed
to teach comprehension skills.

Firm clot,. Comprehension of a senience in-
volves an understanding of English syntax. One
behavioral manifestation of a child's syntactic so-
phistication is his ability to group words into ap
propriate form classes. This task provides lesson
materials that teach the form ..lass chatastetistiss
of the words just presented in the matrix sestiun
of a lesson. The following type, of problem is pre-
sented to the student the material in the box is

displayed on the CRT and below are audio mes-
sages, the child answers by apoupriaitly
his light pen on the CRT):

Dan San the

tan
fat
man hat.

Only an of the weld., in the column will make sense In
the stnterne Touch and say the word that belongs In the
sentence_

CA. Yes, Dan saw the tan hat. Do the next one.
WA. No tan is the word that makes sense. Dan saw the

tan at Touch and saj, tan. (An arrow then sp.
pears above tan.)

The sentence is composed of words al.' are M the
reading vocabulary of the student (i.e., they
have been presented in previous or current les-
sons). T1 response set includes a wort: which
is of the curtest form class but is semantically in
approptiate, two wutds that are of the wrung form
class, and the, comet word. A controlled variety
of sentence types is employed, and the answer sets
art distributed over all syntactic slots within each
sentence type. Responses are categorized in rather
broad terms as nouns, verbs, modifierr, and other.
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The 14-inalx data can be exai iiiii cel for systematic
...er a Loge number of items, Examples of

the kinds of questions that can be asked are. (a)
Are errors for carious form classes in carious
sentence positions similarly distributed? (b) How
are response latencies affected by the syntactic and
serial position of the response set within the sen-
tence? Answers to these and other questions should
provide information that will permit more system-
atic study of the relationship of sentence structure
to reading instruction.

Inquiries. Indic idual words in sentences may
constitute unique and conversationally correct
answers to questions. These questions take the in-
teriugatixe %'ho What ? How ,?"
etc, The ability to select the word in a sentei.ce
tLat uniquely answers one of thcsc questions
sti ales one form of reading comprehension. The
inquiry exercises constitute an assessment of this
reading comprehension ability. In the following
example, the sentence "John hit the ball" is dis-
played on the CRT accompanied by these audio
messages:

T..ush and so the word that .414,ArIS the question,

RR I
CA
WA:

RR 2
CA.
WA

Who hit the ball?
Vey, the wind "John" tells us who hit the ball
'o, John tells us who hit the ball Touch and
sas John (An arrow then ap pears on the CRT
above John.)
What did John hit?
Yes, the woad "ball" tells us what John bit.
No, ball tells on what John hit Touch and say
ball. (An snow then appears oboe ball )

As in the iormclass section, each sentence is com-
posed of words from the student's reading vocab-
ulary. A wide variety of sentence structures is
utili/ed, beginning with simple subject-verbobject
semi inc. and progressing to structures of increasing
coliivie city Data from this task bear on sexeral
hmoitheses about comprehension. If comprehen-
sion is equated witsn a correct re: pone to an inquiry
question, then the following statements are verified
by our data. (a) Items for which the correct
answer is in the medial position of the sentence are
more difficult to comprehend than items in the
initial or final positions; final position items are
easier to comprehend than items in the initial posi-
tion. (b) Items for which the correct answer is an
adjective are more difficult to comprehend than
items in which the correct answer k a noun or

rb; similarly nouns are more difficult than verbs.

(c.) Longer sentences, measured by word length, are

noire difficult to comprehend than shorter sentences.

These are only a few examples of the types of
tasks used in the readuig curriculum, but they
Indicate the nature of the student-system in-
teraction. What is not illustrated by these examples
is the potential for long-term optimization policies
based on an extended response history from the
subject. We shall return to this topic later.

PROBIA MS IN IMILLMENT1NG TIIE CURRICULUM

Before turning to the data from last year's run,
let toe consider briefly the problem of translating
the curriculum materials into a language that can
be understood by the computer. The particular
computer language we use is called Coursewriter I.,
a language which was developed by IBM in close
collaboration with Stanford. A coded lesson is a
series of Coursewriter II commands which causes
the computer to display and manipulate text on the
CRT, position and display film in the projector,
position and play audio rnessages, accept and
esaluate keyboard and lightpen responses, update
the performance record of each student, and im-
plement the branching logic of the lesson flow by
means of manipulating and referencing a set of

switches and counters. A typical lesson in the

reading program, which takes the average student
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TAME 1

AUDIO SCRIP AsD rind CHIPS semi
HYPOTHETICAL ADDRESSES

,Address I Messily

Audio infounation

A01 Nita and say the woad that goes t, oh the lecture.
A02 Good. Bag Do the neat one.
A03 No,
A04 The word that goes with the picture is bag T.,uuL

and ea), bag.
AOS Coot. Cattl. Do the neat one.
A06 No.
A07 The word that goes with the pictu.: is Card. Touch

and ,ty card.

101

102

Picture of a hag.
Picture of a taro.



TABLE 2

COLIPLTik CONIOANDS RtyL111111 To 1'1U1.Ni Twu EXANWL/) ut 1111 Pkoto111 DIMA11.1.0 IN net TLXT

Commands .

PR Problem: Prepares machine for beginning cf new problem.

ID 0/SI Load: Loads zero into the ern::: switch (SO. The role of
switches and counters will be explained Inter.

FP F01 Film Position: Displays frame 101 (picture of bag).

DT 5,18/bat/ Display Text: Displays "bat" on line 5 starting tommn 18
on the CRT.

DT 7,18/bag/ Displays "bag" on line 7 starting in column 18 on the CRT.

DT 9,18/rat/ Displays "rat" on line 9 starting in column 18 on the CRT

AUP A01 Audio Play: Plays audio message A01. "Touch and say the ww,
that goes with the picture."

LI EP 30/ABCD1 Enter and Process: Activates the light-pen; specifiet the time
limit (30 sec.) and the problem identifier (ABCD1) that will
be placed in the data record along with all responses to this
problem. If a response is made within the time limit the
computer skips from this command down to the CA (correct
answer comparison) command. If no response is made within
the time limit, the commands immediately followin6 the EP
ccemmnd are executed.

AD 1/C4 Add: Adds one to the overtime counter (C4).

ID 1/S1 Loads one into the error switch (S1).

AUP A04 Plays message A04. "The word the.. goes with the picture is bag.
Touch and say bag."

DT 7,16/-1 Displays arrow on line 7, column 16 (arrow pointing at "bag "),

BR Li Branch: Branches to command labeled LI. The computer will now
do that command and continue from that point.

CA ',7,3,18/C1 Correct Answer. Compares student's response with an area one
line high starting on line 7 led three columns wide starting
in column 18 of the CRT. If :.is response falls within this
area, it will be recorded in the data with the answer identi-
fier Cl. When a correct answer has been made, the commands
from her:down to WA ( wrong answer comparison) are executed.
Then the program jumps Ahead to the next PA. If the response
does not fall in the correct arcs, the ratline skips from this
command down to the WA command.

BR L2/51/1 Branches to command labeled L2 if the error switch (a) is
equal to one.

AD 1/C1 Adds one to the initial correct answer counter (C1).

L2 AUP A02 Plays audio message A02. "Good. Bag. Do the next one."

WA 1,5,3,18/W1 t, Wrong Answer. These two commands compare the student response
WA 1,9,3,18/W2f with the areas of the two wrong answers, that is, the area one

line high starting on line 5 and three columns wide starting
in column 18, srl the arka one line high starting on line 9
and three columns wide starting in column 18. If the response
falls within one of these two areas, it will be recorded with
the appropriate identifier Oil or W2). When a defined wrong
answer has been made, the commands from keredown to UN (undefined
answer) are executed. Then the computer goes back to the EP
for this problem. If the response does not fall in one of the
defined wrong answer areas, the machine skips from this command
down to the UN command.

OS
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Table 2Continued

Commands

AD 1/C2

13 PD 1/sx

AUP A03

AUP A04

Dr 7,16/ -I
UN

AD 1/C3

BR 13

PR

I/1 0/S1

IP F02
DT 5,18/""/
DT 7,18/cart/
DT 918/hard/

rA EP 30/AhCD2

AD 1/Ch
ID 1/S1
AUP A07
DT 5,16/4
BR 14

CA 1,5,4,18/C2

PR 16/s1/1
AD 1/C1

15 AUP A05

WA 1,7,4,18/w31
WA 1,9,h,1B/7hf

AD 1/C2
L6 ID 1/81

AU? A06
AUP A07
DT 5,16/ -,'

UN

AD VC3
PR 1.6 }

Explanation

Adds one to the defined wrong answer counter (C2).

Loads one Into the error switch (31).

Playa message A03. "No."

Plays message A04. "The word that goes with tne picture is
bag. Touch and say bag."

Displays arrow on line 7, column 16.

Undefined Wrong Answer: If machine reaches this point in the
Program, the student has made neither a correct nor a defined
wrong answer.

Adds one to the undefined answer counter (C3).

Branches to command labeled L3. (The same thing should be done
for both UN and WA answers. This branch saves repeating the
commands from 13 down to UN.)

Prepares the machine for next problem.

These commands prepare the dtsplay for .'t 2nd problem. Notice
the new film position and new words misplayed. The student
as told to "do the next one" when he finished the last prob-
lem so he nerds no audio message to begin this.

Light-pen is activated.

These commands are done only if no response is made In the
limit of 30 seconds. Otherwise the machine skips to the
command.

time
CA

Compares response with correct answer area.

Adds one to the initial correct answer counter unless the error
switch (Si) shows that an error has been made for this problem.
The student is told he is correct and goes on to the next prob-
lem. These commands are executed only If a correct answer has
teen made.

Compare response with definectwrong answer.

Adds one to the defined wrong answer area and the error switch
(S1) is loaded with one to show that en error has been made
on this problem. The student is told he is wrong and shown
the correct =SVGr and naked to touch it. These commands are
executed only if defined wrong answer has been made.

An undefined resporse has been made if t", machire reaches this
command.

Adds one to the undefined answer counter and ue trench up to give
the same audio, etc. as is given for the defined wrong answer.

about 30 minute% to complete, requires in excess or
9,000 cour,ewriter commands fur its C Ct. ution.

A simple example will give you r.oine feeling fur
the coding problem The example is from a task
designed to 'te.kh both letter discrimination and
the meaning of words A picture illustrating the
word being taught is presented on the projector
screen Three words, including the word illus.

trated, are presented on the CRT. A message is
played un the audio asking the child io touch the
word on the CRT that matches the picture on the
film projector. The student can then make his
response using the light pen. If he makes no re-
sponse within the specified time limn of 30 seconds,
he is told the totreci .rinser, an arrow points to it,
and he is asked to touch it. If he makes a response
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within the time limit, the point that he touches is
counseled by the ibininner with the tont, I mist% es
all 1 If he places the light pen within tin ter
let t ati he is told that he was Lorick( aiel goes
oil to the tit Nt problem If the resivnee was not
Ill lit' tot ittt area, it IN Lontraird will, tilt Inca
ticriami as a wrong answer. If his respell, c is
within this atra, he is told that tt 13 %%root., peen
the toilet t answer, and asked to touch it If his
mai el response was neither in the anttemated
Kroft, .11151% 11 arra not Ire the coirectcatisocr area,

then di( tudt lit ha- made at undefined answer

Ile is Risen the ...inn ilieNNigt that he would hate
heard had he toothed a defined wrong answer,
Losseser, the response is mottled on the data
retold as undefined The atuchitt tries again until
he makes the tutus t response, he then guts on to
the nest Noble III

I o ',repair all 111,11(1..1nm:a Ntlpit sac of lilt. sot t,
the pnyrainint r must write a detailed list of tom
/Hand, lit the tumour lie must also re*
ail Muni, tape all the nir,ages the student night
heal during the lesson in appiominanly Inc unhi
to whit h they will odor. Each audio message has
an address urn the tape and will be called feu anti

when appropriate Similarly a film strip
is prepared with one frame fen each pie tuic re
(want tie the lesson Lath frame has an Aches,
and can be called fur in aria order.

'lank. I shows the audio messages and film pie,
tures fount fur two sample problems along with
the hypothe neat addresses on the audio tapc and
film snip Listed in Table .1 arc the emu/cuter

commands required to present two example, of the
problems described above, amebic the student's re-
sponses, and record his data retold The left
column in the table lists the aetual Lumputti tutu
emends, and the right column plosides an explana
trail of nett command

Vi lice a student is on the system, he may Long
piety as Man) as 5 to 10 problems of this type per
minute this musty if all of the instructional nue
terial has to be coded in tilt, detail the task would
be virtually impossible Fortunately, there are
ways of simplifying coding procedure if pails of
the instrucrtunal materials are alike in formal and
differ unit' in certain spetified ways lot examine,
the two problems plesented in Table 2 differ only
in tar the film display, (b1 the wends on the CRT,
(c) the problem identifier, (0) the three audio ad
dresses, (e) the row display of the arrow, (1) the

inlet t aiint atea, and CO the correct answer
identifier, 1 his .piing of Ludt tail Le defined Once,
gist) a Imo Rini name, and used later by gising a
one line time no command

'I he use of mucus cuts down greatly the effort
rel(emed to present many diffttcnt but basically
similar menden', Fur example, the two problems
pre-cute.' iu Table 2 can be rewritten in macro
format using only two lines of code. Problem

I. Cis( PWIFOI]bat)badrat)A011AIIC91)A04)
A0: JA01)7)1,7,3,18)C1 J, Problem 2. CM WI
1,02leatlleartThatd)JAIICD2)A07)AOSJA00JS)
1,5,%1S)C2). The command to call a hiatr0 is
CM, and 1% is an arbitrary too character tole
for the matt,' ins oh ing a picture turaorel match
Mane that in Problem 2 11111s is nu introdo, tory
audio inn age, till ") j" indicates that this param
eter is not to be filled in

The Hiatt., eapability of the source language has
two distinct ads .1111.14( neer code written tom
mount by comni.rail The first is ease and speed

of centinci The call of one matt° is obviously
easiet that, whiling tint comparable string of code.
The seeund aelsatitagc is increase in accuracy. Not
only are codit.g env,s drastically curtailed, but if
the mat to is deice tile en needs to be changed, every
utcuitat of it in the lesson coding can ,be cur
rested by modify mg the original natio, in genital,
the code can stay as it is. The wore standard the
Nations plublelii formats, tilt finite valuable the
maim capability bceonies. Apart from a fen non
standaid intioduenny audio messages and display
items, approeirmitely 95',/ of flit reading curricu
hunt has been progtammed using about 110 basic
macros

The muto command featutc of the language has
aigilificaut implieations fur pay Lltulogical research.
Ily simply changing a few commands in a par
titular macro, one can alter the flow of the teaching
sequence wheneser that macro is called in the

prugiam, Thus, the logic of an instructional
sequence that extras thousands of times in the

reading turtieuluni can be redesigned by adding or
modifying a few lines of code in a given macro. If,
fur example, we wanted to change the timing :via
(ions, the type of feedback, or characteristics of the
CR1 display in the task described abuse, it would
require only a few lines of code in the PW macro
and would not necessitate making changes at every
point in the curriculum where the picture to word
exercise occurred. Thus, a range of experimental
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manipulations can be tauted out using the same
basic program and display materials, and requiring
changes only in the command structure of the
Macros.

As indicated in Table 2, a bank of switches and
counters is defined in the computer and can be
used to keep a running record on each student.
Tere is a sufficient number of these registers so
that quite sophisticated schemes of optimization
and accompanying branching are possible. Thus,
one is in a position to present a series of words and
to optimize the number of correct responses to some
stipulated criteria, for example, five consecutive

correct responses for each of the words. Or one
can select ft= an array of phrases choosing those
phrases for presentation that have the greatest
number of previous errors. As a consequence of
these decisions, each student pursues a funda-
mentally different path through the reading ma
terials.

SINE RESULTS PROM TIIE FIRST YEAR OF
OPERATION

The Stanford CAI Project is being conducted at
the Brentwood School in the Ravenswood School
District (Fast Palo Alto, California). There were
several reasons for selecting this school. It had
sufficient population to provide a sample of weli
over 100 firstgrade students. The students were
primarily from "culturally disadvantaged" homes.
And the past performance of the school's principal
and faculty had demonstrated a willingness to un
dertake educational innovations.

Computerized instruction began in Nuvembel of
1906 with half of the firstgrade students taking
reading sin CAI and the other half, which func-
tioned as a control group, being taught leading by
a tether on the classruum. The sloildren in the
control stoup were nut left uut uf the project, fur
they tuuk mathematic... from the CAI system in-
stead. The full analysis uf the student data is a
tremendous task Nhlth underway. How-
ever, a few general results have already been
tabulated that piuside sume oueasuie of the pro.
grain's success.

Within the les-un material there is a central
core of problems winch we hate ((uut(' main line
problems. These are plAit111$ tAlf ultIth tad)
student must exhibit um,lety in uric perm ur an-
other. Mainline put/tins may be Liamhed
around by miLucAully 1..s,ing certain :witching

vas seer I'll 2/11 2/0 4/ 6/14
Use

Foe. S. Cumulative number of monline problems for
fattest, median, and slowest student.

tests, or they may be met and successfully solved;
they may be met with incorrect responses, in which
case the student is branched to remedial material.
The first year of the project ended with a difference
between the fastest and slowest student of over
4,000 m:in line doblems completed. The cumula-
tive response curves for the fastest, median, and
slowest students are gi en in Figure S. Also of in-
terest is the late uf progress during the course of
the year. Figure 6 present:, the cumulative number
of ptubletns tumpleted per hour on a month by-
!numb basis again for the fastest, median, and
slowest student It is 'Metz-sing to note that the
late measure was e.4.il;ally constant over time for
increase for the fast student.

nom the standpoint of bulb the total number of
problems completed during the year and rate of
isogress, it appears that the CAI curriculum Is
icspunsise to individual differences. The differ-
times nuted azure must nut be confused with a
%41;.Itiun in late of respunse. The difference in
ropowe late antuug students was very anlall. The
al.rtage reziROISe tare was appruximately kw per
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minute and was not correlated with a student's rate
of progress through the curriculum The differ-
ences in total number of mainline problems corn.
pleted can be accounted for by the amount of
remedial material, the optimization routines, and
the number of accelerations for the different stu-
dents.

It has been a common finding that girls generally
acquire reacting skills more rapidly than boys, The
sex differences in reading performance have been
attributed, at least in part, to the social organiza-
don of the clarsroom and to the value and reward
structures of the predominantly female primary
grade teachers It has also been argued on de-
velopmental grounds that firstgrade gills are more
facile in visual memorization than boys of the
same age, and that this facility aids the girls in
the sightwurd niethrst of vocabulary acquisition
commonly used in basal readers, If these two
arguments are correct, then one would expect that
placing students in a CAI environment and using a
curriculum which emphasizes arstlytic skills, as
opposed to rote metnor:zation, would minimize sex
differences in /railing, In order to test this hp
pothesis, the rate of progress scores were statisti-
tally evaluated for sex effects. The result, which
was rather surprising. Is that there was no differ-
ence between male and female students in rate of
progress through the CAT curriculum.

Sex differences however might be a factor in
accuracy of perforr .ace. To test this notion the
final accuracy scores on four standard problem
types were examined, The four problem types.,
which are representative of the entire curriculum,
were Letter Identification, Word List Learnins,

Matrix Construction, and Sentence Comprehension.
On these four tasks, the only difference between
boys and girls that was statistically significant at
the ,OS level was for wordlist learning. Thrz,e re
sults, while by no means definitive, do lend support
to the notion that when students arc removed from
the normal classroom environment and placed on
a CAI program, boys perform as well as girls in
overall rate of progress. The results also suggest
that in a CAI environment the sex difference Is
minimized in proportion to the emphasis on analysis
rather than rote memorization in the learning
The one problem type where the girls aci-iesed sig.
nificantly higher score, than the boys, wordlist
learning, is essentially a pairecbassociate learning
tails

As noted earlier, the first graders in our school
were divided into two groups Half of them re-
ceived reading instruction from the CAI system;
the other half did not (they received mathematics
instruction instead). Both groups were tested
extensively using conventional instruments before
the project began and again near the end of the
school year. The two groups were not significantly
different at the start of the year. Table 3 presents
the results for some of the tests that were ad
ministered at the end o' the year. Ac inspection of
the table will ;how, the group that received reading
instruction via CAI performed signific ntly beter
on all of the posttests except for the comprehension
subtest of the California Achievement Test, These
results are most encouraging. Further, it should

TABLE 3

Poserssr kttt,LIN tot F.%PflittidENTAL
ANII CmialtoL GRntrei

Teo

California dales anent Test

Eayglowotal ComA p value

Vocalin.ary 43.91 38.10 <.01
Comprehension
Total

41.45 40 62
39.61 <.01

Nutley Reading Test
Form class 11.22 9.00 <.05
Vocabulary 19.38 17.05 <.01
Phonetic discrimination 30.88 25.15 <.01
Pronunciation

NOMCIISe cord 6.03 2.30 <.01
Word 9,95 5,95 <.01

Recognition
Nonsense word 18.43 0.25 <.01
Word 19.61 16.60 <.01
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be noted that at least some of the facturs that
might result in a Haw thoine phenomenon" are
nut present here, the ' cuiitior group was exposed
to CAI expel/met in their mathematics instruction.
While that may leave wenn fur some effe-cts in their
reading, it dues lenitive the chief objection, since
these students also had reason to feel that special
attention was being given to them. It is of in-
iciest to note that the aveiage Stanford &net IQ
score fur these students (both experimental and
control) is 89'

Owing to systems and hardware difficulties, our
program was nut in full operation until late in
November of 1906. Initially, students were given
a relatively brief ',crux] of time per day on the
terminals. fins period was mereased to 20 minutes
after the first o weeks, in the last month we al-
hosed students to stay on the terminal 30 to 35
minutes. We wished to find out how well first-
grade students would adapt to such lung periods
of tune. They adapt quite well, and next year vve
plan to use 30 -minute periods for all students
throughout the year. This may seem hke a long
session for a first-grader, but our observations sug-
gest th.it their span of attention is well over a halt
hour sf the instructional sequence is truly responsive
to their response inputs. This year's students had
a relatively small number of total hours on the
system. We hope that by beginning in the early
fall and using half.hour periods, we 14111 be able
to give each student at least 80 to 90 hours on the
terminals next year.

I do not have tune to discuss the sociapsycho-
logual effects of introducing CAI into an actual
school setting. However, systematic observations
have been made by a trained clinical psychologist,
and a report is being prepared. To preview this
report, it is fair to say that the students, teachers,
and parents were quite favorable to the program.

Nor will time permit a detailed account of the
various optimization routines used in the reading
curriculum. But since this topic is a major focus of
our research effort, it requires some discussion here.
As noted earlier, the curriculum incorporates an
array of screening :aid sequencing procedures de-
signed to optimize learning. These optimization
schemes vary in terms of the range of curriculum
included, and it has been convenient to classify

3 More deLols on ihc,e And o her An dynes may be found
in 1/kin .n (1967) end 1%11,1111 And Atkinson t1967).

them as other short- or lung term procedures.
Short term pitA.cdures refer to de* ision rules that
are applicable to specific problem formals and
utilize the very recent response history of a sub
jest to deteiiiiine what instructional iliatelials to
present next. Long telin optimization procedures
are applicable to diverse units of the 1.11111,.....111

and utilize a summarized form of the subject's
complete response record to specify his haute path
through major instructional units.

As an example of a short-term optimization
procedure, consider one that follows directly from
a learning theoretic analysis of the reading task
involved (Gruen & Atkinson, 1966). Suppose that
a list of m words is to be taught to the child, and
it has been decided that instruction is to be carried
out using the picture to word format described
earlier. In essence, this problem Ramat involves
a series of discrete trials, her on each trial a
picture illustrating the word king taught is pre-
sented on the projector screen atd three words
(including the word illustrated) are presented on
the CRT. The student makes a response from
among these words, and the trial is terminated by
telling him the correct answer. If x trials are al-
located for this type of instruction (where x is
much larger than m), how should they be used
to maximize the amount of learning that will take
place? Should the m items be presented an equal
number of times and distributed randomly over
the x trials, or are there other strategies that take
account of idiosyncratic features of a given sub.
jeer's response record? If it is assumed that the
learning process for this task is adequately de-
scribed by the one-element model of stimulus sam
piing theory, and there is evidence that this is the
case, then the optimal presentation strategy can be
prescribed. The optimal strategy is initiated by
presenting the in items in any order on the first m
trials, and a continuation of this strategy is optimal
over the remaining x trs trials if, and only if,
it conforms to the following rules:

I. For every item, set the count at 0 at the
beginning of trial M 1.

2. Present an item at a given trial if, and only if,
its coun, is least among the counts for all items
at the beginning of the trial.

3. If several items are eligible under Rule 2,
select from these the item that has the smallest
number of presentations, if several items are still
eligible, select with equal probability from this set.
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4 Following a trial, increase the want fur pie-
stilted item by 1 if the sub's. t's R 1/U11,t, n as con
red, but set it at 0 if the response w.r. ii mitt

Even though the a: dee .1011 rule, arc randy simple,
they would be difficult to implei of without the aid
of a Luny,, lei, Data from this year's expo intent
establish that the above strategy is better than
one that presents the items equally often In a
fixed order.

This is only one example of the type of short-
term optiiiii/M1011 strategies that are used in the
reading curriculuw Sonic of the other
are more cumple x, invulvang the applieation of

dynamic in agraniiiimg principles (Gruen & At inson,
t9bo), and use infinanatiun not only about the
response history but also the speed of responding.
In wine eases the optimization schemes Lan be
&laved doectly (ruin niathencimal model, of the
learning pines, whereas others are nut tied to
theutetieal analyses but ale based emaintuitive con
sideratitiii, that 'seem promising '

Even if short-term optimization strategies can
be devised which are effective, a total reading cur-
riculum that i, optimal still has not been achieved.
It is, of course, possible to optimize performance
on each unit of the curriculum while, at the same
time, sequencing through the unit, in an order that
is not partieularly efficient for learning The most
significant aspect of curriculum development is with
regard to longterm optimization procedures, where
the subject's total response history can be used to
&lunatic the best order for branching through
major instructional units and also the proper bal-
ance between drill and tutorial activities It seems
clear that no theory of instruction is likely to use
all the information we have on a student to make
instructional decisions from one moment to the
next Even for the most sophisticated long-term
schemes, only a sample of the subject's history is
going to be useful In general, the problem of
&tiding on an appropriate sample of the history
is similar to the problem of finding an observable
statistic that provides a good estimate of a popula-
tion parameter. The observable history sample
may be regarded as an estimate of the student's
state of learning A desirable property for such a

'The leant.,,g models and os.timizatioi. methods that
undethe moth of the reading cuciaulton ale disi.o>sti.1 in
Atkinson and %Awl (1958), Groen and Atkinson (1966).
Rodgus (1961), and %bon and Atkinson (1967).

history sample would be for it to summarize all
infoliiiatton concerning the uutrut learning state
of the student so that no elabur.dwu of the history
%tail prusailt aildatitnial information. In the
them, of statistical inftieni.t., a statistic with an
analuguto prupeity is called a sufficient statistic.
Ilene, it seems applopriate to call an observable
sample history with this property a "sufficient
history."

In the present versiun of the reading curriculum,
sexual lung 4eni optiniliation procedures, have
been introduced with appropriate .iitiffiLit lit historit s
As yet, the theoretical rationale for these procedures
has nut been thoroughly worked out, and not enough
data have been collected to evaluate their effective-
ness. However, all analysis of long-term optimiza-
tion problems, and what data we do have, has
been instructive and has sog,;ested a number of
experiments that nee:, to be carried out this year.
It is my hope that suet.. analyses, combined with
the potential for 'educational research under the
highly controlled condition. offered by CAI, will
lay the groundwork for a theory of instruction that
is useful to the educator. Such a theory of in-
struction will have to be based on a model of the
learning process that has broad generality and yet
yields detailed predictions when applied to specific
tasks.

In my view, the development of a viable theory
of instruction and the corresponding learning theory
will be an interactive enterprise, with advances in
each area influencing the concepts and data base in
the other. For too long, psychologists studying
learning have shown little interest in instructional
problems, whereas educators have made only primi-
tive and superficial applications of learning theory.
Both fields would have advanced more rapidly if
an appropriate interchange of ideas and problems
had existed. It is my hope that prospects for CAI,
as both a tool for research and a mode of instruc-
tion, will act as a catalyst for a rapid evolution of
new concepts in learning theory as well as a cor-
responding theory of instruction.
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TEACHING MACHINES:
A REVIEW'

CHARLES S. MORRILL'

The same forces a hich have char-
acterized the evolution of general
educational practices are inherent to
the history of the hew science of auto-
mated teak ling. As a result of the
expantion and multiplying complex-
ities of political, economic, and social
interests, there developed an ever in-
creasing need for the rapid education
of large umbels of people. New edu-
cational objective, st,mdittled new
methods of instruction, and the his-
tory of education is mat ized by many
divert.,e attempts at establishing more
efficient teaching proced tit es. Once
again tear hint; methods must be re-
evaluated. Rigid adhetence to the
principie of personal teacher-student
relationships no longer scene.; feas-
ible- -an instructional system more
appt ()Klatt? for present -clay needs
must be established. It is probable
that the tIFC of automated teaching
devices (.131 fill this need ut the method
of education. As Corrion (1959) has
suggested :
the automated teaching method has grown
out of a pi es,tng need. this need has been
created Eft a tvwfuld techlinal training !gob-
lent. As adcames iu scrumt and technology
have been made, there has ken an ever in-
creasing demand for well trained instructors;
at the same time the availability of the,:,:
trained ixbrynis has been dnumishno. flits
kituatioa is a.mac dual furthk lay the in-
creased scope nati compk %it), td sabjects, and
the ever iturt.eing ratio between number of
instructor ao'l students, (p. 24).

The fe,c deli reported in this document
was supported by the Department of the Air
Force multi' Air Force Contract AF-33
(600 $.s9S32.

3 ac ant hot v.islies to .,, kihn.lctlge the val-
uable editorial assistance, of ti) k L l'ilsucki.

CURRENT TRENDS IN AUTOMATED
TEACHING MACHINES

Current interest in the area of
automated teaching machines is well
illustrated by the simple index of
frequency-per-year of published
teaching machine articles. Fry,
Bryan, and Rigney (1960) report
that for the years prior to 1948 there
are only 6 references, whereas
through 1959 There were more than
50 reports published.

The grandfather of automated
teaching machines is Sydney L.
Pressey (1926, 1927), who designed
machines for automated teaching
during the mid-1920s. His first de-
vice was exhibited and described at
the American Psychological Associa-
tion (APA) meetings in 1924; an
improved device was exhibited in
1925 at the APA meetings. Both
forms of the apparatus automaticall)
performed simultaneous administra-
tion and scoring of a test and taught
informational and drill material.
Pressey's device, about the size of a
port;thle typewriter, presented ma-
terial to the subject via a win-
dow. Pour keys were located along-
side the apparatus. If the student
activated a key corresponding to the
cot rect answer, the machine advanced
to the next item. If his response was
incorrect, the machine scored an error
and did not advance to the next item
until the correct answer was chosen.
The capacity of the drum was 30
two-line typewritten items; the paper
on which the questions appeared was
carried as in a typewriter.

PSYCHOLOGICAL. BULLETIN, 1961, Vol. 58, pp. 363.375,
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In 1927, Pressey summarized his
efforts as follows:
The paper reports an effort to develop an ap-
paratus for teaching drill material which (a)
should Lc') each question or problcm before
the learner until he finds the correct answer.
(b) should inform him at once regarding the
correctness of each response he makes, (c)
should continue to put the subjec t through the
series of questions until the entire lesson bas
been learned, but (d) should eliminate each
question from consideration as the correct
answer for it has been mastered (p. 552).

In 1930, Peterson devised a Self-
scoring, immediate feedback clzviee.
The Chem° Card, as this device was
I.:ter called, utilized the technique of
multiple choke. A special ink was
used by the student in marking his
answer. The mark appeared red if
the answer was incorrect; a dark
color resulted if the answer was cor-
rect. Although Presscy's notions and
the Cheno Card might have stimu-
lated an interest in automated teach-
ing techniques in the tw enties, edu-
cators and researchers obv iously w ere
not at that time ready for this ad
vanced euncept of teaching. Auto-
mated teaching did not take hold.

In 1932, Pressey published an
article describing a kind of answer
sheet which could be scored by an
automatic scoring device. This ap-
paratus recorded errors by item, and
thus provided the instructor with
clues as to what questions needed
further instruction. In 1934, Little
experimented with this deuce as well
as with the device originated by
Pressey in 1926. His results favored
the use of automated devices in
contrast to regular classroom tech-
niques.

The next appearance of automated
teaching literature came a consider-
able number of years later. During
World War II, the Automatic Rater
w as used by the Navy for training.
This de% ice projected a question on
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a small screen, the subject's response
consisted of pushing one of five but-
tons.

In 1950, Pressey desclibed a new
automated device called the Punch-
board. Multiple-choice questions
were presented to the student. The
key answer sheet inside the Punch-
board contained holes opposite the
correct answers only. If the answer
was correct, the student's pencil
penetrated deeply; if incorrect, the
pencil did not penetrate the paper
significantly. Angell and Troyer in
1948 and Angell in 1949 repot ted the
results of u:,ing the ['wallboard.
Both studies suggested the superior-
ity of this method over traditional
classroom procedures.

In 1951, Skinner published "The
Science of Learning and the Art of
Teaching," NN Rich provided the basis
for the development of his teaching
machines. In this article, he stressed
the importanee of reinforcement in
teaching and suggested teaching ma-
chines as a method of providing this
needed reinforeement for the learner.

Reports concerning the Subject.
Matter Trainer began to appear in
1955 (Besnard, Briggs, Mursch, &
Walker, 1955; I3esnard, Briggs, &
Walker, 1955). This electromechan-
ical device is a large multiple-choice
machine used essentially fur training
and testing in the identification of
components and in general verbal
subject matter. Extensive research
has been done with this device be-
cause of its considerable flexibility,
i.e., it allows se% era! modes of opera-
tion for self - instruction. variety of
programed subject matter, drop-out
feature after items have been mas-
tered, etc.

The Pull-Tab, used experimentally
by Bryan and Rigney in 1956, was a
device in NS Ilich the subject received
not only a "t ight" or "wrong" indica-



Lion after his choke but also a some-
what detailed explanation of "w by "
a response was incorrect. In 1919,
Briggs had found in experimenting
with the Punc.hboard that learning is
significantly enhanced by immediate
knowledge of results. Bi >au and
Rigney 's data illustrated that the
combination of immediate knowledge
of results plus explanation, if the
student is in Cl tot , produeed signifi-
cantly higher scores on a criterion
test than if no explanation had been
given. The importance of this le-
search front a histurit al point of
is that it investigated immediate
knowledge of results as a factor exist-
ing on a continumb n ith ar) ing
degrees of effect. Up to this point an)
comparison iiioling the effeeti% e-
lIeSS of teaching inaellines had been
one between classauom instruction
and the "new" machine WA I con-
sideration. In Bliggs' and in 130 an
and Rigney's research, how e% Cr, V. C
see the beginning of a concern, to
become greatta ill the next few ) ears,
with the possible effects of specific
variables and tilt:it interactions on
learning.

The years 1957-58 mark the begin-
ing of the period in w hich nsurgent
interest in teaching machines, was
initiated. Ramo's arguments (1957)
reopened the considclatiult of auto-
mated techniques for elassi omit use.
I lis article sta tat as one of the more
forceful attempts to alert educators
to the 'feeds and regain moots for
automated let liniqms in education.
Skinner's cuntinueI inteiest (1938)
served as the major catalyst in this
area. In his at tick, he review ed
earlier attempts to stimulate interest
in teaching multi!" and further ex
plained that the Luning pt ueess %%as
now het ter Milk t'AtiOti aril that this
increased sophistif ition would be
rah cted in If Ilk,: mat him. tech-

.

nology. Skinnei suggested that the
most appropriate teaching machine

ould be that w hich permits the
student to ompos, hismespunse
than to select it from a set of alterna-

es. On the basis of th:, philosoph
and in conjunction w ith other prin-
ciples of learning theory to w hich
Skinner adheres, he designed a teach-
ing machine wills the follow ing char-
aetta ;sties. The questions, printed un
a disk, are pi esented to the student
through a 1% illdkTh. The student's
response is M 1 it tett on a paper tape,
which is adVaill ld under a trans-
pal ent covet w hen the student lifts
a leN er. At this point the con ect
atisuer appears iu the window. If the
student is correct, he acti. ales the
Icc1 in one manner, whit.h eliminates
the item from the next sequence. If
he is incorrect, the lex er is cicti\ ated
in a different manlier, thus retaining
the item in the next sequence.

Holland (1960), a co-woiker of
Skinner's, has suggested several well-
know n tear ning pt inciples that should
be applied to teaching machine tech-
nology immediate reinforcement for
correct answers is a must, learned be-
hal,inr is possible only when it is
milled and reinforced, gradual pro.
gression (i.e., small steps in lea' wing
sequences and reducing m long an-
swets) IS necessary to establish com-
plex repertoires, gradual 1% ithdlaw al
(fading Or ailiShilit0 of stimUllis sup-
port is effective, it is necessary to
control the student's upset ving and
echoic behavior and to train for dis-
et ;titillation, the student should write
his Iesponse. The Skinner machine
does in fact employ these principles.

I'« sten and Sapon (1958) described
the Cardboatd Mask, a most simple
teat fling machine a hich employs the

whieli Skinner and ['Oland
outline so cleat ly. This device is a
ardboaid folder «ttaining mimeo-
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graphed material which is presented
one line at a time. The student, after
writing his re,,ponse on a separate
sheet of paper, advances the paper in
the mask, thereby exposing the cor-
rect response.

In 195S, a number of investigators
I9terested in teaching machines rec-
ommended that the programed mate-
rial be a function of the student's re-
sponse. This idea suggests that a
"wrong" response may not necessar-
ily be negative reinforcement and
that both the "right" and "tv rong"
responses should modify the program.
Rath and Anderson (1955) and Rath,
.Anderson, and 13rainerd (1959) have
suggested the use of a digital com-
puter which automatically adjusts
problem difficulty as a function of the
response. Crowder's (1958, 1959a,
I 959b) concept of "intrinsic program-
ming" permits the response to alter
the programing sequence.

During the last few years, re-
searchers have been focusing their
attention on investigating many of
the variables which are pertinent to
the design and use of teaching ma-
chines. The seemingly simple task of
defining a teaelling machine has been
a serious problem to many authors
(Day, 1959; Silberman, 1959;
Weimer, 195S). Some definitions
have made more extensive demands
on teaching devices than others.
Learning thcotists (Kendler, 1959,
Porter, 1955, Skinnei , 1957, Spence,
1959, "/.cannon. 1959) are now most
outspoken concerning the application
of theoretical concepts to teaching
machine technology. Transfer of

mediational processes, rein-
forcement, moth a tion, conditioning,
sy tubulic processes, and language
stt tie tore are but a few of these areas
of interest.

There are indeed many other vari-
ables about which there is a diver-

gem,: of Opinion and about which
expel imental evidence is completely
lacking or controversial. The reports
of Skinner (1953), Israel (1958),
Coulson and Silberman (1960), Fry
(1959), and Stephens (1953) are all
fo .used, at least in part, on questions
related to response modes, c.p., mul-
tiple choice, construction of the re-
sponse, responses with reinforcement,
etc. Briggs, Plashinski, and Jones
(1955) investigated self-paced vs.
automatically paced machines. 'Mc
impoi tance of motivation in connec-
tion v ith teaching machines has been
explored by Holland (unpublished),
Mayer and Westfield (1958), and
Mager (1959).

Essentially, the history of auto-
mated teaching is short it started in
the mid-twenties and was strenuously
reactivated by the appearance of
Skinner's 1958 article. Empirical
investigations of many important
issues in this field are just now begin-
ning to appear. I however, the neces-
sity of developing automated teach-
ing methods has been evident for
many years.

GENERAL PROBLEM AREAS

Definition

As in any new field, the first prob-
lem is one of definition. What is a
teaching machine? Silber man (1959)
sas that a teaching device consists
of four units: an input unit, an output
unit, a storage unit., and a control
unit. As such, this definition includes
a broad categoi y of devices, from the
most simple to the most complex.
Weimer (1953) goes beyond the de-
vice itself, stating that a teaching
machine must peseta information to
the student as tv ell as test the student
by means of a controlled feedback
loop. Crowder (1960) insists thara
teaching machine
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must in some u a) incorporate tv.t, %%ay com-
munication. That is, the student must
spond to the information presented by the
machine, and the machine must in turn wog-
ni7e the nature of the siudent's response and
beha% e appropriate!) (p. 12).

Perhaps the most inclusive definition
is one given by Day (1959):
A teaching machine is a mechanical device de-
signed to present a particolar body of informa-
tion to the student.... Teaching machines
differ from all other teaching dont es and aids
in that they require the acts e participation
of the learner at eery step (p. 591).

Althom,li the eniphask in some of the
abo% e concepts is differ Lilt, togethei
they 1.,ie a rather complete descrip-
tion and, if ) oil will, delinition.

Programing
The prooaming of subject matter

for teaching inaeliiiics is the most cx-
tensi%c and data& pi oblc in in this
new technology. tier k (1959) de-
scribes specific cuiwc.pts hich he
thinks appropriate for programing a
Skinner-type machine:
A student's responses ma) be restricted and
guided in a peat minibt r ut nab s. *rinse
range from t)pes of hints simply
presenting the response which it k deiired
student acquire (p. 551.

Carr (19591 discaisscs in sonic detail
the inipoi came of pi ogiaming in
terms of learning etteic lie) and rut .11-
tion. Mtieli of what he ha ZI I t.,111,1111`)

open for einpirieal ifit-.16)11. R
Is0131 (1960) ltas that the
developincnt of pros,,,iied in:stria -
tion suffers flow two diffieultie,
weak rational basis for program Ivrit-
ing and inadequate subject-matter
knowledge among prosAain writers.

The extent to !deli any initial
program needs le% ision is perhaps (x-
erriplified by the program in Har-
vard's course Natural Sciences 114.
Holland points out that the first
program of materials included 4S
disks, each containing 29 frzlines,

hereas a revision and extension of
the program the following year in-
cluded 60 disks of 29 frames each.
I lolland's objective was to extend the
program and decrease the number of
student errors. Crowder's (1960)
programing objectives are different
from I lolland's. Ile states:
By means of "intrinsic programming" it (the
program( recognizes student errors as they oc-
cur and corrects them before they can impede
undeistandin:: of subsequent material or ad-
versely affect motivation (p. 12).

Crowder considers it almost impos-
sible to w rite a program hich com-
pletely avoids en or. and therefore
Ire structures the program require-
Men ifs -on -the probability of error.
When an error is made, the next pres-
entation explains the subject's mis-
take. Depending on the nature of the
error and t hell it occurs, the subject
may either return to the original
question or enter a pi ogiam of cor-
rectional material.

Another concept for programing
is known as branching (Bryan &
Rigney, 1959). Through branching,
many possible routes are provided
through which the subject can pro-
ceed, depending on the response. The
subjects are allow ed to skip certain
material if they ha% e demonstrated
a knowledge of it. One study (Coul-
son & Silberman, 1960) sul.,gests that
under branching conditions subjects
require less training time than under
nonbranehilig conditions, however,
results on the critLrion test were not
significantly different.

For cot lain kind: of subject matter,
vanishing is still Loncept for
programing (Skinner, 1958). A com-
plete 01 mai ly complete stimulus is
pr esented to the subject. Subsequent
frames gradually omit part of the
stimulus until all of it is removed.
The subject is then required to recon-
struct the stimulus.
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To program erbal learning se-

(meth es, I lomme and Glaser (1959)
suggest the Ruleg. With this method,
the %% ritten program states a rule Mid
pros ides examples for this rule. In
each case, either the rule or the ex-
a mph is incomplete, requiring the
sujet t to complete it.

In a recent study Silverman
(I )tUl) ill% estigated methods of pre-
senting verbal material for use in
teat hie;; machines. Ile recommended
that further research involving the
design and use of teaching machines
should take into consideration the
o-sible use of context cues as a means

of facilitating serial rote learning. At
the same time, htmeyer, lie stated
that cuutinuuus use of context cues
as a tic diary prompts should be
av oided, since such prompts can
interfere with learning.

The optimum size of steps and the
organization of the programed ma-
terial are tut, formidable problems.
Skinner (195S) states:
Each step must be so small that it can akas
be t et in takinq at the student moves
somewhat closer to fully competent behavior
(p. 2).

in older to determine the value of
steps in a program, Gavurin and
Donahue (1961) in% estigated the ef-
fec is of the organization of the pro -
grained material on ietention and
rate of learning. The> state that the
assumption that optimum tem:hill:4
m a li:n progiams are those in vv hieh
items are presented in a logical se-
quence has been v alidated for acquisi-
tion but not retention. The results of
a study carried out by Coulson and
Silberman (1959) indicated that small
steps were more time consuming but
resulted in statist it ally significant
hiLther test scores on one of the cri-
terion tests. l'res,Q (1939) in pc in-
c. tple di-agrees ith Skinner's no-
tion, of short and easy stepsind he

strongly suggests an experimental in-
vestigation of this question. Both
rate of lear fling and retention (recall
or rceognit ion) arc of critical concern.

e above discussion sug,t sts sev-
eral areas vv hick are directly appli-
cable to pi ()graining and tthieh are
under investigation and/or need fur-
ther experinkntation. Indc«I, there
are a nundiel of un.utsuerul questions
in the ',rug' aming ( ..:;:plex, some of
which have been suggestyl by Gal-
anter (1959):

1. What i., the correct order of
presentation of material?

2. Is there an optimum number of
errors that should be made?

3. How far aim, t (in some_ sense)
should adjawit items be spaced?

4. Is experimentall) controlled
pa( ing Inure crieLtiVe On some sense)
than self-pacing?

3. Is one program equally effective
for all students?

6. What are the effects of using
different programing techniques
(branching, intrinsic programing,
vanishing) in various subject-matter
areas?

7. What criteria arc most appro-
priate in the evaluation of student
learning?

These questions are but a few of
the intriguing and complex problems
facing inv e.(tigators in the new field
of pi ogramin.4 material for teaching
mat hines. Ansvers to these questions
vv ill help not only the educator but
also the engineer who is concerned
with vv ritin.; adequate specifications
for the tons(' uction of teaching ma-
chines.
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Response 3fode

The kind of response that should
be given by a subject has been a
tontioversial question in the teaching
machine field. l'resse's (ii iginal ma-
chine (1926) required the subject to



press a lever corresponding to his
choice of answer. The format of the
answers w as multiple- choice. Skinner
(1958) emphasized the necessity of
having the subject compose (con-
struct) the response. Skinner states.
One reason for this is that we %%ant him to
recall rather than re*, ogni.e to make a re-
sponse as ell JS see that it is right. Another
reason is that effective multiple-choice mate-
rial must contain plausible wrong responses,
which at c out of place to the delicate process of
"shaping" bchav for because they strengthen
unwanted forms (p. 2).

Coulson and Silberman (1960) in-
vestigated this question of multiple-
choke vs. constructed response
using shim/wed to aching mat hives
human beings were used instead of
automatic control mechanisms. Their
results indicated that the multiple-
choice response mode required sig-
nificantly less time than the con-
structed response mode and that no
significant difference was obtained
between response modes on the cri-
terion test. Further, they reported
that no significant differences were
obtained among, the experimental
groups on the multiple-choice cri-
terion subtest or on the total (mul-
tiple-choice plus constructed re-
sponse) criterion test. Fry (1959) has
discussed this response-mode ques-
tion along with other variables, and
he has carried out extensive research
concerninh constt uete d es. intll-
tiplc- Chuitr Iespcntce modes. The N-
MI' ts of his stilt} favor the use of con-
structed response when recall is the
objective of the learning.

In addition to the basic contro-
versy (tt hit h needs much more inves-
tigation) In tw 11111Gplt twice dud
construchd r csputises, tittle are sev-
eral "vat iations on the theme" which
are evident. Stephens (1953) has
recommended that a eel-) wrung an-
swer in a multiple choice question

appear as a correct choice for another
item. lie calls this program "inside
alternatives.' I I is data indicate that
there was no difference between con-
trol and expoimental groups on a
criterion test using either nonsense
syllables or Russian unless each right
choice appeared as a w Tong al terna-
tive for the three subsequent items.
The use of prompts in general has
been shown to be an effective tech-
nique in automated teaching (Cook,
1958; Cook & Kendler, 1956; Cook
& Spitzer, 1960).

Using learning booklets. Goldbeck
(1960) investigated the effect of re-
sponse mode and learning matetial
dillkult} on automated instruction.
The three response modes used were:
°vet t response (the subject was re-
quired to construct a written re-
sponse), covet t response. (the subject
was permitted to think of a response),
and implicit response (the subject
read the response which was under-
lined). Goldbeck states:
Learningefficiencyscores,obtained by dividing
quiz stores by learning time, showed that the
implicit t aditig ) response condition prodiu ed
signifit antly Inuit efficient learning tIsan the
overt response condition. The coyest relmnse
rondition fell between the other conditions in
learning efficiency (p. 251.

Concei ning quiz-score results, the
overt response group
performed significantly poorer than the other
response mode groups at the ea.) let el of diffi-
culty Performan, e of the of ert response
group improved significantly' at the iulerntedi-
ate difficulty keel to the extent that it ex-
ceeded the performance of all other groups
(pp. 25-26).

Goldbeck concludes that
&lila is cast upon the a. sumption that the
best learning is achieved by use of easy items
and requiring written constructed responses
(p. 26).

To the author's knowledge, the use
of an oral response in conjunction
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with the Skinner teaching machine
and its effect on learning rate and
retention have not been reported in
the literature. Furthermore, the im-
portance of response mode as a func-
tion of reinforcement must be speci-
fied. Israel (1958) has suggested that
natural and artificial reinfureement
may affect the subjects' learning. A
most comprehensive analysis of re-
sponse-mode and feedbael, factors
has been reported by Goldbeck and
Briggs (1960).

The general area of reinforcement
suggests problen.s related to the
chop-out feature of teaching ma-
chines. Pressey 's (1927) original ma-
chine drupped-items after the eoirect
answ er had been gi en tw ice. Skin-
ner's machines at the I larval d Psy -
chological Laboratory also have the
drop-out feature, although the com-
mercially machines based
on Skinnet 's design do not incorpo-
ate this Nature. With reference to a

study carried out at liar% ard, Hol-
land (unpublished) repo' oat signiti
cantl) superior perfm mance w hen the
drop-out feature was used,

If items are dropped, the sequence
of items is of course changed. How
important is the sequence? If items
shoukl be dropped, by what criterion
of learning can one justify omitting
an item from the sequence? If items
are nut dropped and the criterion for
the learning procedure is a tomplete
run (i.e., once through the sequence
without error), w hat is the effect upon
retention? Being correct is positive
reinforcement, thus, some items un-
der these circumstances w ill rteei%e a
greater amount of positi\ c reinfork e-
went than others. What would be
the effect of additional reinfut cements
with or w ithout drop -out? Again, a
plethora of problems and a ',amity of
answers!

Response time, another important

variable, has been investigated by
Briggs, Plashinski, and Jones (1955).
Their study suggests that there is no
difference !Jaw cen self paced and
autonwktieall) paced programs as de-
terminers of response time. However,
the problem of pacing for indiidual
items is still a recent one and needs
furthei research. Another aspect of
response time the distribution of
practice has been studied exten-
sively since Ebbinghaus' investiga-
tion in 1885. For example, I lolland
(unpublished) states that in an ex-
periment at Harvard "a be students
completed all the disks in small
nunkbet of long sessions while others
w Ga Isc.1 in many short sessions. . . .

.Npparently the w ay practice was dis-
tributed made lit tle difference" (p. 4).
Ne ertheless, the distribution of prac-
tice, like the problem of pacing, is yet
a subject of conuoversy, with most
incestigations favol ink some form of
distributed practice (I Io land, 1951).

The above section outlines briefly
sume of the major problems associ-
ated with the vat iables affecting re-
sponse mode. Although some of the
variables have aheady been investi-
gated, these and others, together
with their interactions, need furthc:
research.

Knowlolge of Results

There are many peripheral prob-
lems related to tk Kling machines,
one of is hie!' is the circa of immediate
1...ow ledge of uults on learning.
.Angell (1949), using a multiple-
choice punchboard techniqae, found
that "learning is significantly en-
!lamed by immediate know ledge of
results." Briggs (1949), also using
the Punehboard, eoniirmed these re-
sults. Bryan and Rigney (1956)
noted superior pct formance when
subjects were given knowledge of
results, specifically, an explanation
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if the answer was incorrect. This last
study was .later expanded by Bryan,
Rigney, and Van Horn (1957), who
investigated differences bettteen
three kinds of explanation given for
incorrect response. None of the three
types of explanation proved to be
superior in teaching the subjects.
Because of their controvertible re-
sults, the above studies demon. trate
that, although immediate knowledge
of results appears to be effective in
the learning proses, this problem
contains many facets which need
more empirical data.

Motivation

One of the man) reasons given for
the effectiveness of teaching machines
is that the student's motivation is
increased. Psychologists and edu-
cators have realized for sonic time
that the motivation variable ranks
very high among those variables
pertinent to learning. In 1958 and
1959, Holland surveyed the use of the
teaching machine in classes at liar-
yard lie found that most students
felt that they would have gotten less
out of the course if the machines had
not been used,, that most students
preferred to have machines used for
part of the course, and final!) that
no.t student., felt that the teaching
machine was used by the instructor
"to teach me as much as possible v. it h
a given expenditure of in) time and
effort." During a field tryout of the
Subject Matter Trainer in the Semi-
automatic Ground Environment Sys-
tem, \layer aPil Westfield (195S)
observed that "motivation to woi k
with the tiainer is high." The super-
visory ac well as the operational per-
sonnel encouratzed the use of this
training technique.

Magei (1959) suggests that moti-
vation and interest are a function of
the percentage of correct responses.

He observed that in two young sub-
jects negative feelings for learning
mathematics in the usual classroom
situation did not transfer to learning
mathematics by means of a teaching
machine. The cause of this phenome-
non is perhaps best explained by the
subjects' statement that, because
they were able to understand the
programed material, it did not seem
to be mathematics at all. This inter-
esting relationship bettt een compre-
hension and motivation needs further
investiga tion.

Equipment

There are many inexpensive models
of teaching machines which will soon
hit the consumer market. For much
of this equip:lie-A, there is very little
experimental evidence which sup-
ports the various designs. As previ-
ous!) pointed out, Holland has col-
lected data which support the effi-
ciency of the drop-out feature in a
teaching machine; ) et commercial
models pm esently available do not
incolporate this feature, presumably
because of its high cost. Generally,
it seems that production is now and
will continue to be out of phase with
much of the research which has pro-
vided necessary teaching machine
specifications. Moreover, because of
their expense, it is likely that some
very important features will be
omitted in manufacture.

The methods of displaying pro-
gramed material, another unexplored
problem area, must be investigated
so as to provide the design engineer
with rt cpiirements based on empirical
findings. The d:splay problem is less
acute, perhaps, with material for the
elementary school than it is with pro-
grams designed to teach maintenance
procedures and aspects of the bio-
logical sciences.

The use of computer controlled
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teaelling nutellines has been recom-
mended b) man} authols (Coulson
& Silberman, 1959, Skinner, 1958).
Utilizing a central computer, m ith
man) programs capable of adapting
to iodic idual needs and of pi ociding
-.tinitiltis materials to 50 or more
students simultaileous1), is a feasible
notion for large4..cale training pro-
grams. With a eomputer, the displa)
prnbli in again comes a Major issue
Training in pattern reeognition, in-
formation handling, and displa) in-
terpi etation are but a few appiopriate
.leas which should be studied. The
alternate modes of presentation be-
Conic more extensive as computer
eapaeit) initeases. In the Lase of
eel lain kinds of subject niatteri
umputer generated, pie turial &-

Ida) of information ma) be a 'nor:
r flee tie c pttsrnl,ttiuu (11.111 other die
pl.') techniques. Future researeh

solve these problems in equip-
I nen t design.

leathing Mn ( nines and Other
l'echniques

The use of automated teat ping
detitcs ma) be optimized, perhaps,
if there is a proper balance between
this technique and Other tompatible
ta hing met hods. \\That litreLtttage
of .1 t nurse should be mat hire taught?
\VI,at subject matter is best suited to
automated devitts? If t las:quoin
isfur,e s as( ai dull} and t hough t-
full; programed as some of the pro.
grams tin clitl) beim; prepared for
teathing tu,teltiues, might some of the
ads. antages of machines diminish?
I't rhaps ;some of the appal cut ad-
antages of teat king niaehilies ale no

inns than methods of illustiating
orfee table t lassrouni tiehniques! It

u,i,ht m ell be that the ill-tructor's
enthusiasm and inspilation, a factor
suppo,tall) dominant in higher edu-
cation, is eital in mastering .1 par-
ticular subject-matter area. Will

ercatii ity in certain students be
harmed by extensile education via
the mat hin? Again, col :-..lei'er.o.;on of
the use of a teaching machine, the
subject matter, the program, the
let el of edueation,..nd the techniques
used in eollibination ttith the teach-
ing mat hide limos. fertile field for
expelimentation. As of now, ques-
tions in this .meta remain unanswered.
Silt ulna,' (1960,1) has pretc:nted an
exteUcut, detailed di.eussion of prob-
lems inhelent in this nett technology
of automated leaching and the cur-
rent trends in the field.

Pnottmois of : APPLICATION

The most obvious problems in the
attempt to use automated teaching
techniques have been outlined in the
precious section. There is still much
of the iinknom n associated with
techniques, machines, programing,
etc. to he eliminated before a direct
solution to a particular training prob-
lem can be specified. Many alterna-
tives exist, the best of which has not
yet been determined. In addition to
these quids, theme is a serious lack of
definition in the objectives of many
training programs.

What is the objective of a particu-
lar automated Louise or program?
Front a ',magmatic point of view,
what ale the criteria by which a
spec ilic education.d program can be
evaluated? For example, the °Wee-
tiies might range from the teaching
of rot', ta.ks to the presentatioti of
mot.. abstract material. Needless to
sa). the ter:111.41ms for both teaching
and evaluating learn ring could be
substantially tl:ffel cut in each case.
Flu put post: of teaching, the objeC
lit._ of an educational prJgram, must
IA initiull> defined. Onl) then will
the concepts /earning and /caching be
meaningful in a particular context.

After definition. the next step is to
determine what subject matter will
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proeide the student %Cali the neecs-
sary information. It is at this point
that the maim pitfal: ill education is
likely to appear. Even though many
training programs do not have a de-
fined objeeti% e, thti1 eourse content
is nonetheless prescribed, and the
text and:or matelials used in pie% i-
ous, tionautomatcel worm:5 het mile
the in ime t.utirce of material fin an
automated teaching plogram. To
prObt In atitontalcci teat. lllllg ma-
chine with presently a% ailable ma-
terials might %% ell lest& only in a
more effieient method of tc.telng
the wrong material!

The third step requires decision in
the selection of appiopriate teaching
techniquis. Ansccers to questions
involving programing, choke of
teaching machine, Luning pi me-
dures, pacing, and response modes
arc still not knots n.

The fourth and last step requites
an cc aluation of tilt sc let led auto-
mated teaching method in terms of

Am.t.1.1., G. W. line effect of immediate.
knot% ledge of quit re sills on final VA
(ion stores in fre-lithaii t hemistr). J. ethic.
Res., 1949, 42, 391 391.

ANGI LL, G. & ItioEti, M. A new
self scoring test tlt %id for 'Immo% ins in-
struction. Sth. SOL a. 191ti, 67, 84-85.

111.0., J. On $01114. Ili* I livth of pi ogramming.
In E. 11. Cahouet. (Ed.). Automatic tesch-
ink. The state of the art. Ness York. Wile),
1959. Pp. 55-62.

IlLssmni, G. C., (Woos, L. J., Muitscu,
G.A., & Wm.ki.u, L. S. 1)c% tlopment of the
subjectlital ter trainer. VS.4 F Personnel
Trott:. Rec. Cent. tech. Mcnso., 1955, No.
ASPIZI.4:155-7.

131.s..Akti, G. G.. Ilittia.s, L. J., &
E. S. 'flit itnptusrtl sal.jec t-niattc r trainer.
LISA F Personnel Tram. Res. Cent. teat.
Mettto., 1955, No. A'sl'Itl...T.M.55.1:

ItuiG(.s, L. J. 'I lit cic%tlopment and ap-
praisal of ...pedal prod:dares fu, suptrior
students and an anal)si, of the effect, of
knowledge of it oh-. .16.tr. Doctoral Dtc-
sertations,W.ta .5:..te 1'., 1019, No. 53.

hugest, L. J., ('Lasiti%skt, D., &JoNrs, r). 1..

the original!) established objectices.
Cont entional methods of instruction
should be compaied kith the initoca-
Lice methods 1.) means of a spoilt
set of clitelia, e.g., in tel of train-
ing time, job pt rfornialiee, retention
of !eat red information, etc.

The questions cotifwitting the re-
searche I in teaching liciehitte teellitul-
og3 ale one example of the hroadet
questions of man-tuaeltitte hitettela
ticm. Data pertinent to tile pl iticiple..
of human eii,:neering, the optimum
litainaehitte interaction, the (k,Icc
to ultiell the machine can pet form
function., formerly allocated to man,
and the approptiate allocation of
flint...lions bet% t'l11 Mali and matMite
c% ill lie Imo% ided by a I eseat ch pro-
gram investigating teaching ma-
chines. Inadequate attention to .any
of the above-menticmcd steps will
result in failure to prof ide the needed
austceis in a field whit."' may 111C1 Cask'

t aisti ng effectiveness and reduce
training costs.
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Instruction and the Conditions

of Learning

ROBERT M. GAGNE

INSTRUCTION OF Ttir, YOUNG, AS WELL AS OF THE UNINFORNIF.D OF ANY

age, has been considered a m orthy enterprise throughout histors . It has
usual- been acknum lcdgcd to bc a highly complex human actin its . For
the most part, it must be carefully planned and executed in ordci to
accomplish its objecth c, Inch is to bring about learning in anothcr
indk idual. Typically , it tcquires an intricate cb of communication
with a learner, and this communication is calculatcd rathcr than casual.

The planning and design of instruction no' aday s arc done both in
a long -range and a short- ange fashion. Long -range design, for instruc-
tion that extends bc} and about one day, is donc by a number of
different agents, including the curriculum designer, the faculty com-
mittee, and the textbook Ns titer. Short -range instructional design is
usually accomplished by a tcachcr in the dc% clopment of a course
outlinc, a lcsson plan, or a sct of notes.

A spccific kind of instructional dcsign, often thought of as the
particular pros incc of tcachcr actin its', may bc called extempohwcous
dcsign. It occurs w hen the machcr decides upon each new communi-
cation as a result of Ns hat has immediately gone before within thc gh c
and take of a classroom, seminar, or tutoring scssion.

Ina broad sense, thcn, thcrc arc many possible agents who may he
involved in thc design of instruction. The tcachcr is not tl.c only
designer of instruction simply because he is also its practition:r. The
principles of dcsign must be highly similar, if not idcntical, hcther
instruction is short-range or long-range.

INSTRUCTION, SOME CONTEMPORARY VIEWPOINTS, edited by L. Siegel (San F larxisco.
Chandler) 1967, pp. 291.313.
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There arc undoubtedly some other principles pertaining to the
execution of instruction, different from those relating to its design. The
activity of the teacher, naturally enough, tends to carry out extempo- .
raucous design and also the execution of insuction in rapid succtssion,
so that it is sometimes difficult to make a definite distinction between
design and execution. In this chapter, I deal almost entirely v% ith the

design of instruction, and accordingly with only that part of the
teacher's performance pertaining to such design. The main interest is in
how instruction may be designed, m hether on a short-term or a long-
term basis and whether by teachers or by other agents.

CLASSES OF VARIABLES IN LEARNING

The purpose of instruction is to bring about a change within the
learner, a change of the sort called learning. At time t, it may be
obsert cd that the learner is incapable of performing task X. A period
of instruction is then instituted. Then, at time t + I, it is noted that the
learner is now able to perform task X and that he is also able to
perform the same task after an additional interval, say, at time t + 2.
Ihsicallv, these are the observations that lead to the inference that
learning has occurred. A change in performance has occurred and is
rctaied o er a period of time. The inference is that some internal
capability of the indit idual learner has been altzied by the instruction

hich w as gieen, and it is this change in capability that is called
learning.

What are the variables that enter into the situation and affect the
phenomenon of learning? There are a number of variables; some of
them are approp iately a part of w hat is called instruction, while some
Ire not. :t sill be useful at the outset to draw some distinctions among
these variables.

Variables within the Learner

This catel.,:ory includes the learner variables initial capabilities and
motization. If the ;carnet is to be instructed in task X, it is assumed for
purposes of this e:..mple that this particular capability is not initially
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present. But there may be other capabilities which arc also not present,
and if they arc not, instruction specifically designed to teach task X
will not M ork. Certain innately determined capabilities may be absent,
as in a mentally deficient individual, or certain capabilities ordinarily
dependent upon pre% ions !Laming may be missing. For example, in-

struction in the solution of problems inx oh ing cctor resolution of
forces may be impossible if representation of ttigonometric ratios has

not previously been learned. Tu take a ..:,upler example, instruction in
pronouncing primed lam col binat7ons w ill not work if the child has
nor pre% iously learned to distinguish the printed letters one from
another. The learmr's initial capabilities constitute some of the most
important variables in the process of learning.

Motivation is another kind of state internal to the learner and
prerequisite to effeetk e instruction. Motivational states are usually
considered to be alterable by different means than are initial capabili-
ties. Flow ever established, it seems fairly clear that a certain kind of
mod ational state must be present as a precondition for learning
(Gagne and I3olles, 1959). It is probably a mistake to think of the
necessary state as "moth ation fur learning." Instead, the essential moti-

vation is something more like illingness to enter into the learning
situation." Obviously, if an individual is determined not to respond to a
learning situation, but to escape from it physically or otherwise, in-
struction cannot be effectiv c. If a child turns his attention from the

learning situation, instruction will not operate to bring about a change
in his capabilities.

Another moth ational state necessary for learning is called alert-
ness. According to recent evidence (Lindsley, 1957), the receipt of
stimulation by higher le% els of the central nervous system is a specific
brain function. If this alerting system is functioning in a particular
way, environmental stimuli Nt ill reach the higher centers; if it is func-
tioning in another M av, they will not. Therefore, this system must also
be operating propt.rk in older for instruction to affect the individual.

Variables iipthe Learning Situation

The second broad class of variables affecting learning consists of
those located outside the learner and M ithin his immediate environ-

ment. Together these aliables constitute w hat is usually called the
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learning situation. A number of different variables may be distin-
guished.

There are stimuli which direct the learner's attention and thus
determine which aspects of the total stimulus situation will be received.
Almost any form of stimulation is possible as a director of attention.
Initially, any sudden change in stimulation commands attention. But
the learner may also have acquired certain obsei vational habits, and
because of these his attention may be directed by moderate or even
faint stimuli. The first-grade teacher may initially direct her pupils'
attention by clapping her hands quite smartly; but the pupils rather
quickly learn to pay the same attention to a much less intense handclap
or even to a spoken word.

The stimuli which are to be involved in the performance being
learned constitute another part of the total learning situation. These
Specific stimuli are of course only a portion of the total stimulation of
the learning situation, but they are essential ones. For a science student
le...rning the concept of vaporization, the specific stimulus is a liquid in
the process of uaporizmi For a child learning to read, the essential
stimuli arc printed w ords. As the individual de% clops in language
ability, it becomes increasingly feasible simply to represent the specific
stimuli by means of printed or spoken w ords. To an adult who "knows
the words," it is possible to represent the stimulus of a telephone pole
in the verbally stated proposition "Telephone poles are at least one foot
in diameter." Even for adults, however, many learning situations need
to include the essential stimuli themselves.

Verbal communications hich stimulate learner responses consti-
tute a fairly large subclass of u ariables ithin the learning situation. In
gen- ral. these are commands, suggestions, or other statements to Nl hich
the learner is presumed able to respond correctly. For example, a
statement beginning "We have already seen that . . ." suggests the
action of recall on the part of the learner. "Now, we shall con-
sider . . ." is another kind of verbal communication in this general
class. "Sec if you can follow . . . ," "Now notice that . . . ," and "It
should be possible to find out N% hailer . . ." are still other examples.
Very often, such verbal communications are made in the form of
miesCons, like "Can you show that these two statements are equiva-
lent" Ina later section, the attempt is made to classify the functions of
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verbal communications more precisely. For the moment, it is important
to note the follow ing tvvtwo things about them. (1) They function to
direct the behavior of the learner vv ithin the learning situation, perhaps
thcy might be called "N crbal directions" for this reason. (2) They
actually onvey no content to the learner pertaining to the capability
to be learned; instead, they are independent of content.

The piesentation of stimuli and verbal directions w ithin a learning
situation is subject to variation in sequence. Thus, the csscntial stimuli
may be piescntcd first, they may follow one or more crbal directions,
or they may remain throughout the learning cv cm. The sequence of
questions constitutiiig the verbal directions may also be varied. A
question m hich generates recall of some prey iously learned capability,
may come first, or it may be preceded by a statement informing thc
learner about the objectiv e of the learning. Other variations are pos-
sible. Seveiice of verbal communication is likely to hay c sonic demon-
strable importance in most kinds of learning situations, derived in large
part from the effects of contiguity of certain events within the total act
of learning (sec Underwood, 1952).

Instruction and Learning

Thcre are, then, two broad classes of variables that influence
learning. those ithin the learner, and those in thc leirning situation.
These sets of v ariables undoubtedly ha% e interactiv c effects upon learn-
ing, as many ,v riters hay c emphasized. The external variables cannot
exert their effects vv ithout the presence in the learner of certain states
derived from motivation and prior learning and development. Nor can
the internal capabilities of themselves generate learning m ithout the
stimulation pro Wed by external cv cuts. As a problem for research. the
learning pioLlem is one of finding the necessary relationships w hich
must obtain among internal and external variables in order for a change
in capability to take place.

What is instruction? Instruction may be thought of as the institu-
tion and ariangement of the external conditions of learning in ways

hich will optimally interact w ith the internal capabilities of the
learner, so as to bring about a change in these capabilities. Instruction
thus deals vv ith the manipulation of the conditions of the learning
situation vv ith commanding attention, Nk ith presenting csscntial stim-
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uli, and with the nature and sequence of verbal directions given to the
learner. The function of instruction is the control of the external
conditions of the learning situation.

VARIETIES OF CHANGE CALLED LEARNING

The determination of the nature and sequence of the external
conditions of learning is surely the purpose of the great bulk of
learning research over a period of many years. Over much of this
period of time, too, there has been a guiding assumption that the nature
of the change called learning must be in sonic fundamental sense the
same, regardless of what is being learned. Accordingly, for a great
many rears, theories about the optimal conditions for learning have
bLen dominated by concern with the ariablcs of contiguity, reinforce-
went, and frequency. In% estigators have searched for certain general

relating these ob%iously important % ariablcs to learning outcomes,
indLpi_ndently of "u hat is being learned," that is, of the nature of the
change in capability being studied.

Although the verification of general laws is surely a desirable
obji.Lti% c, the assumption that the kind of change in capability being
studied is always somehow "the same" may be unjustified. Flow much
similarity is there, actually, between the kind of change represented by
a child learning say his first w ord and that represented by a more
experienced chili learning to read printed English sentences? Or be-
tc learning to distinguish triangles from rectangles and learning to
demonstrate that the sum of the internal angles of a triangle is the same
as a straight angle? how much similarity is there ben% ccn the learning
of new "facts" by a beginning chemistry student from a textbook and
the learning of new "facts" by his chemistry professor from a technical
journal? All of these arc surely examples of learning; that is, they
in% oh e a change in capability w hick can be infer red from a before-
and-after comparison of performance. But are they the same kind of
change?

Despite the prevailing emphasis on fundamental similarities of
puccss in %arious learning situations, in% cstigators of learning have
always recognized certain "types" of learning. There is "trial-and-error
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learning," "discrimination learning," "paired-associates learni%," "con-
cept learning," "conditioned-t espouse learning," and so on (see, for
example, Melton, 1964). But these varieties of learning hate tended to
be identified with certain kinds of stimulus situations generated by
particular equipment or materials, like the bar-pressing apparatus, the
memory di um with verbal st Ilables, or the maze with choice points.
The tendency has not been fur these types of Icaining to be distin-
guished in terms of the kind of change in capability they imply. The
questions that hat c tended not to be anstt cred are of this kind. What
sort of capability dues the learner have (that he didn't possess before)
w hen he has completed learning a list of erbal paired associates? Or
when he has acquired a distinction between responses appropriate to a
white card and to a black card? Or w hen he has learned to identify
"food words" and "flower words"?

Differences in Performance Outcomes

An examination of the performances which reflect the outcomes
of learning has led me to the conclusion that there are a number of
varieties of these activities (GagnC, 1964, 1965). These kinds of per-
formances may be called:

1. Specific responding.
2. Chaining (motor and verbal).
3. Multiple discrimination.
4. Classifying.
5. Rule using.
6. Problem solving.

Each differs from the others, in the sense that it is possible to distin-
guish the kinds of things that the !canter can and cannot do in each
instance. The capabilities under!) ing these performances form a par-
tially en dered set. the acquisition of a more complex capability requires
the previous existence of a simpler one, whereas the possession of a
simpler capability dues not imply that the individual can exhil -it a more
complex one.

For example, the perfoi mance known as rule using (or principle
using) implies that the individual can also classify the terms w hich
make up the rule, otherwise, he would not have been able to learn the
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nile. On the contrary, the indiv idual who can classify the terms con-
tained in a rule does not necessarily know the nile, that is, he cannot
necessarily show that he can use it. At one point in his education, a
student may know w hat the concept "borine" means (as a member of a
class of chemical elements), what "gas" means, and w hat "room tem-
perature" means. Yet he may not have acquired the principle (rule)
reflected in the statement, "Borine is a gas at room temperature." If he
already knows how to classify these terms, learning the principle is
easy, if he dues not know the terms, acquiring the principle cannot
take place until he does.

Differences in What Is Learned

The existence of dierelliable performances as outcomes of learn-
ing naturally leads to the inference that different kinds of capabilities
are established by learning. The neural mechanisms determining these
capabilities are presumably different for each one, but this possibility
can only be guessed at with present evidence. How cr, the capabilities
inferred from the performances du have different names, more or less
familiar to psy cholugists. It is important to the present discussion to
draw a careful distinction between the performances made possible by
Laming and the capabilities inferred as undcrly ing these performances.

Table 10-1 contains a list of distinguishable kinds of performance
NN hich may be obsery ed as learning outcomes. The second column
defines Each of these performances in terms which imply the criteria of
distinction. The third column contains an example of each perform-
ance. The final column provides the name most commonly used to
identify the inferred capability- corresponding to each performance. It
inav be noted that, in certain instances, the commonly used name for
the ty pc of performance is at least partially the same as that used for
the capability. This is unfortunate, but changing language customs
cannot be attempted m ithin the scope of this chapter. Successive rows
of Phe table, reading down, refer to increasingly complex kinds of
performance, and the more complex performances are hypothesized to
ir.iplv the pre;:xistence of less complex capabilities (that is, classifying
implies that discrimination capability- already exists in the individual,
and so on).
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TABU. 10-1. TYPLS u, 1)1.111011MANC./. WHICH ARE 011.11CO1I1.S or IA MINING, Umi

1)1.t um IONS, 1:;\ NIP1.1:-14, AND CORRLSPONDING 1101.ttn) CAPA1111.1rms.

Performance

type

Spetific re- Making a specific response to a
sponding I specified stimulus

Defnition

Chaining:

Motor Exhibiting a chain of responses
each member of which is linked
to each subsequent member

Verbal Exhibiting a chain of verbal re-
sponses linked by implicit codes

Multiple
discrimina-
tion

Classify ing

Making different (chained) re-
sponses to two or more physi-
cally different stimuli

Assigning objects of different
physical appearance to classes of
like function

Rol:: using Performing an action in confor-
mity with a rule represented by a
statement containing terms which
arc concepts

Problem Solt ing a nut el problem by com-
solving bitting rules

arnipk

Child saying
"doll" when
mother says
"doll"

Inferred

capability

Unlocking a door
with a key

Giving French
equivalents of
English words;
saying "A stitch
in time saves
nine"

Naming a specific
set of object col-
ors

Distinguishing
various objects
as "plant" or
"animal"

Placing i before e
except after c in
spelling various
English words

Raising an auto-
mobile without
using a jack

Connection

Chain

Verbal asso-

ciation; verbal
sequence

Discrimination

Concept

Principle (or
rule)

Principles plus
"problem-
solving abil-
ity"

In commonly accepted terminology, this is the instrymental response.
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THE REQUIREMENTS OF INSTRUCTION

The account of various kinds of performance has been given
because it seems highly probable chat there arc corresponding varieties
of performance change. In other words, the identification of these
different Linds of performance, together w ith the different kinds of
capability they imply, suggests that there may be at least as many
different kinds of learning. And if this is so, it may be :Apposed that
there exist an equal number of conditions of effectize learning to
correspond with each %aria). A theory of instruction, then, cannot be
maximally useful if it concerns itsdf ith only those conditions that
arc general to all classes of learning. Instead, such a theory must
concern itself in an hulk idual manner with each of the types of
learning.

Kinds of Learning

The idea that there are as many as seven kinds of learning is not
entirely a not el one. A number of w titers (Woodworth, 1958; Tol-
man, 1949, Mowrer, 19.,0) ha% c emphasiLed the importance of giving
separate consideration to several learning varieties. Skinner (1938,
1957) also describes different ci,aditions for establishing connections
(operants), chains, discriminations, concepts, and sacral types of ver-
bal sequences, w ithout necessarily using these names for them. Actu-
ally, the kinds of performance listed in Table 10-1 arc distinguished by
most educational psychologists when they find themselves in the posi-
tion of being required to survey the range of naturally occurring
events called learning.

These se% en sarieties of learning may be established by different
sorts of conditions for learning, that is, by different kinds of instruc-
tion. Although the rekluisite conditions for the simpler ty Fs are fairly
w ell know n, those for the more complex types are not well know n and
ha% e nut pct been thoroughly established by careful expeiimentation.
It is possible, how e% er, to describe 1% hat does appear to be known
about the conditions fur bringing about these varieties of performance,
based upon existing experimental es idencc liberally supplemented by
ordinary obser% ation. A summary of the learning conditions appropri-
ate to each of these %al icties is gig en in Table 10-2 (sec Gaga:, 1965).
The table indicates, for each kind of pertormance learned, the internal
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TABLE 10-2. SVNIMARY OF CONDMONS CoNstnertco NECESSARY FOR

SEVEN KINDS OF LEARNING.

Performance

amblished

by learning

Internal

(learner)

conditions External C01741111011$

Specific Certain lcarncd
responding and innate capa-

bilitics

Chaining:

Motor Previously ie.irned
individual conncc-
tions

Verbal Previously learncd
individual conitcc-
dons, including
implicit "coding"
connections

Multiple Previously katned
discrimina- chains, motor or
tion vcrbal

Classifying Pro iously karma
multiplc discrimi-
nations

Rule using Previously lcarncd
concepts

Prublcm Previously learncd
solving rules

Presentation of stimulus under conditions com-
manding attention, occurrence of a .csponsc con-
tiguous in time; reinforcement

Presenting a sequence of external cues, effecting a
scqucncc of specific responses contiguous i,1 dim,
repetition to achieve selection of rcsponsc-pro-
duced stimuli

Presenting a sequence of external vcrlial cucs,
effecting a sequcnce of vcrbal responses contig-

uous in time

Practice providing contrast of correct and incorrect

stimuli

Reinstating discriminated response chain con-
tiguously with a variety of stimuli differing in
appearance, but belonging to a single class

Using external cues (usually vcrbal), awing
thc !Telll of previously !canted concepts con-
tiguously in a suitable sequcnec; specific appli-
cations of the ruic

Sclf-arousal and selection of pre% iously Icarncd
rules to effect a novel combination

conditions presumeJ to be necessary for learning and the external
conditions N% hich may be used to bring about the learning. It will be
notcd that each more complex performance is considered to require
simpler capabilities as prerequisites. The external conditions, w hich
should pros idc direct implications for instruction, nary considcralq
Stith the kind of performance the learning is expected to make possible
in each case.

" r" I
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Sonic examples, which may be helpful in the interpretation of
Table 10-2, arc given in the following sections.

VERBAL CHAINING

Example: Learning that the English words "the foot" are a transla-
tion of the printed French words le pied.

First, the internal conditions listed in the table tell us that some
pre% iously learned intik idual connections must be recalled. Thcsc are
(1) say ing "foot," a capability w hich can be assumed; (2) observing
the printed m ord pied, uhich can be checked by asking the learner to
pick it out or to say it; and (3) a coding connection such as pedal,
which will form the sequence picd-(pedal)-"foot." This last connec-
tion Ina be supplied as part of the instructions, or the learner may be
encouiaged to supply his ow n. The internal conditions having been
,atisficd, the external ones are easy. The stimulus pied is prcscntcd;
erbal cues such as the printed a orris pedal and foot are presented at

the same time (that is, contiguously), and the learner says the word
"foot." Assuming now that the learner knows that this is the kind of
performance expected of him, it may be said that the verbal sequence
pied-"foot" has been learned.

MULTIPLE DISCRINI INA l'ION

Fx.rmple: Learning a number of different English words for a
number of different French words.

Suppose now that the learner is expected to acquire not only
pic./-"foot " but also ma:n-"hanti," doigt-"finger," and perhaps several
others as %%cll. It is reasonable to think that each of them can he learned
under the same Lind of internal and external conditions as was the first.
But another difficulty arises if he attempts to learn them all. there will
be into Pence among these chains. Unless some additional set of
conditions is :1,:ded, the wt.rds will tend to be forgotten almost as fast
as they are learned. The kind of condition used is practice. Again and
again, these pre% iotbly learned inch% idual chains are recalled, using
external verbal cues as before and differentiating the right from the

rung stimuli to 1 c amociated ith each response by telling the leas net
when his response is ri.alit or w rung. Of course, the amount of practice
necessars a ill depend on how many of these chains the learner at-
tempts to acquire as a total set. But practice is the major emphasis of
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the external learning conditions w hen mu:tiple discriminations are to
be acquired.

CLASSIFYING

Example: Learriiiig the botanical classification tuber and the % crbal
classification "tuber."

The table indicates that previously learned discriminations must be
recalled. In the example at hand, these discriminations pertain to the
physical appearance of plant stems on the one hand and of roots on the
other. Following this recall, a variety of examples is presented, illustrat-
ing the appearance of tubers as enlarged stems. In each case, there is
reinstatement of a chain such as potato(or pictured potato)-tuber-
"tuber." In order to emphasize the distinction, a similar set of examples
may be presented for root.

RULE USING

Example: Learning the rule "Pronouns which are the subjects of
sentences are in the nominative case."

According to the table, the first concern is with the recall of
previously learned concepts. External conditions mast be arranged to
supply verbal cues to stimulate such recall. Verbal cues may be in the
form of questions, such as "Which of the follow ing are pronouns?
Which of these words is the subject?" These concepts having been
aroused, it is then a fairly simple matter to use their names as verbal
cues fot the rile to be learned; in other words, to state the rule:
"Pronoun subjects arc nominati% e." But it is also important at this point
to insure that such a statement is not learned merely as a verbal
sequence. The next step in al ranging external conditions, then, is to
require a number of specific applications of the rule, such as "Supply
the first-person pronoun for the following sentence. ` students like
football games.' " A suitable % aricty of examples of rule application, of
course, needs to be provided.

FUNCTIONS OF THE INSTRUCTOR

The viewpoint presented here is that the form taken by instruc-
tion needs to be tailored to the particular objecti%c which represents
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thc kind of performance changc to bc brought about. Instruction is
used to establish tl.c necessary conditions for learning, and instruction
differs in accordance uith u hat is to bc learned. Thc kinds of commu-
nication rcquircd for cstablishing a verbal chain arc quite different
from thosc rcquircd for cstablishing a principle, and thcy arc likewise
differcnt for all the other categories of performancc changc listcd in
Tables 10-1 and 10-2.

The major implication of this approach to the problem of instruc-
tion is surely that the instructor cannot be guided by a simple set of
riles that apply to all cases. Thc important aspects of thc instructor's
bcha,%ior do not lie in the fact that he uses a gene) al principle to control
learning (such as reinforcement or contiguity), but rather in thc fact
that he cmploN-s different tecIntiques for different kinds of Icarning.

The functions performed by an instructor in !wiping to bring
about thcsc %ariuus kinds of changc arc discussed in the follouing
paragraphs. For corucnicncc, thcsc functions arc classified undcr four
headings. (1) functions performed carly in thc instructional sequence,
(2) functions designed to evoke and guidc Icarning, (3) functions
encouraging generalit.ation, and (4) functions permitting an evaluation
of outcomes.

Performing Early Instructional Functions

PRESENTING THE STIMULUS

This important function for thc instructor can be implemented by
pictures and othcr audio% isual aids. Sciccting thc proper stimulus re-
quires making sonic good decisions. For example, if motor chains are to
bc learned, a portion of the necessary stimuli ought to corm from
muscular mo% cment, prcscnting thcsc stimuli bccomes a matter of
permitting repetition of the motor acts. If a child is !earning to name a
specific objcct (a serbal chain), thc objcct itself must be presented; it
cannot bc rcpr-scnted by a uord, as may bc done with an adult, who
has alrcadv acquircd such a link. If a classification is bcing Icaritcd, a
sufficicntly great lariet% of stimulus objects must bc presented to
represent the class, othcr isc, the concept acquircd will bc inadequate.
If a rulc is being Icarncd, thc vci hal statcmcnt of thc rule is not always
a sufEeicnt stimulus, sincc it may merely !cad to Icarning thc vcrbaliza-
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tion itself. InsteaJ, situations requiring application of the rule must be
presented as stimuli.

CONTROLLING ATTENTION

Directing the learner's attention to essential aspects of the stimulus
situation is another function the instructor performs in controlling the
conditions of learning. This is done in various way J, pcthaps by intro-
ducing extra stimuli into the situation (arrows, pointers) and often by
verbal commands. It is obviously important to all forms of learning that
the relevant stimuli be perceived. For example, the attainment of the
biological concept cell may require that attention be paid to such
characteristics as membrane, nucleus, and cy toplasm since these are the
major identifications to be recalled.

INFORMING THE LEARNER OF 013 JECTIVF.S

A requirement of instruction N% hich may transcend the conditions
of learning previously dis,ussed is that the learner be informed about
the nature of the performance expected N% hen learning is finished.
Presumably, this procedure establishes a continuing set which facili-
tates learning, perhaps by making possible reinforcement at several
points in a rather lengthy sequence of activities (sec Gagne, 1965,
Chap. 9). Pro% iding information about expected performance may also
be justified as a w ay of establishing a conceptual structure under w hich
ideas co be learned are subsumable (sec Ausubel, 1963).

Suppose that a new rule is to be learned, such as "adding the
numerators of fractions ' ith identical denominators to obtain a sum."
The instructor communicates to the learner V. hat is meant by obtaining
a sum and, particularly, w hat a sum may look like. He might do this,
for instance, by say ing, "Now you need to learn how to obtain the sum
of two fractions having common denominators, such as ,.' and 4,;,. The
sum of these, ) uu will see, is 3;,." It appears probable that a sequence of
instruction v% hich begins by communicating the objectiv e of learning is
more effective than one w hich does not begin this way. However,
additional experimental evidence on this point is needed.

STIMULATING RECALL OF PREVIOUSLY LEARNED CAPABILITIES

I have already indicated that stimulation of recall is a very impor-
tant part of instruction, applicable to all of the varieties of learning.
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Accordingly, it is one of the essential functions of an instructor. As
described in Table 10-2, the necessary internal conditions for learning
always include sonic previously leained capability' of a simpler sort.
Recalling these capabilities is usually an early step in instruction.

Recall is often stimulated by means of verbal communication,
although it neec not be. A question may be "Do you remember that we
learned to distinguish bet cm a stem and a leaf?" In another form, a
question of similar intent might be "What are the parts of a plant
aboy e ground?" The first of these questions requires only a recognition
response on the part of the learner, uhile the second requires him to
reinstate a previously acquired performance. It is not possible to find a
simple rule gherning the relative effec,iveness of these two forms of
question, the important thing is that they both have the function of
stimulating rt,all. The necessity for having these previously learned
capabilities "lively" in memory pros ides still another example of the
importance of contiguity iu lc:in-ling. Not only must external events be
contiguous for effectiy e kilning, bat also recalled memories must be
contiguous with these events.

Evoking Performance

Presumably, the acti-.ities ,Jf presenting the essential stimuli, con-
trolling attention, inforining the learner of objectises, and stimulating
recall constitute the early cs ents of instruction and need to occur
approximately in the order gig en. The next step, broadly speaking, is
one of evoking the required performance that is being learned. Thus,
the application of a parncular .equence of events to stimulate the
learner is another function may be carried out by the instructor.

DETERMINING A SEQUENCE

There are probably effectiv c and ineffective sequences depending
upon the category of performance dealt Stith. For example, as is well
Isnoysn, a relatively short verbal sequence (such as 1.,:ollen Sie bitte)
may readily be learned by being presented all at once, whereas a long
one (like the stanza of a poem) may \yell require a more elaborate
sequence of presentation, as is implied by the "progressive-part
method" (\ILGeoch and Trion, 1952). Similarly-, 4 objects requiring
multiple discrimination can often be cacti\ ely presented in a single
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"trial," w he' cas 20 objects ty pically imply the need for a scrics of
intersposed learning and recall trials (GagnC, 1965, Chap. 5). Each of
the varieties of learning iequires a different decision about a pupa-
sequence of presentation, morco% cr, the length and nature of the
content to be learned are also likely to affect this decision.

PROMPTING AND GUIDING TIIC LrARNING

The need for prompting as a part of the learning situation is quite
frequent for many ty pcs of performance change. For example, evoking
the correct verbal chain w hich ploy ides the French w ord for "horse"
requires that the instructor supply not only the stimulus horse but also
the printed or spoken word chczAri, in order that the learner for the
first time institute the performance of saying "cheval." An additional
prompting word or phrase may also be used for the coding response, as
when the presentation of horse(chevalier)"cheval" is made to the
learner. External . erbal cues (prompts), such as the verbal name for a
concept, are commonly used in connection with learning of the clas-
sifying sort. Thus, the presentation of each of several vat:eties of cell is
often accompanied by the prompting verbal sentence "This is a cell."
(Note that the learnel in this situation is not learning to say the w ord
"cell"he already- knows that, prompting him to say it in this situation
is simply a means to the end of learning the correct classification for
several different stimuli.)

A somewhat more elaborate kind of prompting, which may be
called guiding learning, may be employed by the instructor w hen
relatively complex rules arc being learned or w hen the learner is being
encouraged to discover new rules for himself, as in problem soh ing. In
such cases, a sequence of verbal statements or questions may be ..m-
ployed in order to aid the learner's progress through so cral steps of
reasoning to the principle being acquired. Learning to employ a rule
and discos cuing how to combine principles in nox cl ways are both
examples of complex intellectual actix ity, most of w hich occurs inter-
nally. But the direction of such activity can be influenced by external
stimulation, usually- in question form, and the course of learning can
accordingly be shortened and made niol e efficient. Guiding learning in
this sense is generally considered an important and frequent instructor
functicin.
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Encouraging Generalization

An account of instructor functions would be quite incomplete
without mention of the activities having die purpose of encouraging
the generalization of what is learned. This function is particularly
applicable to the learning of concepts and rules and to problem solving.
Generalization of the concept 's encouraged by the procedure of
presenting a suitable % aricty of stimuli to be classified; if the variety is
too constricted, the concept is likely to be inadequate. Similarly, the
diversity of examples used in illustrating specific problems to which
rules arc to be applied can determine the amount of generalization to be
expected as a result of the learning. Actually, a variety of specific
techniques may be employed by the instructor to encourage generali-
zation (or transfer of learning, as it is sometimes called). In general,
these teehniques stimulate the learner to apply his recently acquired
capabilities within widely differing contexts.

Assessing Outcomes

Naturally enough, the instructor must be concerned with assessing
the outcomes of learning. Regardless of the type of performance, there
are differential criteria to indicate w !tether or not learning has actually
taken place. Thcsc arc suggested, although not specifically described, by
the final column of Table 10-2. For example, if multiple discrimination
of 15 stimuli has been learned, then the learner should be able to identify
each of these stimuli m ithout error when they are presented all to-
gether (or one by one, for that matter). If a concept has been acquired,
the presentation of an example not previously encountered should
result in its being correctly classified. If a principle has been learned, an
assessment of the learning should be possible by requiring the learner to
apply it to a problem or situation novel to him.

Assessing learning outcomes may readily be seen to be a very
frequent requirement of the instructional process. Each new kind of
learned prrrormance ought to be assessed in some manner o- other, and
the results made know n to the learner. Such testing is often done
informally by the teacher. Other kinds of testing of a more formal sort
tual,, of course, also be needed at periodic intervals.
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THE TASK OF INSTRUCTION

It may readily be realized from the preceding discussion that
instruction is not a simple task. It cannot be reduced to simple for-
mulas, such as "applying reinforcement," "communicating Nith the
learner," or "stimulating discovery." Although all of these functions
may be involved in any giv en instance, they are not the sole require-
ments for learning.

Controlling attention, presenting the essential stimuli, guiding
learning, encouraging generalization, assessing outk; )mesany or all of
these functions may constitute the task of the instructor for am- giv en
act of learning. In making decisions about each one of them, the
instructor must be guided by three principles of ptimary importance.
(1) What is sought is a change in capability, represented by a change
in performance. (2) One of the major determinants of this change is
the initial capability- of the learner, originating in turn v% ith pre ious
learning (see Glaser, 1962). (3) Different kinds of change (!earnings)
have different instructional requirements.

Viewed as a whole, the task of instruction is a tremendously
complex one and therefore likely to be quite difficult. The skilled
practitioner of this art, who is able to select and manipulate the varia-
bles comprising the external con,iitions of learning, of N% hates cr t) pe,
is surely worthy of admiration. There is reason to wonder vv !tether
there arc very many people Nv ho can really do a good job of instruc-
tion, particularly if they have been able to practice it for only a few
years. Nlight it be possible to raise the standards of achiev ement in this
field by somehow reducing the complexity of the instructional task?

Certain practical measures can be taken to simplify the instruc-
tional task for a teacher. Audiovisual aids arc perhaps a p.ntial ins cr
to this problem. They at e, for example, excellent for such functions
as controlling attention and presenting the essential stimuli (see
Gagne, 1965, Chap. 10). A more comprehensive approach to the prob-
lem, how ev cr, is provided by the notion of predcsig»ing instruction, so
that the entire set of decisions x% hich must be made by- an instructor is
reduced in number and simplified. Informing the learner of objectiv es,
stimulating recall, determining a sequence of presentation, guiding and
prompting, and assessing outcomes are all functions N% Ilia can be
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predesigned in order to.generate diced% e learning conditions. As they
arc currently constructed, textbooks make no real attempt to accom-
plish prcdcsign, and neither do educational films and television pro-
grams. Teaching-machine programs do make an attempt at predesign-
ingmd some of them are quite successful at it. If their puiposes and
potentialities can be viewed with sufficient breadth, perhaps these
programs w ill show the way to the accomplishment of such a goal.

INSTRUCTION AND THE CONTROL OF BEHAVIOR

It is interesting to consider the question of just what instruction is
doing, as far as the bcha% for of the learner is concerned. How can the
effects of instruction be conceix ed, in a general sense? Does instruction
stimulate, communicate, or restrict behavior (for example, in its
prompting and guiding function)? Does it exert a direct control over
the process of learning?

One relati% clv prevalent conception of how instruction works is
that it creates a learning situation w hich in a sense "captures control"
of the nervous SI stem of the individual so that he inevitably learns.
Pros idcd the external conditions of learning are optimally chosen and
pro% ided they arc made consistent with the individual's previously
le uned capabilities (that is, the internal conditions), the learning situa-
tion may be conceived as one w hich "takes hold" of the learner and
brings about the desired learning as a consequence. Actually, this is not
a bad way of conceiving of what should be true of the learning
situation, In an experimental study of learning, when both internal and
external conditions arc independently measured and controlled, the
experimenter may well gain the impression that he has an unusual
degree of control over what is happening.

Howcver, such a view of the effects of instruction on learning has
another side to it, w hich may be at least equally illuminating of the
process of instruction. Regardless of how much "control" is exerted by
external conditions, the internal processes of the learner are likely to
in 'lie a crucial contra, Ition to the e% ems of learning. Furthermore, this
crucial internal ploces, contributed by the learner's nervous system is,
so far as is now know n, highly idiosx ncratic. At present, it cannot be
predicted th- ex en described adequately, and it 1-3/1 be "controlled" only
in a probabilistic sense.
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Even the simpler kinds of learning described in Table 10-1 are
greatly affected by idiosyncratic internal ev cuts. Motor chains require
'wale; it has lung been belicv cd, because the learner must "discover"
the proper kinesthetic stimuli m hick are controlling a smoothly organ-
ized response. The training of a motor skill, like driving a gulf ball, is
often frustrating to both learner and instructor because these crucial
internal kinesthetic stimuli cannot be directly controlled, they must be
courted during periods of practice. A number of studies of etbal
associates have shown that the patterns of associations previously ac-
quired by the indiv idual enter into the establishment of ci bal chains is
crucial mediating links (Bousfield, 1961; Jenkins, 1963). A study of
French-English m urd association (referred to by Gagne, 1965, p. 100)
found that the must effectiv c learning of such associates results from a
condition in which learners were encouraged to supply their own
"codes," rather than having codes suggested in pictures or m ords.

In a consideration of the more complex varieties of learning, the
contribution of events internal to the learner becomes even more
prominent. Seven -s ear-old children can learn to "choose the opposite"
card of a black-w like or large-small set very quickly and presumably
by means of a mediating concept; whereas four-) car-olds learn such a
reversal task slow I), by "trial and error" (Kea dler and Kendler, 1961).
But whatever sct of internal ev cuts is tepresented by "choosing the
opposite," it is doubtful that it is a matter of using these words, and
likely that the events are highly idiosyncratic. A number of studies of
concept learning have verified hull's (1920) finding that conceptually
based performance can be exhibited at the same time that the learner
cannot "name" the concept or otherwise describe it.

The individualistic nature of internal events is perhaps even more
strongly apparent in rule using and prof icm olv ing. Katona (1940)
found that a demonstration illustrating the effects of rule application
was often more cffectiv e in solving matchscirk problems than v as the
supplying of a vet balized "arithmetic rule." A study requiring learners
to verbalize v hile Icat ning to solve a problem (Gagne. and Smith,
1962) was unsuccosful in tinning up consistent patterns of verbaliza-
tion, again the sur.,,c,,cstion is that the processes contributed by the
individual arc highly idiosv hcratic. Many students of problem-solving
behav for w ould probably take this idea for granted, a judgment based
in part upon outcomes of earlier studies which have attempted to get
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the learner to "think aloud" \011ie sole ing a problem (Woodworth,
1938, pp. 768-800). In addition to the specific rules which may be
inv oh ed in solving a problem, some waiters, notably Bruner (1961),
have emphasized the importance of approaches to problem solving,
called strategies. Although such self directed principles may perhaps be
categorized (Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956), there seems little
doubt that they too are unique to the individual.

From its simple to its complex forms, then, an act of learning
appears to be characterized by some internal events w hich have so far
resisted precise description and analysis. There are some uniquely
indiv idual processes contributed by the learner's nervous system. Fur-
thermore, these internal e cnts are not properly view ed as artifacts of
the learning process, but instead must be considered as essential compo-
nents, w ithout w hich no learninr; can occur. It is notew of thy that even
the learning of a connection (see Table 10-1) is considered by many
modern theorists to requite a contribution of internal "feedback stimu-
lation" for its establishment (Mowrer, 1960, Chap. 7). (This discussion
of learning ty pes does not include the classical conditioned response,
w hick mav be e' en simpler than the connection, or instrumental re-
sponse, with which Table 10-1 begins.)

It seems evident, then, that in controlling all of the aspects of
external learning conditions described prey iously, instruction neverthe-
less can only make the occurrence of this crucial, internal, idiosyn-
cratic evcnt more probable. So far as is now know n, instruction cannot
directly control this internal event. The careful design of instruction
can surely increase its probability and, by so doing, can make the entire
process of learning more sure, more predictable, and mote efficient. But
the indiv idual nen ous system must still make its own indiv idual con-
tribution. The nature of that contribution is, of course, what defines
the need for the study of individual differences.

CONCLUSION

The practical implications of this discussion suggest a goal for
instruction w hick seems quite consistent NI ith w hat is known of the
educativ c process as a totality. One of the t lajor goals of instruction
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:night cell be to biing about progressi% el) the elimination of the need
for instruction (lit cued at the individual. Doesn't this suggest, after all,
the major difference bets een a fourth-grader and a graduate student?
The former needs all the help :le can get from the external conditions
established by propci ly designed instruction. The lam needs almost
none of this help because he performs the %arious functions himself. In
other words, to a \ cry large extent he caries out self-instruction.
What he does N% hen he "studies" is first to analyze and organize the
content to be learned in such a way that it can in fact be readily
learned

It may be that additional emphasis needs to be given, in a \ cry
broad and comprehensh e sense, to the notion of self-Instmction, not
simply as an immediately applicable technique, but as a goal. This may
be the direction of practical kicA elopment -%x hich could best exploit the
unique internal contribution of the individual learner.



MASTERY LEARNING AND MASTERY TESTING

Samuel T. Mayo

Mastery Wining is not a new idea but it has
not a!ways gone under that name. The word
"mastery" is very common in educational parlance.
I t connotes having learned something well as prom-
iSeCi in the adage, "Practice makes perfect."
Mastery usually comes easily when there is a very
limited skill or parcel of knowledge to be learned
and one has the opportunity for abundant practice.
Moreover, with mastery comes a feeling of pleasure
and self-confidence from a job well clone.

In the study of human learning, educational
psychologists long ago discovered two important
principles: (1) Given meaningfulness, learning is
retained easily when there is abundant practice;
and (2) Meaningful learning is easily transferred.
"Meaningful" here means bearing a relationship to
previous learning. It also implies that the goals to
be obtained are obvious. Transfer, in essence,
means that one is able to use previous learning by
applying it to solution of problems or decision
making.

Until ten or fifteen years ago prevailing prac-
tices of instruction and evaluation of instruction
promoted unsound effects on learners. Individual
differences were often neglected in "lockstep in
struction." In a sense, instructional time was held
constant while the amount of material learned
varied. The normal curve was being overused and
misused in evaluation processes. Mastery learning
differs in that, in a sense, material is held constant,
while study time is allowed to vary.

The picture has been changing rapidly. Entire
curriculums, particularly in mathematics and
physics, have been revolutionized. Programmed
learning has had impact on almost every school
system. Independent study and individualized in-
struction, either with or without machines, are
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being tried in more and more schools every year.
Such innovations in the learning environment call
for innovation in testing, measuring, and evaluating
technique:. Useful references for further reading
would be tilos. by Bloom (1968), Brunei (1960),
and Carroll (10b3).

Until recently, most people were convinced
that mental abilities were somehow tied very
tightly to academic achievement. This point of
view Was valid under traditional instruction when
one constructed achievement tests in such a way as
to assure a normal distribution of the scores. I t

should be noted that mental abilities, as measured,
hz.ve also been distributed like a normal curve.

The expectation of the distribution of
achievement for traditional treatment is a normal
curve, or something similar to Curve A of Figure 1,
with central tendency in the midiegion. By con-
trast, mastery treatment is expected to shift central
tendency closer to per fection and probably to
shoe: skewnt as well, as in Curves B and C of
Figure 1.

In programmed instruction questions in the
frames are made so easy that the resulting error
rate is only 5 to 10 percent. For such cases a
diff erent kind of proficiency test is called for - - a
test for mastery in which the score distribution is
very different from that of the normal curve. In-
stead of being piled up in the middle and tapering
gently in each direction, scores are bunched at the
hin,h end of the scale The test items for the new
typo of proficiency test obviously must be of a
different type from those which have been recom-
mend,d for traditional achievement tests. Mastery
test items are tied intimately to the stated ob-
jectives of instr ction which are specific for a
relativ.ly short period of time in a school course
(even for a day's lesson). But programmed learning
is only one of several innovations in what may be
ca'L.' mastery learning.

THE MASTERY MODEL

The term "mastery model" is used here to
sum --i7e the thinking of some educators who
have triLd out certain innovations to improve
school lea' ring.

RAther than thinking of aptitude as a kind of
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dents zire normally distributed with respect to

.1 et..gi...) as thes'!:

aptitade and if the kind and quality of instruction

inalr oppropriate to the characteristics and needs
of e.:,.ii student, a Lege majority of the students
con l,- expected to achieve mastery.

and 0 dMount of time available for learning arc

2. Set standards of master y in advance; use

Eh I-fly characterized, the model calls for such

1. inform studen ts about course expecta

expectations, so that they view learning
as a cooperative rather than as a corn

dons, even lesson expectations or unit

petitive enterprise.

ceilal,. Canon (19W) suggested that aptitude may
be 1,1..tud to the amount of time necessary to
ach.t v mastery. Bloom (1938) 'eels that if stu

prevailing standards or set new Ones and
i:ign gr...del in terms of pafoiniance
rattKI 'that rotative roliking

3. Use short diagnostic progress tests for
each unit of instruction.

4. Prescribe additional learning for those
who do not demonstrate initial mastery.

5. Attempt to providr additional time for
learning for those persons who seem to
need it.

TEST DEVELOPMENT --
A MASTERY APPROACH

Test experts and authors of textbooks on
tests and measurement have bcen telling teachers
for many years to construct the r achievement tests
in traditional ways. What are these ways? The
answer to this question may be expressed as a
series of steps: (1) Define the objectives to be
measured; (2) write items to sample content and
behavior domains of the objectives; (3) adjust _cm
characteristics with average item difficulty around
50%-60% and maximum discrimination against the
internal criterion of the total test scores; (4) inter-
pret performance against a norm (i.e., peer) group.

Under the mastery model, the first two steps
would remain somewhat as they were. The third
step would be replaced by eliminating the necessity
of discriminating power; that is, average difficulty
would be shifted to possibly 85% or higher.
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A Traditional
Modetat4.1Y.t.-ty

C Thorough tia.ttry

.JAAAA.
40 50 GO 70 80 00 100

Per Cent of Perfect Score

Figure 1. Distributions of Achievement Test Scores
Under Traditional Treatment and Mastery Treatment

(Hypothetical)

The kind of instruction under the model also
differs from traditional, and this affects the kind of
testing required. In mastery it is assumed that the
response that one learns (such as giving the answer
to a question or making an overt musculth re-
sponse) can be made confidently upon cue. Tests
constructed to measure such learning may appear
easy to one accustomed to very difficult tests,
especially those written by persons prone to use
"ti ick" questions or obscure language. Mastery
tests mcw he concoivP(1 as operating on a "go-no-
go" hJsis. Most student.; are expected to pass an
item. The few who fail the item show a clear
deficit, and this feedback indicates need for addi
tional remedial learning sessions and repeated
testing until items are passed.

Clear Objectives

Objectives are made clear to the student
Linda mastery learning. We have had years of ex-
perience under the alternative in which objectives
have not been made clear and in which achieve-
ment was on a sink-or-swim basis. Under a mastery
appro.K;11, one plan which can be used effectitely
a periodic (even daily) sheet which spells cal he
immediate objectives. The student has the feeling
of clearly understanding the goals and knowing
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thai they ugly be reached easily in a shot t time.

Mastew learning and mastery testing seem to
promi.e. the elimination of some of the fear which
pl,:vnes many students hi testing situations,
ecprcially in quantitative courses such as those in
matibern:nics, science, and statistics. Steps that
teecht s can take toward overcoming fears include
(1) announcing that daily quizzes will not be
counted on the final grade but rather be used for
drajle.is; (Such quizzes can easily be given back
Ix students to keep in their files) (2) announcing
Viet major tests (such as mid ,emester) will ti
wait %...fith au altern::;;; form, corn ring the hither
of the two grades; (3) holding a lengthy, compre
h, naive reviev, session for the final e; amination in
which the information fed to student,. is as close to
cr,.Nnination content as feesibh z,nd which p,br .
ceiv by students as the limited set of content
tot ii7s and behavior w7hieh will actually be included
on the cxamir

CI iterion Referenced

/s41..rp:et ;firm of test results front mastery
teis ..;flers in kind from interpretation of "tra
ditionr tests shotving a normal curve distribution
of total scores. Interpretation here is relative, that
is in relation to peers. Recently, the term "noon
rflenced" has been applied to this kind of test.
Und-41 mastery theory a test score in a sense may
be con..irked absohrte, since one need not corn
rAZ t.7 a score with a peer. One only judg:s whether a
suffi, ie.it number of items have been passed to give
evicts:11c,, of mastery of some limited segment of an
enthe score. in contrast to "norm referencedte the term "criterion reit:tem-x(1 tests" has

t,, thoct mod io nvrlry loprnin.
With criterionreferencing a new operation is
brought into the pictube one which may have far
reaching social implications. This will he the inter-
pretation of a test score in terms of describing the
specific behaviors which a student can now per-
form. Thus, it will be much easier to match such a
repertory of skills to a forthcoming job or training
situation than before when we only knew how a
student ranked with his peers but not wliat he
could do.

Frequent quizzes may be used effectively to
identify aspects of a C011: se where revision is desir-
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able and to improve the course while it still is fluid.
This is an example of the trend toward adapting
the course to the student rather than adapting the
student to the course.

It should be recognized that while mastery
learning theory promises much in educational im
provement, very little definite research has yet
been done. Therefore, we know little, as yet, about
its applicability in education. Meanwhile, it appears
worth trying on the part of individual teachers as
more persons recognize the weaknesses of tradi-
tional instructional and testing practices and try to
improve them in accordance with never methods.

SOME SUGGESTIONS

Teachers are invited to put into practice the
theory briefly described in this paper. Each
teacher's situation is unique, and there is no guar-
antee that the same innovation %%ill work every-
where. Run a short-term study of an actual innova-
tion and observe its effect upon teachers, pupils
and administrators. Several suggested innovations
are:

1. Give alternate forms of a titsz or examina-
tion until StliGOntS improve to a predetermined
level of mastery. Since the knowledge and skills
repre.senteci in the test will already have been
judged to be important, missing particular items
will pinpoint the kind of remedial instruction
necessary to bring a student to the desired level.

2. Involve students as tepresz.nitatives on a
committee along with faculty to review a_ cur-
riculum and to set objectives. Perhaps the best
candidates for slich stiirlent representativns would
be juniors or seniors in high school to set objectives
fur the freshman el .s.

3. Have a student conimittce !mike up a final
exa,n nato, in orde.r to show what mastery is
required of all students. Obviously, to do this
would drastically chLricie the security precautions
usually taken and the grading system ernploved.
Flov.evel, this %.votild b:: "experimental," tincl per-
h.71ps it v:ould be found that more benefits would
be obtained th the disxlvantages associated %eith
security and grading.

4. Have, a student-laculty commits (riii
sally reviN7 the system. Th.le .-r
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been a perftct graLlIng system. Even some so c.ili-,;(1
"new" system: set:m unsatisfact)ry.

5. If your school has a new program in indi-
vidmdized instrualon and/or independent study,
you may wish to strengthen the evaluation you
have planned rnr it. Your own research director or
a con,:nitant fron, a local university can be in-
valuable her,: Sev-,ra: references can be of help,
also. Among these are Gleason (1967), Webb
(1966), Bloom (1956), and Krathtvohl (1968).

6. Run a full-fledged experiment in mastery
learning and teaching with the help of a nearby
university. Most universities would welcome such
a; invitation from a local school sys m. Many of
them have graduate students who are looking for
an ac,.:ncy in which they may spend time on an
internship or on a course project or thesis.
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Student Evaluation and
Promotion of Learning

James H. Block

GM az am am am amain

A. critical problem haunting
educator, throughout the world is how to effectively, efficiently, and
cconomical4 ircrea c all student:; lcarning. Nowhere is this problem
felt mole kecnh than in the public schools of major cities. In this
chapter, se% cral methods arc proposed whereby student evaluation
techniques might be used to help solve this problem.

Impairment of Learning

Traditionally, student evaluation has been conceived as a
pro( ess for jud;..,,ing changes iclathe to a set of educational objectives
as the result of mane hist' uLtion (T let. 1950). While in recent )cars
some evaluators (fit instance, Bloom, JI.vaings, and Madaus, 1971;
Dr escl, EIG5, has expanded till. inn eption considerably, many

Rh o miNKING URBAN EDUCATION. edited by H. VValbeig and A. Kopan (San Francisco.
Jossey.Bass) 1972. pp. 61 76.
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public school personnel continue to view student evaluation as a
judgmental process for identifying and cuff) ing petfonnance differ-
ences among learners.

Data documenting the negative effects of this clew on student
learning, especially urban student learning, are amazingly sparse.
From the anecdotal (for example, Black, 1963) and empirical data
available, however, it is possible to outline at least three ways in which
this narrow conception can contribute to poor pupil learning.

First, this view leads to the use of student evaluation primarily
for grading purposes. Unfortunately, present grading practices doom
most students to receive average or below-average marks regardless of
how well they might learn. For example, the use of a "normal curve"
enures that roughly 70 per cult of the students receive a C or lower
grade. Since grades are c.nc of the major types of evidence by which
a student gauges his academic and general personal competence

Torshen, 1969), many students are bombarded with negative indica-
tions of their worth. Thce students o entually develop negative interest
in, attitudes toward, and anxiety about further 'Laming (Bloom, 1971;
Sarason et al., 1060). Sonic develop negative academic and even
negative general self-concepts (Putkey, 1970; Tmshen, 1969), and a
significant number acquire mental health problems (Stringer and
Glidewell, 1967; Torshen, l%9). These affeeiye traits, in turn, en-
courage the students to cease strhing for lcaming excellence (see
Stanwyck and Felker, 1971) and even tindermine their capacity to
learn the things they are capable of learning (Feather, 1966; Purley,
1970).

Second, this conception of student o ablation fos!, s the pre-
dominant use of "summative, norm-referenced" evaluation instruments
in the classroom. Tr instruments are sununath c in that they are
administered at the end of a long instructional sugmeac (several teyt-
book chapters, a gum ter. a tom, or a cour-e) to sum up each student's
learning. progress (c.ce Bloom. Hastings, and Madaus, 1971). They arc
ni),m-referenced rn that each student's progress is dem mined by
cot:Tarim: his scone with the stoles of his classmates or some other
norm group (Chaser and Nitko, 1971).

The use of these ingruments can connibute to poor learning for
two reasons. First, they typically are employed for grading purposes
argil thus can pro% ide the negative feedback that ey entoally extinguishes
some pupils desire to learn and colludes their learning capacity.
Second, they usually pita ide too little information too late to help a
student surmount past learning .1:1ficalties (Airasian, 1969). Specifi-
cally, these instruments ordinarily do not consistently identify what
objectives la: failed to lean of whew in the ..cgment lie encountered
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difficulties. Hence, the) usually supply kw specific, cues to why he failed
to attain certain object es. Without answers to the quetiuns of IA hat,
u bele, and ashy, the teaLher cannot reliably &sign his instruction to
best facilitate a student's flume learning, not car the student best
organize his subsequent ba() and review. Even in those rare cases
NA, here the inbtrunients du put ide the necessary information, they do
not meow age the studcitt to complete prior lea( ning Ireful c attempting
new. As Airasian ( V', 71) points out: "Mastering certain points missed
in a sununative e.1.1.1tion ma) give a student satisfaction, but it does
not raise his grade" (p. 79).

Third, the traditional view of studc.n evaluation encourages
teachers and other s...huol personnel, such as counselors ( Cicout el and
Kitsusc, 1963), to tke evaluation results for labeling a student's aca-
demic potential. Examples of common labels are "smart-dumb," "fast-
slow," "overat er-undetachiever," "gifted- !Am...ably mentally re-
tarded." All such label, carry an implicit set of performance expecta-
tions for the pupils to witc.m they arr, overtly or covertly applied. Some
studies .suggest that, e,pecially in the crucial early grades. these expecta-
tions may create and impatiate a self-fulfilling prophecy in student
learning (Baket and Cliz.t, 1972). The teacher subconsciously gum-
tutes his instruction so that cat h student is constrained to learn
in accordance w ith the tea,her's original expectations. Thus, should the
teacher attach a label connoting low performance expectations, as is
often the case in urban, especially ghetto, education (Clark. 1965;
Gottlieb, 1966; Harlem Youth Opportunities, 196+; Wiles, 1970',
then he unv, ittingl) lowers the quality of hi, instruction and thereby
produeei the por student leari,:ng- expected.

Besides in fluen. in:: the quality of a student's in,n tion, 1
like grades., ( also affec t his to le..] n and his actual learn-
ing ability. Through .t myriad of subtle and nut so subtle means, in-
cluding the giacling proces.., the k.., her ill t °mince some .earners to
adopt a pat ticular label as reflecting their true academic vttential.
Hen( eforth thc-e, student, tic lital) to pci form in accord,,nee with the
expectations they believe to he implicit in their label (Lecky, 194.5).
Thus. should ale v ..erupt a label cunnotin, thdr inability to ream, they
ale :ikcly to silibit 1.0.11 an onwillineness and an inability to learn,
even though they pos,es. the tequi,ite

Promotion of Learning

'hy has student evaluation getier ally been used in such ne,:a-
tive and Itim:du( thy ,%.1),? One explanation is that most public
sc hoot tcaches, cout.,c lots, and achnini,trators have had little formal

rLEMECCEIMICUJEK4.".M .)TAT .414.,U£0e0,1=1-4-,-,4?1_ 457,...,_ lel-7/41.X.A,r, ..f..17...1~A". . - , _ . ...... .
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training in evaluation thew y and practice (131i111 et .11., 1965; Coslin,
1967); bent c, they arc either unfamiliar with alternative uses (such as
diagnosing .student learning difficulties, assessing learning readiness,
and defining and clarifying instructional objectives) or arc unskilled
in defining and clarifying iwarimtional objectives) ur arc unskilled in
their applit ation. ubt. ions key to the more salutary utilization of
student evaluation in urban education, thtrefore, would be to provide
more and better evaluation training lot all pre-service and in-service
personnel. Wirether it occurs in public school -based clinics and work-
shops or in university and teacher-training courses, this preparation
should stress the following. the %arid> of possible classroom roles for
student ettitration; Iwarerress of the positive and negative effects of
each role on students, teachers, the school, and even the community
:Bloom, 1¶'69 , the fallibility of evaluation results and the sources of
f ;,111 ilia . en-the-job training and plat tire in the application of various
tectniques and interpretation and use of results (Ebel, 1967). A second
possibility would be for each urban st hool syso a, perhaps each school,
to hire a cadre of full-time t onsultants with special competence in both
testing and teaching (Ebel, 15G7).

But int reared training ur expert aid, even if exceptionally good,
will nut be enough. 'Unless it is possible to convince urban school
peisoialel that the primary goal of student evaluation is not the judg-
ment of stud( nt !coining, then sonic intli%iduals will continue to use
ecalu..tion in the ways described above. To emphasize its many alterna-
th C (1 is.,10Otti uses, therefore, educators must consider new goals for
student ecaltLition. One such goal is the maximal promotion of each
student's learning.

.Yodel for Optimal Quality of Classroom Instruction

Let us begin by sketching a model for classroom instruction of
optimal quality. The model derives from research on group and tutorial
instruction ( Moore, l(7l ; Rosenshine, 1970; Thelen et al., 1968)
and from writings on models of learning (for example, Carroll, 1963;

ilgard, 1965' and in -true tion for example, Gage, 1961; Wallen and
'1'1.1% era, 196.;1. This literature suggests th..t the quality of insti uction
fog an stialint an be defined by three sets of highly complex varia-
bles. ( I the t Licit!. and app.opriatene.ss of the instructional cues; that
is. the dt-L;ier to which the pi esentation, explanation, anisl ordering of
dements of the learning task apploat h the optimum for a given
learner" (Calla 19W., as quoted in Bloom, 1968). (2) the amount
of at the ill and pat/ice of the Willing allowed; (3) the
amount and types of 'cirri iionent3 or rewards provided.
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Under ideal in:ItuLtional conditions, such as um- wdl ttaiticd
tutor per student, each of these iablcs. is manipulated almost auto-
matically to ensue e optimal quality of lusts m tion for each learner.
Classroom conditions, howetcr, arc often far from ideal--usually a
single type of lust, uction, which employs primarily %cilia! cues; a
limited amount of learning time; and a high student-teacher ratio
prevail. Under such cirLunistant es, it is unlikely that a teacher's in-
suuction can be of optimal quality for each student no matter how
good the teacher may be. Some students may require nom erbal rather
than verbal cues; more time to placticc; mole chance to intc;:.t with
the teacher ; or inure than a smile, verbal praise, or the teacher's atten-
tion. The problem faced by an model for high-quality classroom
instruction, therefore, is how to teucate, under existing conditions, the
optimal quality of mate uction usually found only under ideal condi-
tions.

Resea ch carried out both here and abroad (for instance,
Block, 1971; suggests that the nrodLi in Figure 1 will solve this prob-
lem. As drawn, the model proposes that feedback and correction tech-
riques arc the catalysts required to transform ordinary group-based
instruction into instruction of optimal quality for each learner. These
techniques supplciiiLia the group instruction in such a way that the
teacher can make the same kinds of modifiLations in each of his stu-
dent's instruc tiun as would a tutor for his tutee. The feedback devices
detect gap: in earl studcnt's learning at selected intervals in the group
instruction. Then, a number of group and/or individual instructional
con-ective., arc used systematically ti)%a.r the cue, and/or the partici-
pation-practic c and/or the reinfor«ments until eat h learner's problc1113
have been sumiuttritt.d. ror example, reteachiu;n: is tied to cw (-Rome
learning difficulties shaied by a group of stilduitts. Small-group study
5C:v4011S, 111(11Vidthl 1 tutorinz. and alterna.ivc instil:( tional materials
(textbooks, IA 011,1)( progiannued ins,truction,tai(iu-xisual methods,
aeadeniie games ar,.I puziles) are employed to handle individual learn-
ing crrori.

Three major roles for student-evaluation techniques in the
promotion of Ie.:11141g follow readily front this model. Each centers on
the development of improcd classroom feedback/correction tech-
nique:.

Feedback. Onc obx ions role is the provisioa of the necessary
feedback information. Here "formative, criterion - referenced" class-
room evaluation ithti unicnts arc rcquired. Tin insu uments should be
formative in the sense that they are designed to be an integra' part (pi'
the teaching-learnin:?, proses and thus to skip.. the outcomes of the
process. Thcy should be short, ungraded, administeied as frequently
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as necessary, and diagnwtic. Useful fointati% e instruments must Imo-
vide a continuous flow of information to both the teachei and the
learner regal ding the ongoing cffect:%enes.s of the teaching .1111 !cant-
ing (Airasian, 1969; Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus, 1971). The
instruments should be criterion-ref ezenctd in two senses. First, they
sliotild provide an in-depth piettne of what objectives the student did
not learn in a gi% en instructional st.,..;incilt and where he encounteled
learning probleias. This information will pros ide clues to why pal ticu-
lar objectiNes NSCIC not attained. Second, the) should assess the ade-
quacy-inadequacy of the student's !canting with respect to what
objectives he attaincd, lather than how ratan} he reached relati% c to
his peers (Blocl., 1971; Bormuth, 1970; Glaser and Nitko, 1971).

Correction process. A second role for student evaluation is the
streamlining of the centeution process. Hue the term streamlining
does not mean the assemblage of the most efficient and effective, yet
parsimonious and inexpeibivc, conecthe battery possible. The con-
struction of such a batter) primarily requites the techniques of curricu-
lar, not student, evaluation. Rather, it means the development of
efficient procedures for ttatislating the learning difficulties evidenced
by a student on a feedback inst.' ument into a set of (01 recti% es which
will most likely overcome these difficulties.

This streamlining will require the elution of what might be
called a "correctiN e contingency management system. One component
of such a system must be a Lately of evaluation instruments compati-
ble with the classtoum instruction in which the student. will engage
(Cronbach, 1970). These instruments should delimit the cue, to be
11,ed, the participat:on-practice to he allowed, and the it.infoit mcnts
to he pros ided, and then ast wain each student's status relative to
these china( tclistiks. The sorrel component roust be a battery of eval-
uation instrument, dc,igned to identify the particular types of cues, the.
amounts of patticipation-practice, and the typct and amounts of Lein-
forccinuit each Indent requite, fur optimal quality of instruction o'er
the given material.

From irforrYtation regarding the chit-400m in-tinction's major
characteristics and each studctit's status relathe to tlicc charat teristics,
c;cueral area, can be identified where the quality of the group instruc-
tion will not lit sufliient for a particular student. Contingency plans,
based upon each student's requirenictits for optimal iu ti action, can
then be dm loped. I'llete will specify a pal ticul.0 sot of collec-
tives lila ly to r i our. t tht, 011:4111t 111 c between the quality of instruc-
tion poi% idt d the optimal quality of in mu tion rc (vim!. Should
the snith lit at mall> cmount(t It plait o%ci any segment of
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the group instruction, the contingency plans would be sct in operation.
Consider this example. Suppose the amounts of patticipation-

practice allowed and the amounts and types of reinforcement to be
provided by some classroom instruction arc satisfactory for a given
student. But suppose the cues are to he presented in a mode (perhaps
verbally) that the student cannot understand. The instructional cues,
then, might be a potential source of learning difficulty for the student.
(fence, a set of contingency plan, would be drawn up based on infor-
mation regarding the particular r tics this student requires for optimal
instruction. Should he actually encounter learning difficulties, the
contingency plans would be implemented to picscnt the unlearned
material in a cue mode (pethaps nonverbal()) he could most easily
understand.

Stu/lib/rib. A final role fot studon ec Amnion techniques is the
setting of performance standank a:;.tinst which the adequacy or in-
adequacy of each student's kat fling occr a given instructional segment
can be judged. Bounth (1(.)69, 1971) has demonstrated the possibility
of empirically setting mote objective and tcalistic standards than
those used in the past. Block (1970,, in turn, has demonstrated the
po sibility of empirically setting standards whole maintenance through-
out an insuuctional sequence maximize.s selected end-of-sequence
learning outcomes. Taken together, therefore, this research suggests
the possiltility of using peformance standards as major instructional

ar iables in the piomotion of student learning. If the teacher or admin-
istrator can select a particill.ir set of desired heat wing outcomes, then he
should be able to set a Aandard ss hose maintenance throughout an
instructional sequence will maximize each student's attainments rela-
tive to these outcomes. Once set this standard would act as a bench-
mat k for monitoting either the "health" or equisaiently what Farquhar
(1968; terms the "pathology" of each urban student's learning. At
anc time the student's !raining was substandard, correctic es would be
applied to return it to par.

To illustrate these ideas, consider the following example. The
basic subjects in most elemental) school curt i( ula ate leatned sequen-
tially. Thus, the student's failure to learn adequately one task in a
scqucuk e may rtaalcmn him to learning failure in all subsequent tasks.
The tragedy of this situation is glaphic ally illustrated in a longitudinal
studs of st !iol achiesement t utiducted 1)) Payne (1963 ). She found
that a student' iil or Eau,: in sixth -grade leading. rn at Mimetic
oulkl he 111:Jily picklided cis en !knowledge of only his and pethaps

k fur math e. That is. the student's foi man( e grades
Go( and taw :.(Aile(1 to inciletki mine his .11( to, 01 failure lam in the



sequence. As Bloom ;1970) points out, had :bolt-tom fulinaliec
standards ("..equclitial nouns") been mailable iii glades one and two,
then some students' subsequent lung -term learning failure might ha% e
been averted. Ur ban schools should be able to use cad.' existing
data to set such standards for all required, sequentially learned sub-
jects. Initially the standards might be set to indicate simply "liuw
much" the student should ha% c ]cat ied at each Ltage in the sequence
if his learning is to meet certain end-of-sequence triter ia. Latcr, they
might be set in terms of "what" he should have learned.

Implications for Urban Education

Student benefits. Urban student, will benefit in at least four
ways from the the of student-ealuation techniques to promote learn-
ing. First, especially in sequendally learned subjects, 'host students will
learn more effectiely. Rc,carch (Block, 1971) suggests that clssloom
use of so.and feedback/collection tcchiliques typically can enable 75
per cent of the students to learn selected subjects as well as do only
the top 25 per cent at present. Vii all students learning with the
assistance of such techniques can achiee well enough to earn C or
higher milks a:, judged by the grading criteria used for students
learning without such assistance.

Second, most students' learning can be made more efficient.
Especially for sequentially learned sublet is or topics, that seem to be
particular perfoimance standards whose attainment increa,es the
amount of substquent material students learn hi a given time (1310,1,,
1970; 'Merrill, Baton, and 'Wood, 1970). The reason is clear. The
student who is helper.' to lean adequately the inatelial in Lite task in
a sequence can concentiate on the new material in the next 'Flie
student who is nut helped must spend time h uning both the founts
and the latter nlatcrial. The further he is allowed to plocced ted
in the sequence, the IllOIC (1111C he must devote to ]cutting old lather
than new material.

Third, mo,t students w ill be partially ithulated from the nega-
tive affective colhcquenccs of present in tional and c% a'alational
practice. On the one hand, they will 1..(111 the repeated posithe school
learning cxpt CanceN which fume' positive inteicm, in and attitudes
toward leallain4, pioinote the growth of a positive academic and
probably gcliet.d self- concept, and immunize against mental illuetis
(Bloom, 1'171; l'iti hey, 1970; St' inger and Glidewell, 1967; "l'orshen,
1969,,. On the (Alit r hand, they will obtain new perspek tives on the
meaning of ,Ludt lit (%aluation which .should reti,.:,e its anxiety-piol,o1,-
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ing qualities and e\ag,:,etateci impin tam c in student hi. In particular,
students will dist oN, e t that cc alttation is .111 integial p.at of the teaching-
learning Foto, rather than the ultimate pm) of the process and
onAluently that ,railing and et aination need not he synon}mous.

l'inall}, man} !Ancients will lie flead from the negathe scholastic
effects of the concept of intik ideal differences. Few ideas have had
greater positic impact un tuba!' etitit ation than the notion of individ-
ual differences as many chapters in (hi, volume attest. Cut the idea has
also provided some urban educators a convenient . des of excuses
whetcli} responsibility for poor student learning is shifted from the
ctith ational s} stem to the student's gi In tic author int iontmental back-
ground. As these cdinatins ha% c absoked themscic es ft ore esponsi-
I =lit} 101 stocker k at niu.;, they 11,1%e ht,( owe inereasingi} lax in provid-
in.; the onditions under which almost all students can learn.

The usc of stuck tit-ct aluation tit Wyk!, to do clop improved
cl.t.tot n fec dbac kft ot tection places es slic uld pin c the concept of
intik :dual differences in proper pc pct a% c in urban education. Re-
scan. It thing I elicit tide s}stenh to iniptove the quality of instruc-
tion for .suburban, lower-middle class students (Block, 1970) and
til ban students (1:eish, 1070; Kim et al., 1969) suggests that the
tonationl} obscr%ed tclationship Lc tw«n intli%icittal differences and
student achiecmcot ma} often be a sheer arlilact of our plesent
instructional practices. These studios show that the degree to which
indhidual differences in such callaid(s as aptitude, sociocconotnic
status, and IQ are ra.cted in student achiet ement is stone ncsative
function of tic quality of instrut (ion pros ided each !tattler. The higher
the quail() of instruction, the loss the effects of these differences. Thus,
if these fintlIn;s are 1(1,1% met! as hula ovcd feedbat k/cot ection s}stons
molt c, the} should caution tuba!! cdiu atol,, against thing an} student's
baelsotind as a scapeloat for instructional ineffectiveness.

Let me emphasize that I am not proposing that individual
dificictice, ma} not condition .student k art dng in sonic cases. Rather,
I am ti,,,,gesting that perhaps the concept of indiidual Met( :es has
been MIL licit all} cAt t tht din tit ban t ducatiou to explain our inability
to teach some students to our .d to teach some Letter than others.

Teacher benc fits, Urban teachets alsc will receive certain im-
portant benefits ficiit tin. use of student evaluation as pioposed. First,
tact' t an leap teturns of increased icat ning for most, lather than just
a few, from their ;mum Cmn. These Fenn Ili will be greater
each time a pat titular topic, coarse, ut subject Is retaught, provided
the teacher, continue to the the techniques (ie.( tibed above to refine
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and improtc their t lassroom feedlot's/collection plucetitnes (see, for
example, Bloom, 1968).

Second, esp%ci.11lt for sequentially 1%.o lied mato ial. the teacheis
can make their instruction more cfliticut. Limited (mit iiinental rc-
search sti.,;ests that the teacher, with the assistant e of a good feed-
back/writ-L.14m ..)stem, may be able to ethnic hulk !excl. of learning
for most students while .spcinlilig 110 pet h.tps t t1/411 hs, aistilic-
tional time than I, usually spent helping only sons stialcittsk-ain
(Block, 1970; Nfeii ill, 133 ton, and Woo,l, 1970

Thild, urban teachers %vill gain sonic tools by whit h to dis-
charge growing public demands for acctuntability. To date. while
teacheis hate been deluged with demand that they assuire grcatel
responsibility for their studcnts' leanting. almost without exception
they hat c led been pros idcd with any c ffcctivc nu ans for reaching
this end. 'File de%elopment of iii p o%cd %lassoitan feediht, L/correction
te-liniques should pio%ide teaches 'situ the v(aicies they have lacked.

Fouttli, tit ban mit-hers may be able to alio iatc some of their
classroom disoider pro1clents. In particular, the the of student c%alua-
tion ilt the ways proposed algae may help the teat her reduce the
hostility and ft ustiation gc lit 1.. tett by pie% ion inszt tictional and e% alua-
tional p.m cites. ne IC.IC111( is can help most soak:its attain consistent
academic ?uccrss and thus both the shin t- and long-tertii bitcfits of
such slits C's. ritZil le% ( of student learnitig. iii lulu. should disc out.c.ze
tear lit r, hoot undcie,tintatin.; their students' calm( it) f,.:
growth.

School benefil>.Ulban schools will gait' a sct of bencfits equal!)
as inTottant as those act to thrill' StlirklIts .old ICJ( lids.
the!. %%ill ;1( (Illilt die itlet Itcluiltd to it., c. pupil Iratiling substan-
tially. Ib lilac the indi% 4111.11 teacher. the sc !too!, al -u c an most folly
capitali/c. cn their tientendoth in% estnicitt of it -min es in 5111tILIII 111-
Stlucti(al. Sound fcedback,'«irrettion s) -h it, hat t pro%cd to be both
an diet the and efficicitt means of indi%idualiLiog in um (ion c%en in
clasloatt, with up to 70 to I stud( lit-teacher ratios and for samples
of thousands and tots of thousand', of students (Kim et al., 1969,
1970i. So far, dot lopint IA costs have been minimal. For example,
teachet %%oiling tr,zetlier foi ail hoot co two a day have consulictcd
sound («dim( k/t cart, tiott sy tuns for an cittirt ycat's work in coutscs
such as mathematic s amid 1444(.1% in fewer than tun '«.1,s (Airasian,
19691. 011,c set up. oft cause, sin II st =tents ( br 1 cpeatctily.

Snout!, the school, may he able It) IC(1.6111 e's.1)(1-n to (11 tea( hers
and to sa%u the incxpt tit lc ul how the intliffeic iie . tow.ad teaching
and kat iiitc; ex, ellen, picvalent in some lithan schools !Milk,
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19G5, Silberman, 1970). Doubtless _an li indilfrnrucc ina} del ive from
pour working conditioas; foil the ino.st part, houcver, it probably
result:, Inin man) teaelieis' inahilit, to Rai-lie, regardless of their
efforts, an. tangible, po,itice smeltlit Ic,ttninti results. If the use of
student-cc aluatiou technique, to build iiiiploctd elassiooni feedback/
corretAiun s}sttins can enable each iii baii Rat hell significantly to 1171-
prose Ii keit rang, then thi-, intliffcienee Lan be stemmed.

Third, the sellouts, within their picsent org,anizational and
curricular fraincuork, %%11 he able to pluinote the fillic.A development
of must students. The} %%ill Lc .)ble to piu. kic almost cc Cr) learner with
both those cognitice skills and eolopetcneit s and those affective traits
reepi:red for .yis ec-ssfiti cum and rcsiti% iiee in the adult world of work
and le:mile. From this cogn:tice and ails the h, 'e, must !Ancients will
be able to re,:lize an cocat;onal Or :Ivo( ational goals they choose
in,teari ,Inl tltn.c goal, chnien for them.

"This last .nigninu lit man be mime( eptable to the reader familiar
with ei.her ( ionbacit's 1(171 , of 1:11ers distinction between
traiiiii._ and education. (aonbach. fur txample, argues that training
in. s.uh the of student I rei la. ions 6n some basic areas while

,n entails the tie.thpitielit of anal.tit. and problem-
soh in_ :kills, anal the h, Lein., of el cadt k and self-expression. On
the bas:s of this distinction. the toes of student evaluation developed
here n.i..:11t In- misconstrued as fustc ling die fullest development of
the with respect uul. to training and not to educational
goals. Itemeinber, Lout. Ct. Ilia the ploposed uses are meant for
impleunritat:c..1 within the franiewca k of present to ban educational
s..sten:s. In ti.is fiaincuoi I., students ate t.pi) ally required to spend
ten to tucivc .cats lucked for the most pact into a twining curriculum
eon:-tin, of long learning scquein cs fur a feu required subjects. The
tea. Iii114 of dr1.11EIC Mk! ril/kill-Nth ;iv, skill, and the promotion of
c leadc it% and :self-expo usual!. ale, in plactice, cithei predicated
upon.) n s.:toodar. to master). of tlase sublet ts. Iknee, a student's
faille to it ain tiles( ha i. .subjet is and the repeated frustiation, humil-
iation. and (I) spair cn zt mined there!)c c an make him unwilling or

).1 both :o ipate in --t-clucatiolial effort; to develop high-
le. ( e sir to lam-tine t tcmi.it. and self-evil ession. Within
`AK if a tin it fore. both staining and educational goals are
fosteieci bc ann st t of pros (lino s diet a ill t ionic master} of the re-

quch-mc
the %ie..- taken here of tilticlit c% .1 t i011::, latent

ethisation is uptirti,tic, But perhaps
the in st ai,,tmi) ut fol this optimi en is 1).1.cal's fun the sin-
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i% al of the rational man: "One argument fun belie% ing in heaven is
that if )011 :itt %%tong, little i,10,t, but if on arc right, much may be
gained."
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Behavioral Objectives:
A Close Look

By Robert L. Ebel
1

Most teadiers have heard of
behavioral objectives. They
have read books and articles

w lidi urge them to state their own
instrudional obje,tives in behavioial
terms.) Some of them have tried to do
so, and ladong deal st..ass may feel
smut. guilt. A few tcatheis n.tually do
have statements of behavioral objei.-
tives for the', wanes and build then
walling efforts 411 wind them. But the
number of these is small. Ammons, in
fat. t, found nu behar 'oral ob.iedives in
the 300 sdlool systen,s she survey ed.2
Suer. educators ate not Deady eon-
erned with this state of affairs. They
see limited value in behavioral objec-
tives and some potential danger in
making behatioi, rather than cognitive
proces.es. the taiget of our educa-
tional el forts.

The Origin I History of the Concept

Although the p it. "behavioral
objekines" has nut been k-i4ely used
until recut tuna, every pailhun of
twining does in faLt have beliavliiral
objeAives. whether they ale stated
explicitly or not. The purpose of
naming for speak. task is to devel-
op the Capability fur the behaior
required by the task. But the broader
usage of bdimioial objeois es in -on-
nection with eductithwal piutzwins tS

probably attributable largely to Ralph
Ty ler.1 While at Ohio State Univeisity,
he developed a systeinatii. program for
the sp,:ellik.ation, ul bclia.ioral tenns,
of the desired oukomes of a eoursc.
Usually these outLumes were a limited
umbel of fairly specific cognitive
abilities. 'Their emphasis was, in part. a

PHI DELTA KAPPAN, 1970, Vol. 52, pp. 171.173.
Or\
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reaction to the overemphasis on fat
teal intounation in many current ol
jective tests of achievement.

With the advent of teaching ma-
chines and piobi,tnimed instruction,
suggested first by Presseyo and popu-
!awed by Skinnei,' the usefuhiess of
behaviinal objectiscs became more ap-
patent to the plopammers.
Then the cutting edge of innovation
moved on to 111014: ultipleN models of
systematic inshuction, With com-
pute!, presciibing inchviditahied in-
struction'. and Thiastei)" ieplacing
"as much as-possible" as the goal, be.

iviural objectives lenkimed an essen-
tial femme of innovation.

"I he net effect of both I yler's
leadership and recent developments
has been to convince many teacheis
that they ought to state their objec-
tives ii, behavioral terms. "help stamp
out nonbehavioral objectives" is their
only half facetious slogan.

Justifications for Behavioral Objectives

In the else of piugrammed instruc-
tion and the inure complex learning
systems, the need for specific, detailed
instructional objectives is obvious.
Sonic of these systems may be too
complex to be generally feasible. and
too impersonal 01 too infle\ible to be
general]) effective. But w here they can
be used they regime and iiialse good
use of behaviin a I objectives

But miry should the ordinary non-
machine like teacher state his objec-
tives in behavioral tetras" Two justifi-
cation, have been uttered. The first.
more basic and 1Mreaching. is that
since hie genet al purpose of all educa-
tion is to change behaviors. course
objectives should be stated in icons of
the hell iv lois expected to is cult from
the course I he second is quite ddlci
ent It just.lies the use of ,11.1%10; .11

descriptions of objectives on the
pound that such descriptions are inure
meaningful,?

When the purpose of instruction is
to piovide training for a particulai
task, the first justification can hardly
be questiu ':d. Lven when the purpose
is to piovide mine general, liberal
education, one c,in meue that it is only
justified if it affects behavior some-
now, sometime. It may not be possible
to foresee all the ways in which
learning might affect future behavior,
but surely some of the more piobable
and more important can be antici-
pated. On the othei hand, it is quite
clear that such behavioial conse-
quences are .not the real objectives of
institiction. Those objectives me,
rather, the knowledge and under-
standing. the attitudes and values
which induced the behavior or made it
possible. To stress behavior as the
objective is somewhat inaccurate and
misleading.

Whit of the second justification?
Do behavioral objectives have clearer.
more definite meaning than nunbehav-
ioral objectives in conventional class-
room instruction? In one sense they
do because behavior is overt and ob-
ser vable, wheieas knowledge, under.
standing, ability, etc., ire hidden in
side their possessors. We can assess
these internal qualities only by elicit-
ing behavio- that is dependent on
them. But here again the overt behav-
ior is not the real objective. It is

smiply a useful indicator. To refer to it
as the objective is more apt to confuse
than to clarify thinking about educa-
tional goals.

Problems with Behavioral Objectives

In view of the widespread endorse-
ment of behavioral objectives, one
might expect to find many examples
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of their effective use. That this IS not
the case suggests that practical apphca
bun of the concept may III VONt. SOMC
difficulties.

One of these is the difficulty of
knywing precisely what the AL: p
means. Some use it as if the behavior
in which dcy arc interested is that of
the student while lie is learning, or
even that of his teacher. Otheis use it
to refer to the student's behavior on
special tasks designed to show whether
in not he has leaned something. Still
others have in nund the student's use
in life. or on the job, of what he has
leamed in school V.Inle these three
meanings are more closely related in
some subiects of study than in others,
they are distinctly different One can-
not speak or even think clearly about
behavioral objectives without defining
which type ut behavior he has in mind.

Another difficulty is that the be-
havior specified in these definitions is
seldom the real objective of the in-
sum: non. When the behavior is that of
the learner while !calming, it is clearly
a means to an end, not the end itself.
Nor is test behailor the real objective
except 111 those rare cases where the
te.a is a performana test in a natural
setting, Only in the third sense of
onthe.job peifoonance can behavior
he the teal objective the Altai's-ins in
which such behavioral objectives are
appropriate appear to be limited to
instruction W,1114.11 anus at the cultiva-
tion of particular skills. Behavioral
objectives scam quite mapplopriate to
instructional efforts whose 411 is to
enable the student to respond adapt-
ively and effectively to minim; future
problem situations, to equip him to
make, independently but responsibly,
the kind of individual choices and
decisions which are the essence of
human freedom.

distinction can be made
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between training, for which behavioral
objectives ,,re often quite appropriate.
and education, for which they are
seldom appropriate. Educ..tional devel-
opment is littie concerned with the
establishment of predetermined re-

sponses to recurring problem situa-
tions. Rather, it is concerned with the
student's understanding, his resources
of useful and available knowledge. his
intellectual self sufficiency. ft sees him
not as a puppet on strings controlled
by his teachers, but as one who needs
and wants the help of his teachers and
others as he tackles the difficult prob-
lems of designing and building a life of
his own.

A third problem is that of speci-
fying the behavioral objective in suffi-
cient detail. Any significant behavioral
act, such as the construction of an
achievement test for a course, consists
of myriads of contributory acts. Often
these arc not easy to identify as
separate elements in the total matrix
of behavior. Often they vary from
situation to situation. To identify and
specify all of them may be an impossi-
ble task. But to the extent that these
elements are not specified the behavior
is left undefined.

A fourth problem is that of speci-
fying an appropriate level of skill or
competence in the behavior. Most sig-
nificant acts of behavior cannot be
said to be either present or absent,
available or unavailable. They occur
more or less often when appropriate,
and are handled more or less well. To
define them as educational objectives
requires us to say not only what they
ale, but how well they are handled.
This task also is difficult, and fre.
quently seems to be more trouble than
it is likely to be worth.
Some Limitations of Stated Objectives

"I here are pioldems in inakin,4 flee
live use of any statement of objectives.
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One is the problem of validity. Simply
stating that something is an objective
does not make it a klesuable one. True,
one must think about his objectives in
order to state them, and thinking is
one of the best ways of working to
improve them. But then one niust also
think about objectives when doing
any thing rational about educating
when developing materials, planning
procedures, or preparing for evalua-
tions. There is no reason to believe
that better thinking will go into the
statement of objectives than Into plans
for attaining them.

Another is the problem of flexible
adaptability. There is always danger
that stated objectives may impose a
rigid formality on teaching. Stated
objectives may describe what a teacher
plans to do, but they should seldom
prescribe what he ought to do. On
Tuesday he may perceive a more im-
portant objective than he wrote into
his statement on Monday. The notion
that there is no further need for
creative thought about objectives once
they have been stated is an enemy of
dynamic teaching.8

Finally there is the problem of
effective use. What do you do with a

statement of objectives once you have
it? If it is a good brief summary of
your general objectives you may dis-
cuss it with your students. You may
refer to it from time to time to keep
your teaching on course, or to keep
your evaluations relevant. But if it is a
highly detailed statement of specific
objectives, the chances are that it %%MI
be filed "for possible future refer-
ence " It will add little of value to
your on cognitive resources, to the
materials you use in instruction, or to
your planning of instructional proce-
dures. If you value coative teaching,
you will not try to follow it step by
step.

Conclusion

Teaching is purposeful activity. Part
of a teacher's effectiveness depends on
his having the right on poses. Hence it
i impoi taut for the cuniculum build
er, the textbook miter, the teacher,
and the student to think hard atcout
their purposes, about the objectives
they seek to achieve.

These considerations support the
belief that objectives ate important.
They do not suggest that objectives
need to be stated explicitly or in
detail. The pedagogical issues that di-
vide teachers, the inadequacies that
limit then effectiveness, cannot be
disposed of by statements of cibjec-
tives. Little that is wrong with any
teacher's educational efforts today can
he cured by getting him to define his
objective.. more fully and precisely. We
ought not to ask teachers to spend
much of their limited time in writing
elaborate statements of their objec-
tives.

Nor should we insist that the st..te-
ments be in behavioral toms. Our
main business as teachers is developing
the cognitive resources of our pupils,
not shaping their behavior. The great
majority of teachers at all levels who
feel no urgent need to mite out their
objectives in detail, and in terms of
behavior, are probably wiser on this
matter than those who have exhorted
them to change their ways, Too much
of the current reverence for behavioral
objectives is a consequence of not
looking closely enough at their limita-
tions.

_ I Robert-F.1%1am, Preparing Instruction.
al Objectives Palo Alto, Calif.: Fearon,
1962; C. M. Unclean, ed., Defining &Inca.
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Why Behavioral Objectives?

Martin R. Wong

Teaching is often described as a profession in which

the rewards are measured in terms of satisfaction in help-

ing students learn and in pleasure in watching students grow

in learning and achievement. These are two excellent reasons

for the use of behavioral objectives in teaching - so that

both the teacher and the learner can have concrete evidence

of growth and learning.

The more specific reasons for using behavioral objec-

tives fall into four basic areas: goal setting; task

analyzing; progress monitoring; and achievement assessing.

The use of behavioral objectives in goal setting

clarifies goals precisely and unambiguously. The student

knows what standard he is aiming for. The requirements,

the behaviors, and the achievement that will result in re-

ward are clear to the student in advance. He is not pitted

against others so that maximizing his achievement means

beating other people, but instead he competes with himself

for the achievement of a goal.

Students can be involved in goal setting and the ob-

vious advantage:. accruing from students working toward goals

that they have helped to sat for themselves are brought in

to play. Tlus objectives can be based on some kind of justi-

ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT. 1974
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fiable needs of the student instead of imposed on the

student. In addition, goals that are unambiguously stated

can be reviewed and evaluated so that they can remain

current, relative to the needs of the students, and relevant

to the times.

Task analyzing is another of those obvious tasks of

good teaching that is Lore often overlooked than adhered to.

It is only when a goal is set that the task of achieving the

goal can be analyzed so as to find out what is reqtired to

reach it. Most learning tasks are complex and made up of

many smaller tasks. Teaching the task as a whole, without

specifically teaching some of the sub-tasks inherent in the

whole, is often. a slow process dependent on the learner pick-

ing up many of the subtasks for himself even though he may

not know what they are. It is only when a complex goal has

been analyzed into its many subtasks that the steps toward

the goal--the things that need to be learned in order to

achieve it--are clear and can be appropriately sequenced in

order to maximally facilitate learning. Then, the teacher

and the student can decide how best to work toward the goal,

what order will be employed, what methods, tools, aids,

learning experiences, and practices will be best.
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It is often assumed and research seems to indicate that

learners setting their owr. goals and seeing themselves making

progress toward achieving goals is reinforcing. It seems

hardly necessary to point out that before students and teachers

can monitor progress toward goals, those goals need to be set

in some unambiguous way. Then and only then can the teacher

reinforce progress and the student gain the satisfaction of

monitoring his own progress toward goals. When objectives

are set and the task is analyzed and sequenced, at any given

Faint in the progression toward a goal, both the teacher and

the student will know what comes next in the steps toward

achieving the goal.

Assessing achievement and assigning grades that represent

different levels of achievement often places the teacher in

a defensive quandry. If goals are not precisely set, it is

impossible for the teacher to know how far along the student

has gone toward achieving the goals. It is only when they

are precisely stated--in behavioral terms--that concrete

evidence can he available to indicate whether or not the goals

have been met. Achievement can then be measured objectively,

and a,:complIshment can be rewarded with high grades. Both

the studvht and the teacher can rightly feel a sense of ac-

complishment :lad success in teaching and achieving goals.
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Then grades take on meaning; a particular grade repre-

sents the achievement of specific goals, and these are

spelled out in terms of what the learner can do when he has

achieved them. The present most usual alternative is to

assign grades on a :urve in which each grade is only meaning-

ful in relation to what other people in the class did.

Students are pitted against each other for the grades in-

stead of concerning themselves with their own achievement

goals.

If the rewards for being in the teaching profession

really are satisfaction and a continuing sense of accomplish-

ment, then unambi6uuubly stated goals--behavioral objectives- -

must be principal to the teaching practice. Only then can

-laming be maximally facilitated, progress monitored and

zewardeo, and true satisfaction for achievement and accom-

plishment deserved.
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HEREDITY, ENVIRONMENT, AND THE QUESTION "HOW?"1

ANNE ANASTASI

Two or three decades ago, the so-
called heredity-environment question
was the center of lively controversy.
Today, on the other hand, many psy-
chologists look upon it as a dead issue.
It is now generally conceded that both
hereditary and environmental factors en-
ter into all behavior. The reacting or-
ganism is a product of its genes and its
past environment, while present envi-
ronment provides the immediate stimu-
lus for current behavior. To be sure, it
can be argued that, although a given
trait may result from the combined in-

of hereditary and environmental
factors, a specific difference in this trait
between individuals or between groups
may be traceable to either hereditary or
environmental factors alone. The de-
sign of most traditional investigations
undertaken to identify such factors,
however, has been such as to yield in-
conclusive answers. The same set of
data has frequently led to opposite con-
clusions in the hands of psychologists
with different orientations.

Nor have efforts to determine the
proportional contribution of hereditary
and environmental factors to observed
individual differences in given traits met
with any greater success. Apart from
difficulties in controlling conditions, such
investigations have usually been based
upon the implicit assumption that he-
reditary and environmental factors com-
bine in an additive fashion. Both ge-
neticists and psychologists have repeat-
edly demonstrated, however, that a more
tenable hypothesis is that of interaction
(15, 22, 28, 40). In other words, the

1 Address of the President, Division of Gen-
eral Psychology, American Psychological As-
sociation, September 4, 19S7.

nature and extent of the influence of
each type of factor depend upon the
contribution of the other. Thus the
proportional contribution of heredity to
the variance of a given trait, rather
than being a constant, will vary un-
der different environmental conditions.
Similarly, under different hereditary
conditions, the relative contribution of
environment will differ. Studies de-
signed to estimate the proportional con-
tribution of heredity and environment,
however, have rarely included measures
of such interaction. The only possible
conclusion from such research would
thus seem to be that both heredity and
environment contribute to all behavior
traits and that the extent of their re-
spective contributions cannot be sped-
fled for any trait. Small wonder that
some psychologists regard the heredity-
environment question as unworthy of
further consideration!

But is this really all we can find out
about the operation of heredity and en-
vironment in the etiology of behavior?
Perhaps we have simply been asking the
wrong questions. The traditional ques-
tions about heredity and environment
may be intrinsically unanswerable. Psy-
chologists began by asking which type
of factor, hereditary or environmental,
is responsible for individuA differences
in a given trait. Later, they tried to
discover how much of the variance was
attributable to heredity and how much
to environment. It is the primar -on-
tention of this paper that a more fruit-
ful approach is to be found in the ques-
tion "How?" There is still much to be
learned about the specific modus oper-
andi of hereditary and environmental
factors in the development of behavioral

PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW, 1958, Vol. 65, pp. 197-208.
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differences. And there are several cur-
rent lines of rest irch which offer promis-
ing techniques for answering the ques-
tion "How?"

VARIETY OF INTERACTION MECHANISMS

Hereditary factor. If we examine
some of the specific ways ..a which he-
reditary factors may influence behavior,
we cannot fail but be. impressed by their
wide diversity. At one extreme, we find
such conditions as phenylpyruvic amen-
tia and amaiirotic idiocy. In these
cases, certain essential physical pre-
requisites. for normal intellectual de-
velopment are lacking as a result of
hereditary metabolic disorders. In our
present state o.' knowledge, there is no
environmental factor which can com-
pletely counteract this hereditary deficit.
The individual will be mentally defec-
tive, regardless of the type of environ-
mental conditions under which he is
reared.

A somewhat different situation is

illustrated by hereditary deafness, which
may lead to intellectual retardation
through interference with normal social
interaction, language development, and
schooling. In such a case, however, the
hereditary handicap can be offset by
appropriate adaptations of training pro-
cedures. It has been said, in fact, that
the degree of intellectual backwardness
of the deaf is an index of the state of
development of special instructional fa-
cilities. As the latter improve, the in-
tellectual retardation associated with
deafness is correspondingly reduced.

A third example is provided by in-
herited susceptibility to certain physi-
cal diseases, with consequent protracted
ill health. If environmental conditions
are such that illness does in fact de-
velop, a number of different behavioral
effects may follow. Intellectually, the
individual may be handicapped by his
inability to attend school regularly. On
tht other hand, depending upon age of

onset, home conditions, parental status,
and similar factors, poor health may
have the effect of concentrating the in-
dividual's energies upon intellectual pur-
suits. The curtailment of participation
in athletics and social functions may
serve to strengthen interest in reading
and other sedentary activities. Con-
comitant circumstances would also de-
termine the influence of such illness
upon personality development. And it
is well known that the latter effects
could run the gamut from a deepen-
ing of huinaa sympathy to psychiatric
breakdow n.

Finally, heredity may influence be-
havior through the mechanism of social
stereotypes. A wide variety of in-
herited physical characteristics have
served as the visible cues for identify-
ing such stereotypes. These cues thus
lead to behavioral restrictions or op-
portunities and at a more subtle level
to social attitudes and expectancies.
The individual's own self concept tends
gradually to reflect such expectancies
All of these influences eventually leave
their mark upon his abilities and in-
abilities, his emotional reactions, goals,
ambitions, and outlook on life.

The geneticist Dobzhansky illustrates
this type of mechanism by means of
a dramatic hypothetical situation. He
points out that, if there were a culture
in which the carriers of blood group AB
were considered aristocrats and those of
blood group 0 laborers, then the blood-
group genes would become important
hereditary determiners. of behavior (12,
p. 147). Obviously the association be-
tween blood group and behavior would
be specific to that cultv.e. But such
specificity is an essentiai property of
the causal mechanism under considera-
tion.

More realistic examples are not hard
to find. The most familiar instances
occur in connection with constitutional
types, sex, and race. Sex and skin pig-
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mentation obviously depend upon he-
redity. General body build is strongly
influenced by hereditary components,
although also susceptible to environ-
mental modification. That all these
physical characteristics may exert a
pronounced effect upon behavior within
a given culture is well known. It is
equally apparent, of course, that in dif-
ferent cultures the behavioral correlates
of such hereditary physical traits may
be quite unlike. A specific physical cue
may be completely unrelated to indi-
vidual differences in psychological traits
in one culture, while closely correlated
with them in another. Or it may be
associated with totally dissimilar behav-
ior characteristics in two different cul-
tures.

It might be objected that some of the
illustrations which have been cited do
not properly exemplify the operation of
hereditary mechanisms in behavior de-
velopment, since hereditary factors en-
ter only indirectly into the behavior in
question. Closer examination, however,
shows this distinction to be untenable.
First it may be noted that the influence
of heredity upon behavior is always in-
direct. No psychological trait is ever
inherited as such. All we can ever say
directly from behavioral observations is
that a given trait shows evidence of
being influenced by certain "inheritable
unknowns." This merely defines a prob-
lem for genetic research; it does not
provide a causal explanation. Unlike
the blood groups, which are close to the
level of primary gene products, psy-
chological traits are related to genes
by highly indirect and devious routes.
Even the mental deficiency associated
with phenylketonuria is several steps
removed from the chemically defective
genes that represent its hereditary ba-
sis. Moreover, hereditary influences
cannot be dichotomized into the more
direct and the less direct. Rather do
they represent a whole "continuum of

indirectness," along which are found all
degrees of remoteness of causal links.
The examples already cited illustrate a
few of the points on this continuum.

It should be noted that as we proceed
along the continuum of indirectness, the
range of variation of possible outcomes
of hereditary factors expands rapidly.
At each step in the causal chain, there
is fresh opportunity for interaction with
other hereditary factors as well as with
environmental factors. And since each
interaction in turn determines the di-
rection of subsequent interactions, there
is an ever-widening network of possible
outcomes. If we visualize a simple se-
quential grid with only two alternatives
at each point, it is obvious that there
are two possible outcomes in the one-
stage situation, four outcomes at the
second stage, eight at the third, and
so on in geometric progression. The
actual situation is undoubtedly much
more complex, ,ince there will usually
be more than two alternatives at any
one point.

In the case of the blood groups,
the relation to specific genes is so close
that no other concomitant hereditary or
environmental conditions can alter the
outcome. If the organism survives at
all, it will have the blood group deter-
mined by its genes. Among psycho-
logical traits, on the other hand, some
variation in outcome is always possible
as a result of concurrent circumstances.
Even in cases of phenylketonuria, intel-
lectual development will exhibit some
relationship with the type of care and
training available to the individual.
That behavioral outcomes show pro-
gressive diversification as we proceed
along the continuum of indirectness is
brought out by the other examples
which were cited. Chronic illneas can
lead to scholarly renown or to intel-
lectual immaturity; a mesomorphic
physique can be a contributing factor
in juvenile delinquency or in the at-
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tainment of a college presidency! I ab-
lished data on Sheldon suniatutypes
provide some support for both of the
latter outcomes.

Parenthetically, it may be noted that
geneticists have sometimes used the
term "norm of reaction" to designate
the range of variation of possible out-
comes of gene properties (cf. 13, p.
161). Thus heredity sets the "norm"
or limits within which environmental
differences determine the eventual out-
come. In the case of some traits, such
as blood groups or eye color, this norm
is much narrower than in the case of
other traits. Owing to the rather differ
ent psychological connotations of both
the words "norm" and reaction," how
ever, it seems less confusing to speak of
the "range of variation" in this context.

A large portion of the continuum of
hereditary influences which we have de
scribed coincides with the domain of
soniatupsy ehologieal relations, as defined
by Barker et al. (6). Under this
heading, Barker includes "variations in
physique that affect the psychological
situation of a person by influencing the
effectiveness of his body as a tool for
actions or by serving as a stimulus to
himself or others" (6, p. 1). Re la

tively direct neurological influences on
behavior, which have been the tradi-
tional concern of physiolugieal psychol-
ogy, are excluded from this definition,
Barker being primarily concerned with
what he calls the "social psychology of
physique." Of the examples cited in
the present paper, deafness, severe ill-
ness, and the physical characteristics
associated with social stereotypes ctould
meet the specifications of sornatopsycho-
logical factors.

The somatic factors to which Barker
refers, however, are not limited to those
of hereditary origin. Bodily conditions
attributable to environmental causes op-
erate in the same sorts of somatopsy-
chologieal relations as those traceable

to heredity. In fact, heredity -env iron-
ment distinctions play a minor part in
Barker's approach.

Environmental factors: organic. Turn-
ing now to an analysis of the role of
environmental factors in behavior, we
find the same etiological mechanisms
which were observed in the case of
hereditary factors. First, however, we
must differentiate between two classes
of environmental influences. (a) those
producing organic effects which may in
turn influence behavior and (b) those
serving as direct stimuli for psychologi-
cal reactions. The former may be illus-
trated by food intake or by exposure to
bacterial infection, the latter, by tribal
initiation ceremonies or by a course in
algebra. There are no completely satis-
factory names by which to designate
these two classes of influences. In an
earlier paper by Anastasi and Foley (4),
the terms "structural" and "functional"
were employed. However, "organic"
and "behavioral" have the advantage of
greater familiarity in this context and
may be less open to misinterpretation.
Aceordingly, these terms will be used in
the present paper.

Like hereditary factors, environmental
influences of an organic nature can also
be ordered along a continuum of inch-
redness with regard to their relation to
behavior. This continuum closely paral-
lels that of hereditary factors. One end
is typified by such conditions as mental
deficiency resulting from cerebral birth
injury or from prenatal nutritional in-
adequacies. A more indirect etiological
mechanism is illustrated by severe mo-
tor disorderas in certain cases of cere-
bral palsywithout accompanying in-
jury to higher neurological centers. In
such instances, intellectual retardation
may occur as an indirect result of the
motor handicap, through the curtail-
ment of educational and social activi-
ties. Obviously this causal mechanism
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corresponds closely to that of hereditary
deafness cited earlier in the paper.

Finally, we may consider an environ-
mental parallel to the previously dis-
cussed social stereotypes which were
mediated by hereditary physical cues.
Let us suppose that a young woman
with mousy brown hair becomes trans-
formed into a dazzling golden blonde
through environmental techniques cur-
rently available in our culture. It is
highly probable that this nietamorpho-
;, will alter, not only the reactions of

her associates toward her, but also her
own self concept and subsequent be-
havior. The effects could range all the
way from a rise in social poise to a drop
in clerical accuracy!

Among the examples of environmen-
tally determined organic influences
which have been described, all but the
first two fit Barker's definition of soma-
topsychological factors. With the ex-
ception of birth injuries and nutritional
deficiencies, all fall within the social
psychology of physique. Nevertheless,
the individual factors exhibit wide di-
v,,sity in their specific modus operandi

a diversity which has important prac-
tical as well as theoretical implications.

Fnvironmental factors: behavioral.
The second major class of environmen-
tal factors the behavioral as contrasted
to the organic are by definition direct
influences. The immediate effect of
such environmental factors is always a
behavioral change. To be sure, some
of the initial behavioral effects may
themselves indirectly affect the indi-
vidual's later behavior. But this rela-
tionship can perhaps be best concep-
tualized in terms of breadth and per-
manence of effects. Thus it could be
said that we are now dealing, not with a
continuum of indirectness, as in the case
of hereditary and organic-environmental
factors, but rather with a continuum of
breadth.

Codal class membership may serve

as an illustration of a relatively broad,
pervasive, and enduring environmental
factor. Its influence upon behavior de-
velopment may operate through many
channels. Thus social level may deter-
mine the range and nature of intellec-
tual stimulation provided by home and
community through books, music, art,
play activities, and the like. Even more
far-reaching may be the effects upon in-
terests and motivation, as illustrated by
the desire to perform abstract intellec-
tual tasks, to surpass others in competi-
tive situations, to succeed in school, or
to gain social approval. Emotional and
social traits may likewise be influenced
by the nature of interpersonal relations
characterizing homes at different socio-
economic levels. Somewhat more re-
stricted in scope than social class, al-
though still exerting a relatively broad
influence, is amount of formal schooling
which the individual is able to obtain.

A factor which may be wide or narrow
in its effects, depending upon concomit-
ant circumstances, is language handi-
cap. Thus the bilingualism of an adult
who moves to a foreign country with
inadequate ma tery of the new language
represents a relatively limited handicap
which can be readily overcome in most
cases. At most, the difficulty is one of
communication. On the other hand,
some kinds of bilingualism in childhood
may exert a retarding influence upon
intellectual development and may un-
der certain conditions affect personality
development adversely (2, 5, 10). A
common pattern in the homes of immi-
grants is that the child speaks one lan-
guage at home and another in school,
so that his knowledge of each language
is limited to certain types of situations.
Inadequate facility with the language of
the school interferes with the acquisition
of basic concepts, intellectual skills, and
information. The frustration engendered
by scholastic difficulties may in turn
lead to discouragement and general dis-
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like of school. Such reactions can be
found, for example, among a number of
Puerto Rican children in New York City
schools (3). In the case of certain
groups, moreover, the child's foreign
language background may be perceived
by himself and his associates as a sym-
bol of minority group status and may
thereby augment any emotional malad-
justment arising from such status (34).

A highly restrietek; environmental in
fluence is to be found in the oppor-
tunity to acquire specific items of in-
formation occurring in a particular in-
telligence test. The fact that such
opportunities may vary with culture,
social class, or individual experiential
background is at the basis of the test
user's concern with the problem of
coaching and with "culture-free" or
"culture fair" tests (cf. 1, 2). If the
advantage ur disadvantage which such
experiential difference,' confer upon cer-
tain individuals is strictly confined to
performance on the given test, it will
obviously reduce the validity of the test
and should be eliminated.

In this conntetion, however, it is es-
sential to know the breadth of the en-
vironmental influence in question. A
Falb() Min relit in many attempts to
develop culture fair tests is that the
breadth of cultural differentials is not
taken into account. Failure to consider
breadth of effect likewise characterizes
certain discussions of coaching. If, in
coaching a student for a college admis
siun test, we can improve his knowledge
of verbal concepts and his reading corn -
prehtu,ion, he will be better equipped
to succeed in college courses. His per-
formance level will thus be raised, not
only on the test, but also on the cri-
terion which the test is intended to pre-
dict. To try to devise a test which is
not susceptible to such coaching would
merely redte the effectiveness of the
test. Sir-la..), efforts to rule out cul-
tural differentials from test items so as

to make th,tm equally "fair" to subjects
in different social classes or in different
cultures may merely limit the useful-
ness of the test, since the same cultural
differentials may operate within the
broader area of behavior which the test
is designed to sample.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES

The examples considered so far should
suffice to highlight the wide variety of
ways in which hereditary and environ-
mental factors may interact in the
course of behavior development. There
is clearly a need for identifying ex-
plicitly the etiological mechanism where-
by any given hereditary or environmen-
tal condition ultimately leads to a be-
havioral characteristic in other words,
the "how" of heredity and environment.
Accordingly, we may now take a quick
look at some promising methodological
approaches to the question "how."

Within the past decade, an increasing
number of studies have been designed
to trace the connection between specific
factors in the hereditary backgrounds or
in the reactional biographies of indi-
viduals and their observed behavioral
characteristics. There has bee a defi-
nite shift away from the predominantly
descriptive and correlational approach
of the earlier decades toward more de-
liberate attempts to verify explanatory
hypotheses. Similarly, the cataloguing
of group differences in psychological
traits has been giving way gradually to
research on changes in group charac-
teristics following altered conditions.

Among recent methodological devel-
opments, we have chosen seven as be-
ing particularly relevant to the analysis
of etiological mechanisms. The first rep-

- resents an extension of selective breed-
ing investigations to permit the identifi-
cation of specific hereditary conditions
underlying the observed behavioral dif-
ferences. When early selective breeding
investigations such as those of Tryon
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(36) on rats indicated that "maze learn-
ing ability" was inherited, we were still
a long way from knowing what was
actually being transmitted by the genes.
It was obviously not "maze learning
ability" as such. Twentyor even ten

years ago, some psychologists would
have suggested that it was probably
general intelligence, And a few might
even have drawn a parallel with the in-
heritance of human intelligence.

But today investigators have been
asking: Just what makes one group of
rats learn mazes more quickly than the
other? Is it differences in motivation,
emotionality, speed of running, general
activity level? If so, are these behav-
ioral characteristics in turn dependent
upon group differences in glandular de-
velopment, body weight, brain size, bio
chemical factors, or some other organic
conditions? A number of recent and
ongoing investigations indicate that at-
tempts are being trade to trace, at least
part of the way, the steps whereby cer-
tain chemical properties of the genes
may ultimately lead to specified behav-
ior characteristics.

An example of such a study is pm-
vided by Searle's (31) follow-up of
Tryon's research. Working with the
strains of maze-bright and maze-dull
rats developed by Tryon, Searle demon-
strated that the two strains differed in
a number of emotional and motivational
factors, rather than in ability. Thus
the strain differences were traced one
step further, although many links still
remain to be found between maze learn-
ing and genes A promising methodo-
logical development within the same
general area is to be found in the recent
research of Hirsch and Tryon (18).
Utilizing a specially devised technique
for measuring individual differences in
behavior among lower organisms, these
investigators launched a series of stud-
ies nn selective breeding for behavioral
characteristics in the fruit fly, Dro-

sophila. Such research can capitalize
on the mass of available genetic knowl-
edge regarding the morphology of Dro-,
sophila, as well as on other advantages
of using such an organism in genetic
studies.

Further evidence of current interest
in the specific hereditary factors which
influence behavior is to be found in an
extensive research program in progress
at the Jackson Memorial Laboratory,
under the direction of Scott and Fuller
(30). In general, the project is con-
cerned with the behavioral character-
istics of various breeds and cross-breeds
of dogs. Analyses of some of the data
gathered to date again suggest that
"differences in performance are pro-
duced by differences in emotional, mo-
tivational, and peripheral processes, and
that genetically caused differences in
central processes may be either slight
or non-existent" (29, p. 225). In other
parts of the same project, breed dif-
ferences in physiological characteristics,
which may in turn be related to be-
havioral differences, have been estab-
lished.

A second line of attack is the explo-
ration of possible relationships between
behavioral characteristics and physio-
logical variables which may in turn be
traceable to hereditary factors. Re-
search on EEG, autonomic balance,
inetalulic processes, and biochemical
factors illustrates this approach. A
lucid demonstration of the process of
tracing a psychological condition to ge-
netic factors is provided by the identifi-
cation and subsequent in\ estigation of
phenylpyruvic amentia. In this case,
the causal chain from defective gene,
through mciabolic disorder and conse-
quent cerebral malfunctioning, to feeble-
mindedness and other overt symptoms
can be described step by step (cf. '?.;
33, pp. 389-391). Also relevant are
the recent researches on neurological
and biochemical correlates of schizo-
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plirenia (9). Owing to inadequate
methodological controls, however, must
of the findings of the latter studies must
be regarded as tentative (19).

Prenatal environmental fattens pro-
vide a third avenue of fruitful investi
gation. Especially noteworthy is the
recent work of Pasanianick and his as-
sociates (27), which demonstrated a
tie up between socioeconomic level, cum
plications of pregnancy and parturition,
and psychological disorders of the off
spring. In a series of studies on large
samples of whites and Negroes in Balti-
more, these investigators showed that
various prenatal and paranatal disur
ders are significantly related to the Oc
currence of mental defect and psyclii
atric disorders in the child. An impor
tant source of such irregularities in the
process of childbearing and birth is to
be found in deficiencies of maternal diet
and in other conditions associated with
low socioeconomic st 'us. An analysis
of the data did in fact reveal a well
higher frequency of all such medical
complications in lower than in higher
socioeconomic levels, and a higher iv:
gum), among Negroes than among
whites.

Direct evidence of the influence of
prenatal nutritiunal factors upon braise
quent intellectual develutuirent is to be
found in a recent, well controlled ex-
periment by Harrell et al. (16). The
subjects were pregnant women in low
income groups, whose normal diets were
generally quite deLient. A dietary sup
plement was administered to some of
these women during pregnancy and lac-
tation, while an equated control group
received placebos. When tested at the
ages of three and four years. the off-
spring of the experiment": group ob-
tained a significantly higher mean IQ
than did the offspring of the controls.

Mention should also be made of ani
mal experiments on the effects of such
factors as prenatal radiation and neu-

natal asphyxia upon cerebral anomalies
as well as upon subsequent behavior de-
velopment. These experimental studies
merge imperceptibly into the fourth ap-
proach to be considered, namely, the in-
vestigation of the influence of early ex-
perience upon the eventual behavioral
characteristics of animals. Research in
this area has been accumulating at a
rapid rate. In 1954, Beach and Jaynes
(8) surveyed this literature for the Psy-
chological Bulletin, listing over 130 ref-
erences. Several new studies have ap-
peared since that date (e.g., 14, 21, 24,
25, 35). The variety of factors covered
ranges from the type and quantity of
available food to the extent of contact
with human culture. A large number
of experiments have been concerned
with various forms of sensory depriva-
tion and with diminished opportunities
for muter exercise. Effects have been
observed in many kinds of animals and
in almost all aspects of behavior, includ-
ing perceptual respor.ses, muter activity,
learning, emotionality, and social reac-
tions.

In their review, Beach and Jaynes
pointed out that research in this area has
been stimulated by at lea't four distinct
theoretical interests. Some studies were
motivated by the traditional comm..
with the relative contribution of matu-
ration and learning to behavior develop-
ment. Others were designed in an ef-
fort to test certain psychoanalytic. theo-
ries regarding infantile experiences, as
illustrated by studie, which limited the
feeding responses of young animals. A
third relevant influence is to be found
in the work of the European biologist
Lorenz (23) on early social stimulation
of birds, and in particular on the spe-
cial type of learning for which the term
"imprinting" has been coined. A rela-
tively large number of recent studies
have centered around Hebb's (17) the-
ory regarding the importance of early
perceptual experiences upon subsequent
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performance in learning situations. All
this research represents a rapidly grow-
ing and promising attack on the inodus
operandi of specific environmental fac-
tors.

The hum..n counterpart of these ani-
mal studies may be found in the com-
parative investigation of child rearing
practices in different cultures and sub-
cultures. This represents the fifth ap-
proach in cur list. An outstanding ex-
ample of such a study is that by Whit-
ing and Child (38), published in 1953.
L'tilizing data on 75 primitive societies
from the Cross Cultural Files of the
Vale Institute of Human Relations,
these investigators set out to test a
number of hypothcAs regarding the re-
lationdtips between child !taring imit-
ates .t:1(I per:Unalit) development. This
analysis was followed up by field ob-
servati,ns in five cultures, the results of
which have not yet been reported (cf.
37).

Within our own tulture, similar sur-
veys have been cumerned with the di-
'use psychological encironments pro-
vided by different social classes (11).
Of particular interest are the study by
Williams and Serttt (39) on the
Iodation between va IuteunullliC level,
pertilisiseneoz, and motor elect luptuent
among Negro children, and the explora-
tory re,eareh by Milner (26) un the
telation,hip between reading readiness
in first grade children and patterns of
parent child interaction. found
that upon school entrance the lower-
lass child ..taus to lack chiefly two ad-

vantages enjoyed the middle &lass
child. The first is de [HA as "a warm

dive family attno-!,lute or adult re-
lationship pattern which is more and
more being recognized .ts a muticational
preregoite of any kind of adult con-
trolled learning." The lower -class chil-
dren :n Milner's study perceived adults
as predominantly hostile. The second
.0.1.tuti,e is an t vtett ice ottpurtunity

to interact verbally with adults in the
family. The latter point is illustrated
by pthental attitudes toward mealtime
convermtion, ruttier -class parent, tend-
ing to inhibit and discourage such con-
versation, while middle-class patents en-
courage it.

Most traditional studies un child-rear-
ing practices have been cit:signed in
terms of a psyehvanalytic orientation.
There is need fur more data pertaining
to other types of hypotheses. Findings
such as those of Milner un opportunities
for verbalization and the resulting ef-
fe,ts upon reading readiness represent
a step in this direction. Another pos-
sible source of future data is the ap-
plication of the Kitt wive observational
techniques of psyLhulogiLal eLology de-
%duped by Barker and Wright (7) to
widely di..(be bUCIOCLVIIUMIC groups.

A sixth major appruaLh involves re-
search on the previously cited suma-
topsychological relationships (6). To
date, little direct information is avail-
able on the precise operation of this
class 4f factors in psychological devel-
opment. The multiplicity of ways in
which physical traits whether heredi-
tary or environmental in originmay
influence beim% iur thus offers a rela-
lisely unexplored field fur future study.

The s,..venth and final approach to
be tonsidered represents an adaptation
of traditional twin studies. From the
standpoint of the question "How?"
there is need for closer euurelination be-
tween the usual data un twin resem-
blanee and observations of the family
interactions of twins. Mailable data
alleady suggest, for example, that close-
ness of contact and extent of environ-
mental similarity are gteater in the case
of monozygutie than in the Lase of di-
zygolie twins (cf. 2). Information on
the sueial reactions of twins toward
each other and the speeialization of
rules is likewise of interest (2). Espe-
cially useful would be longitudinal stud-
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ie of twins, beginiiiiig in early infamy
and following the subjects through
school age. The operation of differcn
tial environmental pressures, the devel
opulent of specialised rules, and other
environmental influenees could thus be
mole ch lily identified anti correlated
with intent tlitil atfill PO 1014a1;ty ehanges

in the growing twins.
Parenthetically, I should like to add

a remark about the traditional applica
thins of the twin method, in which per-
sons in different degrees of hereditary
and envirunuidnt.cl relationshilis to each
lithei are simply tonqiared fen behav
loud similarity. In these studies, at
terition has bt en focused principally
upon the amount of rest mblance of
monozygotie as liolitt.tAtil to ditygotic
twins. Yet such a comparison is par
titularly difficult to interpret because of
the many subtle difference, in the en
virunmental situatiuu, of the two types
of twins. A more fruitful comparison
would seem to be that between dixygotic
twins and sibling,, for whom the he-
reditaly simila.ity is known to be the
same. In 1:albumWs monumental re
search on psychiatric disorders among
twiiis (20), for exampk, one of the most
tonvineing bits of evidence for the op
maim of hereditary factors in sehilo
Oltenia is the fact that the degrees of
concordance for tlitygotie twins and fur
siblings were practk illy identical. In
contrast, it will be recalled that in in
telligence test stores dilygotie twins re
setuble eat h other much more closely
than do sibliiigs a finding which re
veals the influence of enviionniental fat.
tors in intellectual development.

SUMMARY

The heredity environment problem is
still very much alive. Its viability is
assured by the gradual replacement of
the questions, "Which one ?" and "How
much?" by the more basic and appru
priate question, "How?" Hereditary in

fluenees as well as environmental fac-
tors of an organic nature vary along a
"continuum of indirectness." The more
indirect their connection %rah behavior,
the wider will be the range of variation
of possible outcomes. One cAtrerne of
the continuum of indirectness may be
illustrated by brain damage leading to
mental deficiency. the other extreme, by
physical characteristics associated with
social stereotypes. Examples of factors
falling at intermediate points include
deafness, physical diseases, and motor
(disorders. Those environmental factors
vvhich .tit directly upon behavior can be
ordered along a continuum of breadth
or permanence of effect, as exemplified
by so' ill class member,hip, amount of
formal schooling, language handicap,
and familiarity with specific test items.

Several current lines of research offer
promising techniques for exploring the
modus operandi of hereditary and envi
runniental fat tor,. Outstanding among
them are investigations of. (a) heredi-
tary conditions which underlie bchav
iotal differences between selectively bred
groups of (b) relations be
twrcn physiological variables and indi-
vidual differences in behavior, especially
in the case of pathological deviations,
(c) rule of prenatal plvsiulagical factor.,
in behavior development, (d) influence
of early experience upon eventual be-
havioral charact istics, (e) cultural
differentes in chili Searing practices in
relation to intelle.,ual and emotional
developnit lit, (/) mechanisms of soma-
topsy etiological relationships, and (g)
psychological development of twins from
infancy to maturity, together with ob-
servations of their social environment.
Such approaches are extremely varied
with regard to subjects employed, na-
ture of psychological functions studied,
and specific experimental procedures fol
lowed. But it is just such heterogeneity
of methodology that is demanded by
the wide diversity of ways in which he-
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reditary and environmental factors in-
teract in behavior development.
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Reflections on a decade
of teaching machines

To Tim GENERAL PUBLIC, and to many
educators as well, the nature and scope of
teaching machines arc by no means clear.
There is an extraordinary need fcr more
and better teaching, and any enterprise
which may help to meet it URI not be
left to develop normally. The demand for
information about teaching machines has
been excessive. Articles and hocks have
been published and lectures given, sym-
po,ia have been arranged, and confer-
ences and workshops have been held and
courses taught. Those w who hat c had any-
thing useful to say hate said it far too
often, an] those w ho hat c had nothing to
say have been no more reticent.

Educations is big business. Teaching
machines were soon heralded as a growth
industry, and fantastic predictions of the
sales of programed texts tier. circulated.
Der ices have been sold as teaching ma-
chines w hich t crc not w ell built or
designcd with .tits undu standing of their
function or the practical exigencies of
their use. No author w as es er more
warmly- recci ed by a publisher than the
author of a piug,amed Alany pro-
grams, to be used either w ith machines
or LI te stboul, form, ha% c been mai Lewd
w idiom adequate c% aluation.

Teachers am! Devices
The "mechaniting of education" has

hccn taken literally in the sense of doing

B. F. SKINNER

by machine what w as formerly done by
people. Some of the computer-
based teaching machines are designed
simply to duplicate the behavior of
teachers. To automate education with
mechanical teachers is like automating
banking with mechanical tellers and
bookkeepers. What is needed in both
cases is an analysis of the functions to be
served, followed by the design of ap-
propriate equipment. Nothing we now
know about the learning process calls
for very elaborate instrumentation.

Educational specialists have added to
the confusion by trying to assimilate the
principles upon w hich teaching machines
are based to older theories of learning
and teaching.

In the broadest sense, teaching ma-
chines are simply der ices which make it
possible to apply our technical knowl-
edge of human bcha% for to the practical
field of education (zo). Teaching is the
expediting of learning. Students learn
without teaching, but the teacher ar-
ranges conditions under which they learn
more rapidly and effectively. In recent
years, the experimental analysis of be-
havior has revealed many new facts about
relevant conditions. The growing effec-
tiveness of an experimental analysis is still
not widely recognized, even within the
bellasioral scienccs themselves, but the
implications of some of its aclUevements

TEACHERS COL L EGE RECORD, 1963, V01. 65, pp 168.177.
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for education can no longer be ignored.
An important condition is the relation

between behavior and its consequences,
learning occurs when behavior is "rein-
forced." The pow Cr of reinforcement is
not easily appreciated by those %eh° have
not Lad firsthand experience in its use or
have not at least seen sonic sort of
experimental demonstration. Extensive
changes in behavior can be brought about
by arranging so-called contingencies of
reinforcement. Various kinds of con-
tingencies arc concealed in the teacher's
discussions w ith his students, in the books
he gives them to read, in the charts and
other materials he shows them, in the
questions he asks them, and in the com-
ments he makes on their ansu crs. An
experimental analysis clarifies these con-
tingencies and suggests many improve-
ments.

Shaping by Program
An important contribution has been

the so-called "programing" of know ledge
and skillsthe construction of carefully
arranged sequences of contingencies lead-
ing to the terminal performances vs hie!
are the object of education. The teacher
begins with wham% ,r behavior the stu-
dent brings to the instructional situation,
by selective reinforcement, he changes
that behavior so that a gi% en terminal per-
formance is more and more closely ap-
pruximated. Even with lower organisms,
quite complex behav iors can be "shaped"
in this way with surprising speed, the
human organism is presumably far more
sensitive. Su important is the principle of
programing that it is often regarded as
the main contribution of the teaching-
machine movement, but the experimental
analysis ,,f behavior has much more to
contribute to a technology of education.

The direct contact which often exists
between teacher and student favors the
construction of progiamed sequences,

and the teacher who understands the
process can pi ofit from the opportunity
to improvise programs as he goes. Pro-
grams can be constructed in advance,
how ever, which will successfully shape
the behavior of most students w idiom
local modifications, and many of them
can conveniently be mediated by me-

thanical dev ices. Laboratory studies hay c
show n that contingencies emphasizing
subtle properties of belia% iur can often
be arranged only through instrumenta-
tion. There are potentially as many dif-
ferent kinds of teaching machines as there
are kinds of contingencies of reinforce-
ment.

Teaching machines w hich present ma-
terial to the student and differentially
reinforce his responses in well con-
structed programs differ in several ways
from self-testing devices and self-scoring
test forms, as well as from the training
devices which have long been used by
industry and the armed services. As Pres-
scy pointed out many years age, (8), a
student will learn while taking a :nulti-
ple-chuice test if he is told immediately
whether his answers are right or wrong.
He learns not to give w rung affray ers
again, and his right answers are strength-
ened. But testing has traditionally been
distinguished from teaching for good
reason. Mule using a self-testing device,
the student must already have studied the
subject and, presumably, learned most
of tv hat lie is to learn about it. Tcsts
usually occupy only a small part of his
time. Their main effect is motivational.
A poor score induces him to study harder
and possibly more effectively. Materials
designed to be used in self-testing devices
have recently been programed, not the
contingencies which prey ail during a Lost
are not fay °rabic to the shaping and
maintaining of behavior.

Cons encional training de% ices arrange
conditions under which students learn,
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usually by simulating the conditions
under which they e%entually perform.
Their original purpose A% as to j 1- , cm in-
jury or waste during carp' sages of
learning, but attention has recently been
giA en to programing the actual bcbt iors
they are designed to teach. To the extent
that they expedite learning, they are
teaching machines. Terminal perform-
ances ha% c usually been scleeted for prac-
tical reasons, but a more promising possi-
bility is the analy sis and programing of
basic inutur and perceptual skillsa goal
which should ha% e an important place in
any statement of educational policy.

In arranging contingencies of rein-
forcement, machines du many of the
things teachers du, in that sense, they
teach. The resulting instruction is not
impersonal, houe%er. A machine presents
a program designed by someone w ho
knew, w hat u as to be taught and could
prepare an appropriate series of con-
tingencies. It is tnost effeeti% c if used by
a teacher AA ho knows the student, has
followed his progress, and can adapt

ailable machines and materials to his
needs. Instrumentation simply makes it
possible for programer and te.cher to pro-
s ide conditions u hieh maximally expe-
dite learning. Instrumentation is thus
secondary, but it is ne.ertheless inc%ita-
ble if %%hat is now know n about Ulla% ior
is to be used in an effecti% c technology.

The New Pedagogy

Any practical application of basic
know ledge about teaching and learning
is, of course, pedagogy . In the United
States at least, the term is now dis-
credited, but b.% emphasizing an analysis
of learning proet.,,ses, teaching machines
and programed !MCI eriun Lai c been IC-
SpUllale. fur SUIrle 11111)1 cmcnt in its
status. The significance of the teaching
machine mu% enicnt can be indicated by
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noting the astonishing lack of interest
A% hiclt other proposals for the improve-
ment of education show in the teaching
process.

Find better teachers. In his Talks to
Teachers, James insisted that
there AA as nothing wrung with the Ameri-
can school spun]] %%Int.11 could not be
corrected by "impregnating it with
geniuses" (7). It is an old formula. If

ou cannot soh e a problem, find some-
one who can. If you du not know how
to teaeli, find someone who knows or
can find out for himself. But geniuses
are in short supplA , and gaud teachers do
not come ready-made. Education would
no doubt be improA ed if, as Conant (3)
has repeatedly pointed out, good teachers
who know and like the subjects they
teach could be attracted and retained,
But something more is needed, It is not
true that "the two essentials of a good
teacher arc (a) enthusiasm and (b)
thorough know ledge of and interest in
his subject" (5). A third essential is know-
ing how to teach.

Emulate model schools. Rickover's
crittcisin of the present American school
system is A% (9). His only im-
portant positiA e suggestion is to set up
model schools, staffed by model teachers.
The implication is that A% c already have,
or at least can ha% e for the asking, schools

hick need nu improA cinent and whose
methods can be widely copied. This is
a dangerous assumption if it 'discourages
further inquiry into instruction,

Simplify what is to be !aimed. Un-
scccessful instrc,ion is often blamed on
ref, actury subject matters. Difficulties in
teaching the verbal arts are often at-
tributed to the inconsistencies and un-
necessary complexities of a language. The
pupil is taught manuscript handwriting
because it inure closely resembles printed
forms. He is taught to spell only those
words he is likely to use. Phonetic alpha-



bets are des iscd to help him !cam to read.
It may be easier to teach such materials,
but teaching it,elf is not thereby im-
pros ed. ttiectis c teaching mo.ild cor-
rect these pc simistic estimates of as aila-
ble instructional power.

Reorgamze ....bat is to be 1,..ntu,d. The
proper structuring of a subject matter is
perhaps a part of pedagogy, but it can
also sell C .1% a mode of escape. Proposals
fur impro% ing education by reorganizing

hat is to be learned usually contain an
implicit assumption that students will
automatically perceive and remember
anything which has "good form" a
doctrine probably traceable to Gestalt
psyehology. Current re% isions of high
school curricula often seem to lean

hcasiIti on the belief that if what the stu-
dent is robe taught has been "structured,"
he cannot help understanding and re-
membering it (t). Other purposes of
such revisions cannot be questioned.
Materials should be up to date and well
organized. But a high school presentation
acceptable to a current physicist is no
more easily taught or easily remembered
than the out of-date and erroneous ma-
teria: to be found in texts of a decal . or
more ago. Similarly, the accent of a na-
th e speaker eneutintered in a language
laboratory is no more may learned than
a bad accent. No nutter how- well
structured a subject matter may be, it
must still be taught.

Improve presentation. Pedagogy can
also be as oiled if m hat is to be learned
can he made memorable. Audio -s isual
devices arc often recommended fur this
purpose. Many of their other purposes
are easily defended. It is nut alua s easy
to bring the student into cuataet with
the things he is to learn abour ds are
easily imported into the classroom, and
bunks, lectures, and discussions are there-
fore staples of education, but this is often
:in unfortunate bias. Audio %isual des ices

can enlarge the student's nuns erbal ex-
perience. They can also sen e to present
material clearly and cons cniently. Their
use in attracting and holding the stu-
dent's attention and in dramarizim; a sub-
ject matter in such a 11 ay that it is al-
most automatically remembered must be
questioned, how ever. It is especially
tempting to turn to them for these pur-
poses w hen the teacher dues not use puni-
th e methods to "make students study."
But the result is nut the same. \ \'hen a
snident obsess es cn attends to something
in order to sec it more clearly or re-
member it more effecti% cly, his behavior
must have been shaped and maintained
by reinforcement. The temporal order
m as important. Certain reinforcing e% ents
must has e occurred after the student
looked at, read, and perhaps tested him-
self on the material. But m hen colored
displays, attractive objects, filmed epi-
sodes, and other potentially reinforcing
materials are used to attract attention,
they must occur before the student en-
gages in these activiies. Nothing can re-
inforce a student for paying attention if
it has already been used to attract his
attention. Material whit]] attracts atten-
tion fails to prepare the student to at-
tend to material w hich is nut interesting
on its face, and material which is natu-
rally memorable fails to prepare him to
study and recall things w hich are not, in
themselves, unforgettable. A well pre-
pared instructional film may appear to
be successful in arousing interest in a

gisen s-ubjeet, and pans of it may be re-
membered without effort, but it has not
taught the student that a subject may
become interesting w hen more closely
exan.ined or that intensi% c study of some-
thing which is likely to be overlooked
may have reinforcing consequences.

Multiply contacts bet-,eett teacher and
students. Audio-visual deices, particu-
larly when adapted to telo isiun, are also
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used to iniprusc education by bringing
onc tcachcr into contact with an in-
definitely large number of students. This
can bc done, of course. without analyzing
how the tcachci teaches, and it cmplia-
SI/CS a mode of communication %% hich
has two scrious disadvantages. The
teacher cannot :kc thc effect he is having
on his students, and large numbcrs of
brtitknts must proceed at thc sainc pace.
Contributions to pedagogy- may he nude
in designing programs for cducational
tcictision, but the incre multiplication of
contacts is not itsclf an improt cmcnt in
teaching.

Expand the eAcationai system. In-
adcquate education may be corrected by
building more schools and recruiting
inure teachers so that thc total quantity
of cducation is increased, even though
there is no changc in cflicicncy.

Raise standards. Lcast effective in im-
proving tcaching are demands for higlicr
standards. We may agree that studcnts
will be better educated ttlicn thcy Icarn
more, but how are they to be induced
to do su: Dcmands for higher standards
usually conic from critics who hate !cast
to offer in impro% ing [caching itsclf.

Thc mot ement sy mbulized by the
[caching machine differs from othcr pro-
posals in two ways. It emphasizes thc di-
rcct improvement of tcaching on thc
principle that nu enterprise can improve
itself to the fullest extent without ex-
amining its bask processes. In the second
place, it cinphasizcs tlic implementation
of bask. knots lcdgc. If instructional prac-
tices % iolate many basic principles, it is
only in part because these principles arc
not %% idcly known. The tcachcr cannot
put what lic knows into practice in thc
classroom. Teaching machines and pro
gtauicJ constitute a direct at-
tack on the problem of implementation.
With appropriate administrative changes,
thcy may bridge thc gap bctu een an

cffccti% c pedagogical theory aid actual
practice.

Educational Goals
An effective tcclinulol.4 of tcaching

calls fora rc esatnination of cducational
objectives. What is the tcaclicr's actual
assignment? Educational policy is usually
stated in traditional tams. The tcachcr
is to "impart knoulcilgc," "improve

"dc% clop rational faculties," and
so on. That education is best, says Dr.
Hutchins (6), w hick dct clops "intel-
/cctual pow cr." The task of the tcachcr
is to changc ccrtain inncr processes or
statcs. Tic is to impro% c the mind.

Thc role of thc tcachcr in fostering
mcntal prowess has a ccrtain prestige.
It has al ays bccn licld superior to the
rolc of thc trainer of motor skills. And it
has the great advantage of being almost
iimilncrable to criticism. In reply to the
complaint that he has not produced ob-
scn ablc results, thc tcachcr of thc mind
can lay claim to in isible achiet ements.
His studcnts may nut bc ablc to read, but
he has only been try ing to make sure
they wanted to learn. Thcy may not be
ablc to sok c problems, but he has been
tcaching them simply to think crcatively.
Thcy may be ignorant of skiecific facts,
but he has been pi imarily concerned with
thcir general intcrcst in a field.

Traditional specifications of the goals
of cducation have ncvci told thc tcachcr
what to do upon a gitcn occasion. No
onc knows how to alter a mcntal process
or strengthen a mental power, and no
onc can bc sure that he has done so when
he has tiicd. Thcre ha% c bccn many good
teachers who lut c supposed themselves
to bc working on thc minds of thcir stu-
dcnts, but thcir actual practiccs and thc
results of those practiccs can be analyzcd
in other tt ays. The w ell educated student
is distinguislicd by ccrtain characteristics.
What are tiny, and how can thcy be
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produced? Perhaps c could ansu cr by
redefining traditional goals. Instead of
imparting ',no.% ledgc, v% c could under-
take to bring about those changcs in bc-
havior which arc said to bc the con-
spicuous manifestations of know ledge, or
we could sct up the lichav for which is
thc mark of a man possessing well dc-
vclopcd rational pow cr. But mentalistic
formulations are w arped by irrelcv ant
historical accidents. Thc bchavior of thc
educated student is much morc cffcctivcly
analyzed dircctly as such.

Contrary to frequent assertions, a bc-
havioristic formulation of human bc-
havior is not a cridc positivism which
rcjccts =Inal processes because they- arc
not accessible to the scientific public (ta).
It docs not cmphasizc the rotc !canting
of vcrbal rcsponscs. It dues nut neglect
the complex systems of verbal bchav iur
which arc said to show that a student has
had an idea, or devcloped a conccpt, or
entertained a proposition. It docs not ig-
r.orc thc bchavior involved in thc intcl-
lectual and ethical problem solving called
"thinking." It does not ovcrlook thc
value judgments said to bc invoked when
we decide to teach one thing rather than
anothcr or w hcn vv c defend thc time and
effort gi% cn to education. It is merely an
effective formulation of thosc activitics
of teachcr and student which have al-
ways bccn thc concern of educational
specialists (II).

Not all behavioristic theories of learn-
ing arc rcicvant, how cvcr. A distinction
is commonly draw n ham ccn learning
and performance. Learning is said to bc
a change in sonic special part of the
organism, possibly the nervous system,
of which bchavior is merely- the external
and oftcn erratic sign. 'With modern
techniques, how evcr, bchavior can bc
much mom successfully studied and ma_
nipulatcd than any such inncr system,
evcn when infercnccs about the latter arc

drawn from the bchavior with the help
of sophisticated statistics. An analysis 0;
learning N% Lich concentrates on :he 'Jc-
havior applics most dircctly to a tcch-
nology, for thc task of thc tcachcr is to
bring about changes in tlic students bc-
havior. His incthods arc equally con-
spicuous. He makes changcs in thc en-
vironment. A tcaching method is simply
a m ay of arranging an em ironnicnt which
expedites learning.

Managing Contingencies
Such a formulation is not easily as-

siniilatcd to thc traditional }is\ chology
of learning. The tcachcr may arrange
contingcncies of rcinforccmcnt to sct up
ncw forms of rcsponsc, as in tcaching
handwriting and speech or nonvcrbal
forms of behavior in the arts, crafts, and
sports. He may arrange contingencies to
bring rcsponscs under ncw kinds of
stinnilus control, as in tcaching thc stu-
dent to read or draw from copy, or to
bchave cffcctivcly upon othcr kinds of
occasions. Currcnt instructional programs
designed to fulfill such assignments arc
mainly vcrbal, but comparable con-
ringcncies generate nonvcrbal bchavior,
including perceptual and motor skills and
various kinds of intellectual and ethical
sclf-management.

A sccond kind of programing main-
tains ihc student's bchavior in strength.
Thc form of thc rcsponsc and thc stimu-
lus control may not ciialigc, thc student
is simply more likely to respond. Sonic
rcicvant incthods are traditionally dis-
cusscd under thc heading of motivation.
For example, \VC can strengthen bchavior
by introducing ncw rcinforcers or mak-
ing old ones morc effective, as in giving
thc student bettcr rcasons for getting an
education. Thc cxperinicntal analysis of
bchavior suggests anodic' important pos-
sibility. Schedule available rcinforccrs
more cffcctivcly. Appropriate terminal
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schedules of reinforcement will maintain
the student's interesr, make him industri-
ous and persevering, stimulate his curi-
osity, and so on, but less demanding
!chedules, carefully designed to inaintaia
the behavior at every stage, must come
first. The programing of schedules of
reinforcement is a promising alternatise
to the aversive control which, in spite of
repeated reforms, still prevails in edu-
cational practice.

In neglecting programing, teaching
methods base merely- followed the lead
of the experimental psychology of learn-
ing, where the almost universal practice
has been to submit an organism im-
mediately to terminal contingencies of
reinforcement (03). A III.ILe or a dis-
crimination problem, for example, is
learned only if the subject acquires ap-
propriate bchas ior before the be'nas ior
he brings to the experiment has extin-
guished. The intermediate contingencies
arc largely accidental. 1 he differences in
behas for and in rate of learning m hich
appear under these conditions arc often
attributed to inherited differences in
ability.

In maximizing the student's success,
programed instruction differs from so-
called trial- and -error learning where the
student is said to learn from his mistakes.
At best, he learns not to make mistahes
again. A successful response may sun is c,
but trial and-error teaching makes little
pros ision for actually strengthening it.
The method seems inc itably committed
to avelsive control. ror the S.IIIIC reason,
pruarained instruction dues not closely
resemble teaching patterned on everyday
communication. It is oz,ualls not enough
simply to tell the student something or
induce him to read a hook, he must Le
told of must read and then bc questioned.
In this "tell-and-test" pntei it, the test is
nut gis en to measure ss lie has learned,
but to show hi n Ulldt he has not learned
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and thus induce him to listen and read
more carefully in the future. A similar
basically as-ask e pattern is widespread
at the college level, where the instructor
assigns material and then examines on
it. The student may knit to read care-
fully, to male notes, to shscover for him-
self how to study , and so on, because in
doing su he as olds avers's c consequences,
but he has not necessarily bccn taught.
Assigning-and-testing is not teaching.
The aversive by-products, familiar to
es eryone in the field of education, can be
avoided through the use of programed
positive reinforcement.

Many facts and principles derived
from the experimental analysis of be-
havior are relevant to the construction of
effective programs leading to terminal
contingencies. The facts and principles
ar:, often difficult, but they make up an
indispensable armatnentarium of the ef-
fect's c .cachet mid educational specialist.
We has c lung since passed the point at

hich our basic knowledge of human be-
havior can be applied to education
through the use of a few general princi-
ples.

Principle and Practice
The difference between general prin-

ciples and an effective technology can be
seen in certain efforts to assimilate the
principles of programed instruction to
earlier theories. Programed instruction
has, for example, been called "Socratic."
It is true that Socrates proceeded by
small steps and often led his students
through an argument with a series of
crbal puuunpts, but the example often

cited to illusuate his method suggests
that he ss as small are of an important de-
t41namely, that prompts must eventu-
ally be "sanished" in ot der to put the
student on his ow n. In the famous scene
in the Motu, Socrates demonstrates his
theory that 'canting is simply recollec-



non by leading an uneducated slay e buy
through Py thagui as's Gulden Theorem.
The boy tesponds with the rather timid
compliance to be expected mulct the cir-
cumstances and Mk Li without help. Al-
though Socrates himself and sonic of
those among his listeners wlw were al-
ready familia with the theorem may
have understood the proof better at the
end of the scene, there is no evidence
Whatsoever that the boy understood it
or could reconstruct it. In this example
of Socratic instruction, at least, the stu-
dent almost certainly learned nothing.'

A seventeenth-cenniry anticipation of
programed instruction has also been
found in the work of Cumenius, w who ad-
vocated teaclung in small steps, no step
being too great for the student who was
about to take it. Programing is sometimes
described simply as breaking material
into a large number of small pieces,
arranged in a plausible genetic order.
But size of step is not enough. Something
must happen to help the student take
each step, and something must happen as
he takes it. An effective program is usu-
ally composed of small steps, but the
whole story is not to be found in
Comenius's philosophy of education.

Another venerable principle is that the
student should nut proceed ',mil he has
fully understood what he is .o learn at a
given stage. Several writers flaw quoted
E. L. Thurodd.e. (t5) to this effect, who
WRAC in 19 r 2,

If, by a miracle of mechanical ingenuity,
a book could be so arranged that only to
him who had done what was directed on
page one would page two become visible,
and so on, much that now requires per-
sonal instruction could be managed by
print.

In commenting on this passage, Finn and
Perrin (4) have wi 'nen, ". . . 'Here are

I The program of the Meno episode con-
structed by Cohen (1) k an improvement in
that the student responds with less prompting.
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the insights of a genius. Ilistory can very
often teach us a lesson in humilityand it
does here. The interesting question is.
Why couldn't w we see it then ?" 'We might
also ask, why couldn't Thorndike see it
then? Ile remained active in education
for at least 3o y cars, but he turned from
this extraordinarily promising principle
to another andas it provedless profit-
able approach to educational psychology.

It is always tempting to argue that
earlier ideas would have been effective if
people has only paid attention to them.
But a good idea must be more than right
It must command attention, it must make
its own way because of what it does. Ed-
ucation does not need principles which
will improv c education as soon as people
observe them, it needs a technology so
powerful that it cannot be ignored. No
matter how insightful the anticipation of
modem principles in earlier writers may
seem to have been, something was lack-
ing or education would be much farther
adv anced. We are on the threshold of a
technology w hick will be not only right
but effective (14).

Criteria of Research
A science of behavior makes its prin-

cipal contribution to a technology of
education through the analysis of w.eful
contingencies of reinforcement. It also
suggests a new kind of educational re-
search. Thorndike never realized the po-
tentialities of his early work on learning
because he turned to the measurement of
mental abilities am; to matched-group
compari.,ons of teaching practices. Ile pi-
oneered in a kind of research which, w ith
the encouragement offered by promising
new statistical techniques, was to domi-
nate educational psychology for decades.
It led to a serious neglect of the process
of instruction.

There are practical reasons why we
want to know whether a given method



or instruction is successful or whether it
is more successful than another. We may
want to know what changes it brings
about in the student, pos,ibly in addition
to those it was designed to effect. The
more reliable our answers to such ques-
tion', the better. But reliability is not
enough Correlations bens cen test scores
and significant differences bens een group
means tell us less about the behavior of
the student in the act of learning than
results obtained when the investigator
can manipulate variables and assess their
effects in a manner characteristic of lab-
oratory research The practices evaluated
in studies of groups of students have usu-
ally not been suggested by earlier re-
search of a similar nature, but have been
drawn from tradition, from the improvi-
sations of skillful teachers, or from sug-
gestions made by theorists working in-
tuitively or with other kinds of facts.
No matter how much they may have
stimulated the insightful or inventive re-
searcher, the evaluations have seldom led
directly co the design of improved prac-
tices.

The contrast between statistical evalua-
tion and the experimental analysis of
teaching has an illuminating parallel in
the field of medicine. Various drugs,
regimens, surgical procedures, and so en,
must be examined with respect to a very
practical question: Does the health of
the patient improve? But "health" is only
a general description of specific physio-
logical processes, and "improvement" is,
so to speak, loci ely a by -product of the
changes in these processes induced by a
given treatment. Alacinc has reached
the point w Lie tesearch on specific proc-
esses is a mueli tilore fertile source of new
kinds of therapy than es aluatiuns in
terms of inThruvement in health. Simi-
larly, in education, no matter how im-
portant iniprus cment in the student's
performance may be, it remains a by-

product of specific changes in behavior
resulting from the specific changes in the
nn. ironinent wrought by the teacher.

.lucational research patterned on an ex-
perimental analysis of behavior leads to a
much Letter understanding of these basic
process.:s. Research directed toward the
behavior of the individual student has,
of course, a lung history, but it can still
profit grcad from the support supplied
by an experimental analysis ,)f behavior.

This distinction explains why those
concerned ss ith experimental analyses of
learning are not likely to take matched-
group evaluations of teaching machines
and programed instiuctiun very seriously.
It is not possible, of course, to evaluate
either machines or programs in general
because only specific instances can be
tested, and available examples by no
means represent all the possibilities; but
even the evaluation of a given machine or
program in the traditional manner may
not give an accurate account of its effects.
For example, those who arc concerned
with improvement are likely to test the
student's capacity to give right answers.
Being right has, of course, practical im-
portance, but it is only one result of in-
struction. It is a doubtful measure of
"knowledge" in any useful sense. We say
that a student "knows the rnswer" if he
can select it from an array of choices, but
this does not mean that he could have
given it without help. The right answer
to one question does not imply right an-
swers to all questions said to show the
"possession of the same fact." Instruc-
tional programs arc often criticized as
repetitions or redundant ss lien they are
actually designed to put the student in
possession of a number of different re-
sponses "expressing the same proposi-
tion." Whether such instruction is suc-
cessful is not show n by any one right
answer.
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Correct or Educated?
A preoccupation with correct answers

has led to a common misunderstanding of
programed materials. Since a sentence
with a blank to be filled in by the student
resembles a test item, it is often supposed
that the response demanded by the blank
is what is learned. In that case, a student
could not be learning much because he
may respond correctly in :9 out of 20
frames and must therefore already have
known s)5 per cent of the answers. The
instruction which occurs as he completes
an item conies from having responded to
other parts of it. The extent of this in-
struction cannot be estimated from the
fact that he is right 19 out of 20 times,
either while pursuing a program or on a
subsequent test. Nor will this statistic tell
us u hether other conditions are impor-
tant. Is it most profitable for the student
to execute the response by writing it out,
by speaking it aloud, by speaking it
silently, or by reading it in sonic other
way? These procedures may or may not
hay c different effects un a selected "right-
answer" statistic, but no one statistic will
cover all their effects.

Research in teaching must not, of
course, lose sight of its main objective
to make education more effective. But
improvement as such is a questionable
dimension of. the behavior of either
teacher or student. Dimensions which are
much more intimately related to the con-
ditions the teacher arranges to expedite
learning must be studied even though
they do not contribute to improvement
or contribute to it in a way which is not
immediately obvious.

The changes in the behavior of the in-
dividual student brought about by ma-
nipulating the environment are =ally
immediate and specific. The results of
statistical comparisons of group perform-
ances usually are not. From his study of

the behavior of the individual student,
the investigator gains a special kind of
confidence. He usually knows what he
has done to get one effect and what he
must do to get another.

Confidence in education is another pos-
sible result of an effective technology of
teaching. Competition between the vari-
ous cultures of the world, warlike or
friendly, is now an accepted fact, and
the role played by education in strength-
ening and perpetuating a given way of
life is clear. No field is in greater need of
our most powerful intellectual resources.
An effective educational technology
based upon an experimental analysis will
bring it support commensurate with its
importance in the world today.
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The Classroom
as a System

Martin R. Wong and Joyce M. Wong

The words "systems," "systems approach" and "systems view"
have a scientific and esoteric ring that is almost intimidating to
the classroom teacher and to others who do not fully understand
their meaning. In fact, however, the concept of a "system" is a
relatively simple one.

Systems in General
A system, in the broad sense, is a set of parts united by some

fowl of interaction. Examples of this broad sense would be the
solar system, the digestive system and the telephone system.
Ilowescr, this definition is a little too broad because it leaves out
what is perhaps the most vital aspect of most systems- especially
educational stems. the concept of purpose. It is a purpose that
defines the content and processes of a system, and it is with
referenee to purpose that most man made systems are evaluated.
Therefore, a more reasonable definition of a system is a set of
parts united by some form of interaction for the attainment of a
sp., :Yu propose. The systems approach to design begins with
orga mad eonunon sense -organized so that all factors are taken
into consideration, so that the outcomes of the process involved
match the designated purposes as nearly as possible.

An example of a relatively simple system is the electric
lamp. It has a collection of parts- most commonly a bulb, wire,
switch, stand and shadewhich are united and perform in
interaction for a specific purpose. to provide light. Different
kinds of lamps are designed for different purposes

Any particular light disseminating system is part of a larger
sy stem or suprasystent, the electrical system, which has many
such sub-systems, and has as its central purpose the provision of
electric pow cr. The lamp is also a suprasystcm in the sense that it
is made of sub systems such as the switch, the incandescent bulb,
and the wire and plug. Each of these sub-systems also has
interacting parts and a purpose.

The overall purpose of the educational system is to facilitate
learning. Each sub's } stun is designed to act in interaction with
the other parts of the system to further this purpose. Examples of
sub s> stems arc the classroom units, the administrative teams, the
custodial teams, the school buildings, etc. Each sub-system has its
own specific purposes which should, in interaction, further the
overall purpose.

The Classroom System
Any particular classroom can be viewed as a sub-system, Its

interacting parts are many: the students, the teacher, the

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, May, 1972, pp. 56-57.
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materials (blackboards, books, maps, audiovisual aids, etc.) and
all ..he other components that serve to further the learning
process.

The classroom system has as its general purpose the
facilitation of learning of its individual students and may have a
particular learning area that it is responsible for; e.g., seventh
grade math, American history, etc. Iloweccr, this general purpose
is also broken up into many %ub purposes in the form of specific
learning objectives. At any given minute some particular sub-pur
pose is probably guiding the actions of the teacher in his search to
stimulate and guide learning. These sub-purposes may he specifi-
cally explicated as behavioral objectives or may exist as momen-
tary objectives in the mind of the teacher or a pan ieular student.

System Components
In addition to its guiding purposes, a system has icy.; other

aspects. process and content. In the systems sense, the term
content refers speedically to the components of the system. This
is dearly %liar:rent from the usual educational usage. In the case
of the lighting system the content was the bulb, wire, switch,
stand, etc. In the classroom learning system the content is the
teacher, the students, the materials and whatever other aspects of
the classroom and community that can be brought to bear in
furthering the purpose of the system. Many classroom learning
systems reach outside of the classroom and the school to bring in
other interacting parts to aid in achieving their purposes. For
example, many teachers use visiting guests, field trips, news-
papers, television programs and whatever else will further
learning, Each, while it is serving the purpose of the system, is a
part of the stem. Virtually anything that has use in furthering a
learning objective is a legitimate potential member of the system.

The term process serves to describe all the operations and
functions in which component parts of the s) stein are engaged to
further the purpose. In the classroom these could be reading,
discussing, working problems, viewing films, solving problems,
inquiring, building models, etc.

In sum, then, a system is defined by its purpose. The reason
for analyzing a system is to try to organize it so that all of the
components of the content and the processes involved are
working together most effectively to further its purpose. In the
case of the classroom learning system, the content and processes
are many and they work together in maai interacting ways to
serve the general purpose of facilitating learning. Without some
attempt at organization of all these components and processes, it
is very likely that the system will be working at less than its best
effieLney. It is to provide an organizational framework that we
develop the concept of the learning system.

It is hoped that in bringing a greater degree of order to the
classroom learning system, two prominent advantages will accrue.
1) the wide and almost limitless range of processes and content
that potentially are available to further learning will become more
clear, and 2) decisions affecting the learning process will be based
on what will best serve the purpose of the system, i.e., furthering
learning.
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Other Components
In addition to guiding purpose, content and process, three

more aspect:. of the systems model have direct relevance for
classroom instruction. hie first two are assessment of input, and
assessment of output. Naturally, as with everything else in the
systems model, these two assessments are made relative to the
expressed purpose of the instruction. The assessment of input to
the N 5tein is the necessary assessment of the students' entering
behavior- their abilities, learned concepts and skills before in-
struction takes place. In other words, what do they already know
that will help them learn the task at hand, and what further do
they need to be taught in order to be able to achieve the
expressed goal? After all, it is what lies between this input and
planned output that requires teaching. As soon as we find out
w Lit a k, we can plan to have it accomplished.

This pre-assessment part of the systems plan is frequently
referred to as pre-testing. however, since it can be carried out in
numerous ivays other than specifically by testing, pre-assessment
is probably abetter word. The important point is that it should
be conducted in a systematic way so that later assessments of
output can indicate the actual (not fancied) change that has taken
place. Without assessment of input, achievement due to instruc-
tion can only be assumed, not proved.

The assessment of output from the system provides either
the moment supreme or the cchoings of defeat, the teacher gets
the glory and feeling of satisfaction derived from achievement or
suffers the pangs of failure. In either ease, he is better off than
before, either lie has a good idea about teaching procedures that
lead to success and probably has sonic ideas about making them
even better, or he knows specifically what not to do next time.

This brings us to the sixth and last of the aspects of the
systems model that we will consider. the concept of modification
of instructional processes based on feedback. In the case of input
feedback (or more correctly feed-fulmar(' to the learning system).
we've already discusse4 the idea that it shows us the starting
point of each student. zad the ground that must be covered to get
to the goal, i.e., what is to be taught. Output feedback ideally
tells us how well we've achiever; our goal, what we may have done
that was good, and what needs to be changed in order to more
effectively reach our goal next time.

Teaching is a complex process. The most pervasive truths are
variability and change. The input to the systemthe students'
knowle,;ge, capability, attitudes, etc.always contains a great
deal of variability. This variability and the ever-existing need for
improvement demand continual modification of the system to
more effectively achieve goals. The complexities, of teaching can
be left unhandled and achievement can be left to serendipity, or
the teacher can plan for and promote change in the desired
direction. Planning for and promoting change is what the systems
model is all about.

The systems model can help in planning instruction by
indicating and organizing the factors that must be taken into
consideration for maximally effective instruction to take place. It
pioduces a framework for us to organize and account for the



input, content, processes and output of our teaching, and helps us
keep in mind how all of these interact to further our purposes.
The components of the systems model seen as most relevant to
classroom instructional design arc purpose, process, content,
input, output and system modification based on feedback.

The Systems-Oriented Teacher
What specifically would a teacher, oriented toward the

systems approach, do in planning for learning that would be
different from what his non-systems-oriented counterpait would
do? First of all, his major concern throughout the planning and
guiding of learning would be with purpose- the objectives-of
instruction, lle would first have to know where he was going
before he could deter mine the best way to get there, i.e., the best
coordination of the parts of the system to maximally facilitate
learning. For example almost any teacher would surely plan
differently for a lesson designed to teach the names of the state
capitals than he would for a lesson involving the teaching of the
concept "democracy." The purpose of the lesson would deter-
mine the processes as well as the content -individuals, groups,
visuals, texts and other teaching tools- of the learning system.

The guiding purposes for instruction in any particular
subject are usually provided .for teachers in the form of syllabi, or
more often, in the form of broad goals for the unit, quarter or
year. However, the more specific day-to-day purposes are usually
not provided. Lately there has been a great ballyhoo about the
setting of behavioral objectives. Often it appears that the idea of
setting objectives is furthered as an end in itself. To the
systems-oriented teacher objectives are only valuable when they
are based on data he has gathered about his students and when
they are used as precisely stated purposes to guide the selection
of the most effective learning processes and content.

The systems-oriented teacher is also aware that the pur-
poses-objectives-of his instruction, as elements of the system,
are also subject to evaluation and modification based on their
usefulness to the individual and to society. Therefore, he
evaluates his goals in terms of their relevance to life outside of the
classroom. The system within which he is operating is part of the
suprasystcm called society, and it is this greater system that will
examine and assess his output with relevance to its needs.

A second major concern for the systemsoriented teacher
revolves around data gathering and analysis. These data are used
for design modification of the system. Ile gathers data about his
students, about the subject matter to be taught, and about the
processes available to him to teach the subject matter. The first
aspect-tile assessment of his students-can be accomplished by
pretesting, by systematic investigation of prior test scores, by
discussing with previous teachers what has been learned to this
point, and by asking the students themselves. The key element is
that the gathering be done systematically and accurately, for this
information will become the basis for decisions regarding pro-
cesses, content and even objectives. After this initial assessment.
the objectives can be established or modified.

Another form of data gathering refers to the content and
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processes of the system. During the Initial stages of planning, all
sources that may lead to possible help in teaching are consulted
and every idea is noted without harsh evaluation. Later, in a
closer look, the many alternatives can be esaluated in terms of
their likely contribution to furthering the purposes of the system.
They can then be included as part of the system or rejected.
Again, the decision is made with reference to the purposes of the
instruction.

The last two parts of data gathering are most prominently
used to evaluate and modify the sy stem. Ongoing data gathering
and feedback are essential for maintaining the efficiency of the
system. In order that it remain maximally, effective, the system
must remain able to react to the cariability of its content by
providing flexibility in its processes. In more practical terms,
feedback from students is necessary to evaulate how u ell the
instruction is progressing, and to change it to make it better.
Notice that the feedback is considered as a source of information
for the furthering of objectives of the system, not as a means of
checking on the value of the, student. In addition. this feedback is
used to keep students aware of their progress in relation to the
objectives. They too, as components of the system, require
feedback.

Output data gathering for feedback is also essential to the
assessment of the effectiveness of the system and to the
modification of the system to maintain its viability. Thus, for the
systems-oriented teacher, post-testing is an important part of the
instructional process. Again, the emphasis is on testing for
diagnosis of strengths and weaknesses of the system as they are
related to changes in the students, not on evaluating the worth of
the students. It has been often shown that given appropriate
instruction and sufficient time, most students can achieve the
level of objectives that are normally expected in our public
schools. Output evaluation, then, is to consider boss well the
system achieved its purposes, and what changes need to be made
to improve its success. In a broad sense, this post-testing feedback
tells the teacher what changes need to be made in the system to
better achieve its purposes. It provides the teacher with proof
positive of achievement induced by his efforts.

Summary
The systems-oriented teacher (I) thoroughly assesses the

input to his system, (2) explicates his specific purposes unambigu-
ously based on the input feedback, on constraints on his system,
and on the needs of the students and the suprasystcm, (3) gathers
as much data as possible about his subject matter and alternative
processes for achieving his purposes, (4) makes decisions concern-
ing processes and content based on the best means of furthering
the purposes, (5) activates the system by putting the plan into
action, (6) gathers ongoing feedback data systematically and
accurately, (7) modifies the system's content and processes based
on the feedback, (8) assesses the effectiveness of the system by
comparing the output product to the purposes of the sy stem and
to the input product , and (9) modifies the system based on all his
sources of feedback before it is again activated.
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The Behaviorally Engineered Classroom:

A Learner-SenLitive Environment

Lanny E. Morreau
Program Coordinator of Instructional Design

Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory

A Systems Approach

A child is an inseparable part of a social system, i.e., an ecological

unit, composed of the child, his family, his neighborhood, his school, and

his community (Hobbs, 19£S). Just as a child afficts the s- -co-system,

each component of this system affects the behavior of the child.

Aside from the home, the system component with the highest probable

impact on the child is the school. Therefore, the effects of each variable

in the school environment should be assessed and modified to provide an ideal

learning environment. Emphasis should be placed on the modification of

the school envizenment rather than the home because the school has a man-

dated responsibility for effective instruction, it is easier to change, and

it can be structured to allow continuous monitoring of the effects of these

changes.

Behavioral Management Strategies

When designing and developing the school component of the child's

ecosystem, the educator must be familiar with, but cautious in accepting,

theoretical, philosophical approaches. A set of empirically deiived and

From Mo. Hsu s E :Pinney, R H and Daley, M F , INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT, 1970, Upper
Midwest Regional Educationat Laboratory, Minneapons, Minnesota pub suani to U S 011ice of Education
Contract 3 7 062870 3069, Dena( iment ol Health, Nitration, and Welfaie
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frequently demonstrated principles t_an serve as the basis for the design

of A functional, educational system leading to desired changes in student

behavior. Su:h an instructional environment, based upon the prInciples

frecu:ntly categorized under the rubric "behavior ruodification," would pro-

vide a high density of reinforcement contingent upon specific student

responses.

Although the effectiveness of behavior modification strategies is

well documented, there are several alternative procedures from which to

Select in establishing an instructional environment. For example, token

syotems have frequently been established because tokens: (1) Can often

be deliver0 more immediately and more conveniently than direct reinforcers.,

(2) can be easily stored, (3) allow for the utilization of reinforcing

activities which cannot be made available in the classroom setting, (4) can

be employed in a large variety of situations other than the classroom,

(5) can be used to manage the behavior of numerous individuals simultaneously.

But, as observed by Skinner (1968), the critical task in most teaching

situations is not the incorporation of new reinforcers but the effective

utilization of those currently available. Capitalizing on the ongoing

behavior of students, the Premack framework of reinforcement offers a virble

reinfor-m,nt system without using tokens. Premack noted that "...for any

pair of responses, the mono probable one will reinforce the less probable

(19c;, p. 132)." This relaticnchin has direct implications for instruc-

tion: Any behavior, at thL point in time that it is of higher probability,

ran b u,od to reinforce any lower probability behavior. A teacher can

mara4 an intru tional environment so that student access to high proba-

bility IctIvitio,; (reinforkAnj events) are contingent on the completion

pt)bobility a:fivitis (ta-k behaviors). Through the management of
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Close contingencies, the teacher can increase the frequency of selected

task behaviars.

Homme, DeBaca, Devine, Steinhorat, and Rickert (1963) demonstrated the

effectiveness of this technique by teaching a large segment of the first-

gradc rtpertoire to a group of preschool children in one month. Equally

sigificant was the change from a condition of bedlam which existed in the

classroom to a situation highly conducive to learning. Further indications

of the effectiveness of contingency management techniques were found in the

teaching of English literacy to Indian children (Homme, 1965) and in the

teaching of arithmetic and reading to mentally retarded children (Daley,

Holt, and Vajanasoontorn, 1966).

It has also been established tnc.t low probability behaviors can, through

repeated pairings with reinforcers (high probability behaviors), become

reinforcing in themselves (Daley and Holt, 1969). This data provides a

direction for attaining one of the ultimate aims of the ideal educational

system: To offer as great a quantity and quality of reinforcement as possible

while systematically increasing the frequency of low probability behaviors

associated with academic tasks until the behaviors associated with the tasks

assume the properties of reinforcing events. This synopsis, in fact, describes

the one continuous, operational objective of the behaviorally engineered

classroom (Homme, Csanyi, Gonzales, and Rechs, 1969: Morreau and Daley, 1972).

Classroom Design

The behaviorally enginecred classroom is structurally defined by three

major areas: The task area, the progress check area, and the RE area.

The Task Area

Since the primary goal in the classroom is to increase the frequency
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and/or accsracy of thc students' academic responses, the largest portion

of the cla-sroom is designed for academic-task related activities. In the

task area, students receive materials selected to assist them in working

toward their individual objectives. The size and difficulty of the task

are lased on the student's entry-level (existing) skill in each specific

area. The teacher move:, from student to student providing verbal reinforce-

meat for specific behaviors and assistance where needed. The effectiveness

of so-:i teacher interaction in reducing disruptive behavior while reinforcing

academic responses has Leen clearly demonstrated (Hall, Lund, and Jackson,

1968). The task area also provides a situation in which the teacher can

monitor and record student behavior which ultimately provides part of the

data for decision-making related to individual students.

The Progress Check Area

If students are reinforced for simply completing tasks without evalua-

tion of their responses, inaccurate responding may increase in frequency.

The progress check arca allows for the prompt, systematic evaluation of

student tasks so both the teacher and the students know if the criteria

specified for a given task have beea met. The student, an aide, or a

classr,,= asistent can record the data relevant to task performance, thereby

providing the core information required for decisions related to future

tasks and contingencies.

The Reinforcing. Event Area

In the reinforcing event area, students engage in activities of their

students can create activities or select them from pictures of

avilaLle activities, a reinforcing event menu (Fig. 1). The tendency

to coJpctitivtly engage in group activities indicates that this indirectly-

supervi-ed area provide4 a setting facilitative to the meeting of social
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objectives.

Classroom Sequence.

Students proceed through the following sequence of events in the

classroom: The student completes a task unit, a series of small behavioral

steps which approximate desired terminal performance, and proceeds to the

aide for evaluation. If the student performs successfully, i.e., at the

prespecified criterion level, he selects from activities pictured on the

RE men. and proceeds to the RE area to engage in the activity of his choice

for five to ten minutes. If the task performance does not meet the specified

criterion level, the student returns to his desk, repects only those responses

where errors were made, returns for a re-evaluation, and then proceeds to the

RE area (Fig. 2).

0
lASK AREA El

<>

PROGRESS
CHECK
POINT

(f21)

OtTIRE AREA
Figure 2. Conponeats of the composite classroom.

The formai agreement between the teacher and the student as to the

quantity or quality ;.f task-related material which will be completed and the

positive consequen.ze3 which will be engaged in contingent upon its com-

pletion is referred to as a contract. The arrangement of liberal and fair

contracts based on individual needs, the clearly delineated expectations

implicit in their development, and the subsequence adherence to the con-
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tracts by the teacher, provide ideal circumstances for the development

of trust.

Environmental Characteristics

It is frequently easier to structure the physical environment than

it is to modify behavior through the management of contingencies. For

a disruptive student, the teacher might first develop a pre_cnetic environ-

ment and gradually alter it to approximate the task area. For example, a

student could complete his task units in a study booth which could be

systematically reduced in height as disruptive behaviors decreased in

frequency.

Ideally, emphasis is placed on decreasing the frequency of problem

behavior by systematically increasing the density of reinforcement for

task-related behaviors--a nonpunitivc procedure. Punishment often elicits

negative responses which can become chronic. The student may (1) Attempt

to escape from the punishment, e.g., withdraw, (2) attack the deliverer of

punishment, (3) attack his peers, (4) attempt to destroy the environment.

The nearest approximation to punishment contingencies used in the

behaviorally engineered classroom is time-out, i.e., time away from the

opportunity to engage in activities leading to reinforcing events. Time-

out should be short. Further, a response incompatible to the one for which

time-out is presented should be strengthened through systematic reinforce-

ment. The student should receive an explanation of why he is being removed

and should be told that he will again be able to engage in reinforcing

Inst,.t-tional strategies must also be developed which are consistent

with the environment. The developmental strategy would be similar to the

seven-step sequence described by Bijou (1968):
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1. State the desired terminal behavior in objective terms,

2. Assess the student's behavioral repertoire relevant to the task.

3. Arrange stimulus material and the behavioral criteria for rein-
forcement in a sequence for presentation.

4. Start the student on the unit in the sequence at which he can
respond correctly 90% of the time or better.

5. Managa the contingencies of reinforcement to strengthen successive
approximations of the terminal behavior.

6. Build conditioned reinforcers that are intrinsic to the task
learned.

7. Keep records of the student's progress and modify the program
accordingly.

To develop instructional strategies of this type one must first state

the objectives for instruction. These objCctives can be stated clearly

and distinctly through the use of a simplified unit guide (Morreau, 1970).

The precision necessary for the evaluation of instructional outcomes is

provided by the behaviorally objectives which specify: (1) The learner

as differentiated from a class or group of learners, (2) an observable,

measurable response which the learner will emit or a product of the response,

(3) the stimulus conditions under which the response will occur, (4) the

frequency, duration, or quality of the performance (the criterion level)

which will be considered successful.

Each of the four parts of the objective provides specific information:

"When presented with a random list of 10 words.

The Conntion: The student could be faced with a disaster if all his

activities were dire,,ted towaru a written response to printed material

and the teacher measured his progress with an oral check. The conditions

indicate the procedures to be used in evaluation and guide the teacher

in sele,ting materials. If mastery of a given skill be demonstrated
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"t'attt-ttt.wo...-

by oral responding, the tea.ler would record this in the objective and then

select activities to direct thu student toward oral behavior.

...the learwr...

The Learner: "The luarnur," as contrasted to a class or group of learners,

focuies attention on the individual student. It cannot be assumed that

a "class" is a homogeneous group of individuals who are progressing at

an equal pact and who can all benefit from the same materials.

...win write...

The Action: Behavioral objectives specify what the student can do, not

what he "knows." Because the action is observable and measurable, teachers

can precisely (objectivell) evaluate the effects of materials in assisting

the student in mastering th. obje,tive. The student's measured performance

also serves as a guide for advancing him in a sequence of Objectives.

...3 rhyming womb for each word with ZOO accuracy."

The Meaeire or Crit ria. Stating the precioe quantity or quality of responses

which indicate mastery of a given skill assures that each student is ad-

vancL1 to :mart difficult materials only after he has the skills necessary

ckal.n) with them. Tea.hers are also able to report a student's progress

mar ilecisely. He do-sn't just "know more," he can "do" a specific task

at a .T..cified level of aer.uracy.

Cli-otives should be directed toward a,:tual, life functioning. In

w,.)11., the terminal Lchavior in a given area should occur in a "real-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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life," stimolas condition rather than in a classroom situation. The stu-

dent ihJuld learn, to respond in rho presence of a variety of stimuli ane.

to genoraltze d given response to "real-world" situations. Both the objec-

tives and the curriculum should reflect the need for group activities to

meet specific social objectives.

Contracts should be prepared for all curriculum areas such that the

stuuent can engage in reinforcing activities for successful task completion

both in and outside the classroom, e.g., physical education, art, and a

variety of curriculum materials should be made available by which any given

objective can be met.

Assessment of the student's present level of performance can be accom-

plished through the use of curriculum embedded tests or other measures which

are consistent with the objectives to be used.
Selecting Objectives and Materials

The sequential arrangement and the storage of objectives, i.e., an

objectives bank, would assure that:

1. Students would be placed precisely within a given sequence of
objectives.

2. Prerequisite skills for meeting terminal objectives would not
be omitted.

3. The pupil would be directed toward increasingly complex discrimina-
tions.

4. The required generalizations would occur.

An effective banking system for objectives would meet four specific

criteria:

1. All objectives would be sequentially arranged.

2. All objectives would be complete (including student-action-measure/
criteria-condition).

3. Each objective would contain instructions for teacher u,e of the
objective itself.

4. Specific units of curriculum material would be tied to each objective.

1 q
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Followin4 inaividualized placement within the instructional sequence,

the student would re,eive taA units composed of programmed, instructional

materials designed to meet a specific objective. Such programmed materials

offer suveral advantages:

1. Each student can proceed at his own rate.

2. The materials allow for self-instruction.

3. Each student can use different materials.

4. Teachers can spend more time with individuals in that students
are functioning independently.

5. Teachers need not make all subject-area presentations.

C. The materials are designed to sy..tematically guide student responding.

7. The materials maintain high levels of motivation via reinforcement
and feedback.

8. Students can complete units in less time.

Teacher Deciaion-Making

To design an environment responsive to the specific needs of indi-

vidual students, the tea-her must collect and analyze data on a systematic

basis. Although it might appear that all decisions are dictated by the

environment, the environment provides only a structure-- the teacher

is a ,:u-ial part of the classroom, and student progress will be largely

determin,1 by the effe,tiveness of the on-going, decision-making process.

The ,abjectives, the materials, and the classroom are structured to

d,;-v7,..dattl individual differences. Since these differences may be great,

tho t.14siotz cannot rely on grout, information but needs continuous informa-

tion un caJi student's performance to successfully assist students on an

individail basis. Foot b..sic areas of teacher decision-making can affect

iadividuil progreisi
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Riagno.ini the S%111/Knowledae level

Eadg student's io,ition on a continuum of behavioral objectives is located

by muels of an objective-b. :zed plakement examination. It is possible

(and highly probable) that the initial placement for some students will

be incorrect. Decisions: Is the dilDnoiih corret? Should a given student

be advanced or otherwise relocated in the objectives sequence?

Evaluating Materials and Activities

If materials and activities are to help students meet. their objectives,

they must be selected in terms of a specific objective to be met. The

materials may appear to be relevant to a given objective, but the only real

criterion for their use is the degree to whicn they Will. improve the terminal

performance ky the student. Decisions: Are the materials and activities

adequate for meeting specific behavioral obje,.tives? Should they be modi-

fied or replaced?

Prescribiu to Correct a Skill/Knowledge Deficiency,

After the teacher has diagnosed each student's skill/knowledge level, he

prepares a prescription, a unit of task material that is neither too large

nor to difficult for the individual student. Decisions: Is the task too

large or too difficult for the student? .,hould the task size be reduced?

Should the student first use other less difficult materials? these decisions

can be facilitated by assigning a small task to each student and monitoring

his performance on the task.

Selecting and Evaluating Reinforcing Events

Students will select their favorite activities from those offered in the

RE area. Rut, it can never be assured that, at any given time, a reinforcer

is avallal le for each child. Further, the same item used d5 a reinforcing

activity for one student may simultaneously b, requested by several other
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students. Decisions: Is a reinfon.ing activity available for each chile?

Should more than one of a given item be present in the RE area?

Since the opportunity to engage in a reinforcing event increases or

maintains student behavior, reinforcing activities must be assessed frequently

in terms of their effe,:t on student performance. Given continuous perfor-

mance data on each student, f,,r example, the teacher can decide to add

items to the RE area based on the fre4uency of selection by the students.

To make these decisions, the teacher must record the following infor-

mation: How many errors does a student make on each task? How such time

does it take for the student to complete each task? How many reinforcing

events are received by each student? Which reinforcing events are selected

by the students" How many students are making a large number of errors on

a given unit of material?

Recording and analyzing data allows for effective decision-making

by both the teacher and the student. Students can learn the procedures

necessary for independent decision-mking and self-management of both task

and reinforcement selection--certainly a "real-life" situation.

Meeting Learner Needs

The following comparison of the behaviorally engineered classroom

with several criteria identified as significant in Project REED (Hobbs,

1966), illustLates the sensitivity of the classroom to learner needs:

1. Life is to be lived now. The classroom is designed to increase
the probability of immediate success through the clear specification
of objectives for each student and through the use of successive
approximations toward a terminal behavior.

2. Time is an ally. Because the classroom is sensitive to individual
differences, children functioning at varying levels and having a
variety of problem behaviors can be accommodated in the same environ-
ment.
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3. Trust is essential. The classroom provides for the meeting of
contracts by both the adult and the student. What better opportunity
for the development of trust?

4. The child must develop competence. Each academic task is designed
for a specific student: The task size and the placement in the
materials is individualized. The child develops competence while
receiving multiple reinforcers for task completion. Further,
reinforcing events are related to the real world. Contingencies
are very much like those arranged for competent performance in the
adult world.

5. Problem behaviors can and should be controlled. Through the re-
inforcement of task-related responses, there is a high probability
that incompatable problem behaviors will decrease in frequency.

6. Cognitive control can be taught. In this classroom, students
rapidly learn discriminative stimuli for specific behavior through
the differential reinforcement of behavior.

7. Feelings should be nurtured. Students have an opportunity to
express anger and hostility in a non-punitive environment. While
the environment does not provide positive reinforcement for dis-
ruptive behavior, it is not consequated with punishment.

8. The group, is important. The RE area, where students join in
group activities under reinforcing conditions, provides a func-
tional model for learning group importance. Specific objectives
are also prepared and implemented for instructing students on
the importance of the group.

9. Communities are important. Through the interaction of the student
with his teacher, his family, and his "peer" community, he learns
to emit specific terminal behaviors which carry over to his neigh-
borhood, his town, or his city. He is given an opportunity to
behave in a manner consistent with the significant social behavior
of his community while being reinforced fo: thct behavior.

10. A child should know la. Joy could be defined as having personal
control over access to a large amount of positive reinforcement,

experiencing success on a frequent basis in many areas, interacting
socially in a "free" setting, and receiving few aversive conse-
quences.

These tenents define the parameters of a learner-sensitive environ-

ment; so, too, do they describe the behaviorally engineered environment.
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